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Preface
One often hears said that writing a PhD thesis is a lonely adventure, which is true to
some extent: at times I spent more hours with my computer than with the people I
longed to be with. Simultaneously, however, I was surrounded by many persons who
supported me in various ways. I want to acknowledge the invaluable assistance and
support of these persons and institutions here.
I will always be grateful to Maria Baru and her family, particularly her daughter
Yosefien, her husband Paulinus Bame, and her brother Agus and sister Aknes Baru.
Maria Baru took len Courtens, my close friend and fellow anthropologist, and myself
into her family. She also introduced us to a world of which I could never have
imagined the ritual and religious richness. That Maria Baru arranged for len and
myself to be allowed to participate in a fenia meroh initiation rite, which is an
extremely secret and in principle inaccessible event for non-clan members, least of all
foreigners, was her greatest gift. It not only provided me with the possibility to receive
unique anthropological data, but also enriched my worldview. Maria's readiness to tell
her life history, enabled me to compose this book around her personal life and, thus, to
write the book that I desired.
The fieldwork would also not have been possible without other people of Ayawasi,
Tabamsere and Fef in Northwest Ayfat. They gave their trust to us shortly after we
arrived. It was a privilege to stay with them and become immersed in their daily
religious and ritual lives. I am thankful to all the people of Ayawasi and Fef who
welcomed me with warm hearts. In Ayawasi, I would like to particularly mention Lys
Korain and Petrus Turot, Maria Fanataf, Sesilia Nso, Yosepha Fatie and her mother
Maria Yumte, Bapak Raja, his son Hans Tenau, kepala desa Vitalis Tenau, Ibu
Antonetta Fanataf, Yustina Yumte and her father Ofibomen Yumte, Thérèse Kosamah,
Mariana Yumte, Yopi Titit, Yuul Yumte and Rony Kocu. I am also particularly
grateful to the following persons from Fef and Tabamsere: Ibu Ndam Hae, who joined
Maria Baru as the ritual teacher of the reinstated fenia meroh rite; the five girls who
participated in the rite and shared that experience with me - the Ita's Posien Bame,
Mandor Titit, Senek Hae, Weku Momo, and Arkomoh Weyak Baru; and also the
kepala desa of Tabamsere, Arit Baru, Yohannis Bofra, Anselma Baru, Paulina Baru,
and Tomas Baru.
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I am thankful to the priests and friars of Ayawasi, particularly Father Yonathan
Fatem and Father Bosco, for their willingness to cooperate. The late Willem
Nuhuyanan, the pioneering missionary teacher, gave me invaluable information on the
period of the introduction of the Catholic mission.
The cooperation of the Dutch Augustinian fathers in Sorong and Manokwari has
been indispensable in my research. They generously welcomed us in Sorong and
Manokwari and helped us whenever possible. I am indebted to Father Ton Tromp for
his permission to conduct research in the archives of the diocese in Sorong and the
informative interviews he granted me. Father Frans Jonkergouw frankly and accurately
shared his valuable memories, opinions, and data. We continue to meet Father
Jonkergouw when he is in the Netherlands. He carries letters from and to Ayawasi for
us, and keeps us informed about the major developments there. Father Ben Noords
allowed me to interview him in the Netherlands, which formed a valuable addition
source to the archival documents.
The meetings with the Missionary Sisters of the Precious Blood (CPS), who started
their work in Ayawasi in the early 1960s and returned to the Netherlands in the early
1990s, were crucial for my research. Sisters Lamberti Yzendoom and Leonie Possen
initially advised us to contact Maria Baru, for which I am extremely grateful. This is
also true for the frank and valuable ways in which they, and Sister Mariet Jordans,
shared their knowledge and memories.
We were fortunate to meet Han Schoorl who was the first and, before us, the only
anthropologist to conduct fieldwork in West Ayfat. His willingness to amicably share
his experiences and knowledge of the region and the people was invaluable in the
preparation and execution of the fieldwork.
The research was made possible by the Netherlands Foundation for the
Advancement of Tropical Research (WOTRO), who financed the fieldwork, and the
Department of Anthropology of Radboud University Nijmegen, where I was appointed
as PhD student. The preparation for the fieldwork was carried out in close cooperation
with the NWO (Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research) priority programme
'The Irian Jaya Studies: a Programme for Interdisciplinary Research' (ISIR,
coordinated by Leiden University) financed by WOTRO. I thank Jelle Miedema for
his collaboration and the useful copies of myths, reports and other documents he
provided. The Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia (LIPI) enabled me to carry out
the fieldwork by granting me a research permit, and I am thankful that Mrs Dr.
Roosmalawati Rusman was willing to act as my scientific sponsor.
At the Radboud University Nijmegen, many persons supported and helped me over
the years. I am very grateful to my supervisors Frans Hüsken, Ad Borsboom and Willy
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Jansen, for their inspiring support and guidance. Their constructive comments on the
drafts of early chapters, even meeting short deadlines, were valuable contributions to
this study. I highly appreciate my supervisors' trust in, and patience with, me during
the writing process, which took several years due to my fulltime appointment
elsewhere. It was a blessing that they, like me, believed that I would finish the book
one day, and never complained about the delays. I am thankful to Ton Otto, who from
the first moment strongly supported the idea of taking Maria Baru's life history as the
guideline for my dissertation, and then commented on the first draft of several
chapters. The latter is also true of Jan Pouwer, who provided very useful comments
and advice.
I thank my colleagues of the Department of Anthropology and the Centre for
Women's Studies who were supportive over the years, and those who commented on
earlier drafts of chapters. A special thank you for support and stimulation during the
writing process to Catrien Notermans, Halleh Ghorashi, Els Verzijlbergen, Huub de
Jonge, Henk Driessen, Toon van Meijl, Janine Klungel and Ria Janssen. Anna Karina
Hermkens was willing to draw the map on the Bird's Head and scan the photographs,
Anouka van Eerdewijk arranged that her sister designed the cover of the book, René
van der Haar edited the list of references and Marieke de Klerk the photographs in an
earlier draft. I am grateful for their help. I thank Giles Stacey for the accurate English
corrections, Jan van Schijndel for comradely and accurately helping me with the
layout of this thesis, and Ema van Eerdewijk for her beautiful design of the cover of
the book.
I am greatly indebted to my colleagues of the Faculty of Social Sciences, who
warm-heartedly supported me in finishing the thesis, especially Guus van Berkum,
Franklin van Rhoon, Robin Kayser, Dean Charles de Weert, Ton Coenen and Mariette
Stevens. They allowed me to take my leave days whenever I needed them to complete
my thesis, despite the usual busy workload at the Bureau. Moreover, they were truly
interested in the progress of the book and my personal wellbeing during the hectic
period of combining writing the thesis with my job, for which I am very grateful.
I often had to neglect my friends and family because I had to spend my free time on
completing this thesis. Especially over this last year this was taken to extremes, and it
frequently made me unhappy that I had no time for them because of the thesis work. It
was however essential for me that they nevertheless untiringly supported me. I am
particularly grateful to Abé Holshuijsen for being a true dear friend, who was always
there in her indispensable ways whenever I needed it. I thank Beate Wesdorp, Franklin
van Rhoon, Nicole Zwager, Widel van Son and Rik Nijland, Roos van Schijndel,
Nellie Breed and Frans Aarts, Fokke Brink and Maria Kumb for their warm support.
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My family, as always, stood behind me. My parents, Jac Thoonen and Annie
Thoonen-Bardoel, invariably sustained me in various ways. They lent their caring
support even though it was challenging for them that I would be abroad for such a long
time in a remote area. During the writing up process, despite their own busy lives, my
mother would cook meals for us when we even had no time to cook, and my father
would deliver them. They sent postcards and emails to let me know that they were
thinking about me whenever I did not have the time to meet or call them. My sister and
friend Mariëlle opened her heart and her house for us when we were homeless before
and after the fieldwork. She carefully advocated on behalf of our interests when we
were in the field and unremittingly supported us during the writing up process. I am
extremely grateful for the endless care of my parents and sister. Their heart-warming
emotional and practical support was indispensable and kept me going during tough
weeks. Also len's family supported me over the years, for which I thank them. Her
parents, Ton Courtens and Cis Puts, and her sister Han Courtens were always
sympathetic and motivating to me. Her sister Marja Courtens also supported me by
being happy for me when things went smoothly, and by her generous hospitality
through which we, at times, could have a break with her in Maastricht. It saddens me
that Ton cannot be present at the ceremony because he passed away before the
completion of the thesis.
Yin-o, you encouraged me to follow my dream, a token that is forever inscribed in
my heart and mind. That you were even prepared to leave your own path for some
time, to accompany me to West Papua, is the most beautiful gift. Especially because of
your presence, but also because I would never have completed the fieldwork without
you: I would have fled after the first of the many malaria attacks. For me, it is
indispensable that it was you and no-one else with whom I shared so many memorable
events.
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Chapter 1
First Acquaintances: Persons And Questions
My first encounters with Maria Bam were decisive for my anthropological journey
into female initiation rituals. She was to open doors to my research in Ayawasi and
Fef, in the Northwest Ayfat region of the Bird's Head area in West Papua, and become
an invaluable and untiring source of information on changing female initiation rites in
the context of Catholic missionisation. This role makes her the protagonist of this
study. Let me therefore go back to the day I met her.
On that day in August 1994, I was walking in the village of Ayawasi together with
my fellow anthropologist and close friend len Courtens, and a local man called Hans
Tenau who showed us around the settlement. It was a very hot day, the village lay
open underneath a cloudless sky. Only a few inhabitants passed by on the sandy paths.
They were moving slowly to the rhythm of the heat, just as we did. There was not the
slightest noise of children at play, no hum of voices, no laughter. One could only hear
the gentle waving of the palm leaves. The air was filled with the smell of smouldering
wood which, shrouded in wisps of smoke, passed through the leafy roofs of the
kitchens. Lunchtime was over. Most of the villagers were napping in their houses or
sheltering from the sun in the silent shadows of their food gardens outside the village.
Just a few hours later they would restart their activities, awakened by the probing
sound of cicadas which would tell them that the sun would shortly go down. But, at the
time, it almost seemed as if the village had been deserted. It was a badly-timed
moment for newly-arrived anthropologists to introduce themselves to the villagers.
Yet, although we did not succeed in meeting more than a handful of local residents,
from inside the houses, however, some of the people observed us. "You did not see me
that day," Maria Bam would tell us later, "but inside the house we were watching you
walking by." Maybe, then, she had also caught a glimpse of our delighted faces when
Hans checked his pace near her house and said: "This is the house of tukang
[carpenter] Paulinus Bame and Ibu [Mrs] Maria Bam." We had already been longing
to meet Maria Bam before we went to West Papua, but we did not know whether or
not she was still living in the village of Ayawasi. During the preparation for my
fieldwork, I had interviewed some of the Dutch missionary sisters who had been
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working in the area for thirty years and who had urged me to meet Maria Baru. They
informed me that she was a prominent woman in the sphere of indigenous culture as
well as local Christianity. However, the sisters did not have recent information about
Maria Barn's present residence. And then, suddenly, we found ourselves gazing at her
house.
len and I planned to visit Maria Baru the next day but, unfortunately, I fell ill so the
visit had to be postponed. Sick with malaria tropicana, I stayed in bed for the next two
weeks. But in the morning of the day after I had recovered, we walked straight to the
house of Maria Baru and her family. When we got closer to the wooden building, I
saw a woman cleaning the porch. She swept the twig bristles of the broom over the
cement floor with cautious moves. Compared to the other women of the village, she
was slender. From a distance, this woman did not show her exceptional spiritual and
physical strength. But when we shook hands and I looked into her eyes, I was struck
by their brightness and expression of kind-heartedness. In the year that followed, I was
to leam that one could not only read softness, gentleness, and happiness in her eyes,
but also grief, dismay, and anger. Not so much her body as a whole, but her eyes
initially betrayed her forceful personality and position. Further, her alertness and
commitment to the things that happen both in her personal life and within Ayfat
society were apparent.
We introduced ourselves and conveyed the greetings of the Dutch missionary
sisters, as they had requested. When she realised that we knew the sisters, Maria
started crying with both joy and pain, and told us how she missed them. After some
time, when she had dried her tears, we explained the purpose of our visit and asked her
to lend her assistance to our research on indigenous cultural practices of women. Maria
was visibly startled, I could read it in her eyes; but she reluctantly agreed. "Come back
another day," she said.
On the 30th of August we held our first informal interview at her house. Maria
Baru gave us a hearty welcome and invited us to sit down at the large wooden table in
the middle of the living room. The table was covered with kain timur ('eastern cloth'),
reserved for special occasions. On the table she had placed a small, brown medicine
bottle filled with brightly coloured little flowers, a habit she had adopted from the
Dutch missionary sisters. Maria had combed her hair with care and wore one of her
finest blouses and skirts. Other house members walked in, to whom we were
introduced and who afterwards sat down on the wooden bench against the wall. Maria
Baru and her eldest daughter Yosefien joined us at the table. Yosefien would stay
during our conversation. But the adult male family members, Maria's husband
Paulinus and her older brother Agus, left: they had interrupted her, to which Maria
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responded by an expressive gesture with her arm in order to let them know to keep
their mouths shut, and later they quietly left the room
Despite the various signs of welcome, I proceeded with caution because of her
somewhat reserved reaction the previous time and we first talked about the
composition of the household Next, Maria Baru spontaneously started telling us about
the education she had received from the missionary sisters She also recounted the
dedication of the Dutch Roman Catholic nuns and priests who had been working
among the local people with their whole hearts But then, in a flat voice, she went on
to say "Now everything has changed In former days things were different Nowadays,
the elderly are afraid because the people no longer use adat ['tradition', custom] '
Agama [religion] has entered " What happened next, would be crucial for the course of
my research To my amazement, Maria suddenly switched to the subject of female
initiation rituals "In the rumah adat [cult house] we learned how to live well," she
said "We received pendidikan adat ['traditional' education] But later the government
and the Church entered They did not know how to handle our adat So the houses
disappeared Now we do not use them anymore, and the children no longer learn about
adat in this way " It saddened her that none of her grown-up children had been
initiated
Although I had been taking notes myself, Maria Baru urged her daughter Yosefien
to write down for us the things that her mother would report next Then, for two hours,
Maria enthusiastically recounted her own initiation experience Skipping from one
subject to another she told many things While listening, I learned about the rules that
neophytes were obliged to obey during the period of seclusion, and what would
happen if they violated particular rules "If we met with men, we had to be killed " I
learned about the importance of symbols such as ropes, fire, and taro And, also, about
the final ceremony, when the initiates left the cult house While recalling this last part,
Maria's eyes were shining with joy Finally, she said "Go home and study the things I
have told you Then come back again, and I will tell you everything till the end "
I was stunned by the sudden turn to the subject of initiation because I had not
mentioned the topic, neither during our first acquaintance nor in this interview
Initially, I had assumed that such a direct approach would scare people off While
studying archival documents and interviewing missionaries before I went to West
Papua, it had appeared to me that indigenous information about initiation would not be
easily accessible Nevertheless, I remained highly interested in rites of initiation In
1

Maria Baru uses the Indonesian term adat since within the Papuan Meyah language there is no term
for 'tradition' or 'custom For further reading on the importance of adat in another area of the Bird's
Head see Timmer (2000) who explores the meaning of adat as a 'tradition of knowledge' in Imyan
society (southwest Bird's Head)
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Dutch archives,2 I had found some references to initiation rites in reports by former
Dutch administrators and other officials who had been working in the Bird's Head
region of West Papua (Honnef 1956; Massink 1955; Van Rhijn 1957a, 1957b, 1960;
Kamma n.d.; Kamma-Van Dijk 1961; Van der Veen 1953). Van Rhijn (1960), a Dutch
physician, had written a report primarily on male initiation rituals in the Bird's Head
area. In anthropological studies I had read cursory descriptions about male and, to a
lesser extent, female initiation (Elmberg 1955, 1959, 1968; Miedema 1984; J.M.
Schoorl 1979). Elmberg (1965) even published an ethnographic description of
initiation rites as practised in the Ayamaru area in the 1950s. However, all my further
efforts to learn more about the rites in the Bird's Head area had been in vain.3
Miedema (1984) mentioned that initiation rites in the East Ayfat region were still
performed in the 1980s, while others suggested that, under the influence of
governmental and missionary interventions, rites of initiation had disappeared in the
greater part of the Bird's Head (and the wider region of West Papua). There were no
studies or other written sources available that could provide an answer as to whether
female initiation rites in contemporary Bird's Head societies were still practised at the
time I started my research.41 had been wondering if the rites had been abandoned, or
whether it would indeed still be possible to study the practice of initiation. Since
anthropologists were largely in the dark about female initiation in the greater part of
West Papua, female initiation was on my hidden agenda. So, I felt not only astonished,
but also pleasantly relieved by Maria Barn's shift to the topic.
On that particular day in August it seemed to me that it might indeed be possible to
investigate female initiation. Maria informed me that some other elderly women who
resided in the village of Ayawasi had been initiated during their childhood and might
be willing to talk about their experiences. Later I found out that, in the village of
Ayawasi, no more than ten such initiated women were still alive (which is a small
number when one considers that the village had approximately 1,000 inhabitants). I
felt uncertain and asked myself if it really would be interesting to explore rituals that
were only living on in the memories of so few women, however essential their
importance had been in the past. Nevertheless, I decided to pursue the topic, as a part
I studied documents in the archives of the Missionary Headquarters of the Reformist Church
(Zendingshuis Oegstgeest) and the National Archives, The Hague (NA, Nationaal Archief). I was also
provided with documents through Dr J. Miedema of the NWO priority programme "The Irian Jaya
Studies: a Programme for Interdisciplinary Research" (ISIR).
This is not only related to the secret nature of initiation rites, but also to the fact that very little
anthropological research has been conducted in the Bird's Head area. Concerning the centre of the
Bird's Head, and especially the central Ayfat/Kamundan-Wena region, very little is known.
For West Papuan regions beyond the Bird's Head area, more recent information on initiation rituals
had been published, for instance: Bnley 1982; Wilson 1986; Zöllner 1988.
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of my research into religious change, and postponed any decision about narrowing the
research focus. "I will cross that bridge when I come to it," I thought.
In the weeks that followed, 1 still believed that initiation rites had been abandoned
all over the Ayfat area. I started by gathering information from inhabitants who
originated from various Ayfat villages, who all told me about the abolition of the rites
in their native village. In some of the villages the rites had not been performed since
the 1960s, while in others they had disappeared in the 1970s. In the 1970s and 1980s,
however, male initiation rituals (wuon) had been twice reintroduced in the village of
Ayawasi. Through these occasional reintroductions, local people were responding to
disasters that took place within their community. The disasters were perceived as
punishments by ancestors because the ancestral rules had not been transmitted by
means of the wuon ritual for some years. In the case of the first reinstatement, in
1978/79, plant diseases had seriously affected the taro (a tuberous plant) harvest in
neighbouring Ayawasi villages. This induced the raja (literally: 'ruler')5 Marten Tenau
to ask the local missionary if he had any objections to them performing wuon again.
The raja explained that the inhabitants of the village of Ayawasi were in a state of
tension. They felt insecure about the codes of behaviour between elders and
youngsters as well as between leaders and followers. Further, younger men did not
have much knowledge about animal hunting and the preparation of poison. The
missionary, Father Jonkergouw OSA, had answered: "I do not have any objections as
long as you do not commit excesses. Do not abuse these boys, but just guide them into
adulthood." The raja gave his word and the male initiation ritual was performed over a
year. The second time, in the 1980s, the area was struck by an excessively long period
of drought that lasted for more than a year. In order to reconcile the ancestors, wuon
was performed once more. To date, this remains the most recent male initiation rite in
Ayawasi and the surrounding villages.
Later I found out that, as I had assumed, rites of initiation indeed were no longer
common practice in the village of Ayawasi and its surroundings within the West Ayfat
region. It was also true for the native village of Maria Baru in the north Ayfat area and
for some other settlements in that region: most families that had settled down in village
communities had abandoned female and male initiation. When I travelled to the north
Ayfat region in January 1995, however, I discovered that the rites for both girls and
boys had lived on in some other villages in the northern region. A few villagers still
wanted their children to take part in initiation rites. The duration of the rites, however,
had been drastically shortened. While in pre-missionary times the rites generally lasted
between one and several (in the case of male initiation) years, the current rites just
5

The title of raja was introduced by former Dutch governmental officials (see Chapter 2)
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took a few days or weeks, and were only performed during school holidays During
my stay in the north Ayfat region, local inhabitants informed me that in settlements
more removed from missionary stations, especially those situated in the dense
rainforest, the rites were still practised in longer forms However, as I had not visited
these areas I could not verify this information Upon inquiry it appeared that there
were families who had not abandoned the rites at all who were still living in the forest
the customary lifestyle before Dutch governmental policy started to force the
indigenous people to settle down in village communities They had not been baptized
and their children did not take part in primary school education
During my stay in north Ayfat, five months after my first meeting with Maria, all of
a sudden len and I were invited to participate in a female initiation rite Again, I had
not sought the opportunity, but I felt very honoured by this privilege Maria Baru had
used her authority to arrange for us to be allowed to participate inside a cult house for
two days and one night, and to attend the final three-day ceremony It was a unique
experience, which turned out to be far more than an opportunity to study present-day
female initiation While participating in the ritual I, just like len, was myself partially
initiated, which gave me an unique chance to gain deeper insights into ritual female
initiation and its meanings This experience led to my final decision to alter the initial,
rather broad, research theme concerning the changing meanings of indigenous
religious practices of women within the missionary process I chose to focus my
research on female initiation rites and missiomsation Further, I extended the regional
scope from the West Ayfat (Ayawasi) area to the Northwest Ayfat area
The broadening of the regional scope was also motivated by the ethnographic
reality Apart from the period when I stayed in the village of Fef in the north Ayfat, the
village of Ayawasi, as the centre of the Catholic mission, remained the main research
location Although this village is situated in the West Ayfat area and originally
inhabited by members of the Meybrat tribe, it turned out that members of the
Meyhabehmase6 tribe from the north Ayfat region also resided in the village of
Ayawasi They had followed the mission's track from the north to the West Ayfat
regions from the 1970s onwards Although they quantitatively form just a small part of
the village of Ayawasi, their influence in the religious sphere is substantial not only
Maria Baru but also other prominent figures in the sphere of local Christianity
originate from the north Ayfat
Before elaborating on the research topics, let me return to that day in August when I
had interviewed Maria Baru for the first time I will suggest some answers to questions
In anthropological studies generally referred to as 'Karon' see Chapter 2
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about Maria Baru's and other women's motives in telling me about female initiation
This will also serve as an opportunity to discuss the general meanings of female
initiation rituals in the Northwest Ayfat region
When we were walking home after the interview, I considered myself fortunate
with the information Maria Baru had given But I also wondered about the reason for
the turnabout, and the trust she had so quickly given us Some time later Maria Baru
told me that, after our first acquaintance, she had sought advice from Yefun (God)
about our request As we shall see, Maria Baru acts as a spiritual intermediary
claiming a close relationship with God Yejun had let her know that we had
approached her with good intentions and that she could trust us Afterwards, Maria had
walked to the upper part of the village to consult with a few senior female relatives
She informed them about our request, the answer that God had given her, and her
resolution to open up about fema meroh (female initiation) The elder women,
including another woman of high standing, approved of her plan But it was
particularly because of the divine approval, that Maria Baru had cast her hesitations
aside and felt free to tell us about fema meroh In doing so, however, she was
contravening some important ancestral rules Details about the period of seclusion in
the cult house, for instance, are only known to initiated women and have to be kept
secret Maria Baru, however, would now tell us "everything" (as she usually put it),
even the most secret parts She did not worry about possible repercussions because she
felt safeguarded by her exceptional status within local society and with the protection
of God
After our initial conversations it became clear that revealing initiation experiences
to an anthropologist provided Maria with a means to record this most essential
indigenous practice of women despite its abolition in her native village "You have
come to us to write it all down" she said, "so it will be saved for our children " After
we had participated in the ritual, it appeared that Maria Baru and her daughter
Yosefien had also devised another way of 'saving' the cultural practice of female
initiation they expressed the idea of setting up "archives" in their house for the benefit
of younger generations So, before our departure from the village, we bought a suitcase
for them in which the ethnographic data on fema meroh could be kept safely protected
from the damp climate Its lock would also protect the contents from people who,
according to indigenous rules, were not allowed to enter the secret world of fema
meroh men and non-initiated women After our return to the Netherlands we sent
Maria copies of field notes and recorded tapes, and hundreds of photographs that len
had taken during our participation in the ritual We felt this was the least that we could
give them in return
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Still, however, one urgent question remains: why had it been so crucial for Maria
Baru and other women to document fenia merohl Here we have reached the key
question concerning the special significance of female initiation rites.
Initiation and Identity
In the Northwest Ayfat area, as elsewhere, initiation rites predominantly involve
fundamental indigenous cultural beliefs and practices. As such, the rites are crucial for
transmitting, expressing, and creating indigenous identities in different spheres and at
several levels. The core of both female and male initiation consists of the transfer of
ancestral rules and protective powers from generation to generation. In this way, links
between individuals and their ancestors and, at the same time, between individuals and
their clans, are established. Moreover, initiation rites are a vehicle for indigenous
gender identity formation as initiation aims at transforming girls into adult women and
boys into adult men. As I will show in Chapters 3 and 6, the special importance of
female initiation rites for female gender identity is expressed throughout the ceremony,
and particularly by the well-known Ayfat saying "Women are the door to heaven."
This proverb expresses that women, due to their exclusive procreative powers of
pregnancy and delivery, are the "gateway to the secrets of life."
During their stay in the cult house, girls were taught by senior women about
ancestral regulations, and prepared for their life as adult women. In this way, female
neophytes learned about menstruation taboos, fertility, pregnancy, giving birth to
children, child-raising, proper 'female behaviour', and social action. The girls were also
instructed in practical skills, such as weaving baskets to which symbolic meanings
concerning femininity were (and still are) ascribed. The end of the initiation was
marked by a ritual washing and decoration of the girls. After that, a three-day
ceremony took place in which the transfer of protective ancestral powers was again a
central aspect. The initiates had now entered a new life-stage, as grown-up women
who were incorporated into the secret 'traditional' world of adult women, and who had
become full members of their clan. A contradistinction to male initiation is that female
initiation in the Northwest Ayfat area is marked by a family-bound condition: only
girls who belong to the same clan could participate together in fenia meroh. By this,
we can already partially explain why it was of little consequence for Maria Baru and
other women who originated from communities in which the rites had been abolished,
that in other settlements and family groups the rites had lived on: the fact remained
that this did not overcome the problem that ritual assignment of secret and sacred
knowledge and practices was absent within the own clan.
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Today, young people in Ayawasi are ill-informed about the practice of initiation
(and other abandoned cultural practices) and their meanings Most of them are not
interested in 'old traditions' The majority of the elderly people deplore this
development Elderly women usually reacted with strong emotions when they talked
about the abolition of female initiation rites Especially when they referred to the
irreplaceable meanings of the rites in relation to their indigenous identity, they usually
began to cry with gnef One day, Maria Baru articulated the particular significance of
initiation rites when she, sounding almost desperate, said to me "It is the main feature
of our culture ( ) Without fema meroh and wuon we are no longer human beings, we
are rather like dogs and pigs "
The intricate relationships among female initiation, personal experience, and
identity formation became the focus of my research I found this tie between initiation
and women's personal experiences and identities intriguing what did this rite mean for
the women who took part in it 7 I wondered, for instance, about their feelings during
the period of seclusion did they feel anxious, stoical, angry, glad or proud 9 Had they
suffered from heat or cold, hunger or thirst 9 Had they received the ancestral rules,
which they were supposed to obey during their whole life, without objections 7 I was
wondering too about the ways in which they had coped with their new identities after
the end of the ntual, when everyone had returned to the natural order of the day what
happened to their personal lives 9 To what extent did they follow, or violate, the rules
they were supposed to obey as initiated women 9 With regard to the abolition of the
rites, I wondered whether these ways of the adat had disappeared because of
missionary or other influences after the arrival of the Catholic missionaries in 1949
What did this loss mean for individual women in relation to creating and expressing
identities9 Had they maybe created new 'identity rituals' within the Catholic sphere 9
And how was this process related to religious experience9
Besides being interesting, such questions concerning individual experiences are
barely touched upon in the majority of anthropological accounts on initiation rites and
other rituals In the early 1980s, Myerhoff pointed out that "the failure of anthropology
to deal with the experiences of ritual participants -private, subjective, psychological,
conscious, and unconscious- is an enormous barrier to our understanding of the
subject" (1982 118) More then ten years later Cohen stated
The ethnographic literature on initiation is full of accounts of socially scripted
personhood from which the authorial self is entirely absent, and which treats
rites of initiation ( ) as processes which establish society's rights over the
individual (Cohen 1994 79)
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Even groundbreaking and highly influential studies such as Herdt's work The
Guardians of the Flutes (1981) have been criticised for neglecting the "authorial
selves" of initiates (Elliston 1995).
In a collection of articles on female initiation (Lutkehaus and Roscoe 1995),
Lutkehaus (1995a: 16) states that "Any analysis of gender and initiation in Melanesia
has to focus on social action and performance. It is human agency -in the form of
exchange and the performance of rituals such as initiation- that effects the
transformation of one gender state into another." As in former studies on initiation,
however, most of the contributions in this anthology explore 'agency' by means of the
ways ritual performances "affect" and "transform" the initiates, as indeed Lutkehaus'
cited statement implies.7 A similar approach can be found in a study on female
initiation among the African Okiek (Kratz 1994). Kratz explores the question as to
how ceremonial performance and participation effectively transform the initiates
(ibid:3).
Although the "authorial self' of initiates in general receives little attention in
Lutkehaus and Roscoe's book, the study is interesting here because the strong ties
between initiation rites and identity, that I noted above, form a central theme in the
majority of the essays. Barlow (1995:85-113), Fergie (1995:113-131), and Maschio
(1995:131-165) in particular demonstrate that performances of the rites not merely act
as a part of the process of achieving full adulthood, but also in achieving full
personhood (Lutkehaus and Roscoe 1995:xvii). The authors show that initiation rites
are crucial to personal identity formation and the life cycle of women. Lutkehaus
(1995a:28) points out that alongside the transitional stages in the life cycle of
individual women, the rites can be seen as "important events or stages in larger social
processes and cycles fundamental to the life of both individuals and whole societies."
In this way, rites of initiation are crucial for both personal and group identity. On the
level of the individual, female initiation rites deal with the construction of female
identity. On another level, they may act as symbolic reproductions of the society as a
whole. As such, the rites express not only cultural conceptions of femininity "but,
more fundamentally, what it means to be human" (ibid: 10), as was echoed in the
remark by Maria Baru. A central problem in Kratz's study concerns the connection
between initiation and identity, which she formulates as: "(...) conceptions of gender
and cultural identity as they relate to initiation" (1994:3,4). Although Kratz's study is
an excellent contribution to the anthropological knowledge on female initiation rites, I
do not agree with the way she approaches identity. Firstly, because it pays little

An important exception is that of Sexton (ibid. 205-219) who analyses the active contributions of
women in recreating ritual forms of initiation.
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attention to personal and human identity Secondly, because the analytical distinction
between gender and cultural identity is blurred, as gender identity is but one form of
cultural identity
In contrast to Lutkehaus and Roscoe, Kratz, and other former studies on initiation, I
will not highlight ritual efficacy Bearing in mind the arguments of Myerhoff and
Cohen quoted above, I will explore how local actors experience initiation and actually
deal with it in their personal life course Also, I will examine how local actors search
for ways (and even deploy anthropologists) to revive initiation rituals and establish
new places for them in local society

Central Question
This study explores the purpose of the fema meroh ritual in (re)constructing identities
of local girls, in relation to the ways in which they coped with this purpose in practice
Central is the question how do individual persons in the Northwest Ayfat area
experience and make use of female initiation rites and missiomsation in relation to
identity formation9 This guiding question is divided into two sub-questions Firstly,
how do individual persons experience female initiation in a context that has been
highly determined by Christian missiomsation 9 Secondly, how do individual persons
use female initiation and missiomsation to (re)construct and express identities during
the life course 9 Within these questions, a point of special interest will be the ways in
which people strive to achieve reconciliation in the event of conflicting identities
'Female initiation' here refers to the ritual form of initiation that is called fema
meroh I will explore not only what precedes the ritual, the performance of the ritual,
and the phase that immediately follows the closing festivities, but also subsequent
stages in the life cycle of initiated women When trying to understand how individual
persons cope with initiation experiences in their personal lives, one cannot restrict the
investigation to the phase of the ritual performance, but should investigate the
'complete' lifespan as it continues after the ritual initiation In the words of Lutkehaus
"The trope of the life cycle becomes the central organizing motif, both for the
anthropologist's analytic framework and for the cultural schema of particular societies"
(1995a 28) Initiation experiences and identity formation do not end after the closing
ceremony, nor after transitional rites that follow immediately on from the initiation
ritual, but continue throughout the personal life cycle Further, I will explore Ûizfema
meroh rite and the individuals' experiences not only in relation to the missionary
process, but also within the wider socio-cultural context of Northwest Ayfat society
As Keesing states with regard to male initiation rites, taking the rites only as a focus
creates "a danger of pulling rites out of their institutional and economic context and
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out of the wider system of male-female relations of which they are part, there is also a
danger of taking a slice of social reality out of its context in a way that distorts its own
cultural coherence" (1982 6) It is important, for instance, to comprehend female and
male initiation rites within their mutual relationships (see Lutkehaus 1995a 28), so in
my analysis, whenever possible, I will make comparisons with male initiation (wuori)
In the formulation of my central question I use the concept of'missiomsation' rather
than 'Christianity' or 'Catholicism' for the following reason Not only Catholic notions
and practices, but also the missionaries as persons appear to have been significant
Especially the activities and attention of female missionaries regarding local women
were crucial to the women and for female identity Thus, 'missiomsation' includes the
missionary process and Catholic beliefs and practices as well as meanings of
individual missionaries The 'mission' here includes several Roman Catholic
missionary orders Initially, in the late 1940s, Dutch Franciscan missionaries (OFM)
settled in the Ayfat region After some years, Dutch Augustmian missionaries (OSA)
took over In the 1960s, female missionaries, the Dutch Missionary Sisters of the
Precious Blood (CPS), started working in the village of Ayawasi in West Ayfat They
left West Papua in the 1990s, when Indonesian Sisters Franciscan of Heythuysen
(OSF) took over

Initiation: a Dynamic Perspective
The dynamic perspective of this study responds to the call for a new approach to
initiation rituals Besides Myerhoff (1982), also Cohen (1994) suggested that we need
a new or renewed anthropological theory for the study of initiation rituals Myerhoff
(1982 118) points out that we have to develop a theory about the kind of experience
that rites of passage provide, and argues that "the rite of passage calls for a
psychological anthropology " She defends this as follows
It is a moment of conspicuous teaching Central to nearly all such rituals,
particularly rites of initiation, is the integration of the person into the society
These are occasions when most often the formal teaching of the culture is
transmitted to those who are to become full members How does this learning
take place9 How is culture communicated, not simply as an external, neutral set
of principles, but as a motivational, internalised system, so that one's duty, as
Turner puts it, becomes one's desire9 (Myerhoff 1982 188-121)
Although Myerhoff correctly argues that ntual initiation aims at integrating individual
persons into society by means of conspicuous teaching, in her argument she somewhat
underestimates another important aspect the "authorial self' of initiated persons
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Indeed, social groups do perform initiation rituals in order to transform their young
members into persons who fit within the social group. As Cohen puts it, this is why
initiation rites go to extraordinary lengths "in the attempt to coerce their members into
similar meanings" (1994:19). To mind comes a comment from a Dutch missionary
sister who witnessed a closing ceremony of the wuon ritual in the village of Ayawasi:
"When the young men returned from the house of initiation into the village, it seemed
as if they were benumbed... like being brainwashed." The central aim of initiation does
not, however, warrant a one-sided focus on ritual efficacy. One has to go one step
further, I believe, and also pose the question in reverse: how do initiates cope with this
ritual purpose in practice? In other words, how do they experience and use this cultural
(re)construction of their personal identities both during the ritual performance and
throughout their life course? Here, I draw on Geertz (1973: 87-126) who in his
influential study The Interpretation of Cultures argues that for anthropologists who
study religion, not only the dispositions (such as capacities, skills, habits) that a ritual
induces in the initiates are important, but also how individuals or groups deal with
these dispositions in "social and psychological life."
While Myerhoff does not go far enough in stressing the dimension of initiates as
creative agents, Cohen proposes an alternative approach in which the individual
contributions by initiates are central in the process of reformulating their own
identities:
To acknowledge self consciousness is to recognise another competence of
ritual: that it provides a means through which individuals construct the terms of
their membership, establish the meanings of selfhood and society to them, and
rehearse their rights to their selves (Cohen 1994:79).
Cohen's contribution to a more-dynamic perspective on initiation serves as the major
point of departure in this study. Drawing on Cohen, I suggest that to increase our
anthropological understanding of initiation rituals, we must comprehend these rites
from the perspective of individual persons and examine their active, creative
contributions. Doing so will enable us to analyse the socio-cultural significance of
initiation rituals, and allow us to scrutinize other interesting questions concerning the
ways in which initiates experience rites of initiation; for example, how do initiated
women cope with their new identities in subsequent life stages? What meanings do
they attach to these identities? How do ritual leaders reproduce and change initiation
rituals within the process of religious change? And how can this be understood in
relation to identity formation?
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Rituals, of course, are by no means static cultural events, but are being reshaped all
the time as Barth (1987) has shown with regard to New Guinean societies. Both within
and between generations, Barth argues, local actors create new ritual variants. Ritual
performances, and the meanings attached to the rites, change with every single
performance, depending on the people who lead and participate in the rituals. Barth
also emphasises that people who participate in ritual performances experience the rites
in different ways.
Although Cohen approaches 'experience' as 'self consciousness', I will not explore
initiation and identity formation in this way. In my opinion, the cultural construction
of (personal) identity is both a conscious and an unconscious process. I agree with
Moore (1994) that no person can ever be fully aware of the conditions of their own
construction of self. In constructing a self, Moore argues, people take up various
subject positions within different discourses and social practices which cannot be
explained in terms of rational choice alone. Therefore, I focus on another concept,
which I refer to as "creative agency". As Kirkpatrick and White (1985:13) state,
"persons may emerge as distinct, autonomous agents in culturally specified
circumstances." Pouwer (1989:296) emphasises that "the creativeness of individualsin-society" should be explored. "This creativeness," Pouwer argues, "is basically a
matter of conscious and sub-conscious bricolage, a recombination, reshuffling of
elements, or rather: components, taken from various existing configurations into a new
one."
I perceive 'creativeness' as related to 'agency', which I use in the sense of Bakan
(1966) who views agency as manifesting itself in self-protection, self-assertion, and
self-expansion (as opposed to 'communion', which refers to being one with others).8
Using the concept in this way has two main advantages. Firstly, it underlines the
creative self-authority of persons, both conscious and unconscious, in (re)constructing
(personal) identities. Secondly, it provides a means to explore the dynamic, mutual
relationships between individual persons and rituals as well as between individual
persons and the social environment. To sum up, I will use an actor-oriented
perspective by exploring personal experience and self-determination. Rather than
perceiving initiation rites as processes that establish society's rights over the
individual, in which the "authorial selves" of initiates is absent, I accept what Ewing
calls the "flow of experience" of initiated persons as creative agents.
I will particularly show that the initiation ritual's aim of transforming identities of
novices is not automatically effected, and may even result in conflicting identities. The
Bakan's ideas are still relevant for studies on self and personhood. See, for instance, the work by
psychologists H. Hermans and E. Hermans-Jansen (1995:6).
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fenia meroh rite (literally meaning 'woman comes down') aims to transform individual
novices into adult women who, especially by internalising ancestral rules, fit within
the socio-cultural group and share a common identity. Nevertheless, I found that,
despite the profound ritual effects, initiated women sometimes do experience that the
group identity they are supposed to have internalised during initiation (social identities
in accordance with tribal modes of life) is inconsistent with their personal identity.
Further, initiated women experience inconsistencies between adat ('tradition') and their
Christian identity. Such tension between the various conflicting identities forms the
focus of this study.
At this point I adopt two theoretical starting points from Ewing (1990), who argues
that people who experience conflicting identities seek to achieve reconcilement. Ewing
further states:
When we consider the temporal flow of experience, we can observe that
individuals are continuously reconstituting themselves into new selves in
response to internal and external stimuli. They construct these new selves from
their available set of self-representations, which are based on cultural constructs
(ibid:258).9
Following Ewing, I aim to show that 'internal stimuli' such as personal desires and
character traits, as well as 'external stimuli' such as processes of cultural change, affect
the ways and the intensity in which initiated persons utilize their initiation experience.
By choosing a dynamic, actor-oriented perspective on initiation rituals, this study
differs significantly from classic anthropological studies on female and male initiation,
such as Richards' Chisungu (1956) and Turner's Mukanda (1967) which especially
focus on the functions of the rites for society: as mechanisms that facilitate a society in
reproducing itself culturally. This study is also not concerned with the widely-used
concept of'rite of passage' as coined by Van Gennep in his influential study (1908).
Through the concept of rite of passage, Van Gennep united a broad range of ritual
events in one common analytic category. Its central theme concerns the triadic
sequence that characterizes all such rituals: preliminal rites of separation, liminal rites
of transition (in which an individual is detached from one status but not yet admitted to
the next), and postliminal rites of incorporation. As Poole (1982:104) notes in a study
on male initiation in Papua New Guinea, Van Gennep recognises that initiation rites
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Jenkins (1996:50) makes a similar point by stating that the self is "constructed within the intemalextemal dialectic (.. ) " Contrary to Ewing, however, Jenkins emphasizes the role of the "external
social environment" as he is convinced that "selfhood is absolutely social."
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effect a change of social identity but are also simultaneously concerned with
individuals. The latter aspect, however, "has remained the less explored" of the two,
including by Van Gennep.
As Fortes (1962:54,55) mentions, Van Gennep demonstrates several significant
theorems regarding the rites he categorises as 'rites of passage', for instance that entry
to and exit from the 'critical stages' of the life cycle are always marked by ritual and
ceremony, and that these passage rites follow a more-or-less standard pattern.
Anthropologists such as Douglas (1966) and Turner (1967) have drawn on Van
Gennep's model and attach special analytic importance to the transitional or liminal
phase. Douglas (1966:117) notes that during the rites "the novices in initiation are
temporarily outcast." Turner (1967) calls this marginal phase a liminal period in which
individuals are excluded from social status, without differentiating rank or role. I could
recognise Van Gennep's threefold sequence of separation, transition, and incorporation
in thefenia meroh rite and, as a consequence, these stages will to some extent appear
in its presentation in this study. Despite this, the model will not serve as a theoretical
starting point, nor as an analytical tool for interpretation, as my primary concern is not
with the ritual but with the ways in which initiated persons cope with their initiation
experience. In line with this, although I also recognise the characteristics that Douglas
and Turner ascribed to the liminal phase of seclusion, this study will not particularly
highlight that stage of the process.

Maria Baru's Life History
The central question in this study will be explored by tracing, in particular, the life of
one person, Maria Baru. Indeed, she contributed to my research in special ways, as we
have already seen from the opening to this chapter. The main reason for choosing
Maria Baru as the protagonist in this work can be traced back to her prominent,
leading position within Northwest Ayfat society. The Dutch missionary sisters proved
to be right in stating that she was a prominent woman in both the spheres of
indigenous cultural practices and of local Christianity. Also, in contemporary society,
Maria Baru turned out to be the leading figure in these two cultural spheres, both of
which have influenced the practice of initiation rites to a large extent. The life history
of Maria Baru, as an influential female leader, in particular shows the changing
meanings of initiation experiences for those involved, in different times and through
changing socio-cultural contexts. It demonstrates how and why individual women
accept, apply, and reject ancestral rules and knowledge that they are supposed to have
internalised in their personal and social life during and after their initiation experience.
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Exploring Maria Baru's life history also provides insights into the local missionary
process Far more than the life history of any other person in my research locations,
the life history of Maria Baru demonstrates that missiomsation is not a smoothly
flowing process in a Melanesian context On the contrary, it involves (re)adoption and
condemnation of both indigenous and Christian beliefs and practices, according to the
specific opinions and needs of local actors While operating as a religious leader,
Maria Baru's active, creative contribution to these processes has been, and still
remains, of crucial importance During her eventful life, Mana Baru has been involved
with the distinctive spheres of ancestral and Catholic religions These spheres initially
co-existed separately, but specific experiences (internal and external stimuli in the
sense of Ewing) encouraged Mana to work on dovetailing them As Otto and Dnessen
(2000 22) state in the introduction to an anthology in which I presented Maria Baru's
case, her life history "illustrates how two distinct cultural spheres with different ways
of creating identities may be accommodated in the life of one influential person who
then acts as a cultural broker for a larger group of followers " In fact, it appeared that
Maria Baru successfully blended elements from two religious spheres (initiation
rituals, belonging to the ancestral religious sphere of adat, and Christianity) in the
creation of a new identity The case further shows how persons who have to deal with
processes of rapid religious change, cope with these processes at specific points in
their lives Here, Mana's case demonstrates how personal and societal factors converge
in managing processes of change By explonng Maria's life history, the overall goal of
this study is to show how persons deal with ancestral 'traditions' (initiation) within
processes of religious and social change
The term 'cultural broker' as used in the above passage is central to this study The
concept of "broker" was introduced by Eric Wolf (1956) who perceived brokers as
people who "stand guard over the crucial junctures of synapses of relationships which
connect the local system to the larger whole" (cited in Geertz 1960 229) Geertz
developed the concept of "cultural broker" in relation to kijaji (local Moslem teachers
on Java) He refers to kijaji, who mediate between Islam and the Indonesian state, as
important candidates "for such a broker role in the Javanese culture area, and thus for
effective regional leadership" (ibid 229-230) Geertz illustrates that, for the villagers,
the kijaji was both a powerful sacred figure and an influential secular one who
"labored mightily" to increase the number of disciples (ibid 234) The kijaji
determined the local practices in terms of the Koranic Law Together with those who
accepted their leadership and attempted to follow the Law as the kijaji interpreted it,
they formed the Islamic community (ibid 238) I adopt Geertz's view on the cultural
broker as one who mediates between two worlds (here adat ('tradition') and
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Christianity), and who endeavours to propagate certain religious beliefs and practices
and win supporters for getting them established. Although I explore the initiation ritual
within the local and the wider national context, the role of cultural broker as someone
who mediates between local and state levels is not applicable to this study. Rather, I
explore the "larger whole", as articulated by Wolf, on the level of local Northwest
Ayfat community. Further, although I will illustrate how Maria Baru as a cultural
broker won followers (especially for revitalising initiation rituals, see below), my
concern is not to demonstrate the extent to which villagers actually followed her.
Rather, my primary concern is with Maria Baru's leading and innovating role as it
intertwined with initiation throughout her life.
During my fieldwork, I often sighed, "I could write an entire book about Maria
Baru." Many avenues of research converged on Maria Baru. When I requested indepth information from other informants, it frequently happened that they could not
find an answer. Subsequently, they nearly always advised me to put the question to
Maria Baru: "Ask Ibu Baru," they said, "she knows." Indeed, the knowledge Maria
Baru possesses about indigenous 'traditions', and also Catholicism, reaches far beyond
the knowledge of other society members. The same is true for her capacity to reflect
on her culture, which I would almost characterize as her attitude to life. It was Maria
Baru in particular whose explanations kept me awake at night, out of amazement and
excitement.
In other ways, things converged on Maria Baru as well. After I had been staying in
the research area for about half a year, it became clear to me that within the Northwest
Ayfat area just a few people took the lead within processes of cultural change and
continuity. Sometimes it even flashed through my mind that, "It seems as if just a few
people take determined actions in the process of (re)shaping culture." The most
vigorous, Maria Baru appeared to be the prominent leading figure and cultural
innovator within these processes. In the sphere of local Christianity, Maria Baru acts
as the founder and leader of a special Christian prayer and healing group that not only
consists of members from the village of Ayawasi, but also from some other settlements
in the Bird's Head area. The female and male group members have usually gained their
membership through Christian visions while dreaming, or discovering Christian
symbols such as a crucifix or a statue of the Virgin Mary. It was generally accepted
that Maria Baru had been the first person in the area to receive divine messages,
through which she healed seriously ill people in miraculous ways. This induced other
villagers to ask Maria Baru to take them under her wing and to share her spiritual and
healing knowledge with them (cf. Courtens 2005). The members of the prayer group
regularly meet in order to pray and to discuss interpretations of the Bible. As we shall
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see in the remainder of this study, they serve as innovators within the process of
religious change.
Maria Baru herself is well known in the wider region as a Christian spiritual
intermediary. Moreover, she is also feared because of her magical powers. Maria
Baru's extraordinary position is further affirmed by her being a big-game hunter, a
custom that is restricted to men and practiced by no other woman. Before daybreak she
walks into the forest where she, armed with a spear and accompanied by her dog,
hunts wild pigs, deer, and wallabies. She legitimises this privilege of crossing and
moving gender boundaries through the approval and protecting powers that God gave
her.
It is remarkable that Maria Baru, as a prominent local Christian leader,
simultaneously acts as the major leading figure in the sphere of indigenous culture. In
the opening of this chapter we have already seen that she devotes herself to 'recording'
fenia meroh. Yet, she has realized another way of 'saving' this most fundamental
women's indigenous cultural practice. About thirty years after the ritual had been
abandoned, Maria Baru reinstated a female initiation rite in her native village. She led
the performance of the ritual, in cooperation with a woman who had been a ritual
leader when Maria herself was a novice. Maria Baru's decision to reintroduce the ritual
was the outcome of many years debating with elderly family members: about the
problems of the absence of ritual assignment of ancestral regulations and protective
powers. As we shall see, the threat of processes of rapid cultural change, related to
Indonesian state policy, had made the problem urgent. It was this ritual in which len
and I participated during our fieldwork. In Chapter 6 we will also see how the interest
of two Dutch Catholic anthropologists in female initiation rituals provided Maria Baru
with extra legitimacy in implementing a wish that she had nourished for several years:
our presence was a catalyst in the revitalisation process.
Maria Baru had been initiated during her childhood in the final female initiation rite
before it was abolished in her native village. Her own experiences as a novice, and
especially the creative ways she dealt with her initiation experience in her further life
course, figure prominently in this study, as does the period in which she herself acts as
a female initiation cult leader. As Tuzin noted with regard to male initiation rites in a
New Guinean society, the moulding of initiates perhaps can be understood only if we
also focus on their contribution when, years later, it is they who do the initiating (cited
in Keesing 1982:6). Maria Baru's active, creative contributions as a religious leader
will be examined both by focussing on Maria as the major force behind the
reinstatement of the ritual, and her contribution as a leader of the ritual performance.
Her contribution as a religious leader will also be highlighted in her role as a Christian
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spiritual intermediary and the founder and leader of the special prayer group. Thus, I
will not only examine Maria Barn's participation in thefenia meroh rite, but also, and
importantly, the tensions she experienced, after her own initiation, between her
personal identity and the group identity connected to her tribal group as well as with
her Christian identity. I will discuss how Maria coped with these conflicting identities
in the remainder of her life course by seeking to reconcile these, and other, identities.
While doing so, she acted as a pioneer and cultural innovator. By focalising on Maria's
role as a cultural broker, I will especially examine Stephen and Herdt's (1989:11)
theory that it is in the "gap between cultural representation, and subjective necessity
and desire, that we find the impetus for creativity and innovation."
Anthropology and Individual Persons: Life History
Giving specific attention to one particular individual in anthropological literature is not
a new phenomenon. One immediately thinks of Shostak's study Nisa (1981), that
explores the life history of an African woman. Shostak not only portrays the
experiences of this single woman, but intertwines Nisa's experiences with extensive
background information about the !Kung society. Keesing (1992) has provided another
well-known example in his publication Kwaisulia as Culture Hero. While depicting
the life history of Kwaisulia, a Melanesian strongman, Keesing shows that
anthropologists have long been blind to innovative Melanesian leadership styles
(ibid: 174). Watson (1997), while publishing the life history of Anyan, a woman living
in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea, shows the difficulties that many women
experienced there with regard to gender relations. Venbrux's ethnography Under the
Mango Tree. A Case of Homicide in an Australian Aboriginal Society (1993) provides
a beautiful example of the ways in which a detailed analysis of one case (the murder of
an Aboriginal man) can lead to a deep understanding of the wider society involved.
"The narrative framework wherein I describe how the events related to the killing of
Thomas Arapi unfolded over time," Venbrux argues, "can help to explain the
complexity of contemporary Tiwi life" (ibid:23). Another stirring example is Aman.
The Story of a Somali Girl (1994) as told to the anthropologists Barnes and Boddy.
The study is written as a first-hand personal account of a young woman's coming-ofage. As in the life histories by Shostak (1981), Keesing (1992), and Venbrux (1993),
the ethnographic value of Aman's individual account reaches beyond the sphere of
subjective experience. As Boddy states: "Like a realistic novel, an oral history allows
us to witness the sweep of time and transformation through the everyday experiences
of ordinary lives. This is history "close up", portrayed by someone fully immersed in
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the events she describes, whose words expose the hidden framework of culture,
religion, and morality that shapes her own and others' acts" (1995 vu)
Abu-Lughod (1993) convincingly demonstrates that life histories can shed light on
the larger context "Particular events always happen in time, becoming part of the
history of the family, of the individuals involved, and of their relationships In the
events described in the women's stories I retell, one can even read the 'larger forces'
that made them possible" (ibid 14,15) In the same way, Maria's personal account
sheds light not only on her personal experiences and the mutual relationships between
individual, person and ritual, but also on the larger forces in which both Maria as a
person and the fema meroh rite were embedded I am referring to the missionary
process that started to gain authonty dunng Maria's childhood, and the positioning of
West Papua as a Dutch-occupied territory dunng Maria's early childhood years, and
later as a province of the Indonesian Republic
The need to focus on individuals in ethnographic research on identity has been
explicitly stated by White and Kirkpatnck (1985), who point out that holistic ideology
may be person-oriented On the basis of several earlier studies on ethnopsychologies,
White and Kirkpatnck argue that persons may emerge as "distinct agents in culturally
specified circumstances," and that "[m]ore work of this sort is needed if the ideological
ordering of aspects of personhood is to be understood in more precise ways than
currently exist" (ibid 13) The most exhaustive theoretical elaboration concerning the
supplemental value of the individual in ethnographic research, however, is more
recent Here I am referring again to Cohen's work Self Consciousness An Alternative
Anthropology of Identity (1994) Drawing on a wide range of anthropological studies,
Cohen demonstrates that anthropological concepts such as 'culture' should be
approached from the self upwards He shows how cultural practices such as ritual and
symbolism are shaped and interpreted by the creative self With regard to religion he
states for instance "However powerful their orthodoxies may be, however strictly
enforced their dogmatic regimes, no Church or religion can legislate for a uniformity
of experience and meaning" (ibid 19) With regard to symbols and rituals, Cohen
further argues that "Symbols enable individuals to experience and express their
attachment to a society or group without compromising their individuality ( ) We
may all participate in the same ntual, pray the same liturgy, speak the same language,
but we cannot assume that these social forms convey to us the same meanings"
(ibid 19) Abu-Lughod has formulated a similar opinion even ntual, she says, turns
out to be particular ( 1993 15)
Cohen emphasises that examining the individual is not an alternative to addressing
society or social relations "They are mutually implicated" (ibid x), as is seen also in
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the examples I presented above. "But I insist," Cohen argues further, "that we cannot
properly do the latter, which I accept as the proper focus of anthropological enquiry,
without the former" (1994:x). Cohen's concern, therefore, is not with "the self for its
own sake, but is to consider critically and constructively the assumptions we
conventionally make about the relationship of individual to society" (ibid:6). He shows
that attention to the individual and to "self consciousness" both informs and disciplines
the larger picture (ibid:l). Moreover, the major argument Cohen makes is that "The
rehabilitation of the self in social science (...) proposes a view of society as composed
of and by self conscious individuals" (ibid: 192).
Although Cohen convincingly argues that cultural forms and processes should be
approached from the individual upwards, he does not indicate which methods should
be used to reach this goal. He turns to some works by novelists in order to demonstrate
that in fiction "we find the self portrayed far more convincingly, precisely because the
tensions between it and intrusive others are depicted explicitly and are given full
measure" (1994:181). Cohen's argument matches the 'literary turn' within
anthropology that, I believe, gives a renewed vigour to ethnographic writing.
Nevertheless, in turning to matters of representation only, Cohen underestimates the
preceding phase: the phase of the research itself and the methods one can use to
explore individual persons. In this study that, I hope, provides a modest addition to
Cohen's theorizing, I deal with this problem as follows. I will not only examine Maria
Baru's life history, in which I focus on her initiation experiences and her contributions
as a religious leader; the ritual performances involved, boxhfenia meroh and Christian
rituals and ceremonies, will also be analysed. In this way, I combine the life history
method with the analysis of rituals from a symbolic perspective. It is a suitable
approach, I believe, for answering the central question of this study and to gain fuller
insights into the mutual relationships between the individual and ritual as well as
between the individual and society. Women's studies in particular (for instance Gluck
and Patai 1991) have shown that life histories provide insights into aspects of women's
lives that are generally neglected within social research. The stories can reveal how
women experience particular events, how they reflect upon themselves, and how these
reflections change over the course of the life cycle. The life history method is further
important because it provides a means to present the voice of women: to let women
speak for themselves.
How, then, can exploring the life history of an extraordinary individual, like Maria
Baru, lead to a deeper understanding of the research themes and the society involved?
It is precisely the exploration of persons who cross and shift cultural boundaries, I
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would argue, that can serve as an entry for revealing a society's prevailing standards
Of course, in a way, everyone crosses cultural boundaries as no person always follows
blindly a society's standards Some people, however, are notable for the more extreme
ways they deviate from the standards Such people in particular can be revealing for
ethnographic research, as former studies have shown An excellent example is Jansen's
ethnography Women Without Men Gender and Marginahty in an Algerian Town
(1987) Jansen focuses on "women who do not fit in neatly with the standard picture of
Algerian women ( )" (ibid xiv) She argues
The lives of marginal women, of females who are unfeminme, shed light on the
normal scheme of gender classification ( ) The boundaries of categories are
not so much defined by what is included, as by what is excluded By looking at
the exceptions we leam about the rules, individual variation informs about the
common denominator, and ambiguity tells something about defimteness"
(ibid 11)
A similar approach has been employed by Briggs who, in her work Never in Anger
Portrait of an Eskimo Family (1970), traces the lives of a few individuals Briggs
points out that none of them were 'ideal' Eskimos On the contrary, like Jansen, Briggs
deliberately investigates the lives of people whose characters and behaviours deviate
from the prevailing standards It is this investigation of anomalous behaviour that,
Bngss also argues, provides a clear picture of what is considered to be 'normal'
(ibid 7)
In a similar way, tracing the life history of Maria Baru (and the indigenous and
Christian rituals and processes that occupy such an important place within her life) can
provide access to important notions and practices within Northwest Ayfat society Not
only because the description and analysis of her personal life is imbued with these
aspects, but also because I will interrelate her life history to its broader context I will
refer, for instance, to positions of women within Northwest Ayfat society and to
gender relations However, other aspects of the histoncal, cultural context in which her
life is embedded will also be considered

Identity, Self, Individual
As became apparent in the previous sections, anthropologists use terms such as
'identity', 'self, and 'individual' in various ways As Stewart and Strathem (2000 16)
note, there are "complex, overlapping variations in the use of ( ) terms as person,
individual, and self m the anthropological literature " According to them (ibid 8), these
terms, due to their ambiguity, "have been and continue to be conflated in the
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literature." Also Otto and Driessen (2000:20) point to the indistinct use of suchlike
terms in anthropology. They state: "Ethnographers use different terms to refer to the
different aspects of the human actor, but there is no consensus in the area." Cohen
(1994:2), while examining various approaches to 'self, notes that historically, a
"feature of (...) concern in anthropology has been the attempt to distinguish among
such categories as 'individual', 'person' and 'self. These distinctions are arbitrary, and
are often difficult to sustain." As a result, Cohen does not clearly separate these terms
by means of definitions but emphasizes 'individual' and 'self as being interconnected
whereas he moves 'person' to the backstage. In my view, however, a description or
definition of these terms is necessary for the sake of clarity, so below I will explain the
ways they are used in this study.
In spite of the confusion mentioned above, there does exist some agreement on the
utility of concepts such as 'person', 'self, and 'individual'. Various scholars (for
instance Otto and Driessen 2000:20; Morris 1994:14; Stewart and Strathem 2000:911) mention that the analysis and conceptual distinctions of Harris (1989) are valid and
useful.10 Harris, realizing that the entanglement of the terms 'person', 'self, and
'individual' hinders cross-cultural juxtaposition, regards the terms as analytical tools
that need clear definitions which can be utilized universally. In her tripartite division
(ibid:602) 'individual' refers to a single member of humankind, the 'self refers to the
experience of being an individual, and 'person' refers to the public conception of
human beings who are members of society and have agency in it. I find her conceptual
distinctions useful in studying initiation rites, especially because according to Harris,
as Stewart and Strathem (2000:9) state, "individual is a neutral term, synonymous with
human beings. Individuals in this sense are differentiated as entities, but
undifferentiated socially. "Not all individuals acquire the standing of full persons,"
through the acquisition of language and other ways of creating the "normal" individual
who is recognized as a person." This distinction between 'individual', 'self and 'person'
fits closely with the main aim of the fenia meroh initiation rite which is the
transforming of (the self of) individual novices into 'full persons' in accordance with
cultural standards. Thus, when using these terms I reflect Harris' definitions.
For some decades, anthropologists working in Oceania and Melanesia have
intensively explored cultural definitions of person and self (for instance Levy 1973,
Morris 1994, Rosaldo 1980, White and Kirkpatrick 1985). My intention is not to
contribute to this literature by examining cultural conceptions of person and self in the
Northwest Ayfat area. Instead, I take the viewpoint of Ewing who concludes:
Although Morris as well as Stewart and Strathem also indicate disadvantages in Hams' analysis,
and present alternative concepts, I, however, do not perceive them as clanfying issues in my study.
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(...) rather than simply looking at this or that cultural concept of self or person,
it would be more interesting to focus cross-cultural research on how multiple
self-representations are organized, contextualized, and negotiated in dialogue
(Ewing 1990:274).
In line with this, as explained earlier, I will focus on the personal experiences and
creative agencies of initiated persons. In doing so, it will also be seen how persons
organise, contextualise and negotiate various "self-representations" in the process of
achieving reconcilement when experiencing conflicting identities. As Otto and
Driessen emphasise, in line with my argument presented above:
(...) constructs of the 'person' will vary culturally and (...) the experience of'self
will also be largely informed by cultural context and available cultural models.
Nevertheless it is important to stress that there is an aspect of creativity and
reflexivity to human agency that appears irreducible and universally present
(...). Human actors cannot be reduced to their cultural environment, on which
they depend in order to interact meaningfully with others. There is space for
individual variation and the idiosyncrasies of individual life histories (Otto and
Driessen 2000:20).
Yet, in this study, more central than 'individual', 'self, or 'person', is the concept of
'identity', which offers a great advantage in examining initiation rituals in relation to
creative agency. This is especially true because of the ability to focus on 'conflicting
identities'. The concept of identity has become increasingly popular in anthropological
literature; as Otto and Driessen (2000:12) comment, "there is now a burgeoning
literature on 'identity' to such an extent that scholars writing about this wide-scoped
theme run the risk of overlooking relevant literature." I will not endeavour to
exhaustively present current theoretical discussions on the concept, but limit myself to
pointing out that, in anthropological studies, 'identity' nowadays is especially
perceived of as dynamic, relational, multi-layered, and negotiable. Also in
anthropological literature on Pacific cultures, the study of identity has become
increasingly important. Linnekin and Poyer (1990), for instance, present
comprehensive discussions about identity, and White and Kirkpatrick (1985) explore
self-identity in their important study on Pacific ethnopsychologies. The definition of
'identity' I use, however, derives from a study on female identity in Jordan. Following
Jansen (1993:158) I perceive identity as "the way people conceive of themselves,
express themselves as members of certain groups and are appraised as such by others."
As Jansen points out "in such a perspective individual and group identity is related to
social organization, including power dimensions, and to the symbolic nature of
groups." For this study, the definition is further useful as it emphasises the self-
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expression of people and the dynamic relationships between individuals and society.
As such, it is suitable for exploring the creative agency of people, especially when
focusing on conflicting identities.
As will become clear, the distinction between 'individual identity' and 'group
identity' or 'social identity' (as with 'individual', 'self' or 'person' on the one hand, and
'society' on the other) does not suggest a rigid boundary between individual and
society. As I indicated above, the distinction serves analytical purposes, more precisely
those meant to explore the interaction between individuals and society. Firstly, it
focuses on the process of social interaction and thus identity formation, through which
individuals construct a sense of self and personhood. To quote Lutkehaus (1995a: 14)
on female initiation in Melanesia: "(...) a person's identity is an aggregate of social
relations, the links he or she has to other individuals." Secondly, the distinction
highlights the importance of individual persons as leaders, creative agents and cultural
innovators within the process of social identity formation.

The Missionary Process, Initiation and Identity
As Maria Baru alluded to in our first interview, in local people's perception the
practice of ritual initiation in the Northwest Ayfat area altered within the missionary
process. The (changing) meanings of initiation rituals within the participants' religious
experience and identity formation, therefore, have to be understood within the context
of that process. Initiation rituals have not only been diminished or abandoned in the
majority of the baptized communities, actually, the contents of the rites have also
changed over the years. Within the missionary process and, in the 1990s, the process
of nation building, local women have created new forms and meanings oifenia meroh.
For this reason, I will explore female initiation mainly in relation to these processes.
The missionary process is not only relevant in relation to initiation. In baptized
communities in this region, Christian or more specifically Catholic notions and
practices are significant, especially with regard to identity formation and religious
experience. Thus, both female initiation and the missionary process, and their
significance for personal and group identities, form the main themes of this study.
Compared to other parts of West Papua, the Catholic mission in the Ayfat area has
been established only relatively recently, namely in 1949. Initially, as will be shown in
Chapter 2, the process of conversion was laborious and the mission did not have
meaning in a religious sense. Today, however, the Roman Catholic Church has gained
an important place. In the village of Ayawasi, for instance, nearly all of the adults have
been baptized. Both membership of the Church and participation in Catholic rituals are
seen as important aspects of personal and group identities. The nature of the meaning,
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however, varies, and is mainly related to age. Especially for the oldest inhabitants
being a Catholic is related mostly to a 'sense of belonging': being a member of the
Church, just like everyone else. These elderly persons regularly attend the Sunday
mass, for instance, although they have not mastered the Indonesian language in which
the ceremony is generally performed. Others, like Maria Baru, refer to themselves as
devout Catholics for whom reading the Bible, attending mass, and praying are
integrated aspects of their daily life as well as their personal and group identities.
One of the first questions local people put to foreigners is about their church
membership, as I experienced during my first days in the field. A local man asked me:
"Are you a Christian?" When I answered affirmatively he smiled his approval. Then he
asked: "Are you a Catholic or a Protestant?" When I told him I was a Catholic, he
raised his eyes and hands to heaven, as if he thanked God. In the days that followed,
many people put the same questions to me. That 1, like them, was a member of the
Catholic Church meant that we shared a common identity. In the course of the
fieldwork, however, I frequently felt myself to be a miserable Catholic. In
conversations with the man I quoted above or with other people, and particularly with
Maria Baru, I was impressed by their knowledge of the Bible and the meanings
attached to Christian notions, symbols, and rituals. Often I had to confess that I did not
master the knowledge that they, on the contrary, knew by heart. The devotional way in
which they practiced Catholicism intrigued me.
Although Catholicism is highly appreciated by the majority of the local people, at
the same time they are well aware of the other side of the picture. Most of the women
and men whom I interviewed felt that under missionary influences (and increased
governmental control of violence) their lives have become more secure than before,
mainly because of the abolishment of headhunting (hongi). But especially the elderly
also stated that due to missionary interventions they had lost important elements of
their 'traditional' culture, in particular the rites of initiation as Maria Baru emphasized
in our first interview. Indigenous religious notions and customs, however, do still have
an important place, especially those concerned with the spirits of ancestors and people
who recently died (see Courtens 2005). In fact, several indigenous cultural practices
have been incorporated into Catholic rituals, as we shall see in this study.
While people in the Northwest Ayfat area generally attach great value to
missionary processes and Catholicism, only Courtens (1998, 2000, 2005) has
conducted research on the significance of Christianity in daily life. With regard to
other parts of the Bird's Head and New Guinea, several anthropological studies have
paid attention to Christianity (for instance Giay 1995; Miedema 1984; Pouwer 1955;
J.M. Schoorl 1979; J.W. Schoorl 1993; Van Oosterhout 2002; Timmer 2000; Zöllner
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1988) Especially Pouwer emphasises native historiography, and Courtens and Giay
have explored individual religious experience as well as the active contribution of
local actors in the process of religious change However, within the Pacific region at
large, we see a strong discrepancy between the perplexing significance of Christianity
in the lives of Pacific islanders, and the few monographs that have explored this
significance As Barker states, "Christianity is today the most widespread and
pervasive religion in the region," but it has received, until recently, only limited
attention in anthropological studies few scholars "have attempted ethnographic
appraisals of Christianity as it is currently experienced and practiced in Pacific
societies" (1990a 1) Barker further argues
Almost everything we know about what islanders have thought of their adopted
religion comes from reports and commentaries written by Europeans ( ) Rich
and diverse as these sources are, they collectively reinforce a misleading image
the European as the active agent of history and the Native as history's passive or
reactive recipient (Barker 1990a 2)
These one-sided views are not only misleading, but have also concentrated on the
formal organization of Pacific Christianity
It tells us little about Christianity within popular religion as part of the general
orientation towards problems of morality and practice in daily life It also tells
us little about why islanders chose to be Christian or of what their Christianity
means to them The European signature does not in itself reveal why and how
Christianity remains vital in Oceania (ibid 5)
As Barker (ibid 6) notes for the Pacific region, there are important exceptions such as
Leenhardt (1979) Beyond the Pacific region, the study by Bowie, Kirkwood, and
Ardener (1993) is highly significant because it demonstrates the selective ways in
which local people accept, reject or transform Christian religious notions and
practices As referred to above, since Barker's study, anthropologists working in West
Papua (and the wider Pacific region) have shown an increasing concern for the
contribution of local actors within processes of religious change (see also Borsboom
and Ploeg 1992, Otto and Borsboom 1997) To date, however, as Smith (2002) notes,
anthropologists have often seriously neglected the extent to which Melanesiane have
made Christianity their own So, as Knauft (2002) points out, anthropology still has to
pay greater attention to the ways local people actively and willingly participate in
religious change
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If we want to deepen our knowledge of the experiences and active contributions of
Pacific islanders within former and present-day missionary processes and Christianity,
Cohen's argument for exploring individuals in ethnographic research is particularly
useful The recognition of individuals enables us to explore largely underexposed
themes such as the ways in which the process of adaptation to a newly-introduced
religion takes effect, how people experience religious change, the ways that converts
reinterpret and revalue ancestral religion within a missionary context, the changing
character of these processes over time, and what all this means for religious
experience, and (re)constructing and expressing identities These themes, some more
prominently than others, will emerge in this study while exploring my central question
In emphasizing an actor-oriented perspective, experience and creative agency
provide a suitable basis for examining my question concerning female initiation and
missiomsation, and their intricate relationship with (conflicting) identities An
experience-near perspective (Geertz 1973) is particular useful for studying personal
identity and its dynamic, continuous nature As Abu-Lughod states "experiences of
those involved depend in part on their personalities and circumstances They also
change over time ( )" (1993 19) Herdt (1989 15-41) stresses that cultural conceptions
of personhood and self in Melanesia are interconnected with religious belief systems,
and he substantiates approaching religion as experience
An actor-oriented perspective emphasises the creative contributions of indigenous
people to religious and ritual life, as well as in (re)constructing their identities within
the process of religious change Anthropological women's studies in particular have
contributed to our understanding of local actors' strategies in processes of cultural
change (for instance Ashfar 1996, Dominy 1990, Haddad and Banks Findly 1985,
Moghadam 1994, Moore 1988, Wilson 1996) With regard to the investigation of
missionary processes, the work of Bowie, Kirkwood, and Ardener (1993) on women
and missions is outstanding, mainly because they relate the perspectives of local
women (and also missionaries) to the experiences and actions of women As their book
shows, the perspective of people who were actually "objects" of missionary activity
and who have considered this experience, is particularly valuable Women have
actively adopted and adjusted the missionary teachings, and sometimes exploited them
in surprising ways

Female Leaders and Female Initiation Rituals
Besides providing an innovative approach to initiation rituals, this study hopefully
contributes to anthropological insights in two other ways Firstly, because it is based
around the life history of an influential female leader in New Guinea Several recent
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ethnographies have been devoted to specific male New Guinean religious leaders
Otto's important study The Politics of Tradition m Baluan Social Change and the
Construction of the Past in a Manus Society (1991), for instance, highlights the
leading position of Paliau within Manus society d a y , in his work Zakheus Pa/cage
and His Communities Indigenous Religious Discourse, Socio-political Resistance, and
Ethnohistory of the Me of Irian Jaya (1995), shows the pioneering contribution of
Zakheus Pakage within local processes of religious change To date, however, there
are no ethnographic studies on individual female religious New Guinean leaders With
regard to West Papua, it is striking that women in general have even been
marginalized within anthropological literature, despite the various signs that women
fill prominent places within these cultures Just a handful of anthropologists have
explored women's lives and gender in this area Courtens 1995, 1998, 2000, 2005,
Thoonen 2000a, 2000b, Van Oosterhout 2002, De Vries 1992, Van der Werff 1989
Elmberg (1965, 1968) has also paid attention to women and gender relations Further,
Kamma-van Dijk (1961), a non-anthropologist, has provided accounts of local
women's positions while working in the region as a Protestant missionary's wife
Secondly, by concentrating on female initiation rituals, the striking underexposure
of women and women's visions can be extended further to the wider island of New
Guinea, the Melanesian region, and even beyond From the beginning of our
discipline's history, initiation rites have enjoyed considerable anthropological
attention, which is not surprising given the crucial place that initiation holds within the
life cycle of individuals and social groups What is remarkable, however, is the
overwhelming attention that has been given to male initiation, while female initiation
has been neglected in most of the anthropological literature (cf La Fontaine 1995,
Lutkehaus 1995a, Roscoe 1995, see also Myerhoff 1982 123) As Roscoe correctly
points out, the male-oriented bias in research on initiation masks some serious
theoretical problems
The common assertion that initiation is a kind of socialization, for example, can
be comfortably sustained when the focus is solely on male rites, but it becomes
problematic when extended to female initiation ( ) A second drawback to
focusing on male initiation is that it penpheralizes the social significance of
female ritual life, and this is surely a mistake (Roscoe 1995 222)
Until recently, an ethnography from the 1950s remained the most exhaustive study on
female initiation rituals I am referring to Richards' (1956) important book about the
Bemba of Central Africa In the introduction to a reprint of that study, La Fontaine
(1995 xvn) emphasises that, when the book was first published, there were few
accounts of individual rituals and fewer still of women's rites Forty years on.
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Richards' classic study had remained one of the few studies to deal with the initiation
of girls into adult life. As La Fontaine (ibid) states, "Most of the detailed studies on
initiation have been of male rites; those that deal with the initiation of girls are either
brief or unpublished." In the most recent decade, the number of monographs on female
initiation rites in Africa increased. Kratz (1994), for instance, published a monograph
on female initiation in Kenya, Rasing (2001) on Zambia, and Steegstra (2004) on
Ghana.
1995 saw the first book entirely dedicated to female initiation rites in the Pacific
region: Lutkehaus and Roscoe's anthology on female initiation in Papua New Guinea.
It is remarkable that the majority of publications on female initiation concern African
societies while, according to Lutkehaus and Roscoe, female initiation is "even more
prevalent" in New Guinean societies "than elsewhere in the world": cross-cultural
surveys showed that some form of ritual female initiation was practised in 83 percent
of the societies in this region. Despite this, Lutkehaus and Roscoe found "only a
handful" of studies on female rites in New Guinea, besides the many publications on
male rites (ibid:xv). Lutkehaus, for instance, has dedicated a chapter to female
initiation in a Papua New Guinean society in her book Zaria's Fire. Engendered
Moments in Manam Ethnograpy (1995b). My study concerning West Papua, forms the
first monograph on female initiation in Melanesia. Together with len Courtens'
monograph on healing performances in West Papua (2005) these are the first studies
on Melanesia that are written on the basis of the participation and initiation of
anthropologists in the seclusion phase of a female initiation rite.

Research Methodology
This monograph is mainly based upon the anthropological fieldwork I conducted from
July 1994 until August 1995 in the Northwest Ayfat region of the Bird's Head area.
Before I started the fieldwork in West Papua, I gained information through archival
research, studying anthropological literature, and interviewing three missionary sisters
who had been working in the Northwest Ayfat region over long periods of time before
they returned to the Netherlands in the early 1990s: Sr. Lamberti Yzendoom CPS, Sr.
Leonie Possen CPS, and Sr. Mariet Jordans (former CPS, now Sisters of Julie Postel).
Our conversations concerned their missionary work, their contacts with local women,
and the daily lives of these women within the process of religious change. I also talked
with several Dutch anthropologists who had conducted research in West Papua,
including one who had been working in the West Ayfat region, Dr Han (J.M.) Schoorl.
We met several times to exchange ideas and Schoorl gave me very useful information
about West Ayfat society as it had been during his fieldwork in the 1970s, not only
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through discussions and the presentation of slides, but also in the form of wordlists of
the local Meybrat language, recorded myths, and genealogies. Both the interviews with
the missionary sisters and the meetings with Schoorl were a good preparation for my
fieldwork. Schoorl's ethnography Mensen van de Ayfat. Ceremoniële ruil en sociale
orde in Man Jaya, Indonesia ( 1979), which had been the pioneering and remained the
only anthropological study on the Ayfat area, functioned as a standard reference for
my research. As noted earlier, during the preparation for my field research, I also
studied documents in the archives of the Missionary Headquarters of the Reformist
Church in Oegstgeest and the National Archive in The Hague. I was further provided
with documents from the NWO priority programme on Irian Jaya Studies (the ISIR
Project of Leiden university) such as on myths and reports by former Dutch civil
servants.
With regard to the missionary process and other historical processes, I gathered
complementary data through archival research in the diocese archives in the city of
Sorong. There, I held several interviews with Father Ton Tromp OSA, who had been
working in the Bird's Head region from 1970 onwards, and who gave len and me
permission to use the missionary documentation. The missionary reports of tours of
inspection (toerneeverslagen) were particularly useful as they informed me about
missionary goals and methods, the dialogic process of missionisation, reactions of
local people, missionary opinions towards the practice of initiation, and the importance
of initiation rituals in particular places and moments of time. In Ayawasi, I studied
records that were kept in the mission station such as baptismal, marriage, and death
registers.
During my fieldwork I also travelled to Manokwari where I held three interviews
with Father Frans Jonkergouw OSA, a Dutch missionary priest who had started his
missionary work in the Bird's Head region in 1961 and who had been intensively
working in the Northwest Ayfat region. He also arranged a meeting with Mr Willem
Nuhuyanan, who had been the pioneering schoolteacher employed by the Catholic
mission in the Bird's Head region. He had been stationed in the village of Tabamsere
(north Ayfat), the first village to accept a Catholic missionary's request to station a
missionary teacher. More importantly, for my study, Maria Baru, who originates from
the village of Tabamsere, had been the teacher's foster daughter for some years. After
my return to the Netherlands, I again met Father Jonkergouw (who is still working in
the Bird's Head area) a few times during his leave in the Netherlands, when he
informed me about recent developments in the Northwest Ayfat area, especially
concerning Maria Baru and her family. He handed over letters that villagers from
Ayawasi and Wayo/Fef gave him with the request to deliver them to len and myself in
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the Netherlands After my fieldwork, I also interviewed another priest, Father Ben
Noords OSA, who had been working as a missionary in the Bird's Head area from
1956 until 1992
Naturally, this study is predominantly based upon my fieldwork in the villages of
Ayawasi and Fef Throughout the remainder of this study I will continue to describe
my interaction with local women and men, and present some of my personal fieldwork
experiences Because anthropologists, as participant-observers, are intertwined with
the fields of study (Bell, Caplan and Karim 1993) it is important, I think, not to restrict
these experiences to just one part of the ethnography Therefore, in this section, I will
simply highlight some of the basic information concerning the fieldwork and the
methods used
During the fieldwork I lived in the village of Ayawasi, located in the West Ayfat
region For two weeks I stayed in the village of Wayo/Fef in the north Ayfat, where I
participated in, and was initiated into, the female initiation rite Both villages are
situated in the middle of the Bird's Head area, surrounded by damp rainforest As
noted earlier, I was in the field together with my close friend and fellowanthropologist, len Courtens, who was conducting field research on ritual healing
Although we carried out separate research projects, in practice we often worked in
close cooperation This was especially true at the beginning of the fieldwork, when we
were in the phase of becoming acquainted with the villagers and their cultural
practices After some time we followed our own research paths, although these paths
frequently crossed because of the related nature of our research themes We both
believe that working together contributed largely to our research and personal wellbeing It was inspiring, as it enabled us to exchange new insights and ideas We also
exchanged fieldwork materials that were more suitable for the other's project When
times got tough, and also on other days, we supported each other
During the first months of fieldwork, I used methods of observation, conversation
and interviewing By means of interviewing and, after some time, recording the life
histories of women who had been initiated at different times, I gained insights into
how the form and contents offema meroh had changed over the years In the second
half of the fieldwork, the focus shifted towards participant observation although
conversations, interviewing, and recording life histories remained significant For
instance, I interviewed the novices that had participated in the reinstated female
initiation ritual in Wayo/Fef and recorded the life history of one novice
Mana Baru has not only been my most important informant, she continues to occupy a
place in my personal life I was grateful that, over time, a relationship based on mutual
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trust evolved between us. This was also true for other members of Maria's family,
especially her eldest child Yosefien. Maria Baru classified len and me as daughters,
and Yosefien called us tao (older sister). I frequently felt stunned by Maria Baru's and
Yosefien's extraordinary ability to empathise: often just a few words were sufficient
for them to understand what I meant to say or in what directions my questions were
going. Our contacts frequently made me wonder about the alliances of peoples beyond
cultures. And, sometimes, about the profound cultural differences that make us
understand that it is impossible to achieve 'complete' understanding of each other's
lives.
I spent many hours talking with Maria Baru in one of her food gardens, where we
sat near the fireplace of the garden house. We planted seeds in new food gardens, and
gathered in the harvest while, as on other occasions, Maria Baru almost constantly
recounted previous experiences and explained cultural beliefs, practices, and the
meanings she attached to them. When something special was going to happen within
her own or other families, she informed len and me about it and arranged for us to
participate whenever this was possible.
Initially, I often found it difficult to grasp the things Maria Baru told me. This was
due to my then rather limited mastery of the Indonesian language, which is the lingua
franca in the area. The command of the language I had achieved during earlier
fieldwork on the isle of Sumatra had somehow slipped away over the years. Further, in
West Papua a peculiar form of the Indonesian language is spoken in which words are
combined and, at first, seem fairly indefinable. Fortunately, my mastery of the local
Indonesian language increased rapidly and after some weeks did not cause further
problems. Another factor was Maria Baru's habit of jumping from one subject to
another while talking fast, especially when she was swayed by her enthusiasm for the
subject she spoke about. Over the course of time, however, she tried to reduce her
speed of speaking and recount more clearly. She showed inexhaustible patience in
explaining things over and over again until I finally felt I had gained a clear and 'full'
understanding. Maria, and others, conversed with me in Indonesian, but for key
notions we generally used the local Meyah and Meybrat languages. For some other
notions, related to foreign features, indigenous words do not exist, whereupon the
Indonesian expression is used. Some features are related to Dutch words.
I reconstructed Maria Baru's life history on the basis of several sources. Of major
importance were our innumerable informal conversations and interviews (both while
sitting down and talking, and while participating in activities), in which Maria spoke
about her personal life and the people, events, and cultural beliefs and practices (such
as xhefenia meroh ritual) that were important to her. After we had been working
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together for half a year, I asked her to tell me her life story She was pleased with my
request, her eyes started twinkling She had already been talking a lot to me about her
personal life, and with a sharp memory for the things she had already recounted, Mana
filled in the gaps of the phases and events she had not yet told me She was very open,
even about delicate matters Like everyone, however, she treasured private things she
did not wish to expand on She did not tell me in so by words, but she made an
expressive gesture with her hand (like shooing away a fly) while shaking her head with
a telltale countenance I did not want to push her, but during our first conversations I
nevertheless cautiously attempted to gain an answer by putting the question in other
ways or on later days I learned, however, that these attempts were fruitless if Maria
did not want to tell me specific things, she would not do so 1 felt I had to respect her
hiding some domains, Maria Baru, like everyone else, had the right to keep things to
herself
For the reconstruction of her life history I also used some of her personal
documents, such as school reports and photographs, and the letters Yosefien sent us on
behalf of her mother after we had returned to the Netherlands Of major importance,
too, was my participation in her personal and social life, thefema meroh ritual she
reinstated and led, and participation in the special prayer and healing group she was
leading Informal conversations and interviews with her relatives and other inhabitants
of Ayawasi and Wayo/Tabamsere provided additional information about both her
personal life and her position as a leader of the community For the same purpose I
also used the interviews with the missionaries and the documents found through
archival research I also made use of anthropological literature, especially J M
Schoorl's study on West Ayfat, to broaden my knowledge of her culture The
cooperation with len was especially important for the investigation of Maria's life
history Maria introduced len, who was conducting research on healing performances,
into her life sphere as a ritual healer This provided me with the opportunity to acquire
research materials from her the parts in my study on healing are mainly taken from
Courtens 2005 That knowledge contributed greatly to the 'complete' presentation of
Mana Baru's life history, and her central, innovating position

The Composition of the Book
The chapters in this book are based around specific phases of Maria Baru's life In
order to gain insights into how Maria coped with the presumed impact of the fenia
meroh ritual, it is necessary to juxtapose the latter stages and the preceding stage I
will start by presenting Maria's early childhood Chapter 2 concerns Maria Baru's life
from birth until she was about 13 years old Although Maria's earliest childhood
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memories serve as the starting point, this chapter provides an opportunity to present
the geographical and cultural settings, and the history of the initial missionary process,
in Maria's home region. The last part of the chapter is dedicated to Maria's personal
experiences as a child prior to her initiation.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to Maria's participation in fenia meroh (age 13-14). I will
highlight specific aspects: those to which Maria and other initiated women referred to
as central to their initiation experience, and those that have to be understood to
comprehend the significance οιfenia meroh in her later life.
After her initiation, Maria Baru entered a new life stage (age 14-31), in which she
integrated further into the missionary world, got married, moved to the centre of the
mission in the village of Ayawasi, and became a mother. In this fourth chapter, I will
discuss the importance of the mission in her personal life, the tensions Maria
experienced after her initiation between her sense of (Catholic) personhood and her
social identity as connected to the tribal group. I will discuss how Maria coped with
these conflicting identities over the remainder of her life course by seeking to
reconcile these and other identities. In doing so, she acted as a pioneer and cultural
broker. Between the ages of 31 and 45, Maria goes through some sweeping
experiences, which lead to a revaluation of the knowledge she gained as a novice in
fenia meroh. Further, in the same period, the receiving of divine messages marks the
beginning of her position as a Christian leader and, in the years that follow, Maria acts
as the leader of a special praying and healing group.
Chapter 5 is the only one not directly connected to Maria Barn's life course, but
explores her statement that initiation rites disappeared because of missionary
interventions. In that chapter, I examine whether Maria's view is valid and suggest
some answers to the question as to why the initiation rite was banned.
Chapter 6 deals with Maria Baru (age 40-45) as the initiator of the reinstatement of
female initiation rituals in her native village. Her active contributions as the most
significant initiator and leader of the ritual form the main focus of this chapter. Some
important aspects of the performance of the ritual too, will be presented and analysed.
Chapter 7 is the concluding chapter in which I provide the answers to my research
question, and reflect on the additional value of the life history method as used in my
study, as well on the more general considerations that were derived from this study.
Before proceeding to the next chapter, I should first explain that connected to the
various 'voices' this book orchestrates, the quotations in this study are displayed in
using two different layouts. Because I frequently present the voice of Maria Baru and
other native people, their quotations are reproduced in a wider line spacing than other
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voices: quotations from missionaries, anthropologists and other scholars and writers,
which are reproduced with narrower line spacing.
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Chapter 2
Growing Up during the Early Missionary Stage
It was in April 1995 while we sat down in her house, sheltered from the blazing sun,
that I finally requested Maria Baru to tell her life history to me In February we had
returned to Ayawasi from her native area in the northern Ayfat, where Maria had been
leading the fenia meroh ritual and after which she had felt exhausted At the time, her
voice had become hoarse as a result of reciting advices and ancestral rules to the
novices for almost two months After her return to Ayawasi, Maria had withdrawn
from her family as well as village life and stayed in her garden dwelling for some
weeks She told her family that she had to guard their new piglet Yosef and therefore
would not take care of her family for some time Mana only walked into the village to
buy rice for her youngest child Novia, who was seventeen months old and stayed with
Maria as she still nursed her She allowed me, however, to visit her so as to discuss my
questions concerning thejema meroh rite Although I noticed that Maria enjoyed my
company in her garden house, I was not sure whether my visits were too enervating for
her Therefore, not until some weeks after she felt much better and had returned to her
home in the village, I presented Maria with my final request
I told Maria that, at that moment, I did not have further questions on the ritual, but
that I wished to demand another favour of her "Do you remember the book on this
African woman I showed you some time ago7" I asked her I was referring to Marjone
Shostak's book Nisa, which I had been showing to give Maria an impression of the
kind of study in which anthropological fieldresearch can result At that time, Maria
had reacted enthusiastically by saying, "Oh, Africa these people have initiation rites
too'" Maria, as I had expected, still remembered the book so I continued by saying, "If
you agree with it, I would like to write such a book on your life, especially on your
experiences withjema meroh That is why I would like to ask you to tell me the story
of your life " From the way Maria reacted to my request, it appeared that it had been
needless to have qualms about asking her She did not answer by saying 'yes', or 'no'
Instead, her eyes started twinkling Then she raised her fingertips to her lips and said,
"O, but I remember little of the time I was a young child " I tried to reassure her by
saying that it was no great matter if she started telling from the time that she reached
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menarche But Maria replied, "No, no I can tell you about the time before that too "
Then she walked to the bedroom, returned with a brown, plastic folder in which she
kept her personal documents, and started narrating While listening to and recording
her story on tape, I was surprised about certain things Maria told me about her
childhood years and at two points m particular These points will be examined in this
chapter
The first point that struck me was that Maria, when she was just a child, had been
struggling to leave her native village In the previous months Maria had frequently told
me about her native village of Tabamsere (literally 'large ground') Each time, it made
her feel glad and wistful simultaneously she felt strong emotional ties as she was bom
there, and the land and sacred places of her ancestors are near Tabamsere in the
northern Ayfat But she was living far away now, in Ayawasi in the West Ayfat, on a
five-day walking distance from Tabamsere To some extent, the village of Ayawasi
had gained a place in her heart too At the time we met, Mana was forty-four years old
and had lived in Ayawasi for over 20 years During this period, important events had
taken place in her personal life she had married, given birth to her seven children, and
had become a religious leader in which position she also had grown into a ritual healer
of importance in the Northwest Ayfat Yet, only when she spoke about Tabamsere she
used that special tone which expressed an almost exalted meaning A meaning she also
showed to some extent whenever she visited the house where len and I stayed From
that house's veranda one could view the mountaintops of Maria's native area in the
distance The first time Maria had climbed the stairs to the veranda and saw the view,
she was struck by surprise While raising her arms she sighed, "Oo my village'" The
following visits she usually first glanced at the mountaintops before she walked from
the veranda into the house When Maria narrated her life history, I was amazed, then,
to hear that once, when she was a child, it had been her ardent wish to leave
Tabamsere and move to other places In this chapter (and Chapter 4) we will learn
about Maria's motives to leave her native village, and about the ways she tried to
pursue this wish '
During the previous months Maria had also frequently and proudly told me that the
Roman Catholic mission had been introduced in her native village, just one year before
she was bom Maria emphasised that Tabamsere's village-head Hauch Titit, a maternal
uncle of hers, was the first person in the region to accept the Catholic mission in the
Bird's Head region By narrating her childhood years, Maria revealed that the Catholic
mission also had been playing an important role in her personal life when she was a
little girl, which was the second point that struck me Maria's memories of her
In Chapter 6 we shall see why Mana's perception on her native village altered in her later life
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childhood were rather fragmentarily indeed, as she had warned me. From the period
until she was about eleven years old, she only recalled a few particular events, but
those events for the greater part were related to the presence of the Catholic mission.
Especially this initial missionary phase had been crucial in the area. Informants
who were older than Maria told me that this phase had made quite an impression
because local people coped with changes in daily life they were highly unfamiliar
with. Accordingly, in this chapter that deals with Maria's childhood years from 195063, the missionary process in Tabamsere and vicinity will be the most prominent
theme. This chapter, then, seeks not only to present Maria's personal experiences
during her childhood. Taking her experiences as a guideline, my major aim here is to
shed light on the daily life in Maria's native area in the northern Ayfat during the early
stages of Christianity in this region. The entry of the Protestant Mission in the Bird's
Head area is well studied, for instance by Kamma (1977) and Miedema (1984). The
Catholic missionary process, however, was only studied by J.M. Schoorl (1979), who
did not include the earliest stage of mission's arrival in his research. As Ayawasi
became Maria's place of residence in her adult life, references will also be made to the
West Ayfat in general and the village of Ayawasi in particular.
On the basis of Maria Barn's early childhood years, this chapter will show the ways
missionaries tried to establish Catholicism, how local people responded from
indigenous points of view and ways of life, and how they, nowadays, look back upon
the arrival of the Church. In particular, this chapter will demonstrate that adopting the
mission was an interactive process between local persons and missionaries, who both
were acting in creative ways: generally, just when they saw the advantage of specific
mission-related changes, inhabitants of Tabamsere and vicinity were willing to
cooperate. Resistance when they disagreed on other points, however, was not always
sufficient to avoid unwished-for changes in local ways of life.2 By means of focalising
persons as actors (both from the perspective of native persons and missionary workers)
it will be shown that, as Barker (1990a:2) argues, the perspective of "the European as
the active agent of history and the Native as history's passive or reactive recipient" as
presented in former ethnographic studies, reinforces a "misleading image." Moreover,
I will argue that missionary workers, especially in the initial missionary phase, were
highly dependent on the willingness of native people to carry out their missionary
tasks. The other side of the picture, however, will also come to the fore: the aspects of

The emphasis on interactions between local persons and missionaries runs throughout this study In
Chapter 5 will be dealt with the ritual practice of initiation as a possible field of tension between local
persons and missionanes.
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colonial relations of power As schooling was the major missionary method during the
early stages, in this chapter emphasis will be on the theme of education.
Maria herself saw, starting from her childhood years, specific advantages for her
personal life that were related to schooling. This will be dealt with in the last parts of
the chapter. Unlike most other chapters, due to the broader goals of this chapter, Maria
Barn's personal experience will not appear in all sections. In order to situate Maria's
experiences and the local missionary process within the socio-cultural setting, I will
first present a global sketch of Maria's native area Next, I will turn to Maria's early
childhood in relation to the entry of the Church. In that final part, at the end of this
chapter, the first tensions Maria experienced between 'self and her socio-cultural
group will come to the fore

Maria's Native Area
From our very first conversation, Maria emphasised that the tribal group (suku) she
belongs to is called Meyhabehmase. This is contradictory to governmental and
anthropological documents, in which both Maria's tribal group as well as her native
region are referred to as 'Karon Don.' 3 Maria, however, opposes vehemently to the
being identified as 'Karon':
If we call ourselves Karon, we accept that we are seen as people who are rotten,
covered in mud As people who are still wearing loincloths and never wash
themselves That name is given to us by Biak people, who called us Karon as it
means 'rotten in mud' (..) Let me tell you the story on this, as my elders once
told it to me
In former times, a group of people from the island of Biak came to our
homeland and murdered everyone, except one One person remained alive He
hid himself in a quagmire and pretended that he was dead too The Biak people
saw him lying there and said, "O That one is dead Just let him he there " They
were in the belief that this man was dead because flies covered his body They
thought that the body was decomposing That is why they named us Karon
When we visited her native area, Maria brought the matter of the tribal name under
discussion- the majority of Maria's young relatives (who generally had been staying in
coastal towns or on other islands for education) used the name 'Karon' This provoked
the disapproval of Maria and the great majority of other elderly persons, who
3

'Don' is used to distinguish the population in the interior of this region from the 'Karon Pantai'
groups, who inhabit the coastal area's (cf Sanggenafa 1994 400 See also Miedema 1984 and
1989 142)
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identified themselves as Meyhabehmase or, some of them, as Meyah, which is
synonymous After a long discussion the youngsters were still holding to 'Karon' as
this is the official common name, and the elderly to 'Meyhabehmase' or 'Meyah'
Afterwards, Maria and other elderly people among whom the head of the village,
stressed that the youngsters were wrong Maria requested me to note in this study that
'Karon' is just a classification established by Biak people and the government, whereas
the elderly perceive themselves as being Meyhabehmase Because Maria defines
herself as a member of the Meyhabehmase tribe, I will follow her in using this
designation for the tnbal group as well as the area, which I will specify below
With regard to other aspects of ethnic identity, such as language and cultural
practices, there was no need for dispute There was complete agreement among young
and old people that their language is named Meyhabehmase or Meyah, of which the
latter is commonly used in anthropological studies on the Ayfat region (e g ,
Sanggenafa 1994 402, J M Schoorl 1979 14-5) Maria explained to me that mey
means 'language' and that the tribal name of Meyhabehmase, therefore, refers to her
tribal group of which "each member comprehends the language that is universally
spoken" within this particular socio-cultural group The language, thus, is inextricably
bound up with the own ethnic identity
During the discussion, this also came to the fore when both elderly people and
youngsters informed me that the entire region which is formally called Karon
(including both 'Don' and 'Pantai'), consists of five different dialect groups
Meyhabehmase or Meyah in the southern part, Miun in the south east, Mira in the east,
Meymef in the north, and Biak5 in the north east Between these groups also cultural
differences exist Although these are not profound, because of the distinctive features
in both language and cultural practices, the younger as well as the elderly perceived
the four other distinguished groups as different from their own Although Maria calls
her local language 'Meyhabehmase', like her tribal group, for clarity's sake I will
follow the name of 'Meyah' when referring to the language 'Meyhabehmase', then,
refers to Maria's tribe as confined to the Meyah-speaking population When referring
to the other parts of the region that is formally called 'Karon', I will use this formal
classification
Maria's explanation of the term mev (which was confirmed by other native persons) is contradictory
to J M Schoorl's findings According to Schoorl (1979 14), in the 1970s inhabitants of the Ayfat
district never spoke about their own mey, but just used the term when referring to other languages or
dialects and socio-cultural groups Schoorl therefore translated the term as "the speaking of an other
person, on the basis of which I can recognize or place him " Yet, by the distinction Schoorl makes
between 'own' and 'other' he refers to the intricate relationship between the language and ethnic
identity, which is consistent with my findings
This is just a small group, consisting of migrants from the Biak isle
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At the time Maria was born, Meyah was the colloquial language. Through the
years, however, some changes have occurred. In present society Meyah is still the only
colloquial language for the most senior inhabitants (as is Meybrat for those in West
Ayfat). In general, these persons have not mastered the Indonesian language, which is
the lingua franca since the 1960s, although some of them know a few Indonesian
words. Maria, who according to local standards is a senior person (because of her high
status as well as her age -see below-, despite the fact that she nursed a baby), is fluent
in Meyah as well as Indonesian and uses the languages alternately in daily life. The
same is done by the great majority of adult and young persons in the Meyhabehmase
region (and, regarding Meybrat, in the West Ayfat). During indigenous cultural events
only the native language is being spoken. Within the process of change, new Meyah
and Meybrat words appeared such as for the names of the days, visiting the church
etcetera. In the last decades, however, younger person's vocabulary of indigenous
words has decreased in both Ayfat regions, to the sorrow of the elder generation.
Maria's native area in the north and her present area of residence in the west are
both part of the Ayfat district (roughly 3,700 sq. km), situated in the central highlands
of the Bird's Head's interior. The entire Ayfat region inhabits various tribal groups,
typified by their members on the basis of mutual similarities and differences (cf. J.M.
Schoorl 1979:11-7). By cognate features in language and cultural practices, Maria's
Meyhabehmase tribe is interconnected with the Meybrat tribe inhabiting the West
Ayfat. To some degree, Meyah and Meybrat are analogous languages as many words
are similar. Other words differ, which ranges from slight variations to entirely
deviating words. Members of both tribal groups labelled Meyah as "a more kindly and
soft language than Meybrat" which they perceived as "more abrasive." The importance
of language in relation to identity as underlined above, was expressed in a particular
way when some Meybrat persons even connected the differences in language to
differences in character traits: they told me that, in their perception, "the softness of
Meyah language mirrors the gentleness and sophistication of Meyhabehmase people,
whereas Meybrat people may act more roughly."
With regard to cultural practices there are many similarities between these two
tribes too, although always simultaneously related to differences, varying from slight
variations to profound distinctions. Ritual practices, for instance, may be similar to a
great extent although specific notions, symbolic forms, and the name of the rites
generally differ. Yet other rites are performed specifically either by members of the
Meyhabehmase or the Meybrat tribe. According to J.M. Schoorl (1979:14), persons
inhabiting the Ayfat region identify themselves as "people of the Ayfat" {ray ro Ayfat).
During my field research, however, native persons stressed that 'Ayfat' (besides the
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name of their major river) just denotes the regional division and is not connected to
culture. Therefore, in this study I do not follow Schoorl in speaking in terms of 'the
Ayfat culture' and 'the Ayfat' when referring to the socio-cultural groups. Instead, I
will use the tribal names and, when referring to the tribal groups as inhabitants of the
region, I will use the designation 'Northwest Ayfat (societies)'.
The homeland of Maria's Meyhabehmase tribe is a mountainous region consisting for
the greater part of damp, dense rainforest. The area is situated on the southern foothill
of the Tamrau mountain chain of which the highest peak, the Irau, is about 3000
metres. It is a beautiful area with rivers (such as the Ayfat) and brooks twisting their
way through the forest. Here, the soil is more fertile than in the West Ayfat where it is
rather barren. Nevertheless, living conditions are hard. Like in the western part of the
region the climate is humid. During periods of long drought there is shortage of food,
and during periods of heavy rainfall diseases such as malaria and infections regularly
grow epidemic. Infant mortality, therefore, is high and the average of life expectancy
is low. People who have reached the age of 55-60 are considered as old and expected
to pass away within some years.
In the north as well as the West Ayfat, males are still hunters and gardening
remained the basic means of subsistence. The indigenous main crop is taro (awiah),
which has a special symbolic meaning: awiah is closely connected to ethnic identity
and is used in ritual performances (as we will see throughout this study). Over the
years, other tuberous plants (cassava and sweet potato) and main crops such as cacao
(in the north Ayfat) have been incorporated. Besides, the very few kinds of indigenous
vegetables and fruits have been supplemented with foreign crops.
In the early 1990s, many inhabitants of both Ayfat regions added a new main crop
by cultivating peanuts. By maintaining entire peanut gardens, they found a possibility
to start selling their garden produce in the markets of coastal cities and, in this way, to
eam cash money. They took advantage of the demand for peanuts, which arose from
the large number of Indonesian transmigrates that took up their residence in Sorong
(like in other coastal West Papuan villages). Before, gardens mainly were maintained
for home consumption. Because the supply of peanuts increased, however, the market
value of peanuts decreased considerably after some years.
The divisions of gardening labour are based on gender and age. Women, who plant,
maintain, and harvest the gardens, perform the vast majority of gardening tasks.
Maintaining the food garden is a significant part of women's daily routine. Women
leave the village early in the morning for their family's garden and usually return just
close to sunset. On their way home they carry heavy loads of tuber, firewood, and
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some vegetables in their woven baskets (eyu). Women also are the caretakers of the
pigs (fane): they feed them and watch over the piglets, that sometimes accompany the
women to the gardens. Food gardens are laid out by slash-and-bum methods in which
women and men co-operate, although only men perform the task of clearing the forest
by cutting down the trees. Women and men share the task of burning the chopped
vegetation. Men construct fences to prevent wild and domestic pigs from eating the
crops, and build the garden's pile dwellings. When the soil is depleted, on average after
two harvests, a new garden is laid out for shifting cultivation.
In both Ayfat regions, the great majority of the inhabitants do not draw a fixed
income. They earn a living by selling the (very low) surplus of the gardens, with the
outcome of highly insecure and generally extremely low profits or no profits at all, due
to the barren soil. In Fef and Ayawasi a handful of native inhabitants are stationed as
public servants, mostly village-heads (all male) and teachers (male and female). Some
native persons are in the service of the mission, particularly in Ayawasi. They are
employed as health workers in the missionary hospital and outpatient clinic (all
female), carpenters (male), and employees of the Allied Missionary Aircraft (AMA).
Women in Ayawasi, encouraged and supported by Sr. Willemien Derks CPS,
established a weaving workroom in the missionary complex. The modem kain timur
they produce and sell throughout West Papua, provide them and their families with
cash income.
The Meyhabehmase area can be reached on foot and, on cloudless days, by light
aircraft. The Cessna of the AMA lands on the airstrip of the village of Fef, from where
it is a two-day walk to Tabamsere. At the time of Maria's childhood the airstrip had not
yet been built. As the centre of the Catholic mission, also the village of Ayawasi has
an airstrip, which is relatively large. It is not only used by the missionary Cessna, but
also by the Merpati of the Indonesian airway Garuda that schedules Ayawasi once a
week. In practice, due to the lack of radar, the airplane only lands on cloudless,
windless days, which implies that it occasionally does not arrive for several months.
The Merpati not only carries passengers, but also goods from Sorong, and post. It's
landing is a joyful moment and mobilises a great part of the villagers. Since some
years, as villagers informed us by letters, Ayawasi can also be reached by a sandy road
that starts at the southwest coast and ends in the interior of the Bird's Head.

Being Born at the time of the Arrival of the Church
Maria was bom on the 15th of March in 1950 as the youngest child of Mbeak Irun and
Siyentebu Baru, a big-woman and a big-man (I will return to this later). Some weeks
after her birth, during a naming rite, she was named Huf after a female maternal
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ancestor. The meaning of the name of Huf derived from a variety of bird's egg. At that
time, it was common practice that first names derived from natural phenomena like
animals and plants. Some years later, as we shall see below, Huf received her Christian
name Maria. Her two brothers Amik and Boto, and her sister Senek received the name
of Agustinus (Agus), Bonifasius, and Aknes respectively. At birth, according to
patrilineal descent, Maria, like her brothers and sister, became a member of the Baru
fam (clan) of her father, which is the sub-clan Baru Aum.
In both Ayfat regions, tribal groups are divided into territorial clans (fam) and
lineages. A clan is a unit of people who not only share a common name and claim
descent from a common ancestor, but also share and occupy common territory. The
name of a clan is identical with the name of its territory (cf. Elmberg 1955:27, J.M.
Schoorl 1979:129). Before the population was urged by Dutch colonianists to settle
down in villages (as I will illustrate later in this chapter) clan members lived spread
over their territory in the food gardens in smaller kin-groups (lineages). Generally, five
extended families at most dwelled in one food garden.
The overall ideology defining descent is patrilineal, but it is possible to become a
member of the clan of the mother. Various persons informed me that, generally, people
decide to switch from their father's to their mother's clan when they experience
problems regarding members of the patrician.61 will return to this later in this study.
After marriage, when a woman preferably, according to ancestral practice, moves to
the clan (territory) of her husband, she remains a member of her (patri)clan and
maintains its name. The bond with her clan members and especially her siblings
remains strong. Clans are exogamous. This is interconnected with the central practice
of kain timur (literally 'eastern cloth') exchange. Because bride takers and bride givers
exchange kain timur, endogamous marriage systems would disturb the circulation of
the cloths between groups. As J.M. Schoorl (1979) points out, it is said that the cloths
have to fly like birds, which means: have to circulate intensively.
Next to the possibility of switching from the patrician to the matriclan, also other
features reflect that, in practice, there is a strong tendency to a bilateral ideology in
defining descent. This also becomes apparent during female initiation. Girls are
initiated intofenia meroh as members of their father's clan, but because daughters are
also affiliated with the patrician of their mother, they are also actively engaged in the
initiation. Further, because clan membership is claimed on the basis of sharing
common ancestry, persons who have a different clan name can be perceived as kin and
clan members because they trace descent from the same ancestor.
For further discussion on the coexistence of both forms of descent in neighbouring societies, see
J.M. Schoorl (1979:130-1) for West Ayfat, and Miedema (1984) for Kebar.
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Maria started narrating her life history as follows
My mother gave birth to me in Tabamsere I was bom in March 1950, in the
days the mission entered our area The mission's schoolteacher, mister
Nuhuyanan, adopted me He wanted to take care of me as a foster child, for my
father and mother often had to work in the food garden That's why I lived with
the teacher, his wife, and their children, together with my elderly sister Aknes
The teacher twisted cane for me, on which I could sleep When I was crying my
mother came and nursed me
I played with their children I was always wearing a kind of napkin, called
wansayo, which was closed in the front and open at the rear At the rear side
there was no cloth When I sat down, I put the flap from the front side between
my legs Other children did not wear this wansayo, just I did But on Sunday or
feast-days, I was wearing clothes Each time the teacher went to the village of
Sorong, he brought clothes for me
In the above passages Maria refers to three major themes Firstly, she foregrounds her
native village and the year of birth in connection with the entry of the local Church
Secondly, she narrates that the mission's schoolteacher adopts her Finally, she refers
to the introduction of new goods such as clothes In the remainder of this chapter, I
will tum to the first two themes in succession The theme of introduced goods will run
throughout the chapter
Maria was bom just one year after Father Rombouts OSF had started establishing the
Roman Catholic mission in the Meyhabehmase region The arrival of the mission is
cherished in the memory of Tabamsere's people Up to now, the entry of the Catholic
Church is perceived as a significant event in recent local history, not only in the
northern but also in the West Ayfat Elderly inhabitants of both regions are still
narrating the story of Father Rombouts, the priest of the Order of the Friars Minor
(OFM) who was the first Catholic priest traversing their area During my fieldwork,
some of the elderly women originating from Tabamsere insisted that they first would
tell me about the entry of the Catholic mission before they proceeded to the topics of
the interview (generally female initiation and other indigenous religious practices) In
their view, the information they were to provide on themes from the time they were
children or youngsters would be incomplete when the arrival of the Catholic Church
and their personal interactions with missionary workers was left out Maria even
thanked me for recording her account on the arrival of the Church, which she, like
other women and men, had narrated spontaneously It was of crucial importance to her
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that I was not only interested infenia meroh and other indigenous religious practices,
but also in the history of the local Catholic Church.
Elderly people of Tabamsere and Ayawasi who still retell the arrival of the Catholic
mission, all give an enumerative description of the villages that accepted the Catholic
priest during the early stages. In the stories I heard, the order of the villages varies, but
the village-names Father Rombouts notes in his reports are neither consistent. Further,
the storytellers tend to emphasise the importance of their native village or, in some
cases, of their own personal role.7 Nevertheless, in general the stories correspond with
each other and the names of the succeeding fathers as well as those of the very first
persons who were baptised into the Church, are remembered precisely. The story
Maria narrated, runs as follows:
On the 19th of March 1949, the mission entered via Tabamsere. Father
Rombouts came to Tabamsere and asked the permission from uncle Hauch. The
father came to spread the mission.
When Father Rombouts arrived for the first time, he was accompanied by
Mr Yappen. Later, the father set off for Sorong to pick up the teachers, and then
he returned to Tabamsere accompanied by Willem Nuhuyanan. Hauch accepted
the father. He did not want to accept the Protestant minister [who went to
Tabamsere after he discovered that a Catholic priest was traversing the area].
The minister said to my uncle Hauch, "The Catholic priest shall kidnap your
children and sell them." But uncle Hauch answered, "That will do! We allow
the Catholic father to stay with us. We'll just try out for a couple of years, to see
whether changes occur." So, he permitted Father Rombouts to stay. Then, they
slaughtered a fat pig, a white one, and ate together. Because they enjoyed the
entry of the Catholic religion.
From our village Father Rombouts opened up the other villages to be
baptised. (...) The people who were the first to accept agama Rom [Roman
Catholic religion] were neither those of Manokwari nor those of Sorong, but the
people of Tabamsere. The Ayamaru people did not want to receive the father,
because they had received Protestantism already. But we wanted to receive the
father. The persons who were baptised first of all were those of Tabamsere.
Among them were my elderly brother Agus, my elderly sister Aknes, and my
relative Sesilia Nso. My brother's Christian name, Agustinus, was the very first
name of baptized children registered by the father. (...) And the very first Easter
to be celebrated was in... Tabamsere.
So, it all has started in the north Ayfat. From there, the Catholic religion
entered everywhere. The first villages that followed were Yabo, Ases, Wayo,

Which occurs not just in the anthropologist's presence, but also in each other's company.
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Tintum, Sekwa, and Miri.8 The village-head of Yabo requested the father to
employ a teacher in his village too. So, he signed a statement and after some
time the father stationed a teacher in Yabo. (...) Frambu followed, and Man, and
Mosun. Later, in 1950, the mission entered Ayawasi. 1 don't recall the precise
date. However, 1 do remember that it occurred in the year of 1950 because my
brother Agus accompanied the father. At that time, Father Rombouts had left.
The priest who introduced religion in Ayawasi was Father Joma. Agus Baru,
Frans Sedik, and Father Joma have been the persons who entered Ayawasi. (...)
The first person that was baptised in Ayawasi was Maria Yumte.
The OFM order entered first, later OSA came, and after some years the CPS
sisters came to us. First Father Rombouts came, next Joma... the first three
fathers were members of the OFM order. They all were wearing black clothes.9
Nuhuyanan was employed in Tabamsere, Tenefut in Tindum [a place now
called Senopi].10 In these days, all teachers originated from the Kai Islands.
Father Rombouts went to other places constantly and then returned again, but
the teachers remained.
When analysing Maria's narrative on the entry of the Catholic Church, it appears that
within this single narrative a 'world' of events and meanings is hidden, some of which
played a central role. The entry of the mission as recalled by Maria and other native
persons, is consistent with missionary reports to a high degree. Yet, when examining
the process from the missionaries' perspective it occurs that some other aspects, which
generally are not explicitly referred to in the oral histories of local persons, played an
important role. The first is the political web of the local Dutch colonial government in
which the missionary process was embedded. As will be shown below, missionary
activities were not only limited by Protestant predecessors, but also by governmental
regulations. Perceived from the missionary perspective, the establishment of the
Catholic mission went as follows.

Missionary Perspectives
In July 1948, Father Rombouts was summoned by the prior of the Dutch Franciscan
Fathers to leave the hinterland of Hollandia," where he was employed at that time, to

Father Rombouts (n.d.:39,135) noted the following villages as the first to accept the Catholic
mission: Tabamsere, Sururcm, Yabo, Wayo, Ases, Siakwai (Sekwa), Min, Ake, and Jarat (at random,
see above).
Maria generally used the abbreviations to refer to the missionary orders.
In the 1970s the villages of Tintum, Sururem, Senopi, and Zoon were consolidated into the village
of Senopi in West Kebar (Miedema 1984:237)
Hollandia is the present city of Jayapura, the capital of the province of West Papua.
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embark on the Bird's Head immediately. The father received the order to open a
missionary station in the centre of the Bird's Head. Just before, the prior, Monsignor
Cremers, was informed that this was "still virgin territory": many villages in this
central part of the region were outside the field of the Dutch Protestant mission, which
had started working there 75 years before (Rombouts n.d.:l, 28).' 2
A second order Father Rombouts received was to enter the region unobserved, not
only by the Protestant missionaries who were expected to take counter measures, but
also by the Dutch and Amboinese administrators (who generally were Protestant too).
Although the Bird's Head was placed under Dutch government since 1910,' the
administrators had not yet actually penetrated the major part the Bird's Head's interior
in the late 1940s. As Father Rombouts (ibid:4,5) notes, it was forbidden by the
colonial government to start missionary activities in areas that were uncontrolled by
them. So, when the father set off for his first destination, the region south from the
Ayamaru Lakes, he initially concealed that he was a priest. As Rombouts (ibid: 10)
states, "Concealing something is different from lying." Nevertheless, Rombouts' first
voyage was unsuccessful because he was exposed, thwarted by Protestant
missionaries, and refused by administrators and village-heads as the great majority of
the settlements was already baptised by the Protestant mission. The father, however,
was convinced that he had every right to work in this area, as he explained in a report:
When Christ dispatched His Apostles, He said: "Go, and teach aM people,"
without adding the restriction "but not those living south from the Ayamaroe
Lake." Religion is not bound by frontiers. Moreover, several settlements south
from the lake have never been visited by the Protestant mission (...). And even
if they had been there (...), it would not have meant that I am not allowed to
stay there if the people want to follow me. The people have freedom of choice
who they want to follow, the Protestant minister or me (Rombouts n.d.:11,
original emphasis, my transi.).
As noted above, however, Rombouts found no support among the local population.
Even the prior expressed his disapproval of the father's persistent attitude, when he
wrote to him in a letter:
German missionaries (who were deployed by the Dutch Protestant mission) established the very
first Protestant missionary station in former Dutch New Guinea in 1855 on Mansinam near the future
Manokwari in the Bird's Head. The first permanent Roman Catholic missionary station was
established in 1905 by the Dutch Fathers of the Sacred Heart (MSC) in Merauke (Comelissen 1988:36; Jaarsma 1990:70; P. Schoorl 1996:8) although previously, in 1894, the Dutch Jesuit Order had set
up a station nearby Fak Fak (Mertens 1997:147).
13
The present province of West Papua came under Dutch colonial control in 1828, when by
proclamation was claimed that the entire western part of the island of New Guinea belonged to
Netherlands East Indies (P. Schoorl 1996:8).
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(...) why holding on at any price to a place south from the lake, in the thick of
Protestant villages, instead of searching for a place north of it. Our exalted work
must be accompanied by peace (...), and by as few riboet [commotion] as
possible. Now go back, and lodge yourself there where you can lodge yourself
decently. But don't you forget, I mean it the way I wrote it: preferably not at
places where the Protestant mission is actually working, unless the people who
live there would call us (...) (ibid: 14, my transi.).
Then, the father returned to Sorong and requested a governmental permit to establish
the Catholic mission north from Ayamaru. The Head of the Subdivision14 granted him
a permit for the subdivision of Sorong, which was still uncontrolled by the Dutch
colonial government for the greater part. The administrator in question, however,
perceived it as an advantage if the priest would settle down in this region, precisely
because he lacked any information on the interior of the subdivision. As Maria referred
to above, the Protestant mission had also entered this region yet the greater part of it
still did not belong to the Protestant mission. The Catholic mission would only fill the
'gaps' of the Protestant mission by establishing posts in remote villages in which no
teacher from the Protestant mission was stationed.
Father Rombouts requested to borrow a boat from the Dutch oil company
NNGPM15 in Sorong, to travel to Sausapor by sea. His request was granted when the
father agreed to be accompanied by a topographer from the company. Aim of the
topographer's voyage was to explore the inland's territory and the possibility of
recruiting labourers. Simultaneously, the mission requested Willem Yappen, an
Amboinese clerk of the local Dutch government, to guide the priest on his tour of
inspection: Yappen had assisted other Catholic missionaries in previous years. Yappen
also had gained an order from the government to patrol the inland, and combined this
order with the mission's request. Before they started the voyage, they hired about 20
native porters16 for carrying the luggage, such as daily rations and gifts. The gifts,
named 'contact goods' by the missionaries, were meant to foster goodwill among the
native people: sarongs, coloured linen and cotton cloths. After they had reached
Sausapor, the father and his assembly walked into the inland.
After they had been traversing the forest for almost two weeks, in which period
Father Rombouts made no headway, they reached Tabamsere. At that time, Tabamsere
was one of the settlements officially belonging to the Protestant mission. In practice,

'" In Dutch called 'Hoofd Plaatselijk Bestuur' (HPB).
Nederlandsche Nieuw Guinee Petroleum Maatschappij.
Both women and men worked as porters. This is contradictory to Elmberg (1968'20-1) who states
that in the opinion of school teachers, evangelists and lower civil servants in the Ayamaru region,
women "could not be used as earners."
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however, hardly any missionary activities had taken place in the entire 'Karon' region
for years. As Rombouts notes in a report:
Since the end of the war17 this region has been visited once by minister Middag,
who just visited the coastal villages. In 1935, minister Kamma attempted to
walk into the inland, but because the region is badly accessible he was stranded
at Banfot [in the Madik region]. So, the hinterland is still virgin territory indeed
(Rombouts n.d.: 17, my transi.).
For this reason, local inhabitants who lived in Protestant settlements were dissatisfied
with the Protestant mission. Various persons expressed their disapproval of the matter
by telling me that the ministers "Had not done anything for them." A similar statement
is mentioned in a missionary report: at the day of their arrival in Tabamsere, Yappen
stated that the people felt happy because the priest came to them, and that they had
told him that "(...) finally something would be done for the people in this region. The
Protestant mission has been present for 75 years, but has done nothing for the
population." (Cited from Rombouts n.d.:24, my transi.).
Although Maria stated that it had been Father Rombouts who put the request, in
reality it was Yappen who did the talking on behalf of the priest. The clerk introduced
the priest to the local leaders and conveyed the missionary's request. For his part, an
interpreter whom they had met on the way assisted the clerk: Yappen did not master
Meyah, and the native inhabitants generally did not master Malay. Although Hauch
Titit had expressed that he was pleased with the arrival of the father, he did not give
his permission during the first acquaintance. Later, Father Rombouts and Willem
Yappen went to Werur (at the north coast) to welcome teacher Willem Nuhuyanan.
From there, the priest travelled to Sorong before he, from Werur, walked into the
inland again. In Werur, Willem Yappen had been replaced by his brother Piet who
came in the service of the mission as a teacher.
During this second tour, also teacher Nuhuyanan visited the villages to convey the
father's request. In fact, it was Nuhuyanan who, assisted by an interpreter, gained
Hauch Titit's permission to establish a school in Tabamsere, as the teacher told me
personally: at the time of my field-research, Nuhuyanan had retired and was living in
Fak Fak, but I could meet him in Manokwari where he granted me an interview. This
is what he told me about his encounter with Tabamsere's village-head:

17
The pnest is referring to the Pacific War during which Japanese soldiers conquered the greater part
of West Papua. The war came to an end on August 15, 1945 (Van Baal et.al. 1984:61; Comelissen
1988:12)
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When I arrived in Tabamsere, I informed Hauch that I was a teacher of the
Catholic mission who wanted to establish a school. Then, Hauch said to me
"What can we do for you?" and I answered "Clean the place, so you may build
houses, including one for myself, and a school." At that time, Tabamsere was
not actually a village yet. It only had four houses. Hauch replied, "We will start
right away," and he summoned his son to set to work. In the afternoon Father
Rombouts returned from Ases. He asked me, "How are you?" and I said,
"Father, look for yourself, they have accepted me and started building houses
already so I can live here."
Then, Hauch Titit confirmed his permission and signed with a thumbprint. By
accepting the mission's teacher, he simultaneously had accepted the Roman Catholic
mission. When the agreement was made, the inhabitants generally reacted with joy.
The entry of the mission was celebrated by means of a festive meal after which the
people danced until sunrise. Although Tabamsere's people cherish the date of the 19th
of March in their memories, the mission did not actually arrive on that particular date.
According to the reports the missionaries carefully kept, the mission visited the village
for the first time on February 8 (1949). Hauch Titit accepted the mission Mid-April
(Rombouts n.d.:24, 37).
Converts, thus, had to be won village by village. Some time later, when the father
was accepted in several settlements, a few Protestant ministers went to the inland to
take counter measures. They tried to persuade local leaders to follow a Protestant
teacher, among other things by telling frightening, invented stories about the Catholic
priest such as: "In the beginning he will give, but later on he will take. You will have
to pay and if your properties have run out you will have to offer your children to him,"
or: "He will kidnap your children," and: "He will forbid you to eat pig meat"
(Rombouts n.d.).18 It also occurred that lower civil servants of the Dutch colonial
government went to the villages and stated that it was forbidden to accept a Catholic
priest, as it was only allowed to accept a missionary who was licensed by the
government. In fact, the major problem Rombouts faced was not so much to gain the
local leader's support to accept a teacher, but to accept a teacher from the Catholic
mission. In several settlements, following the appointment of some ministers and civil
servants, Protestant teachers were referred to as 'guru Bestuur' (teacher of the
government). Herewith, administrators connected Protestantism to the Dutch colonial
power, with the result that some of the local leaders (initially) did not dare to accept
the Catholic priest and his teacher for fear of reprisals. In Tabamsere, for instance, a
minister arrived after teacher Nuhuyanan had settled down there. Initially, Hauch Titit

Here, I only present the Catholic's perspective on the struggles between Protestant and Catholic
missionaries. For the Protestant's perspective see for instance Kamma 1977:652-54.
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did not dare to tum away the minister. Only after Nuhuyanan had put down on paper
that he would receive any administrator's reprisals, the village-head sent the minister
away (ibid:60). Although the great majority of the civil servants were Protestant and
sympathised with the Protestant mission, the designation 'guru Bestuur' was
misleading because these teachers were not in the service of the government.
Although some ministers were kindly disposed to the Catholic priests on the
principle 'we have to love all people', the struggle between Catholic and Protestant
missionaries would continue for some decades (see J.M. Schoorl 1979:24).
Nevertheless, it did not prevent the Roman Catholic mission from spreading all over
the Northwest Ayfat region and the entire Bird's Head.
From the north Ayfat Father Rombouts walked into the West Ayfat. Now, native
youngsters originating from villages that had accepted the Catholic mission
accompanied the father. The youngsters (all male) took over the clerk's (and the
teacher's) task of conveying the missionary request, and acted as porters. When the
missionary tours of inspection had been expanded to Ayawasi, Rombouts had left the
inland: he returned to Sorong because of severe illness, and Father Joma OFM took
over. One of the persons who accompanied Joma was Maria's elderly brother Agus, as
Maria stated above, and they indeed entered Ayawasi in 1950. Like Tabamsere,
Ayawasi officially belonged to the Protestant mission, but in practice hardly any
missionary activities had taken place. And like Hauch Titit did previously in
Tabamsere, the village-head of Ayawasi, Waisafo Tenau, signed for a school with a
thumbprint and herewith received the Catholic mission.
In her narrative, Maria stated that Father Rombouts "came to spread the mission," and
that "the Catholic religion entered (...)." In present-day Northwest Ayfat, it is common
view that Catholicism was introduced by the Dutch priests with the assistance of the
mission's teachers. During the early missionary stages, however, adult persons did not
actually connect the arrival of teachers with a change in religion: Catholicism had no
significance for them in religious sense, but was related to the establishment of a
school. In other words, at the time the Church arrived, in local people's perception the
major missionary method of stationing teachers was not perceived as a process of
conversion. Moreover, they had not the slightest idea of the meaning of Roman
Catholic religion (nor of Protestantism) when they accepted a teacher from the
Catholic mission. Why, then, did local leaders accept the Catholic mission's school to
be stationed in their village?
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Local Expectations
For local leaders, receiving the father and the establishment of a village-school ensued
from two major advantages Neither of them were immediately connected to
education The first motive has been stated by Maria in her narrative the village-head
wanted to see whether they could effect changes Another motive was that local
leaders were hoping that the Catholic mission would 'do something for them' What
these expectations actually meant for inhabitants of Tabamsere and Ayawasi, was
explained to me by Maria and her brother Agus, and the former village-head of
Ayawasi respectively After Maria had recounted the arrival of the Catholic Church, I
asked her to explain to me why her uncle decided to choose for the father rather than
the minister When I put the question to her, Agus was present too They replied as
follows
MB Hauch Titit and Atmarot Hay had killed a man
AB It was a tnbal fight
MB It happened before the father arrived Then, it was the period of the
[Dutch] government and of adat Religion had not yet entered The government
had appointed village-heads, but due to the war between the Netherlands and
Japan the government did not actually take care of us
This is what happened Two of our ancestors are Etaya and Sesai One of
their children was called Atmarot, who was a younger brother of Hauch
[according to local kinship] When their mother [Atmarot's consanguine
mother] was married for the first time, she gave birth to Sesai and Atmarot
After her husband had died, she married again and gave birth to Etaya and
Times Before the father [Rombouts] arrived, Etaya and Times killed Sesai His
dead was repaid by Hauch and Atmarot, who killed Etaya Because people had
been killed here, the Dutch government did not care for us It had been reported
already
AB In Sausapor
MB Ah' In Sausapor, to the government So, that's why we wanted to receive
Catholicism Because we did not want the government The Church must enter
At that time, the Catholic and the Protestant Church, both originating from the
Netherlands, were present simultaneously But Hauch and Atmarot did not wish
to receive the Protestants, they wished to receive the Catholics For reason that
the Protestants came to pray only They did not come to guard us, nothing like
that It was empty Hauch and Atmarot did not want it the way it went, and
that's why they accepted the Catholic Church To see whether they could
change things
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The hope that the Catholic mission would 'do something for them' and effect changes,
therefore, meant that Tabamsere's inhabitants (and the village-head in particular) were
hoping that the Catholic mission would protect them against the Dutch colonial
government. The central motive for accepting the Catholic mission in Tabamsere
derived from a topical event that occurred in accordance with indigenous regulation,
but was perceived as a criminal act by the Dutch coloniser. According to indigenous
rule, when a person had killed somebody, the relatives of a murdered person had to
repay by killing the offender or one of his19 relatives and eating the victim's body. The
core aim of the ritual repayment was expressed by its name, mafitania, which means
'substituting the life force'.20 After the homicide had been repaid, the settlement was
concluded in a symbolic manner: the two parties (among other things) jointly cut an
awiah (taro) into half, while stating 'awiahfetah awiahfetah mafitania': two parts of
an awiah which make up a whole (life force). In this way, it was expressed that the
parties now suffered an equal loss and, herewith, the matter had been settled. The
colonial government, however, perceived the repayment as a crime: generally, they
arrested the offenders and sentenced them to imprisonment. Hauch Titit (and Atmarot
Hay) were afraid that they were up against this colonial punishment and seized the
opportunity the Catholic mission offered them: unlike the Protestant mission, the
Catholic mission was to station a teacher in the village who, while living in there,
might guard and protect them.
Hauch Titit and his brother were never sentenced for the ritual killing although this
was not due to the mission's support, but to the fact that the colonial power did not yet
actually control the Meyhabehmase region. After the Catholic mission had settled
down, missionary workers indeed stood up for the population in case of cruelties
committed by civil servants. In 1952, for instance, the Amboinese civil servant21
Parinussa and his clerk mistreated people in various forms in Tabamsere and vicinity:
they flogged the people with a rattan whip, extorted huge amounts of food when it was
in short supply, locked up the population without any food during one day for
registration, raped women and maltreated their husbands who tried to help them, and
kidnapped many men and women in order to built a new settlement for governmental
officials at the north coast. Whenever Meyhabehmase people reported the cruelties to
the missionaries or the teachers, Father Joma took counter measures: he warned
Parinussa and reported the crime to his prior. In the report, the father stated that a
complaint had to be brought to the Head of the Subdivision, "because justice demands"
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As far as I heard, killing other persons only was executed by men.
Nowadays also referred to as 'ganti jrwa'(substituting the soul).
HBA: Hulp Bestuurs Assistent
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that the civil servant would be punished (Joma 1952 6,7) On the other hand, however,
the priests (and the teachers) acted forcefully against indigenous practices such as
headhunting, in cooperation with the government (as we will see in Chapter 4)
Although, unfortunately, Hauch Titit could not tell me about his own experiences
of the acceptance of the mission as he had died in 1993 after being bitten by a wild
pig, Waisafo Tenau, the former village-head of Ayawasi, who had received the title of
raja from the Dutch colonial government and who was baptised as Marten Tenau, was
still alive and spoke about the arrival of the Church The raja recalled first how the
priest walked into the inland from Sausapor, and how he had been sent away before he
reached Tabamsere and was accepted by Hauch Titit "Previously, an incident had
taken place and therefore Hauch Titit allowed the religion of the Catholic mission to
enter Tabamsere " Next, he talked about the arrival of Father Joma in Ayawasi, which,
although it happened in 1950, he recalled to be in 1948 In the rajäs narrative a major
motive for accepting the father is allied to Hauch Tint's motive securing his position
within the colonial order In the narrative, also the second major motive comes to the
fore the acquisition of foreign goods The raja told about the way he accepted the
father as follows (in which the struggle between Catholic and Protestant missionary
workers once more is a central theme)
When Father Joma, who originated from the Netherlands, arrived in Ayawasi
for the first time, he offered presents to me Among other things, he gave me an
axe But I said to him "If you want me to accept you, I wish to receive more
axes first " Some time later, the father left and went to Kocuwer [a place now
called Kokas], but Koba Wafom, Moks Kocu and Way Frasawi [the local
leaders] got very angry and turned the father away Therefore, the father longed
to return to Ayawasi
When Father Joma arrived in Ayawasi again, he let me know that if I would
be willing to follow him, he was to arrange that the Dutch colonial government
would appoint me as a raja That's why I received the father I wanted to
become a raja At the time Father Joma asked me to follow him, however, there
was a gossip from outside A story that said that if this person with the white
skin would settle down here, he would take away all our properties and the
entire natural wealth of our land Bapak [Mr] Waisafo Tenau, however, replied
"I have lots of land, so I shall share it with the white skinned person, Father
Joma " ( ) After the father and I entered into an agreement, the father told me
that, now, I must receive the father and the religion permanently
Next, Father Joma went to Sorong to search for a teacher He returned with
a teacher named Mawa Bapak Waisafo Tenau still wanted the father and the
teacher to settle down in Ayawasi However, some time later a group of people
from the Protestant religion arrived, who brought two teachers They wanted to
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replace teacher Mawa, because Ayawasi had to become a Protestant village
Bapak, however, did not give in I am a person who has a persistent character
and a strong will I stood by my opinion that Mawa had to stay, so we would
have a Catholic teacher in Ayawasi ( )
Waisafo Tenau indeed was appointed raja after the government had opened the Ayfat
division in the early 1950s Neither in missionary reports, nor in governmental
documents it is confirmed that the raja owed his appointment to the priest's
intervention It is quite possible, however, that the priest informed governmental
officials that Waisafo Tenau was an eligible candidate for the position in the Ayfat
district the priest was acquainted with local relations whereas governmental officials
had just recently started to rule the Ayfat region According to the colonial, patriarchal
structure, the government chose the most influential male person of a district for the
position of raja This man, usually a big-man, received the title, a uniform and a
modest salary from the government and served as a "primus inter parus" and
"mouthpiece" for the District Head 22 (Van der Veen 1953)
In the remainder of his narrative, the raja repeatedly mentioned the acquisition of
goods as a motive for cooperating with missionaries To date, the introduction of new
goods is still a popular theme in the stories people are narrating about the arrival of the
Catholic Church As Maria stated joyfully, "When the fathers came, they brought
clothes, cloths, and other goods They offered these goods to my elderly relatives, so
they would feel happy " Contrary to the raja of Ayawasi, Maria and other persons
originating from Tabamsere perceive the offering of goods as doing a favour in the
oral histories they retell, the goods generally are only referred to as valuables
introduced by the missionaries, whereas goods as a means to gain support are not
incorporated into the narratives Father Rombouts, too, did not mention in his reports
how he persuaded the leaders by means of offering (and promising) goods, but teacher
Nuhuyanan informed me how the father applied clothes as 'contact goods'
When we arrived in Wayo, Father Rombouts [via the translator] said to Atmarot
Hay [the village-head of Wayo], "If you are willing to accept the teacher, you
will receive clothes " Then, the father summoned me, "Call the children and
distribute the clothes among them One pair of clothes for each child " So, I
gave the trousers and blouses to the children The people felt glad because they
had received presents Later, we also offered salt and other things to them, but
initially just clothes ( ) And then, afterwards, Atmarot went to other villageheads [those who were relatives] and said to them, "We must receive the father,
because if we do so he shall distribute goods among us " Later, Fakant Baru
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who was the village-head of Yabo, came to visit Father Rombouts and talked
with him He requested the father to station a school in Yabo too
As we have seen above, Atmarot Hay's interest in accepting the Catholic mission went
beyond the desire for goods On the basis of the information I gained, I cannot give a
sound explanation for the last part of the teacher's account Maybe, Atmarot Hay tried
to persuade other village-heads to accept the priest by referring to the goods Another
explanation might be that presenting goods was to the Catholic mission's advantage, as
it was perceived as an act of actually 'doing something' for the local people Protestant
missionaries had never distributed goods among the population (and condemned the
fathers for bribery)
For the Catholic mission, on their turn, establishing teachers was of crucial
importance because in the opinion of the orders involved, conversion would be most
successfully realised through the young generations The basic assumption was that
children and youngsters could be more easily guided than elderly persons Further,
children were expected to transfer the knowledge they gained at school, to the elderly
Even later, when the mission had been established for almost one decade, the
missionaries were still convinced that there was no possibility of converting adult
persons As Father Noords OSA stated in a letter to his prior
In my view, nothing or just very little can be achieved among adults, they go
their way If they have a religious belief, they shall adhere to it Superstition is
already firmly interwoven into their whole soul Even if you talk with these
people for hours about this superstition, you will achieve next to nothing They
are willing to agree with you, but in the end they say "That does follow true for
the priest, but is different for us " With the result that they still go their way I
can observe this every day ( ) If I say to them "You must start laying out a
new garden now," they laugh at my face and glance at me mysteriously When
you persist, they say "Yes, we will start " But actually they just start laying out
a new garden when they have harvested the old one This is connected, I think,
to the 'Garden spirit' that brings growth and fertility (August 14, 1957 3, my
transi )
Christiamsation by means of educating the young generations, therefore, remained the
major method during the first decades

Missionary Policies, Strategies and Struggles
As Maria alluded to, during the early stages the teachers remained in the village,
whereas Rombouts and his successors were transient in the lives of the population By
tours of inspection the pnests constantly traversed the area, accompanied by local men
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and women whom they called 'coolies'. The priests only visited each village three
times a year, where they stayed for one to three days and then moved on. Major aim of
the tours was gaining the permission of local leaders for stationing a teacher,
supervising the established teachers, and, to a lesser extent, getting in touch with local
people. When the missionaries visited a village in which a teacher was stationed, a
fourth aim was to say mass (to which I will return in the next section). Father
Rombouts has never settled down in one particular village. Joma also constantly
traversed the area and, while remaining in the villages, stayed the night at the teachers'
houses in which he had stored suitcases with clothes. Although Joma built a house in
Fuog in 1955, most of the time he did not stay there due to the frequent tours of
inspection. In 1956, the Dutch Augustinian Fathers (OSA) took over from the
Franciscans, and they also implemented their missionary work by means of tours of
inspection.
As the above passages show, in the relationships between missionaries and local
inhabitants, the missionaries were highly dependent on local persons in this initial
stage: only when they gained the permission from local leaders to settle down in the
villages, they could start their missionary activities. But the missionaries were also in a
subordinate position with regard to one particular necessity of life: food.
The earliest priests experienced their living circumstances as severe. They
ploughed through the dense, mountainous rainforest for days or weeks before they
reached the settlements of the thinly populated region. They spent their nights in the
forest on a sleeping mat, placed on a humble platform of tree-bark beneath a roof made
of leafs, hastily built before sundown. Heavy rainfall, flooded rivers, bloodsuckers,
and frequent sickness such as malaria were a nuisance to them. But the most pressing
problem was caused by shortage of food. When they stayed in a village, the fathers
attempted to exchange Western goods for food. In case local people had sufficient
nourishment, they generally were willing to share it with the priest in exchange for the
red cloths, clothes, needles, razor blades, fishhooks, axes, or tobacco he offered them.
Sometimes, they even offered food to welcome the priest, which generally just
occurred in Maria's native area. As Joma (1951:5) stated, "The Karon people always
offer food spontaneously. There, it is a habit and an obligation to provide guests with
food right away." During periods in which the area was struck by famine, however,
both local inhabitants and priests suffered from starvation. Then, native persons did
not offer or exchange the little they possessed, as they needed it for their own families.
Another problem frequently referred to in missionary records is the problem of
mental troubles: loneliness and slander by Protestant ministers were reported as causes
of feeling unhappy. While facing the problems, the fathers were comforted by the
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moving spirit of devotion As Rombouts noted in 1949, when he was forced to start a
tour without daily rations
Well, I have decided to set off without any food, so that I won't have to blame
myself later on "Because of such a small problem you have withheld several
villages from the grace of the true religion " ( ) After all, New Guinea is a
difficult Mission and by virtue of our own free choice we are obliged to serve
the area that has been allocated to us by our prior, as well as possible Even if it
demands actus heroici (Rombouts η d 52, my transi )

Local Views on the Missionaries
Nowadays, Maria and the great majority of the population of Tabamsere and Ayawasi
view the lifestyle of the OFM en OSA fathers favourably In particular, they admire
the long distances the fathers walked through the rainforest, and the fact that they ate
the local food While telling me about this, Maria (as other persons) emphasised
They worked very hard And they were living the way we did The fathers
walked barefooted through the forest They really liked eating awiah, which
they roasted, or braised in the ashes, just like us They ate awiah and cassava
instead of rice or bread And they drank the water not boiled They were eating
and drinking the very same things These fathers did not feel themselves
superior to us
This view has to be understood against the background of the present missionary
circumstance nowadays, the fathers and sisters stationed in the inland are mainly
originating from other parts of the Indonesian archipelago

In local people's

perception, these missionaries generally do not "properly" care for them and look upon
them in disdain That these sisters and some fathers reject the local food, serves as a
metaphor for the rejection of native people and their ways of life at large (in which a
close link between indigenous food and identity is expressed) Nevertheless, also apart
from this the earliest fathers (and their Dutch successors) nowadays are idolised and
turned into a legend

21

Adult persons know precisely whom of the Dutch fathers have

passed away, who is still alive and where they are staying at present In the stories
people retell, the good deeds done by the fathers are a central theme, which unlocks
emotions of both joy and sadness Joy for the good things the priests brought them by
their hard work and involvement Sadness because times have changed and the
missionaries are not staying with them anymore In the early 1990s, four Dutch fathers

Which is true for the Dutch missionary sisters, as wc will see in Chapter 4
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of the OSA order were still working in the Bird's Head, but only in the coastal places
of Sorong and Manokwari. Inhabitants of the inland were still able to contact them and
call upon them whenever they needed the priest's help (what they did indeed).
Nevertheless, people felt sad because the priests were no longer actually staying with
them while mainly Indonesian fathers, who belonged to various orders, had taken over.
Once, Maria put into words the feelings of many local persons regarding their wish for
the return of the Dutch fathers and sisters. After she, again, had told me about the
significance of these missionaries, she said to me, "We only want the OSA fathers and
the CPS sisters. We do not want others to stay with us."24
Although the OFM and OSA missionaries nowadays are idolised, at the time they
arrived and established the Catholic Church the population did not consider their
behaviour as exceptional: the priests' ways of life just fit closely into their own ways of
life and were, therefore, not perceived as extraordinary.
The discrepancy between former and present views on the activities of the earliest
fathers also emerges with regard to the ways the Church has been spread. Although
inhabitants of the Northwest Ayfat nowadays are aware that conversion and schooling
were interconnected, the current overall view that the priests have spread the mission
(as illustrated above in Maria's narrative), is contradictory to the actual historical fact
that conversion was not merely procured by the priests, but by the schoolteachers.

Schooling as Missionary Method
In the missionary reports written during the early stages of the local Catholic Church,
the founding and maintaining of primary schools is a dominant theme. The actual
meaning of this missionary method and the closely connected role of the mission's
teachers, however, were most aptly expressed by a priest whom I interviewed in
Manokwari. Father Jonkergouw OSA had started his missionary work in the
Northwest Ayfat region in the early 1960s. Like their Franciscan predecessors,
schooling formed the Augustinian's major method. As the priest stated:
It all has started with the teachers. The Church has not been established by
priests, but by the teachers. In fact, the entire mission has been spread by the
teachers. They took the lion's share. So, in the first place it was a lay Church.
(...). Rombouts' voyages and those of his successors just were explorations,
which were clinched with the stationing of teachers.
In 1997, their wish was complied with when Father Jonkergouw was transferred from Manokwari to
Ayawasi. Some years later, however, the priest was transferred to Sorong to care for sick and dying
persons.
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In the next subsection, I will tum to the ways Tabamsere's pioneering schoolteacher,
Maria's 'adoptive father', aimed at procuring the missionary goals, how adult persons
and children responded at that time, and how persons nowadays look back on
attending the very first class Next, I will show some major implications of the
introduction of the school for children and adult persons in daily life.

Tabamsere's first school missionary views
When teacher Nuhuyanan settled down in Tabamsere to set up a primary school, he
was already employed by the Catholic mission since 1940, in which period he had
been stationed in Merauke and Jayapura. He originated from the Moluccan Kai
Islands, where he was bom in 1917. Like in other parts of former Dutch New Guinea
(see Pouwer 1955; J W Schoorl 1993), the Catholic mission recruited teachers from
the nearby, christianised Kai. Nuhuyanan, unlike the majority of the mission's
teachers, was qualified as a schoolteacher. Because recruiting teachers for the inland of
New Guinea was problematic (hardly anyone wanted to be stationed in the region), the
priests frequently were forced to employ catechists {guru agama) who were generally
barely educated themselves, in stead of qualified teachers. In some cases, the mission
appointed teachers who were not yet baptised. From 1952 onwards, also West Papuan
teachers were appointed All teachers were male, and when they were married the
spouse accompanied them. Initially, Nuhuyanan stayed in Tabamsere alone, but after
several weeks Mrs Nuhuyanan arrived too. She was to fulfil a central position as a
caretaker of local children.
Although the population had given their support for establishing a school in
Tabamsere, gathering pupils for attending the first grade turned out to be difficult. As
the following statement of the teacher shows, to persuade the parents to send their
children to school, the paying of goods was deployed again.
1 started to search for pupils, but that was a problem Some parents cooperated,
but others persisted that their children would not attend school Others hid their
children so I would not find them When they persisted, I paid the parents a pair
of clothes and a knife When children who already had attended school did not
show up, I went searching for them Once, for instance, I found a girl sleeping
in a garden Her parents did not want me to take her with me, so 1 paid them a
knife after which they agreed
The teacher started his educational work by teaching the rudiments of reading, writing,
and arithmetic through the few available means, he cut off tree-bark and divided the
pieces among the children. Charcoal was used by way of a pen, to write on the tree-
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bark "The children's hands became very dirty," the teacher stated, "but that did not
matter " At that time, he did not master Meyah yet and the children did not master
Malay So, initially, the teacher gave classes in plain words, by mixing Malay and
Meyah
After some time, Nuhuyanan started to teach catechism by telling the children
about the Christian God and his son Jesus Which he, as he told me, "Explained in the
language the children were able to understand" not only by using some Meyah words,
but also by using expressions familiar to the children as the below passage shows
I said to the children, "You cannot see Tuhan Allah [God] He is just like the
wind you cannot see Him, but you can feel Him You cannot hold God, but He
is here definitely He is the mighty power that regulates everything " And then I
told them that God is the father, who has a child named Jesus
In line with the expectations of the mission, the children indeed talked with their
parents about the matters they learned at school Nuhuyanan illustrated this by the
following example
Once, Father Rombouts distributed devotional pictures of Jesus among the
children Before, I had told the children constantly that there is only one God
When the children had received the devotional picture, a little boy went to his
mother, and while showing her the picture he said "Mama, there is only one
God and one Jesus But now, suddenly, there are many Jesuses How is that
possible''" The boy's mother explained to him that the father just had so many
pictures so as to he could give one to each child

Tabamsere's first school local views
Maria started attending school from 1956 onwards, after Nuhuyanan was stationed in
another region Maria's brother Agus, her sister Aknes and her female relative Sesilia
Nso, however, were among the very first group of 20 children (6 girls and 14 boys)
attending Nuhuyanan's class By recalling their school time, they presented an image
of attending school during these early stages Particularly Sesilia Nso had a vivid
recollection of her school experience At the time 1 interviewed her, Sesilia was about
56 years of age and, thus, had been about 10 years old when she entered the villageschool This is what she recalled
At first, the teacher stayed with us in Tabamsere without his wife After some
months, Mrs Nuhuyanan arrived too She was a longhaired, slender woman
She had very tiny breasts Some time later, she got children
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Nuhuyanan commanded us to attend school. He registered our names on
kafabah [a kind of tree-bark]. (...). Actually, my elderly sister, who was married
to Hauch Titit, took me to Nuhuyanan and said to him, "This child's father has
killed many people." Then, Nuhuyanan registered my name. My name as the
very first one, together with the one of Agus Bam.
When we first entered the school, Father Rombouts gave us new names. My
[forejname was Sekiah Weri, which is a fish swimming in the river. But the
father named me Sesilia. We had to throw away our other [first] names because,
as the father told us, they were heathen names.
Every day at school, we had to pray. We really did follow the teacher, as we
were afraid of people who were wearing clothes. Whatever the teacher said, we
obeyed him. Because we were frightened. If he told us, "Don't quarrel," for
instance, we did not quarrel. In those days, we ourselves were not wearing
clothes, only a loincloth [which was made of tree-bark]. Aknes Barn wore a
boy's loincloth made from the red cloth her mother brought her. Later on we,
the girls, wore a blouse and a loincloth that, like the one of Aknes, was made of
cloth and sewn by Mrs Nuhuyanan. (...) The boys wore trousers and a T-shirt.
We only wore these clothes on Sunday, when we went praying.
In the above recollections, Sesilia stresses the following features: above all, she
connects attending school to receiving new names and clothes. Further, she
emphasises the social intercourse between the children and the schoolteacher, in which
she refers to power relations (by narrating the children's fear for the teacher). Sesilia's
way of recalling the time she attended the village-school is representative for the
experiences of other elderly persons: they all referred to attending the school as
entering a new way of life, with new practices and power relations. Hardly anyone
spontaneously recalled the educational aspects of schooling like learning to read and
write, or they just did so to a minimal extend. Sesilia, for instance, only referred to
these aspects in the remainder of her narrative by saying, "The teacher wrote '1,2,3,4,5'
on the tree-bark," and "In the second grade we received a pencil so we could learn how
to use it for writing." Starting to attend the newly established school, then, above all
was experienced as a stage that marked the transition into the 'newly arrived world' in
which the rules and practices of missionary workers prevailed. The transition is
referred to through the symbolic meaning of new names and clothes (connected to the
introduction of the Christian calendar), which express the major aim of schooling
during these early stages: the transition from 'pagan' to Christian ways of life. At the
time the children entered the school, they were not conscious of this missionary goal.
Only later, when they were to be baptised into the Church, the educational aspects
itself, as connected to becoming a Catholic, gained importance in their experiences.
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Each morning, teacher Nuhuyanan started class by praying the Lord's Prayer.
Nuhuyanan (and his successors) also taught the pupils to pray in the Latin language.
As Agus and Maria informed me: "We learned 'mea culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima
culpa'. We were praying in Latin, although we did not understand the meaning of the
words. We just listened to the words the teacher spoke and imitated him." Further, the
teacher contributed to the establishment of the Church by saying mass (if possible by
using Meyah words), both for children and adults. When the priest stayed in the
village, either he or the teacher preached the sermon, and the teacher sang High Mass.
Sometimes, Father Rombouts only read from the Bible; afterwards, the teacher
explained the passages to the participants. Further, the teacher primed schoolboys for
acting as acolytes during service.

Christian feasts
Next to these tasks, the teacher played a central role in preparing Christian feasts, such
as Christmas and Easter. Although Maria stated in her narrative that the first Easter
was celebrated in Tabamsere, actually Christmas was the very first feast celebrated by
the Catholic mission in the Bird's Head, performed in Tabamsere in December 1949.
At the father's request, the teacher asked Hauch Titit's permission to celebrate the feast
in his village. The village-head considered it an honour that his village was chosen and
joined in preparing the feast. Rombouts, in line with indigenous ways of performing
celebrations, bought four pigs to slaughter for Christmas. On Christmas Day, more
than 500 people from Tabamsere and neighbouring villages gathered in Tabamsere for
the celebration. The priest said Holy Mass, during which the teachers, catechists and
school children sang Gregorian chant. After mass, the participants shared a collective
meal that was consecrated by the priest.
From that first feast onwards, celebrating Christmas and Easter became very
popular in the Northwest Ayfat. The popularity, however, was not related to
Christianity, but to advantages related to indigenous elements in the feast. Firstly, the
slaughtering and consuming of pigs was highly valued. The appreciation of the
Christian feasts was determined by the amount of food. Secondly, offering pigs and
celebrating large feasts was connected to prestige and improved the status of the
village(head). For this reason, village-heads started to request the father to celebrate
the next church festival in their village. Thirdly, the Christian feasts were attractive
because people from various settlements congregated in large numbers, which created
a good chance for negotiating tribal matters such as cloth exchange and marital affairs.
One decade later, celebrating church festivals still remained the major religious
missionary activity. As Father Van Beurden OSA (1959b:3) underlined in a report:
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"Besides the religious festivals of Easter and Christmas, actual spiritual care is still
nearly out of the question." Yet, these Christian feasts had very little significance for
the population in a Catholic sense. To quote the priest again (in which the central
contribution of teachers and catechists once more comes to the fore):
Since we have not yet been able to celebrate Easter according to liturgical rule,
at least we have tried to give the people an impression [of the meaning of
Easter] by celebrating a para-liturgical Holy Week, in which we incorporated
Good Friday and Easter. Before, we sent a programme to the teachers and the
catechists so they could somewhat prepare the people. This aim did not
succeed, however, because postal communication hindered the delivery in
time.(...).
Still, the people just understand very little [of the meaning of the church
festivals]. Nevertheless, they have started to grow accustomed to it, and we can
teach them appreciation. We might proceed searching and try out in this
direction (1959a:4,5, my transi.).

Baptism
Although the various tasks as mentioned above were essential for establishing the
Church, the teacher's major important task was to prepare the children for baptism, by
teaching them the major important lessons from the Bible. Through Nuhuyanan's
educational work, the very first children in the Bird's Head region who were baptised
into the Catholic Church received the sacrament in Tabamsere, as Maria referred to in
her narrative. On Easter Day 1952, Father Joma baptised 41 children, among whom
five close relatives of Maria: her elderly brother and her sister Agus and Aknes Baru,
her relative Sesilia Nso, and two daughters of her uncle, the village-head of
Tabamsere. Simultaneously, 16 of these children made their first Communion, among
whom Sesilia Nso. When Jorna (1952:4) reported the event, he stated: "Tabamsere's
village-head has put himself out for this feast. (...) Particularly the village-head, of
whom I baptised two little daughters, felt very proud." Just like during the stage in
which they accepted the Catholic mission, however, the local population was not quite
aware of the meanings of becoming a Catholic when the children were baptised in
these early stages.
Before the priest baptised the children, the teacher not only prepared them for the
sacrament by teaching the major important lessons from the Bible, but also by
explaining the meaning of baptism to them. As Nuhuyanan informed me, however, the
explanation was minimal:
I told the children: "When a person's body is dirty, they have to wash
themselves. Catholic persons, like Adam and Eve, have to wash themselves too.
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But it is different from washing ourselves in the river, it is another kind of
washing "
Afterwards, Father Joma came and he baptised the children He sprinkled
water onto their head while saying "I baptise thee in the name of the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit, Amen "
Preceding baptism the priest put the children to a test to see whether they had
understood the teacher's lessons and, herewith, were ready for receiving the sacrament.
As Sesiha Nso recalled:
The priest asked all kinds of questions About Jesus who was born in
Bethlehem About Adam, and Eve who ate the fruit Jesus witnessed Adam and
Eve picking the fruit, and he got angry We knew all about it So the father said,
"Well done' You know everything," and he baptised us He spoke some words
and sprinkled water onto our head
We also showed the father that we already mastered some Malay words In
the previous months, we had brought awiah to Nuhuyanan who told us "This is
called keladi " When the father came to baptise us, we showed him that we
knew this and some other Malay words
Still, the communication was problematic, as Sesiha alluded to above, and as
Nuhuynanan underlined when I asked him whether the children grasped his
explanation of baptism He replied, "The children just started to understand what I
meant. Because they spoke almost no Malay and I mastered the local language very
little "
The meaning of the first Communion, too, was just explained to a minimal extent.
Sesiha recalled the event as follows:
The father gave us the host and instructed us, "You must not take this out of
your mouth, that's taboo " Because the wafer we were eating, was the body of
Jesus The father also told us that we were not allowed to walk out of the
church
Although Sesiha did not quite understand the meaning of the first Communion, she did
understand that the consecrated wafer, which she was now allowed to receive during
mass, had a spiritual meaning. What had impressed her most, was the father's use of
the word 'taboo', which is a central term within indigenous religion and, above all,
connected to spiritual forces Therefore, Sesiha perceived the host as related to
spiritual powers. Further, the fact that just a selective group of the children was chosen
for the first Communion, contributed to the conception of secrecy now, she belonged
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to a selected group of which the members received a spiritual object, while other
persons were excluded. Because of these aspects, making her first Communion
strengthened her self-identity, as Sesilia illustrated with an example. Proudly, she
recalled an encounter with the raja of Ayawasi who was a highly respected leader and
an influential big-man. Sesilia's pride stemmed from the fact that she herself was
allowed to receive the spiritual object, whereas an influential man like the raja was
excluded, as the below passage shows.
Some time after I made my first Communion, Bapak raja stayed in our village
for some days because he was searching for kam timur [cloths] He watched me
receiving a host and asked me, "Sesilia, the thing you just received what's
that9" But I replied, "I cannot tell you about that It's taboo "
Maria was baptised into the Catholic Church when she was 15 years old, on the 5th of
May in 1965. She knew the precise date by heart, although she did not remember the
way she experienced the event. Like Sesilia, Maria only recalled that the priest tested
her knowledge of the Bible and that he baptised her by sprinkling water onto her head
The very first person that was baptised in Ayawasi, indeed, as Maria recalled, had
been Maria Yumte, in February 1955. One decade after the arrival of the Catholic
Church, 445 inhabitants of the Northwest Ayfat area (nearly all school children) were
christianised. As mission work expanded, the number of baptised persons increased"
by the year of 1971, 2,071 inhabitants had become a Catholic. Being baptised,
however, did not naturally imply that the children were living a Christian way of life
according to missionary standards. As Monsignor Van Diepen OSA reported
The Karon people's habit of going out causes the fact that they usually do not
meet the priest when he visits their village Moreover, some of the baptised
children only receive the sacraments during Christmas and Easter Although
their piety is extremely minimal, however, none of the youngsters has reverted
to paganism (1959 6, my transi )
The aspect of "going out" as mentioned by the prior in the above passage, frequently
emerges in missionary reports. In line with the indigenous lifestyle, remaining in a
village was very uncommon (see below). Missionary and governmental officials,
however, tried to force Western modes of living upon the native population for several
reasons. For the mission, the central reason was connected to school attendance, the
major problem faced by Nuhuyanan and other teachers was absenteeism. According to
missionary workers, settling down in the village would enable the children to attend
primary school. Local people, however, wished to adhere to their own manner of life,
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related to their mode of subsistence. This discrepancy between indigenous lifestyle and
missionary and governmental interests, will be dealt with more detailed in the next
section: Maria's adoption by the teacher, too, was connected to this.
Being Adopted by the Teacher
From the way Maria, in the beginning of her life history, narrated that she was adopted
by the teacher, it could be assumed that she and her sister Aknes were the only
children who had been 'adopted' by Mr and Mrs Nuhuyanan. Actually, Maria and
Aknes just were two of the many children who were living in the teacher's house. Four
major factors contributed to the 'adoption', a feature that has to be understood within
the socio-cultural situation at that time.
Maria has echoed the most important factor in her narrative: she stated that her
parents generally did not remain in the village, but in the food garden, which was the
indigenous life style. Meyhabehmase people (as other tribes in West Papua) did not
remain at one place of residence permanently, but built pile dwellings in the food
garden that they maintained. As gardening was executed by shifting cultivation, they
moved their residence whenever they laid out a new garden, in which they built a new
dwelling. As mentioned earlier, the gardens were maintained on the land inherited
from ancestors and communal life was based upon clan membership. The Dutch
colonial government, however, urged the indigenous population to settle down in
permanent villages, formed by inhabitants belonging to the different clans: the area
would be better controllable if the population jointly stayed at a regular place instead
of being scattered all over the forest. At the time Maria was bom and the mission
arrived in Tabamsere, the population had recently started to comply with the
government's command (which had been announced to them by a clerk of the oil
company NNGPM, who explored the inland's territory in January 1949) (Rombouts
n.d.:125). In 1950, Tabamsere was a settlement of 20 inhabitants and four village
houses and, herewith, "one of the first, rare villages" as Rombouts stated (ibid:125).25
Although the population had started to establish a village by building village houses,
they continued their own life style in the food gardens with their families and just
occasionally visited the village.
Children worked in the gardens from their fifth year onwards, as every single hand
was needed for contributing to food production. Sending the children to the villageschool meant a loss of labour, so the great majority of the parents wished their children
One year later, the number of houses had been increased to seven (Maresch 1951) and in 1957 to
eight. In 1957, the number of inhabitants was still 20 (Noords OSA 1957a).
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to stay with them in the gardens. When Nuhuyanan insisted that the children had to
attend school (among other things by paying goods) some of the parents gave in. Yet,
as the teacher informed me, they only allowed the teacher to take their children along
with him under certain conditions: "They said to me, 'You wish to take our children
with you? That's fine with us. But if you want to have our children, you must take care
of them'."
Maria's parents, too, stipulated that their children Amik and Senek were allowed to
attend the mission's school if the teacher was willing to take care of them: providing
them with food and sheltering them. So, Amik and Senek moved to the house of Mr
and Mrs Nuhuyanan where they stayed with other school children. Between times, the
children continued living with their family in the food garden. When they entered the
school, Father Rombouts gave Amik and Senek a Christian name. Like Sesilia Nso
and the other school children, they had to abandon their indigenous first names.
When Aknes had been living at the teacher's house for almost one year, Maria was
bom. After some time Aknes had to take care of her youngest sister, which was (and
still is) common practice: from their sixth year onwards, girls look(ed) after their
younger sisters and brothers, whom they carried in a woven pack basket {eyu) if they
could not walk yet.26 As Aknes had moved to the teacher's home, she took her little
sister to the place where she stayed herself. So, that is why Maria was adopted when
she was still little, even before she attended school. When she moved to the teacher's
home, she was named Maria instead of Huf.
The second major factor contributing to the adoption (which was related to the first
one) was formed by the cultural practice of kain timur ('eastern cloths') exchange,
which required regular absence of parents. I will not elaborate on this system, but only
describe some major characteristics. Kain timur took and still take a prominent place
within local daily and ceremonial life. The cloths are divided into two categories. Kain
pusaka, sacred cloths, are inherited from generation to generation and have to remain
within the clan. These cloths are connected to the ancestors and are perceived as
imbued with sacred power, which is transmitted to the descendants, gardens, and
animals (cf. Elmberg 1955, Haenen 1991, Miedema 1984, J.M. Schoorl 1979). Kain
jalan, literally 'wandering cloths', serve as objects of exchange.
In former studies on the Bird's Head region it is recognised that women take a
central role within the kain timur system as they store and guard the sacred cloths (for
instance Haenen 1991; Van der Werff 1989). Former studies on the region, however,
did not mention that women also fulfil a position as big-women (bobot): only men
were recognised as big-men (called bobot too). During our fieldwork, however, len
26

Nowadays, the girls (like their mothers) usually carry the little children in a sling made of batiks
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and I found out that both women and men take these central, leading positions. Maria's
mother (as I mentioned before), for instance, was a bobot and so is, since adulthood,
Maria herself. 5o6o/-ship in the Northwest Ayfat is closely connected to the kain timur
system, as the women who store and guard the sacred cloths generally are big-women.
Further, big-women and big-men possess large amounts of exchange cloths, by means
of which they take prominent positions of power within local society. The exchange
cloths were and still are central objects used for, among other things, bride price
payment and the payment of fines. Within the exchange system women also are central
as they have the decisive vote in deciding which cloths will be handed over. Men, on
the other hand, are the persons who generally negotiate matters of cloth exchange.
Big-men and big-women partially derive their positions of power from the practice of
lending out exchange cloths, which have to be paid back with interest (in the form of
an extra cloth). The system of lending cloths involves frequent visits to other
settlements, for the purpose of fetching back the lend cloths. At the time the Catholic
Church entered, these frequent visits contributed to the "habit of going out," which by
mission and government was perceived as an obstacle for executing their policies. In
missionary reports it is often mentioned that local persons, when they entered into a
discussion with priests and teachers, protested against the order to stay in the village
by stressing that this life style would prevent them from gaining cloths. The fact that
Maria's parents were bobot implied that they frequently remained outside Tabamsere
and their gardens, which formed an additional factor for Maria's adoption by Mr and
Mrs Nuhuyanan.
The third factor that contributed to Maria's and other children's adoption was that
adoption was already a common phenomenon in Meyhabehmase society (and
Northwest Ayfat at large). It frequently occurred (and still occurs) that others than
their natural parents raised children. In case their parents had died, which was very
common due to the severe living conditions, relatives generally adopted children.
Sesilia Nso's natural father, for instance, was adopted by Maria's father's-father.
Although they were distant relatives according to biological kinship, because of the
adoption Maria and Sesilia were considered as close relatives. Raising non-biological
children also occurred within the context of what they call 'slavery'. In case adults
were not able to pay fines by means oikain timur, parents could pay by offering one of
their children, who then were raised by the creditor's family and, while living among
them, were used as 'slaves' (in Meyah called awe when they were still little children
and kay when they were youngsters; in Indonesian both called budak).21 Because
Although adoption is still common practice in present-day northwest Ayfat society, the slaverysystem has been abolished, at least in Christianised societies.
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adoption formed an integrated feature in local life, the adoption of children by the
teacher was not perceived as extraordinary.
The fourth factor that contributed to Maria's and other children's adoption by the
teacher's family stemmed from the frequent food shortage in the Northwest Ayfat area.
As we have seen in an earlier section, Maria narrated that the teacher wanted to adopt
her because her parents had to work in the food garden. Yet, it had not been the
teacher's wish to act as adoptive parents for Maria and other local children: Mr and
Mrs Nuhuyanan considered it necessary to look after the children, for the benefit of
performing the educational tasks and feeding the children who were mainly
undernourished. Nevertheless, they were caring foster parents as Maria and some other
former adoptive children informed me and missionary reports confirmed. On the one
hand, they performed their task in a way common to local life: they laid out food
gardens to supply themselves and the children with food, and the children participated
in gardening. On the other hand, however, they simultaneously enforced new ways of
life in line with their own views on appropriate life style. As Sesilia Nso alluded to
previously, for instance, Mrs Nuhuyanan started to sew clothes for the children, which
they initially just wore on Sunday. Later, these clothes replaced the children's loincloth
and foreign garment was integrated into daily life.
Through schooling and adoption, and herewith, the introduction of foreign goods
and life styles, the missionary process produced a fundamental impetus for cultural
change. Moreover, the process hastened the Meyhabehmase's entry into the colonial
system (as Barker (1990b: 173) argued with regard to Papua New Guinea's Maisin
society). Mission and colonial government even cooperated, for instance with regard
to controlling village formation and maintaining the village buildings. Further, the
mission started to request the government's assistance for controlling and reducing
school absenteeism. The mission also was dependent on the colonial government with
regard to subsidy for the mission's schools: when the schools were attended by a
certain number of children, the government provided subsidy for performing
educational tasks. Here, again, Maria's native village ran in front as Tabamsere's
school was the first to receive the subsidy. As Maria informed me (and missionary
reports confirmed), in 1958 Hauch Titit even decided that his village had to move so it
could be merged with a neighbouring village and, in this way, the number of pupils
would be sufficient for maintaining the subsidy. As Maria told me:
Our village received subsidy constantly, while other villages did not. In the year
of 1958, the inhabitants of Tabamsere and Eyson moved for the benefit of the
school and settled down halfway between the former settlements. (...). The
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people moved, but they remained working in the food gardens near the former
settlement.
Although the village-head, by doing so, cooperated with the mission's and
government's policy of village formation, his motivation still stemmed from the wish
of having a teacher stationed for protection against the colonial government.
Maria lived at the home of Mr and Mrs Nuhuyanan until she was about four or five
years old: then, Nuhuyanan left Tabamsere as he was transferred to another region. For
Maria, the leave of Mr and Mrs Nuhuyanan was an emotional event, which she
recalled as follows:
I stayed with them until I was about five years old.28 Then the teacher and his
family left for Sorong and from there they went to Fak Fak. Nuhuyanan wanted
to take me along, as a foster child. So, he asked the permission from my father,
my mother, my uncle Hauch and mother Otmaro. Everyone agreed, except my
father.
When the teacher left, I cried a lot. I wanted to accompany him. I did not
want to stay with my father and mother, because I found them no good persons.
So I ran away, into the river. But they came to fetch me. My father persisted
and I stayed.
After some time, I went to school. A new teacher from the isle of Kai, called
Reyaan, had started working in Tabamsere.
It never became clear to me why Maria saw her parents as "no good persons." When I
requested her to explain the expression to me, she made the expressive gesture with
her hand with a telltale countenance.
Although Maria narrated that she found her parents "no good persons," she also
told me that she had a special bond with her father. One of her childhood memories
that she still recalls with pleasure and in which this tie forms one of the themes, runs as
follows:
When I was about six years old, I started to go hunting with my father and,
sometimes, with my older brother Agus. When my father went hunting with his
dog, I insisted that I would join him. Like a boy, I liked acting like a boy. They
[men] are people, and so am I... I was like a man, whereas Anselma and
Faustina [close relatives with whom Maria would be jointly initiated] were like
28

According to Nuhuyanan's information, Maria must have been about four years of age when the
teacher left
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women They followed me They were not strong enough to hold an axe, but I
was Whenever a kuskus [little marsupial] was hidden at the top of a tree, I
climbed the tree and caught it I also made arrows and practised hunting on
cecak [little lizard] While other girls were cooking, I clambered on the back of
a pig that was as big as my pig Makid is now The pig had very big ears I rode
on his back until I had reached the place where I wanted to go, and then I
dismounted from the pig One day, however, my pig was killed because he had
entered somebody's food garden and ate their awiah That's why they killed
him I cried and cried
Years later, when I was living with the sisters at the boarding school in
Manokwan, I was watching television I saw how women in other places of the
world were riding a horse like I had been riding a pig
Next to referring to shared experiences with her father, in the above passage Maria
also refers to another important aspect the aspect of crossing gender boundaries
Throughout her life course, Maria would have a keen eye for gender relations and act
in ways that were rather uncommon for women

Maria's Struggle to Leave Tabamsere
Maria attended the primary school of Tabamsere from her sixth year onwards She did
not spontaneously refer to the educational aspects of attending school Instead, she
narrated the prominent implication of schooling for her personal life the implication
of schooling as a means to escape from the tnbal life of her native village
Maria was a talented pupil, which induced Father Jonkergouw OSA to select her
for continuing her education at the missionary boarding school in Senopi (north
Ayfat) As the following passages show, Maria wished for further education and acted
with determination to pursue this personal desire Her parents, however, once more
prevented her from leaving them This is what Maria recalled
I attended school until I was about eleven years old Then, Father Jonkergouw
visited our village and put the children to a test Those who achieved good
results were permitted to join the father to Senopi Jakobus Hae, and I myself
we were selected to go to Senopi In those days, a boarding school had been set
up there Sister Josephine, Sister Manet, and many other sisters had started
working there The schoolteacher agreed that Jakobus and I were the ones who
were chosen
So, the pnest came and Jakobus and I went along with him However, my
parents did not want to give their permission, they disagreed upon it But I said
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to the priest and my friend, "Just start walking, I will follow you in the late
afternoon "
In the preceding passages Maria refers to the theme of personal agency The theme is
still rather implicit, but it appears that Maria already knew what she wanted when she
was just a young child and that she did not obey the opinion of the elders In the next
passage, where Maria narrates how she coped with the problem of incompatible
interests, she foregrounds the theme of creative agency more clearly
I was working in the food garden with my father and mother They did not want
me to go But I wished to leave for Senopi to be educated So I left My parents,
they knew A relative followed me, he snatched my eyu [woven basket] Then, I
dashed off to the forbidden Eyei-nver, which is extremely taboo Even a boat
may not be launched in it I drank the river's water and washed myself with it
For I was panas [literally 'hot', here 'furious'] I thought to myself, "Why do
they not want me to be educated9" After that, I went to the forest To a fallow
food garden that my family owned, which served as a bivouac at the time I had
not eaten yet, I only had been crying bitterly My eyes were swollen
Some time later, my parents arrived at the garden They had been following
me behind they had been searching for me My mother felt worn out from
walking And she was angry with me, because I had been running away She
beat me, so I would be patient and not long for education any more She beat
me I responded by beating back powerfully Blood seeped above my mother's
eyebrow My father remained calm
At five in the afternoon, I went after the father and Jakobus After some
time, I caught up with them The father, who had witnessed the clash with my
parents, looked at me and said, "O Mana " I laid myself down to sleep Father
Yonker shared his am [woven mat] with me to shelter me 29 We slept under one
am
Then my father arrived He told the priest, "I would rather die than let you
take Maria with you If you do so, I will kill myself" Father Yonker quietly
talked with my father, but in the end he lost his temper and said firmly, "This
child must be schooled'" In the previous years, however, all of my sisters and
brothers had moved to far-away places or had been married My brother Agus
was a labourer at the Oil Company in Sorong and was not able to visit my
parents anymore My parents had just me That's why my father was distressed
Then, the priest said, "Enough' Maria stays with you " So, I went back home
with my father Back to Tabamsere I felt constantly grieved And I thought to
myself, "Why am I not allowed to be educated9" I went to school again in

Maria, as many other local persons, generally refers to Father Jonkcrgouw as 'Father Yonker'
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Tabamsere. (...)· Later, Father Yonker returned to the village and baptised me
and other children as a Christian.
In her retrospective self-representation, the aspect of her life that Maria underlines is
agency. Even as a child, before her initiation, she had a sense of self from which she
tried to accomplish her major personal wish: to leave her home settlement to obtain a
Western education. Moreover, it appears that she tried to accomplish this by selfdetermination, namely taking control of her life and running away. In our
conversations, Maria opposed adat versus development when she emphasised: "I
wanted to be educated, but my parents insisted that I would join adat [tradition]. I did
not want to join adat, 1 longed to take part in development." Here, Maria foregrounds
agency in the form of self-assertion and the wish for self-expansion. These are
connected to internal stimuli: her intelligence and wish for Westem-style education.
She responds to an external stimulus: the possibility of attending school in Senopi,
which she perceived as an advantage the mission offered her in this particular stage of
life. Maria wished to use the possibility for the benefit of escaping from her native
village and striving at self-expansion.
Up to this stage in her life, however, Maria did not actually succeed in challenging
the tribal life by realising her personal wish. For now, staying in her home settlement
meant that she would be initiated soon. She was on the threshold of the early stage of
her adult life, which, according to indigenous rules, implied that she was obliged to
participate in the fenia meroh ritual as a novice. After the description of her initiation,
given in the next chapter, we shall see how Maria coped with her personal wish for
Western education afterwards: whether Maria's initiation experience altered this.

General Concluding Remarks
In taking the first part of Maria's life history and her narrative on the arrival of the
Catholic mission as a starting point, this chapter explored local as well as missionary
views on the arrival and acceptance of the Catholic mission. It demonstrated that
adopting the mission in the Northwest Ayfat region was an interactive process between
local persons and missionaries, who both were acting in creative ways. Generally,
local persons were only willing to cooperate when they saw the advantages of specific
mission-related changes. The reason why Tabamsere's village-head, Maria's uncle
Hauch Titit (and others) accepted the Catholic mission, for instance, was not related to
education, nor to Catholic religion: the leader just wanted the mission's protection
against the colonial Dutch government.
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Further, I showed that missionary workers were highly dependent on the
willingness of the population for executing their missionary tasks in this initial stage.
Firstly, a necessary condition for starting the missionary activities was gaining the
permission of local village heads. Secondly, the priests and other missionary workers
were in a subordinate position with regard to the vital necessity of food. At the same
time, however, colonial relations of power played a central role because the rules and
practices of missionary workers prevailed.
In exploring both perspectives, also some discrepancies have come to the fore. It is
remarkable, for instance, that Maria Baru and other local persons particularly attach
great importance to the first Catholic priest who entered their region, Father
Rombouts, while he actually had only played a marginal role in the local missionary
process. Simultaneously, in local persons' perception the proper founders of the local
Catholic Church, the mission's teachers, are not perceived as such. The teacher's
activities are seen, more generally, as related to entering a new way of life.
At the time Maria and other persons were still children and entered the school, they
were not conscious of the major aim of schooling during these early stages: the
transition from "pagan" to Christian ways of life. Only later, when they were to be
baptised into the Church, the educational aspects itself, as connected to becoming a
Catholic, gained importance in their experiences.
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Chapter 3
Becoming a 'Full Person': Participation in Fenia Meroh
Although Maria, when she was still a child, tried to escape from the village of
Tabamsere and its adat because she wanted to be educated by the missionaries,
some decades later she attached great importance to fenia meroh and her initiation
experience.' So, whenever I let her know that I, again, had some more questions
about fenia meroh, she replied, "Ask, please!" This enthusiasm stemmed not only
from the fact that she was glad that "children of Father Rombouts" (as she
sometimes referred to us, see Chapter 6) were interested in the ritual that, to her
opinion, belonged to the most important elements of her indigenous culture. It was
also connected to the awareness that we were writing down and thus would "save"
the knowledge οι fenia meroh for current and future generations (as described in
Chapter 1).
Her eldest daughter Yosefien, who formerly was not so much interested in
'traditional' cultural practices as initiation, accompanied our meetings as much as
possible. Initially, as a very helpful translator because she sometimes explained
Meyah words into Indonesian, and later on because she had become seriously
interested into fenia meroh, which made Maria feel extremely happy. As Yosefien
had given birth already (she was the mother of a baby daughter called Clara), she
was not allowed to be initiated into fenia meroh anymore. So, when narrating her
fenia meroh experience and knowledge (including the secrets) to us, Maria found a
way to share the knowledge with Yosefien, who, in turn, increasingly asked
questions about the ritual practice and the underlying notions. In this way, Maria
taught the three of us jointly.
As I described in Chapter 1, Maria consulted God as well as the eldest, initiated
women of the village of Ayawasi before she revealed her initiation experience to u s
during our frequent meetings. Only after len and I had been (partly) initiated into
fenia meroh ourselves, however, we came to understand a great part of the things
Maria had previously told us: only then we could really imagine from the inside, the
In Chapters 4 and 6 will be explored why Maria during that particular phase in her life started to
revalue fenia meroh.
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complex experience she had been describing by words. So, after we had been
participating in thefenia meroh ritual ourselves, I reread the field notes of my former
interviews and conversations with Maria about fenia meroh and started to ask
questions all over again. In this way, I aimed at achieving a 'full' understanding of her
fenia meroh experience as a novice. What struck me was that Maria, now she had
actually passed through fenia meroh again, this time as a ritual teacher, was able to
remember details she could not recall previously. So, by participating in the ritual,
these details had surged up.
Before our return to the Netherlands, Maria, Yosefien, len, and I went to a remote,
deserted food garden, to discuss what parts of the ritual and of Maria's experience
might be revealed in our publications. Before, Maria informed us that every Dutch
person, male or female, was allowed to read the secrets. She would even be delighted
as they might become acquainted with fenia meroh. Maria explained to us that it was
only, and strictly, forbidden for Papuan men to read the female secrets. If that would
ever happen, this man as well as Maria and both of their families had to be killed.
Further, she also did not want Indonesian persons to become acquainted with her
secret indigenous culture. We explained to Maria that when our dissertation and
articles on fenia meroh would be published, persons all over the world would have
access to the texts, including Papuan men. So, when we remained in the garden
house, we spoke about every single detail that possibly could be too secret to
publish.
At first, Maria pointed to several elements as being secret. Later on in the
conversation, she told us that she preferred "saving fenia meroh" for their children
and children's children above hiding too many secrets. Then, we started all over
again and, one by one, Maria struck most secrets off the 'not to be published'-list.
This process was not only necessary to understand what might be published and
what had to remain secret. It also revealed that some secrets are more secret than
others: secrets concerning (controlling) menstruation, pregnancy, and childbirth
were and still are the most secret of all. This is not remarkable, however, as these
secrets are connected to the ultimate power of women, namely women's exclusive
capability to bear children and, thus, to procreate new life. As Maria, other women,
and men told me, "Women are the door to Heaven." As they explained to me, this
means that only women have access to the very secrets of giving life. This mirrors
the general belief in Papuan cultures that, as Meigs (1984:45) argues for Papua New
Guinea, "(...) women are by nature superior to males (...)", and the "belief in the
natural superiority of women" that appears "elsewhere in the New Guinea
Highlands." Discussing with Maria what aspects had to remain secret further
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emphasised that the nucleus of the fenia meroh rite, above all, deals with the power
of female fertility and procreation.
After my return to the Netherlands, I discussed the problem of how to cope with
these secrets with len, my supervisors, and within the Women's Studies Postdoc
Seminar. One main question, for instance, concerned the fact that Maria indeed had
attached her fiat to publishing a part of the secrets (which she did after consulting
other initiated women). I did not know, however, whether initiated women who lived
outside the villages of Ayawasi, Fef, and Tabamsere agreed with it too. In the end, I
decided that whenever other initiated women might possibly be offended by the
publication of certain secrets that Maria allowed me to reveal, I would not describe
them in detail, but only vaguely. In the same way, in this chapter I have not, of
course, written down the secrets to which Maria referred as too secret to reveal.
Occasionally, I nevertheless vaguely indicate that Maria learned something in the
domain of these secrets or received special powers connected to them. Some other
secret aspects than those concerning menstruation, pregnancy, and birth-giving that
I have not written down, appeared not to be secret in female initiation rites elsewhere,
such as Papua New Guinea and Africa: they have been published by anthropologists
in articles and ethnographies. I could not refer to them, however, as being similar.
In this chapter, Maria's initiation will be described and analysed. Starting from the
main question of this study, I will explore how Maria experienced being an initiate in
the jenia meroh rite. By using an actor-oriented perspective, I pay special attention
to the question if Maria, according to her narratives, had any space for creative
agency during initiation. As explained in the first chapter, 'agency' in this study is
applied in the (still convenient) sense of Bakan (1966) who views agency as
manifesting itself in self-protection, self-assertion, and self-expansion (as opposed to
'communion', which refers to being one with others). Besides, for exploring Maria's
identity formation, I use the tripartite division of Harris (1989) as analytical tool for
discerning individual, self, and person: 'individual' refers to a single member of
human kind (and is thus, as Stewart and Strathem (2000:9) indicate, a neutral term,
synonymous with 'human beings'); the 'self refers to experience of being an
individual; and 'person' refers to the public conception of human beings who are
members of society and have agency in it.
Choosing an emphasis on 'experience' also means that this chapter will not give
very detailed information on the fenia meroh ritual itself. Being an initiation rite, fenia
meroh is a complex ritual in which the analysis of nearly every single event or symbol
leads to a highly interesting and often extensive comprehension of the ritual. After
len and I had been participating in fenia meroh and I started to requestion what
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Maria had told me about her initiation before, Maria and I spent days discussing the
matter in which she gave me detailed information on the cultural meanings of specific
symbols and events of fenia meroh, and so did other initiated women. In this
chapter, however, I only use the explanations that were directly connected to Maria's
own initiation experience. While focalising Maria's experience, I mostly present a
mere global 'picture' of the ritual. Whenever I present particular aspects of the ritual
more detailed, it stems from the fact that I follow Maria's way of recalling her
experience: she felt that some phases, events, and symbols were and still are more
important to her than others, or she was able to remember them more precisely. I
further selected those aspects that have to be known for comprehending the
significance offenia meroh in her later life.
As female initiation rituals in the Northwest Ayfat are clan-bound, there exist
variations between the different rites. So, apart from the assumption that rites differ
per performance, dependent on the ritual leaders and participants, the fenia meroh
rite differs from female initiation rites of other clans. The name 'fenia meroh',
however, is used beyond Maria's clan, among Meyah speakers in the north Ayfat
region.

Entering Fenia Meroh
When Maria was about 13 years old she reached menarche, which marked the
beginning of her initiation. She went to her mother and said to her in a whisper:
"Mama, mama, now I have got mes [blood, also meaning 'menstrual blood' and
'menstruation']." Before, senior female clan-members had instructed Maria about
what was to happen at menarche. As Maria told me:
They had already said to us, "If womanhood comes down, if your cloth
becomes tainted and feels wet, you have to run to the forest. You may not stay
in the village, but you have to enter/en;a meroh."
So, Maria's mother summoned her to leave. Maria obeyed her by taking some food
and walked straight into the forest, where she, isolated from communal life, initially
remained in a menstrual hut (akasikos) that was hastily built by paternal uncles. The
fact that these uncles built the hut, illustrates the importance of fenia meroh not only
for women but also for the clan in its entirety.
Maria felt lonely in akasikos but understood that staying there was necessary.
Her mother had told her that, at first menses, every girl had to stay in the menstrual
hut before entering fen ia meroh. Her mother also explained that menstrual blood was
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considered to be healthy for menstruating girls or women, but dangerous for men. A s
Maria told me:
To menstruate is healthy for a woman, because if she would not menstruate her
belly would swell from the accumulating blood and she would die. Men, on the
other hand, will become ill when they see or smell menstrual blood. So, I had to
remain in akasikos. I learned that I was not allowed to cook for other persons
whenever I was menstruating and that I had to prepare my own meals then. (...)
Women also were not allowed to see each other's menstrual blood. Further, I
was told to stay out of the food garden, because my blood would attract wild
pigs [who ate the harvest], and it was mbo [taboo] to bathe in rivers in which
emos [water spirits] lived, as they would long to marry me. (...) Whenever a
menstruating woman violated these rules, both she and her parents had to be
killed by poison.2
Maria stayed in akasikos for about four days. When the bleeding had stopped, a
senior female relative took her to the secluded cult house, fenia meroh, which
meanwhile had been built by male relatives. The cult house, a small, one-roomed pile
dwelling, was hidden in the forest, isolated from communal life and secluded from all
adult men.
In pre-Christian times, tuberous plants (awiah) were planted when the novice
entered the cult house in order to determine when the secluded phase had to end:
when the crop was full-grown and ready to be harvested (generally between 9 and 12
months), the secluded phase of the rite could end. In her narrative, however, Maria
used a Christian benchmark when she told me that at the time she entered fenia
meroh, Easter had just passed whereas at Easter the next year, she was to end her
initiation.

Being a Novice during Seclusion
Maria was initiated collectively with three other novices, also members from the Bam
clan: Anselma Baru, the daughter of a younger brother of Maria's father, Faustina
Baru, the daughter of the eldest brother of her father, and Magdalena Baru, a
daughter of a nephew of Maria's father. In general, a fenia meroh rite was performed
Today, in the Meyhabehmase area these taboos are less stringent and some of them have
disappeared. In the village of Ayawasi, most of these taboos have disappeared. For instance, as
Maria explained to me: "Today, women wear clothes which they wash in the river in the
company of other women. So, they see each other's menstrual blood. That does not matter any
more." It is still commonly believed, however, that (the smell of) menstrual blood can sicken and
weaken males.
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for just one single female novice, which is common throughout Melanesia. As
Lutkehaus (1995a:22) notes, female initiation rites have a tendency to "focus on only
one individual." In Northwest Ayfat, if other girls who belonged to the same clan,
and thus shared common stipulated ancestry, happened to reach menarche in the
same period (generally no more than two or three girls), novices were initiated
collectively. Here it appears that fenia meroh is, among other things, important for
transmitting clan identity. This marks an important difference with wuon (male
initiation), in which men of different clans participate jointly. Another major
difference with wuon stems from the fact that the male rites were not performed for
one single boy, but for large groups of boys originating from different residential
places (and later on, when communities had settled down in villages, from different
villages all over the Northwest Ayfat region). Maria and her fellow novices were
initiated by a respected female senior relative, Ibu (Mrs) Ndam Hae, a niece of Maria's
father. Ibu Ndam received her ancestor-name during her own initiation into fenia
meroh and still carries it today, as she has not been baptised into the Catholic
Church.
Staying in the fenia meroh cult house during the seclusion period, however, was
not restricted to novices who had their first menstruation. Little girls and even boys,
generally a novice's brother or sister, were allowed to accompany the novice during
this long period of seclusion. Although initiates had to live isolated from communal
life, they must not be left alone but cared for. Of course, the boys were not allowed to
enter the cult house at times the girls received sacred and secret knowledge or
lessons from her teacher. The little boys just regularly visited the cult house because
they longed to meet their sister. Premenstrual girls from about the age of ten onwards
were not only allowed to accompany their sister during seclusion, but also partially
underwent initiation. These girls, called Arkomoh (literally: 'twig') during the
performance of the ritual, would be fully initiated at menarche. Then, because they
were partially initiated before, just a shortened fenia meroh rite was performed. Maria
and her fellow initiates, however, had not participated as Arkomoh in a fenia meroh
rite and thus would go through a full initiation. It is not uncommon that other
children visited the novices. Barlow (1995:102) points out for Murik society in Papua
New Guinea that girls even were obliged to visit their female friends during seclusion.
She does not mention, however, that boys were allowed to visit them too, or that the
female friends could undergo a partial initiation. Poole (1982) presents an example for
For Papua New Guinea Maschio (1995) points out that boys too can be initiated individually or
as part of a group. I agree with Roscoe (1995) who underlines that, because of the cross cultural
differences, an overall individual (female initiation) versus group (male initiation) distinction is
ineffective.
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the participation of children (and adults) of the opposite sex during male initiation of
the Bimin-Kuskusmin of the West Sepik province, Papua New Guinea premenstrual
girls (and postmenstrual women) provided assistance during the ntual As Cohen
(1994) indicates, these girls and postmenopausal women might be regarded as more
gender-neutral than mature reproductive women, given their stages in the life cycle,
which explains their participation in a male initiation rite This was also true for
Maria's female initiation nte, in which little girls and boys (to some extent) could
participate because they were not yet initiated and thus were regarded as gender
neutral Poole's example further illustrates that, as Maria's case shows, menstruation
serves as a major marker for female gender identity
According to local standards, Maria entered the fenia meroh rite as an individual
because she, at that life stage, was undifferentiated socially as a non-initiated child,
she was regarded as gender-neutral It was (and still is) recognised, however, that
children have a sense of self That Maria, as a child, already had a sense of self also
appeared from the previous chapter the experience of being an individual with
personal desires, character traits, and goals
By entering fenia meroh, Mana stood at the beginning of a prolonged ritual by
which senior relatives aimed at transforming her 'self into 'full personhood' in
accordance with local standards As will appear from this chapter, a crucial goal was
the ntual transformation of her gender-neutral identity into a gendered identity as
adult female, in accordance with indigenous standards Cohen (1994 58) refers to this
as follows "Rituals which initiate children into adulthood emphasise the gendering
of the social world and of those aspects of nature which are culturally appropriated "
Throughout her accounts, Maria referred to many of such aspects as being central to
her initiation experience
When she entered the cult house, an important event was the receiving of a new,
symbolic name As Maria narrated
I stayed in fenia meroh together with Anselma, Magdalena and Faustina ( )
The three of us received the name of Aka My name was Maria, but when I
entered jenia meroh it was no longer allowed to call me Maria Throughout our
stay m fenia meroh we all had to be called Aka ( ) Aka is a bud, a flower that
has not opened up yet We had become a bud already, a flower that still was
closed Soon, however, the bud would open
When Maria recounted the meaning of Aka in the above passage, she expressed the
importance of the fenia meroh ritual in relation to her gendered self in this particular
stage of life entering the cult house was compared with entering the first stage of
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womanhood In Maria's expenence the symbolic naming meant further that, during
seclusion, her individual self, as connected to her personal name, had to become
minor to the social self of initiates Another experience at the entrance of the cult
house was that Mana and her coinitiates received a tattoo, about which Maria told
me
When I entered fema meroh, they carved my face Before, I had to confess to
the teacher if I had had intercourse with a man already I said, 'Mama, I did not
meet with a man yet ' So, she tattooed my cheek I cned when Ibu guru
[teacher] carved my face, but I endured it bravely until she was finished This
tattoo, called at, meant that I might not forget what I was about to learn during
fema meroh It also was a token that lasted for the rest of my life Further, I had
to offer it to my future children, the next generation 4
If the wound of the tattoo became covered with ulcers, it was a sign for the
teacher that a girl had not confessed her secret, that she had not spoken the
truth before she received her at ( ) It was crucial whether a girl had had sexual
intercourse with a man already, because it was strictly forbidden to have sex
before menarche In such a case, it was not allowed to give a girl kekuatan
[strength, see below] ( ) If it turned out that a girl had lied and that she
actually had sex with a man, her teacher would talk and talk and talk to her We
had to be pure when entenngyëwa meroh ( ) Breaking this rule was a senous
offence and was punished accordingly Men were not allowed to marry a girl
that did not menstruate yet, because she was still a child When it appeared that
he had violated that rule, a man and hispihak [group] had to be killed instantly
They were poisoned by rae wuon [initiated men], or stabbed to death with
spears and parang by the girl's family Because they were angry and gneved for
their child, that had lost her way due to that man The girl usually felt so
ashamed that she killed herself by drinking akarbon [poisonous root] or
otherwise was forced to take it
As the above passage underlines, menarche was (and still is) considered a crucial
mark in the transition from child to adult (i e sexually mature) woman, which had to
be respected by both sexes Regarding Maria's initiation expenence, the passage
further shows that although the tattooing was painful for her, she obeyed the rule
that she had to receive the at, which is an important and lifelong token of being
initiated Endunng pain as a way to always remember the lessons learned during

The drawing had no specific meaning and was dependent on the teacher's creativity Today,
having a tattoo as body decoration is rather popular among women Although initiation is no
longer common practice, however, it is forbidden to paint a tattoo on the face as this is still
reserved for initiated women
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initiation is mentioned in several anthropological studies on initiation. However,
contrary to what other studies say (such as Poole 1982 and Kratz 1994), Maria never
referred to the painful ceremonies offenia meroh as meant to endure physical pain
and increase mature behaviour.
After this ceremony, there appeared to be some space for Maria's personal
interest when she stood up for herself. As she told:
When I had received the at, the teacher wanted to give me two more tattoos.
According to tradition, she had to give me a kebum, which is a tattoo in a form
similar to a 'W' or 'M' on the belly, and of little stripes on the backbone. It was
meant to let the dirty blood out of the body, because if it would remain inside
we would not be able to listen well to the rules and advice. Only the good blood
had to remain. But I was afraid, I did not want to receive another tattoo and so I
told the teacher. She listened to me. Then she said that she agreed with me. She
contented herself with the at and I did not get the kebum.
When Maria entered the cult house, she had to take off her regular clothes
immediately and was not allowed to wear them during the yearlong initiation. Day
and night, she (and the other initiates) was only dressed in a loincloth. Her few
attributes were an eyu (a carrier bag of woven rattan), an am (a math of woven dried
leaves, which is used to sit on, to store small things in, and when unfolded, as a
shelter), and a bark cloth under which she slept at night. In Maria's experience (in line
with the way she felt when she received the name of Aka) herewith she felt that it did
not matter that she was Maria; she and her coinitiates were all alike. In other words:
Maria was supposed to dissolve her sense of self into the social identity of the
initiates.
When temperature dropped during the night or when everything inside the house
became damp during periods of heavy rainfall, Maria warmed herself near the flames
or the gloaming coals of the fireplace, located in the centre of the house. During the
day, she sat quietly and hunched, her head bowed. She often felt cold, miserable, and
naked.
Maria recalled another event that can be interpreted as related to being
depersonalised. Various times she mentioned that, from top to toe, the initiator
covered Maria's body with soot. On being asked, Maria recalled the meaning of this
practice as symbolising being "not clean yet." Herewith, she referred to the
uncleanness the seclusion phase is associated with. Spontaneously and with disgust
written all over her face, she emphasised her own experience with this practice. It not
only made her feel dirty. Especially, Maria indicated that by the soot she became
estranged with her body as she knew it before she entered fenia meroh, when she
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told me that she did not smell her own bodily odour anymore, but only the soot. As
the human body and bodily odours are interconnected with a person's identity, this
experience can be explained in terms of being estranged with her self.5 Barlow
(1995:100,102) records a similar practice yet for a different purpose when she
mentions for female initiates in Murik society, PNG: "During seclusion, their bodies
were covered with a smelly black paint that supposedly made men sick if they came
near." Elmberg (1965:109) also reports the feature with regard to female initiation in
the Ayamaru area of the Bird's Head: "Charcoal and soot were used to blacken her
face and body," but he does not provide an explanation for it.
During the prolonged secluded stage, Maria experienced another bodily change,
but this particular one she perceived as positive: her hair grew long because it was
forbidden to cut it. Long hair was considered to be beautiful for a woman. When it
had grown long enough, Maria plaited her hair into thin pigtails and oiled them to let
her hair glimmer. On top of her head, she wore a hat made of kuskus (a small
marsupial) fur. Elmberg (1965) reports for the Ayamaru area of the Bird's Head that
hair shaving ceremonies were performed before female initiates entered seclusion. As
Maria, and other initiated women, underlined, however, in fenia meroh it was
forbidden to shave or cut the hair before or during initiation; hair-shaving
ceremonies only were performed when women gave birth. In line with my findings,
Barlow (1995:102) reports for Murik society in PNG that female novices were
"allowed" to grow their hair very long, which, according to Barlow (ibid: 106), as is
the case in fenia meroh, is part of "a beautification process." As will be shown, this
aspect of beautification was especially experienced by Maria shortly before and after
she left the secluded phase.
During seclusion, Maria and her fellow novices were taught by the senior female
relative about ancestral knowledge and cultural practices, and were prepared for their
life as adult women. Each morning, Maria, as well as the other novices, was obliged
to get up some hours before sunrise. At that moment of the day, other people were
still asleep, so there was little chance that they were in the neighbourhood when
Maria and her coinitiates went out of the cult house to relieve themselves. As a rule,
Maria never left the house without being hidden under her am. She explained to me,
while raising her voice:
This is a very central rule, connected to human dignity: we were prohibited to
meet with other persons while we participated in fenia meroh, especially with
men. Because we were dirty, not yet clean. That's why we must not meet with
See Van Ooslerhout (2002) who explores the meaning of the body for the West Papuan Inanwatan people
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men Whenever we would break this law, my teacher told me, that particular
man as well as both our families and we ourselves had to be murdered They
would cut our throat, she said, or poison us, or kill us by a spear We were so
afraid, that we were always careful not to meet other persons while remaining
outside
Throughout that year, Maria felt the threat of what was to happen if she accidentally
would meet with a man. She often narrated this part, as well as the other parts in
which it is said that she and other persons had to be killed as punishment She
recalled these parts frequently because it had deeply impressed her at that time, as
she told me. Nevertheless, she did not expenence this kind of punishment as
extraordinary, as it was and still is an integrated part of her indigenous culture that
serious misdemeanour, as we have seen in Chapter 2, has to be punished
accordingly
When Maria re-entered the house after she had gone to relieve herself, she had to
prepare taro at the fireplace. Next, she had to listen to a deluge of ancestral rules and
good advice (watum), which the female cult leader recited during the rest of the day
My teacher, Ibu Ndam, she talked, and talked, and talked We just sat down
and listened with our head bowed We had to listen attentively, so we would
know the rules and warnings by heart ( ) We were not permitted to interrupt
Ibu Ndam, or to ask questions And if we spoke, we did not speak aloud We
just whispered, like this shu-shu-shu ( ) We had to whisper, because if we
spoke out loud the laws and advice would leave our head
The female initiator continuously recited all kinds of rules of behaviour and warnings
for misbehaviour, mostly in a probing and stem manner Maria experienced that as
harsh, to the extent of being punished with words for matters she did not even know
they existed, or never intended to commit Sometimes, Maria almost cried because her
teacher was so rude to her while she was not allowed to answer her, least of all
dispute with her, but she never did. At those times especially, the awareness that her
parents had left her 'alone', at the mercy of the teacher, made her feel lonely and at
times even abandoned. In the beginning of the seclusion, now and then she also felt
angry about it. As time went by, however, she resigned herself to the actuality that
she was obliged to remain there and endure tough times In her misery, however, she
was glad that she did not remain in the cult house alone with the teacher, but
accompanied by friends Particularly, she was grateful that Anselma, her bosom
friend, stayed with her.
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In comparison with Maria's experiences, it is interesting to refer to Poole (1982)
who provides one of the still few accounts of experiences of initiates in New Guinea.6
Poole (ibid: 144) who studied the participation of boys in the ais am rite (among other
things on the basis of interviewing initiated boys and his personal participation and
observation during ais am) points out that "the elders' ritual authority is awesome,
and the boys clearly respect and very much fear them." Like Maria did, some of the
boys noted "(...) a sense of betrayal and abandonment by socially significant others"
and others mentioned "some hostility towards their fathers for not waiting until they
were older before subjecting them to the ais am (...)." Poole (ibid: 142) notes that all
boys showed an increasing anxiety, especially during the first four phases of the aim
am rite. Some of them even tried to escape. Poole (ibid: 143) further records that,
contrary to Maria's case, it occurred that boys were "complaining, screaming, crying,
calling for help (especially from mothers), and resisting; yet, often with tears
streaming down their faces, and choking back sobs they would attempt to control
their verbal outcries in a way that was itself highly emotional." Unlike Maria, the
boys further did not attach special value to the presence of coinitiates. For the boys
in the ais am rite, Poole also mentions a change in attitude near the end of the
initiation. While referring to the bodily discomforts the initiates went through (loss of
weight and several illnesses), Poole notes: "By about the third phase, most were too
ill, tired, hungry, and terrified to mention what seemed to have become a relatively
minor discomfort." As will be shown later on in this chapter, also Maria's attitude
changed by the time she was ready to enter the last phase oifenia meroh.
Whenever her teacher did not talk to her, Maria had to stop up her ears, so she
could not hear any noise from outside. This contributed to her feeling of being
separated from the outer world. As Maria explained to me, her teacher obliged her to
obstruct her ears in order to recall the lessons she learned from her, without losing
concentration, and without the words leaving her head. And so she did.
By listening to the lessons the teacher recited, Maria especially learned about
gender identity: female secrets such as the female live-giving forces of menstruation,
fertility, pregnancy, and giving birth. She also learned about child raising and 'proper
female behaviour'. Regarding the latter, Maria in particular learned that she had to
care for her parents, other elderly persons, her future husband, and her future
children, among other things by providing food for them. Below, I will highlight some
specific regulations and advice Maria received during seclusion.

Poole is concerned with male initiation rites. As far as I know, up till now similar studies on
experiences of female initiates are lacking.
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Listening to lessons on gender identity
A very central rule Maria learned concerned the domain of sexual relationships with
men. As Maria narrated: "The teacher told us, 'Watch out, eh! You have to control
lust, so you won't behave like a dog. We are people, not dogs." When I requested
Maria to explain that to me, she said:
Fenia meroh is very important for the dignity of a woman. Women who don't
participate in fenia meroh, will become dissolved because after menarche they
will behave like dogs. These women lose the right to be called 'woman' and,
instead, are called ndahras, 'dog', by the elderly people. Because dogs copulate
ten to twenty times a day.7 That's no good. It destroys your womb. Just like
each baby you bear will demolish a part of the womb. A woman is not allowed
to have sex with several men, because if she does the blood of different people
will penetrate her body. As a result, the future child won't be healthy or a
woman will even be unable to bear any children because the womb is destroyed
definitively.
In line with this, we learned not to look around when we were busy, for
instance when cooking a meal. We just had to look at the food instead of seeing
everything that happened around us. Otherwise we would behave as dogs also.8
Next, Maria recalled watum in which the relationships between a woman, her
husband and children are central:
We further learned that our future husband was not allowed to play with our
nipples as our breasts and breast milk is for the children. If he did, our breasts
would become covered with wounds.
The teacher also told us that we had to work in the food garden in
cooperation with our husband and children, so we would be able to teach the
children how to behave properly. (...) For instance about maintaining the food
garden and behaving diligent. If too many adult persons or other children would
accompany us, the children would not listen or play somewhere else.
I further learned that children must never be left alone, for instance when I
would go to the garden to gather firewood, as children must remain close to their
parents or other people. We have to watch over them, so they will not fall into
the fire of the fireplace or will become ill and die.
7

Literally, 'ndahras' means 'season of copulating dogs'. Men who have frequent sex with
different women are also called 'dog', with the exception of (the very few) big-men who have a
polygynous marriage.
8
Compare with Barlow (1995:105), who states for a Papua New Guinea society "In Murik,
sexuality is assumed to be a powerful aspect of being human, but uncontrolled lust, which is viewed
with a jaundiced eye, makes one vulnerable to slavishness."
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Women, carrying eyu, returning in the village after working their food garden
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Another domain of watum concerned what Maria called "social relationships."
Providing or sharing possessions, especially food resources, are central for
establishing and maintaining social relations, as Maria narrated:
We were told, "Do not behave in such a manner that other people long for what
you carry in your eyu [bag]." Which means: you have to share what you
possess, such as food, cigarettes, etcetera. A woman who refuses to share her
goods is referred to as a bad woman. It is forbidden to eat your meal in
separation, as you have to distribute the food. We also were taught that our
house had to remain open, so other people would feel free to enter the house
[and eat the food together].
They further told us 'Do not steal', because stealing other people's
possessions is bad. Thieves would be murdered as punishment or were forced
to commit suicide. Further, Ibu guru told me to help the elderly by bringing
vegetables to their house, or firewood and water. And she summoned, 'Do not
hit your parents or other elderly, do not deceive other persons and love other
persons like you love yourself. You have to care for others, so they will report
it to Yefun [God]. If you do not behave well, you will not grow old because the
ancestral spirits will report your bad behaviour to Yefitn. He will end your life
before you are an old person.'
In the above passage, Maria refers to a central aspect of female identity and a means
to gain prestige as an adult woman. Barlow (1995:88) poignantly articulates this
linkage by stating for Murik society: "(...) it is intrinsic to their identity as (...) women
to feed others. By providing food resources and preparing food, they derive
influence in allocation of resources and descent-group activities, and they acquire
reputations and respect for fulfilling their obligations as sisters, mothers, and wives."
The above passage shows similarities with Biblical laws. When I pointed out
these similarities, Maria said to me: "When I attended school, I discovered 'ah! These
things I am told to write down now, are similar to the watum I have learned from my
elderly.' And later, when I read the Bible, it occurred to me that the Bible taught the
same too. Only the language differed." In my view, the similarities were striking and it
is not unlikely that Christian elements have been incorporated because the Catholic
mission was present for more than a decade when Maria was initiated. The fact that
the initiator was not baptised does not necessarily contradict this because, as was
shown in the previous chapter, conversion was not effectuated through Church
membership but through the education of children; they informed adults about what
they had learned from the mission's teacher. Maria and other initiated women,
however, repeatedly underlined that the above aspects were part of their adat and
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originated from their ancestors. This corresponds with Courtens (2005:203) who
underlines that questions concerning the origin of religious knowledge are central in
Northwest Ayfat: "In their statements, local people emphasise that not the foreign
missionaries were the first, but their own ancestors. The missionaries only presented
the knowledge and practices in another way."
Another domain Maria referred to as crucial concerned indigenous healing
methods. In particular, Maria gained knowledge on the therapeutic effects of a wide
range of plants and trees, and the application of leaves, roots and tree-bark. She also
learned the secret magical formulas by means of which ancestral spirits were
requested to heal illnesses. The majority of the healing methods concerned 'female
matters' such as fertility, pregnancy, and giving birth (Courtens 1998,2005). Maria
Baru revealed to len Courtens what knowledge concerning healing she and other
novices gained during initiation in fenia meroh. As Courtens points out:
The female novices were taught to prepare the sap of certain plants to make
their uterus strong, and to stay healthy. They learned various rituals to regulate
their menstruation, in order to have a regular cycle. And methods were shown to
let the pregnancy and delivery proceed smoothly. (...) These rituals concerning
fertility provided women with possibilities to control their procreative powers.
In addition, healing rites were instructed to heal, in particular, paediatric
illnesses but also minor, everyday disorders like infections and wounds,
stomach aches or diarrhoea. (...) From the 60 to 70 herbal plants the novices
learned to apply, a dozen are accompanied by sacred formulas, most of which
concern female matters. (...) By passing on the spells to the novices, the teacher
of the cult house passed on ancestral knowledge (ibid 2005:104-107).
Courtens (ibid: 106-108) further shows that the ability to memorise and apply the
formulas served as a measure for the extent in which a novice had sufficient
capacities to become a qualified healer and received a full training. Maria proved to
be one of these bright girls and received the full training as healer.
Maria also learned practical skills such as fishing, maintaining food gardens, and
weaving fishing-nets and bubu (tunnel net to catch fish), mats {am), and bags (eyu).
All these skills were, and still are, closely connected with femininity. Women who are
working hard in the food gardens were, and still are, perceived as proper women: the
harder they work, the larger their food production and the higher their prestige as a
woman. The eyu is important for the daily life of women, among other things because
they use the bag (which they wear on the back via a string on the forehead) for
carrying the vegetables, tubers, and firewood from the food garden to the village.
Next to this practical application, which is connected to women's work, eyu has an
important symbolic meaning for femininity as it represents the womb. The symbolic
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and practical meaning of the eyu corresponds with the meanings of net bags used in
Papua New Guinea (see especially MacKenzie 1991). In Northwest Ayfat, the
symbolic meaning of the eyu is also expressed in a saying: when a woman happens
to have frequent sex with different men, it is said that her eyu has been ruptured
definitively and cannot carry food anymore. Which means: having sex with many
different men has damaged this woman's womb and consequently she won't be able
to bear children anymore.
On other days, when her teacher left the cult house and returned to the village for
some days, Maria was allowed to walk into the surrounding forest to gather
vegetables and go fishing. She was not allowed to work in a food garden because of
the possibility of being seen by other people there. At earliest dawn, when the
surrounding forest was still quiet, she woke up and, covered by her am, went outside
to relieve herself. When she wanted to return to the cult house again, she loudly
clapped her hands so that any man who would stay in the neighbourhood would
take his heels and Maria was able to walk her way to the cult house unnoticed.
Maria retains good memories of these days: she enjoyed herself when she spent
time with the other novices outside the cult house. She did not eat the gathered food
herself, however, but presented it as a gift to her teacher when she returned. Maria
herself complied with the stringent food taboos she was submitted to during
seclusion: three times a day she only ate one piece of taro, as the consumption of
vegetables, fish, and especially meat was strictly forbidden. She was further not
allowed to drink 'open' water such as rainwater or water from the river. Instead, she
only drank 'closed' water, which had not been in contact with the outside and, thus,
was clean and pure. So, a few times a day, she chewed a piece of sugar cane during
which she swallowed the sap. When she remained in the forest, she was able to cut a
special liana and drank the water from its hollow nucleus.
The food taboos were closely connected to gender identity formation as they
marked the stages of female identity in the remainder of the life course: once initiated,
Maria had to maintain these taboos within altered, less stringent forms. During the
years that would follow, Maria had to request Ibu Ndam each time if she was allowed
to decrease the number of food taboos and in what manner. These taboos came to an
end when she gave birth to or adopted her first child.9 This symbolised that,
although initiation guided Maria (and women in general) into the first stage of
adulthood, not until she had become a mother would she reach the stage of full
womanhood. The food taboos were also connected to femininity in another way. As
Maria explained to me, she and her fellow novices were only allowed to eat very little
9

See Chapter 4.
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so they would not menstruate during seclusion. Indeed, she did not menstruate
during her participation mfenia meroh and several months afterwards.
Being hungry and especially thirsty every day was difficult for Mana and the
other girls. During my fieldwork, whenever men said to Mana that participating in
fema meroh was less heavy than participating in wuon, and that the male counterpart
was more important than the female one, Maria answered:
Ah' Participating in fema meroh is far more heavy than staying in wuon
Because you men only are forbidden to dnnk water for just two or three days
while we, women, are forbidden to drink during the M\ jenia meroh period'
That's very difficult to endure But you are right when you mean that the
essence of wuon is heavier than the essence offenia meroh l0
The happy days of foraging in the surrounding forest, however, occurred less
frequent than the days of listening to the ancestral regulations and advice her
teacher continuously and generally stem recited. Above all, Maria experienced the
seclusion period of her initiation as an immersion in ancestral rules while living
isolated from village-life Near the end of the seclusion period, she did no longer
experience feelings of anger, frustration, gnef, or helplessness, as she especially did
in the beginning. Quite the contrary, she felt benumbed. Maria frequently referred to
these aspects while recounting her initiation, and once in a striking way when she
said to me: "We were hidden as if we were dead. My face was filled with hukum adat
[customary law, rules of conduct]." In the first sentence Maria alludes to the
circumstance of being banished from daily social life by the protracted seclusion,
which meant, in her experience, that she was in some way socially dead. In the
second sentence she alludes to the circumstance of being immersed m ancestral
rules, which gave her a feeling of non-existence. By the statement "my face was filled
with traditional laws," Maria is not only referring to the deluge of ancestral and tribal
rules she assimilated What is interesting here, is that she used the word 'face'
(muka) instead of 'head' (kepala) or 'brains' (otak) In a telling way, Mana is
expressing the profound effect of her efforts to assimilate the deluge of ancestral
rules: it had made her face expressionless, like the face of a dead person—a
phenomenon that was connected to her feeling of being dazed She further referred
to reaching the moment that she and the other novices were so 'full' with ancestral

Here, Maria refers to the secret knowledge male initiates receive concerning the ability to
communicate with ancestor spirits and to chase away malicious spirits (Courtens 2005)
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rules and good advices, that they were ready to enter the next stage of the fenia
meroh rite."
Preparing for Leaving the Cult House
After a year, seclusion was to end. Maria told me cheerfully and frequently about the
phase that followed. She narrated that, first, her mother and other senior female
relatives entered the fenia meroh cult house, as was common practice during this
final seclusion phase. Tenderly, the women purified her by a washing ritual, in which
they washed her body with water and rubbed her skin with odorous leaves. These
leaves, as part of the beautification process, were meant to perfume her body. While
washing her, Maria's mother (as well as the other elderly women) spoke about the
prettiness of a young woman's body, underlined her attractiveness and stated that
they were going to beautify her by decorations. Maria recalled this phase as an
important and joyful part: after a long secluded period in which the teacher had been
harsh to her, she was now approached gently and by her own mother. Instead of
being obliged to listen continuously to all kinds of rules of behaviour and warnings
in a rude way, she now was treated with care, which made her feel glad. Of course,
she also felt delighted because the unpleasant soot on her body was now washed
away permanently. Instead, her body became clean, nice-smelling, and, as her mother
emphasised, healthy and attractive.
The aspect of beautification is recognised as central in female initiation rites
throughout New Guinea. Lutkehaus (1995a:20) states that "bathing and washing are
activities frequently performed in female puberty rituals to protect the initiate and
cleanse her of bodily pollution." She further argues (ibid:20): "The attention given to
the care of the body in many of the rituals is not simply for prophylactic purposes
but, more positively, to enhance the beauty and sexual attractiveness of the initiate
or to ensure her healthy development." For the Ayamaru area in the Bird's Head,
Elmberg (1965:110) mentions that "The neophytes (...) were expected to be fair of
complexion, healthy and sexually very attractive, which seems thus to be important
results of the initiation."
It is interesting that Maria and her coinitiates, who had lost weight to a great
extent, were considered as healthy and beautiful while female novices in other,
particularly African, regions have to gain weight for the same purpose. This
suggests that the sexual attractiveness of female initiates in the Northwest Ayfat not
1
' A missionary sister who witnessed a closing ceremony of a male initiation rite in Ayawasi, Sr.
Lamberti Yzendoom CPS, compared this phenomenon with "being brainwashed", as was
mentioned in Chapter 1.
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only increased by bathing and decorating. Moreover, it was also interconnected with
purity. The pure state and herewith the sexual attractiveness of women was
established by controlling a substance that is perceived as polluting (and
simultaneously extremely powerful): menstrual blood. As referred to above, the
novices were only allowed to eat little, to prevent them from menstruating during
seclusion. As Faithorn (1974) underlines for the Kife in the Papuan New Guinea
highlands, and Buckley and Gottlieb (1988) point out in general, not the persons
(particularly women, through menstruation and childbirth) are polluting, but the
substances (such as menstrual blood and, for males, semen). So, by clearing away
the polluting substance of menstrual blood, the novices had undoubtedly become
pure and thus sexual attractive.
After the ritual washing, Maria received a string on both upper arms, intended to
make her body strong and protect her against illness. Maria and all the other initiated
women that I interviewed, referred to the strengthening of the body as a central
aspect offenia meroh. The strings were bespelled by the ritual teacher: by reciting
spells, by means of sacred formulas, ancestral powers were transmitted into the
strings. The words recited, were and still are extremely secret and only known by
initiated women. Among other things Maria received a rope which, because of the
secret formulas it was bespelled with, had the power to regulate female fertility.
It was important that this phase of the ritual, in which special objects are
bespelled, took place at nightfall: by bespelling objects, ancestral spirits are asked for
favours such as fertility, protection, and wealth. During the muttering of the proper
spells, ancestral spirits come out of seweron (the underground place where the
spirits of deceased persons and animals live on) and transmit their kekuatan
(strength) to the novices. As in seweron day and night are opposite to day and night
among the living, the spirits only come out of seweron at nightfall.I2
Next, Maria and her coinitiates again received several body decorations, some of
which were external and life-lasting tokens that she was initiated into the knowledge
and secrets offenia meroh. A central event was the performance of the rite of potief
mato: the ritual leader and her mother pierced Maria's intranasal septum and
decorated the gap with a small ring. Poole (1982:144) states that the piercing of the
nasal septa (together with the burning of the initiates' forearms) for the boys initiated
in the ais am rite, "clearly created the most trauma (...)." Maria (or other initiated
women), however, not once referred to the performance of potief mato as an ordeal or
a traumatic experience. They all referred to it with eyes glimmering with proud. It
appeared that senior women still perceive the pierced nasal septum as the major
Nowadays, seweron is equated to the Christian Heaven. See Courtens (2005) for further reading.
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bodily token that a woman has been initiated and thus is an adult female.
Throughout my fieldwork, they told me: "Women who have not stayed in fenia
meroh and thus did not have their intranasal septum pierced are no complete
[meaning: adult] women."
After the potief mato, Maria got her ear lobes pierced and they were decorated
with a ring too, as a symbolic sign that she had listened attentively to the ancestral
laws and good advice.13 The rings, called tin, were a gift from her mother and father
who each presented her one, as was common practice. "My parents had inherited the
tin from our ancestors," Maria explained to me. "When my mother gave me the tin,
she said that I had to wear them for the rest of my life. I was not allowed to throw
them away, because this tin was part of our heritage." I4
After Maria had received the body decorations, her teacher, mother and the other
elderly women decorated her with pofayer (ornaments): a headband made of little
stringed beads, stuffed Birds of Paradise (matiaf mano), a poyus (also called kakte;
which is the feather of a Cassowary, worn in the pierced intranasal septum), a bark
cloth skirt, woven bracelets {safah, worn on the upper arm and the wrist), a new loin
cloth (sawiah kuor), kain timur (cloth), a necklace of yellow and red stones, and a
newly woven eyu which she carried on her back through a long sling via the
forehead. Under the safah that Maria wore on both upper arms, the senior women put
nice-smelling leaves to increase the novice's female attractiveness. As Maria
explained to me, they served "like perfume."
Inside the eyu, Maria carried several special objects that nearly all were connected
to female gender: a small, newly woven am which was decorated to symbolise the
beauty of a woman, a bamboo drinking-bowl called wereh, and a fire stone
symbolising fire (see below). Further, a wafpem, which is a bamboo stick that is open
at one side and closed on the other. While knocking on the closed side, Maria
explained the symbolic meaning of wafpem as follows: "If I would fill the wafpem with
water, it would not leak. Just like the wafpem, a woman has to be closed and not have
sex with different men." The wafpem contained a furled piece of bark cloth. As Maria
stated: "The teacher and my mother told me that, before I would marry, I had to store
everything in it which was important to me, such as my poyus [the feather of a
Cassowary]. Later, after I would have given birth, I had to keep the umbilical cord in
it also. I must always carry my wafpem with me and never forget it." The eyu further
13

Ear piercing ceremonies are also common in African initiation rites (see for instance Kratz
1994:93, Richards 1995), but usually are performed before initiation.
14
The name of 'tin', as Maria explained to me, is borrowed from the Dutch word 'tin' (which in
analogy with the English word means 'tin') as the rings were made of that material. The tin also
were used for initiated men when they left wuon, and as bride price.
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contained a mbah, a tool composed of a flat piece of wood that was used to pound
tree bark into bark cloth (which is 'women's work'). Maria was considered to take her
mbah wherever she went too Moreover, Mana carried a kam pusaka (hereditary
kam timur) in her eyu, which symbolised that she had received the secret knowledge
and strength that would enable her to guard the cloths and negotiate their exchange
in later life, as a big-woman.
Especially because of the cloth Maria carried in it, it was forbidden to take off the
eyu for several days Her teacher blessed the pofayer she received during this
dressing nte with ancestral secret formulas, which transmitted protective ancestral
powers As Maria explained to me: "Ibu Ndam told us that we had to wear the
decorations day and night [including the eyu], until one of the bracelets would break
spontaneously." This represented the sign that the ancestral powers that imbued the
decorations had penetrated the body optimally The ancestral powers would make
her body strong, protect Maria and enable her to stand up for herself in her adult life,
especially within social relationships with men. The pofayer were an important form
of female heritage '5 As the teacher told her repeatedly, she had to safeguard the
decorations as long as she lived and pass them on to her daughters. Even before her
initiation, her parents informed her that the pofayer was part of the heritage of their
family. When she was a child, her parents divided a part of the pofayer among their
children, so they, when they had become adults, would have their own property
They were, and still are, not allowed, however, to take their legacy far away from
Tabamsere as it had to stay on their native soil permanently.
Proudly, Maria wore two stuffed Birds of Paradise (matiaf mana), one on each
side of her head, under her headband. The birds were given to her by her parents for
the ceremony and referred to their prominent position and their wealth as big-woman
and big-man. The matiaf mana symbolised the quantity of kam pusaka her mother
kept and guarded and, therefore, her prestige. As Maria explained: "If a girl wears
one matiaf mana, it is a token that her mother guards one kam pusaka If she wears
two, her mother guards two or more. If a girl does not wear a complete bird, but only
its feathers, it is a sign that her mother does not store kain pusaka at all, but only
'small' kam timur "'6 The two Birds of Paradise, however, not only symbolised the
importance of Maria's mother as a big-woman, but also that Mana, through initiation,
had received the exclusive secret, sacred knowledge and strength that would enable
her to become a big-woman herself '7 This made Maria feel very proud.
Likewise, the pofayer that males received during wuon were important male heritage
These initiates did not carry kam pusaka in the eyu but other valuable kam timur
By focussing on healing, Courtens (2005) illustrates that Maria, because she went through the
full training of fenia meroh, received the status of what Courtens has recognised and named as
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Receiving ancestral symbols
Maria received ancestral powers in several ways. During the dressing rite, the
teacher and her mother among other things decorated her face with kohun, a red
powder by which they painted stripes on her face. The teacher had bespelled the red
powder with sacred and secret formulas by means of which ancestral strength was
transmitted to it. Next to beautification, the stripes symbolised that the power and
education received during fenia meroh would "enter the heads" and "stay there
forever," so Maria would always remember what she had learned and obtained.
When she received the red stripes, Maria felt that she was protected, especially by
the spirits of her ancestors. The colour red is important in female initiation rites
throughout New Guinea. Elmberg (1965:110), for instance, mentions for the Ayamaru
area in the Bird's Head region that the faces of initiated girls were "decorated with
patterns drawn in blood." Lutkehaus (1995a:21) states that the colour red in female
initiation rites is not only associated with menstrual blood, and shows that in Manam
society (PNG), "it also expresses ideas of health, growth, and personal attraction and
is associated with the beauty and sexual desirability of both women and men."
Maschio (1995:139) argues for Rauto society (PNG) that "red (...) expresses ideas of
health, growth, and personal power. (...) The color red (...) is associated in several
contexts with growth."
Another important experience at the end of the initiation was that Maria received
objects that were sacred symbols, expressing central cultural values. By receiving
these objects, Maria told me, she became "connected to the symbols." The objects
first were bespelled by Maria's teacher with ancestral formulas and then actually
handed over to her. At the end of the secluding phase and during the closing
ceremony, Maria received five symbols: etuoh (string), tah and kwir (wood), awiah
(taro), tafoh (fire), and tabam (soil). Maria explained the meanings of these symbols
as follows:
Etuoh [string] represents the bonds that unite us with other, fellow-people. (...)
Tah and kwir [wood] mean that human beings have to use wood as a model. Tah
and kwir bear many branches, but they permanently form one tree. The
branches are the clans. The wood is like the foundation of life. (...) In former
days, awiah [taro] was our most important food. Without awiah we would
starve. (...) Tafoh [fire] is the principal thing, because where people live there is
fire. Without fire we would be hungry, we would die. The hukum adat the
elderly people gave to us are like the fire: we have to use it. The fire must not be
'top-initiate': only the brightest girls of the wealthiest families received all the secret and sacred
knowledge otjema meroh. These were the girls who were to become big-women.
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extinguished, but has to stay permanently. (...) It must be passed on to next
generations within the family. (...) The tabarri [soil] that the elderly woman gave
to us (...) meant that we, who had been staying 'mfenia meroh, had to obey the
rules of the ground. We are all people, who descend from the ground and will
return to the ground. (...) The tabam told us that girls who had stayed 'mfenia
meroh and who violated the traditional rules would be murdered and, as a
consequence, would become ground again.
Maria perceived these five symbols as extremely important for her personal life and
always referred to them emphatically and with concern. The very first time I visited
her at her house, she spontaneously and enthusiastically narrated about them
(literally calling the objects "symbols"). In the year that followed, also on other
occasions she mentioned the five symbols as being central. Mostly, she referred to
the symbols as representations of major guidelines or codes for "good behaviour" in
accordance with indigenous standards, not only for girls and women but also for
boys and men, through generations. Herewith, for Maria the symbols not so much
have meaning in relation to gender identity, but above all as representations of
proper behaviour for all clan members, which have to be passed on and followed
through generations. At the time of my field research, particularly these symbols
gained a significant place in Maria's narratives when she underlined the special
contribution of initiation for the well-being of her society. Next to being central for
her personal identity as she was "connected" with the symbols, it is likely that Maria
often referred to these symbols because they represent central cultural values for
indigenous identity. As I mentioned in Chapter 1 and shall further explore in Chapter
6, in the 1990s Maria worried about the feature that children in the Northwest Ay fat
neglected "traditional" cultural standards and "did not live well anymore," which she
ascribed to the abolishment of initiation rituals. As the five symbols are preeminently concerned with these themes, they are felicitous means for underlining the
importance offenia meroh in present society.

'Coining Down'
Before Maria left the cult house, adult women and men as well as male and female
youngsters who were close relatives had gathered near the house. Some adults
climbed the stairs of the fenia meroh pile dwelling and, from there, recited good
advice to Maria and the other initiates inside the house. The youngsters also were
allowed to give their advice, but only after the initiates had left the house and
entered the dance house, which was especially erected for this occasion. In the same
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way, adult women and men and male and female youngster gave their advice to male
initiates before and after they left a wuon cult house
The major important lesson was told by a male relative by means of a mythical
story While Maria listened to what the man narrated from behind the wooden wall of
the house, she learned that "women are the door to heaven " The man narrated that
in the adat of Meyhabehmase, women were the first to receive the sacred knowledge
and 'traditional' decorations of wuon As the decorations were the secrets of the
adat, women herewith were the first to meet with the sacred and to receive these
secrets That is why they, and not men, are the door to heaven The women took the
ornaments and decorated themselves But then they felt that it was not suitable for
them to decorate themselves with these ornaments So, they took them off and
handed the ornaments over to the men The narrator concluded "That is why men
have wuon and women fema meroh "
The view that women were the first persons who received central secret and
sacred knowledge and cultural practices, emerges in myths and stones throughout
New Guinea Regarding the Yah in West Papua, for instance, Zollner (1988) states
that it is narrated that women were the first to find the initiation ntual, but that the
men took it away Maschio (1995 160) mentions for the Rauto in Papua New Guinea
that it is believed that men stole their political power from women, which indicates
that "men's political and cultural pnmacy is derivative and rightfully woman's
possession " In retrospect, for Maria Baru the story emphasised her major discovery
during fema meroh that she, as a woman, had special procreative power, because
the womb is the source of life To date, it is believed by women as well as men that
males have an initiation nte, wuon, which is more prolonged than female initiation
and has an essence more powerful than the female variant Both sexes believe that if
women, who have unique procreative powers, would be initiated in a nte like wuon,
they would become too powerful This indicates that, in their view, women, from birth
onwards, in fact are more powerful than men
Shortly after she had heard the story of 'women are the door to heaven', it was
nightfall then, Maria for the last time came down the stairs of the cult house In
procession, the novices walked to the dance house Because they, as neophytes
who had just left the secluded phase, were considered as 'hot', they were not allowed
to walk on the 'cold' soil and thus followed a track of wooden planks that led them to
the dance house ",

Also male initiates were considered to be 'hot' after leaving the wuon cult house
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Now they had left the fenia meroh cult house, no one (including the ritual leader)
was allowed to re-enter the house. As Maria explained to me, this was mbo as the
house was considered to be 'dirty': "If we would enter the house again, toi would
happen, which means that the house's dirt would attach on our bodies and as a result
we would get ill." In line with this, Maria had left behind the loincloth, am, eyu, and
bark cloth she had wom during seclusion, as her teacher had summoned before she
left the cult house. She and her coinitiates had gathered the loincloth, am and eyu
and covered them with the bark cloth. Some time after the cult house had been
vacated, it was demolished from the outside without using any tools as that was
forbidden. Then, it was left behind until it was decomposed. As Maria explained to
me, it was taboo to bum the house down instead, because the smoke of the burnt
"female dirt" would "close" the adult males and the food gardens: the men would get
wounds and the condition of their body would decline. The food gardens would crop
badly.
Maria felt extremely relieved that she had left the "dirty" cult house, and
simultaneously proud and special: she returned to the world outside the house,
beautifully decorated and as a grown-up woman. Yet there were some hard, and
simultaneously happy, days to come.
In the dance house, a three-day ceremony started during which Maria and her
fellow neophytes once more received protective ancestral powers. Further, she had
to listen attentively to an overwhelming flow of good advice from female and male
relatives, based upon ancestral rules and their own and other people's experience of
life. The ceremony lasted till daybreak. All night long, Maria was not allowed to sit
down but had to stand upright while listening to the rules and advice, her coinitiates
and ritual teacher standing next to her. During this phase of the closing ceremony,
Maria felt exhausted. When she fought sleep and closed her eyes for just one
moment, her teacher got angry with her because she lost concentration. Maria only
protested in silence, as she told me: "In my heart, so the teacher was not able to hear
it, I said 'O, let them stop please!' "
I asked Maria several times which persons gave her what advice during this
ceremony, but it appeared that this was the part most hard to remember. Still,
however, Maria was able to recall some examples. Those advice nearly all were
connected to femininity and 'proper female behaviour':
My older brother Agus summoned me to work actively and not be lazy.
Especially, he said that I had to cook his meals. Others too told me that I had to
cook for others persons, be they children or adults, and to share my food with
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them Before I entered fenia meroh, I generally only prepared meals for myself
and did not share the food
Further, my family member Paul Titit told me that I had to draw water from
the nver for him Whenever he had asked me to do that before I entered fema
meroh, I resisted and generally answered, 'Don't you have hands yourself'
During the closing ceremony, Maria, like her fellow initiates, received the name of Ita,
'flower in bloom', which replaced Aka (bud), the named she had received at the
beginning of the seclusion period This new name of Ita symbolised a new phase of
womanhood the bud that Maria had been when she entered the cult house, had
opened up by the fema meroh rite Maria referred to the practice of naming as being
interwoven with identity formation She explained the meaning of the metaphors as
follows
Aka is the bud of a young flower that longs to open up We compare that with
entenngyëwa meroh When we leave fema meroh, we are like a blooming flower
And just like we first stay in fema meroh, the penod in which everything is
closed and dark like a bud that has not opened yet, afterwards the flower, the
door, is opened Then, they [the novices] can go outside, walking into the life of
the adults and the group they belong to
Here, Maria for the first time refers to becoming a member of the group of adults This
can be interpreted as during seclusion, her sense of'self had been altered towards a
sense of being a 'person', a human being who according to the public conception is a
member of society and has agency in it
Maria also received the indigenous first name of her maternal female ancestor Huf
Actually, she was renamed 'Huf because she had received that name after birth
When she was 'adopted' by teacher Nuhuyanan, he changed this name into the
Catholic name of'Maria' So, through initiation Mana received the name of Huf once
more From then on, Maria had to be called 'Ita Huf, at least till she would give birth
to or adopt a child Here, as with regard to the food taboos mentioned before, it is
once more symbolised that only after she had become a mother, Mana would be a full
adult Now, by means of initiation, Mana had already entered a new life-stage, the
stage of a grown-up woman who was incorporated into the partially secret
indigenous culture of adult women and who had become an adult member of the Baru
clan This new identity was, again, symbolised by new names, which expressed both
gender and clan identity As pointed out earlier, the name of Jta referred to
femininity By adopting the name of her ancestor Huf, an ancestral name was
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transmitted from one generation to another. By means of this, Maria's connection to
her paternal clan was underlined.
Although the final ceremony was exhausting for Maria, in particular it gave her a
feeling of pride. Every time she recalled this stage, her eyes began to tinkle with
pleasure and she spoke enthusiastically while raising her voice and gesticulating
frequently. Below is the part that fulfilled her with extreme joy:
So many relatives and other persons had travelled to Tabamsere for the
celebration! And everybody felt happy. They carried huge amounts of kain
timur. And they slaughtered a lot of pigs, oew\ The guests were eating together,
and they danced and sang all night long, until sunrise.
Maria, however, was not yet allowed to join the festive meal because she was still
bound to food taboos. Further, she was considered to be still ngau (not strong
enough) to stay close to men. Before she was allowed to meet them, first the
ceremony of ayacet had to be performed (see below). So, Maria and her coinitiates
prepared their own meal, consisting of bobat (vegetables called sayur gedi in
Indonesian) on their own, separate fireplace. On the one hand, Maria felt a bit
excluded from the feast, as they were not allowed to share their meals together with
the guests. On the other hand, however, it simultaneously contributed to her feeling
of being special: she and her fellow initiates had gone through an important
ceremony. That was why only she and the other novices were expected to behave in
a special manner and to wear special costumes. Besides, all the guests had come
especially for them.
A central event of the closing ceremony was the exchange of kain timur. First of
all, Maria's parents presented kain timur to her teacher, Ibu Ndam, as the initiator
had to be paid for performing the ritual, and especially for transmitting ancestral
knowledge such as the secret spells and spiritual powers to the children. Especially
the secret formulas were expensive: every single word had to be paid for and some
words were more expensive than others. As Courtens (2005) mentions, the more
powerful and secret a word, the higher its price. When Maria had entered the cult
house, her father, for this purpose, had reclaimed a kain timur he had lent out long
ago. As Maria stated, in case offenia meroh or WHO«, borrowed kain timur had to be
returned when the owner reclaimed the cloths, because they had to be present for the
closing ceremony.
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Secondly, large amounts oikain timur were exchanged among the participants of
the closing ceremony. Women'9 as well as men gathered in the dance house where
they sat down on the floor. The guests showed their own cloths and searched
among the cloths of other participants until they had found a cloth they considered
to be compatible, which is: looked like their own cloth. If the colour, pattern and size
of the two cloths were similar, it was allowed to exchange them. In this way, a kain
Tobamasiem, for instance, could only be exchanged to another kain Tobamasiem.
The slaughtering of pigs that Maria refers to is not only significant because pork
meat is the main food of a festive meal. It is also central in relation to cloth exchange
and reciprocity. It is said, "pigs attract kain timur." This means that the slaughtering
of pigs and distribution of the meat among those present, procures that many people
are eager to attend the kain timur exchange ceremony.
Going Through Further Stages
During the seclusion period in the cult house, family members of potential suitors
had approached senior family members of Maria and her coinitiates, in order to
arrange marital affairs. While the pihak (group) of a boy or man put the request, the
pihak of the woman, particularly her parents, decided whether or not to accept it. As
Maria underlined, the girl and boy did have no vote in this process themselves. As
she had learned during initiation, whoever did not obey the arrangement had to be
killed. In this way, marriage was not (primarily) based upon free choice and love, but
mainly upon maintaining and consolidating the position and status of the family
group: big-men and big-women (possessors of valuable cloths), for instance,
mutually arranged marriages for their children and so did groups that did not possess
valuable kain timur. In Maria's case, her family members did not actually arrange her
marriage when she remained in fenia meroh, because they had not yet found a
suitable marriage partner. As an initiated woman, however, she was expected to be
married off during the years that would follow.
Although the rite was said to be a central cultural 'tradition', Maria's fenia meroh
rite was the last initiation rite to be performed as a common practice for all girls in the
village of Tabamsere. From then on, female (and male) initiation rites were abandoned
in her village for children who attended the missionary school. This process of
abandoning female and male initiation rites within the missionary process, will be
explored in Chapter 5.
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The fact that women exchanged kain timur is important: former studies on the Bird's Head
region mention that men exchange the cloths.
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Concluding Remarks on Maria's Initiation
As the above passages have shown, Maria experienced the seclusion period and the
closing ceremony as ambiguous: they were trying for her, but simultaneously
sometimes filled her with joy. During seclusion, she frequently experienced feelings
of terror, hunger and thirst, and she endured physical pain. Maria often felt
unprotected and isolated from communal life. At other moments, however, she felt
happy, for instance when she enjoyed herself while walking into the forest to go
fishing, gather vegetables and healing plants with her fellow initiates. After
seclusion, she was proud and aware of being special. That so many people had
travelled to Tabamsere for the closing ceremony fulfilled her with extreme joy and
pride. Simultaneously, however, the ceremony was trying for her, especially because
she had to stand all night long while listening to the regulations, warnings, advices
and other lessons the participants recited.
Being initiated generally implied that Maria had to subordinate personal interests
and opinions. During initiation, there was hardly any room for personal agency.
Instead, 'communion' in the sense of being one with others was emphasised: Maria's
old sense of self was stripped off and became minor to the social identity of the
initiates, as was among other things clearly symbolised by the common name of 'Aka'
that replaced her personal name. She further had to listen frequently and attentively
to the regulations and advises her teacher recited. She complied with the food
taboos, although she was hungry and thirsty. Once, however, Maria managed to
stand up for herself, when she succeeded in persuading her teacher (at the stage of
entering the cult house) to refrain from giving her another tattoo. Here, Maria
showed agency in the form of self-protection and self-assertion.
Maria experienced changes with regard to identity formation due to her
participation in the initiation rite. She alluded to changes regarding gender, social
and clan identity. Through initiation Maria had become an adult member of the clan
as well as a gendered person. Now, she had inherited the ancestral rules, knowledge,
symbols, and protective powers, which had guided her into the first stage of
adulthood. In particular, she had reached the first stage of womanhood, especially by
inheriting the ancestral secrets and spiritual powers concerning female fertility, by
inheriting the names of a female ancestor, and by learning the rules for proper female
behaviour. It also meant that she, after she would have reached the stage of full adult
woman, was able to act as a ritual leader offenia meroh herself (and, thus, to become
a tokoh adat, an important figure in the field of adat). This illustrates that Buckley
and Gottlieb's (1988) argument with regard to seclusion in menstrual huts, is also
valid for thefenia meroh initiation ritual: it is incorrect to view the seclusion of female
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initiation as a form of exclusion. Rather, above all, it is a means for transferring
ancestral secret and sacred knowledge as connected to clan identity, and female
knowledge and spiritual power as connected to gender identity.
However, what impact did the ritual actually procure? As Geertz (1973) points out,
not merely the dispositions (such as knowledge, skills, and habits) that a ritual
induces in the initiates are important, but also how individuals or groups actually
deal with it. So, the question how Maria subsequently used her initiation experience
figures largely in the next chapter and Chapter 6.

Ill

Chapter 4
Moving Into New Selves
Before her initiation intofenia meroh, as was shown in Chapter 2, Maria had a sense
of self from which she tried to escape from the tribal life and to leave her home
settlement to obtain a Western-style education. She did not succeed in leaving her
family and her home settlement of Tabamsere for that purpose, however, and,
instead, participated as a novice in the female initiation rite. Had Maria, through the
impressing participation in the fenia meroh rite and in accordance with the intention
of the ritual, been transformed into a more 'social self? Had her 'duty' now 'become
her desire,' as Turner (1967) puts it? Or did she still long for a Western-style
education? In short: how did Maria cope with the ritual's purpose in practice, and
what 'internal' and 'external stimuli' (Ewing 1990) affected the ways and the intensity
in which she made use of her initiation experience? This chapter therefore focuses on
the process of social interaction and, herewith, identification by means of which
Maria as a person constructs a self in this life stage, after she was initiated into fenia
meroh. It will illustrate that "a person's identity is an aggregate of social relations, the
links he or she has to other individuals" (Lutkehaus 1995a: 14). Or, as Jenkins (1996)
emphasises, that the self arises within social interaction and that a dialectical
relationship exists between individual and collective identities. While focussing on
this interaction, I will examine Stephen and Herdt's (1989:11) argument that it is in the
"gap between cultural representation, and subjective necessity and desire, that we
find the impetus for creativity and innovation." Due to this "gap" or, in Ewing's
terminology, conflicting identities, Maria started to act as a cultural broker in the life
stage after her initiation.
Next to this question concerning Maria's personal experience of the initiation rite,
this chapter explores what Maria's life history on this life stage, reveals about the
'larger forces' in which she was embedded. This phase in her story reveals that, as
White (2000) points out in a volume on life history in Pacific societies:
Stories of lives today (and always?) are stories of movement, of location,
relocation, and dislocation, of moving between home and school, village and
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town, home and abroad. Space and routes of circulation become idioms for
identity (White 2000:179).
Maria's life history shows that critical decisions in her life, are all marked by moving
away from or remaining with her natal family. Her decision to move away shortly after
she had been initiated would signify other identity transformations, including the
pursuit of education and conversion to Christianity (White ibid). As White (2000)
states:
(...) in the Pacific, as in many parts of the world, movement rarely occurs solely
as a matter of individual choice. It takes place within fields of power and
identity that both define and constrain the possibilities of movement. Mobility
is a marker of status (and, in many cases, modernity) just as social identities
become precondition for mobility (White 2000:180).
It will be shown that Maria's movements in this life stage are particularly
interconnected with the 'larger forces' and the 'fields of power and identity' of her
tribal life and the local Catholic mission. It is also illustrated that, within the
missionary process, a new form of movement was created. J.W. Schoorl (1989) shows
for Muyu society in the South Coast of West Papua that mobility and migration, after
increasing influence of administration, expanded, especially because local persons
were looking for (better) opportunities to earn money. Maria's life history illustrates
that the new form of migration in Northwest Ayfat was connected to opportunities of
schooling and employment introduced by the Catholic mission.

Struggling to Leave Tabamsere
Some days after the closing ceremony offenia meroh, Maria met a missionary priest
who visited Tabamsere for the celebration of Easter. She said to him, "Father, I shall
go with you. I am now wearing my decorations that I may not take off yet. Wait until I
am allowed to take them off, so I can join you." Three months later, the priest
returned. In the meantime, Maria's bracelet had broken, which, as was explained in the
previous chapter, was a token that her body had optimally absorbed the ancestral
powers, so she was allowed to take off her decorations. At this point, Maria felt free
to accompany the priest to the village of Senopi - in this respect she obeyed the
rules offenia meroh. This contrary to her fellow initiates, Anselma, Magdalena, and
Faustina, who had already contravened the regulations offenia meroh by following
the priest two months after the closing ceremony. Below, it will be illustrated that this
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moving-away, in which Maria became involved too, was part of the larger force of the
missionary process.
Maria told me, "The elderly were angry that the three /tos had left for Senopi. And
they insisted that I would not take off my decorations soon. I had to wear them for a
long time, so I would become strong." Yet Maria violated the rules of behaviour in a
different way, by neither asking the permission from her parents nor informing them
that she was leaving. Instead, she snuck away. By running away from her native
village, Maria could realize her ardent wish: follow 'modernity' by a Western-style
education. In this way, she stood up for herself; something the fenia meroh rite had
intended, although Maria did so for a purpose other than that for which the ancestral
powers were intended.
For her family, Maria's decision meant that it was likely that she would "kawin
jauh" (literally: "marry far away"), while they preferred that she, as a child of two
bobot, would marry a local man (a descendant of bobot too) and remain at her
family's residential place. Both for female and male children of bobot, families wanted
their children to stay at their own land, nearby their holy place where the spirits of
the ancestors remained, as well as nearby the kain pusaka. For daughters this was
even more important because of the bride price their family would receive. As was
explained in Chapter 2, moving from one place to another and remaining at different
places for shorter or longer times, belonged (and still belongs) to the customary local
life-style in the Northwest Ayfat. It was also common that children moved between
households and were 'adopted' within the lineage. Under the influence of missionary
activities, however, new forms of migration emerged: encouraged by missionary
workers, children and youngsters left their families in the inland and migrated to faraway places for schooling (mainly coastal areas, such as Fak Fak, Manokwari, and
Jayapura, but also the village of Senopi -formerly called 'Tintum'- in Kebar region).
How was this related to missionary policy?
Like Maria and her friends, children generally left on their own free choice while
their parents did not agree or were not informed that they were to leave. Sister
Lamberti Yzendoom CPS, one of the first missionary sisters who had been working in
the Northwest Ayfat area from 1963 until the early 1990s, told me that, during the
mission's first decade, youngsters generally prearranged with the priests to meet
them in secret in a food garden, from where the priest would accompany them to
another place for education. Years later, the youngsters would return to meet their
family again. When the parents found out that their child(ren) had disappeared, they
sometimes followed them in the hope to find them and bring them back to the village.
Also, if a child had moved to a place less distant, the parents sometimes searched for
them. Father Joma OFM, for instance, wrote in a report of 1952 that a mother, who
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lived in the village of Ases, walked to the village of Sea m order to get her son back
Neither the son nor the teacher, however, were willing to cooperate (Rombouts
η d 176) It also commonly happened that parents threatened to commit suicide if the
priest would take their child(ren) with him, like Maria's father did (as was shown in
Chapter two)
effective

Contrary to Maria's father, the parents' protest sometimes

was

Father Van der Kraan OSA (1958), for instance, noted in a letter that

another priest had left the village of Ayawasi some days before, with three of the five
boys who were admitted to a school in Fak Fak The mothers of the two boys who
remained behind, had threatened to poison themselves if the priest would take their
sons with him, and so they stayed Not all parents, however, protested against their
children's leave As will be shown in this chapter, local elderly also supported the
migration
When Maria told me about her journey to Senopi, she presented it in a rather unusual
manner for her she spoke slowly and in a hushed undertone, providing explicit
details of the journey through the landscape and mentioning dates and places where
they stopped for the night In this way, Maria expressed that this journey was a
special phase in her life ' I interpret this phase as liminal in her construction of self
the journey from her home village to the missionary boarding school represents a
transitional journey, in which Maria moved into the direction of an altered self Here
is her story
I followed Father Van der Kraan in July On July 7 1967, after mass tak* I went
together with Petronella Titit, a daughter of uncle Hauch The day before, I had
told Petronella, "Tomorrow the two of us go with the father, eh 9 " She said,
"Okay " We informed Theresia Baru, a relative, that we were going to leave and
instructed her to inform our parents no sooner than the next day
We set off On the 8th of July, we spent the night in the village of Soon ( )
The headman, Ruben Titit, said to the father, "Petronella and Maria must not go
with you, they have to stay here Tomorrow I will bring them back home " ( )
But the father replied, "That won't be possible " And the two of us, we said to
the priest, "Do not listen to him, father We do not want to go back, we will join
you "
On July 9, we and the father remained in a bivouac in the forest On the 1 Oth
we camped in the village of Aishek On the 11th of July at five in the afternoon,
we ( ) arrived in Senopi We directly went to the house of the missionary
This idea was inspired by Judith S Modell in a paper presented at the 1997 annual meeting of
the Association of Social Anthropology in Oceania (ASAO), in which she perceived the narrator's
reconstruction of a particular journey as the expression of a personal transformation
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sisters, whom I had met before ( ) Oh, the sisters were glad' They already
knew our names They had been informed about our amval We stayed there
with Sister Carmela, Josephine, Manet, Wilbert, Andresus, and Sister Lucy
The next day, I went to school Petronella stayed behind, she worked in the
sister's house I went to the fourth grade
In these passages, as in Maria's decision to leave her native village, the importance
of her personal wish again comes to the fore, and more vigorously than in the period
before her initiation she insisted that she would accompany the priest and left her
village while her parents wanted her to stay and, because of that, she did not inform
her parents about her departure In this way, she arranged that she could leave to
seek her own path in life The remainder of Maria's life history will show that the
missionary process took an important place not only in her childhood, but also in her
adult life In fact, it was to become of overriding importance for the ways in which
Maria, as a creative person, coped with her initiation-experience It further shows that
although leaving Tabamsere was Maria's own wish, living far way from her family
brought some hard experiences

The Missionary Boarding School
In Senopi Mana stayed at the missionary boarding school (asrama) that was
managed by the Dutch Missionary Sisters of the Precious Blood (CPS) The
foundation of the asrama came from an idea of Father Van Beurden OSA, who in
1957 noted in a report that it was difficult to Christianise the inhabitants of the
Meyhabehmase area He concluded that the schools, contrary to what the mission
had hoped for and expected, did not contribute to the formation of village
communities absenteeism at the schools was high, particularly because children
stayed with their parents in the food gardens or other places He therefore suggested
the idea of moving volunteers of the population of the area, to one central place,
preferably near the airstrip in the Kebar There, the mission could begin with
concentrating the children in one school that would be connected to a boarding
school He further recommended to employ and station missionary sisters who were
qualified as teachers, nurses, and leaders of the boarding school (Van Beurden
1957b 7,8) Up to then, only male Catholic missionaries had been working in the
interior of the Bird's Head area As a result, missionary sisters CPS arrived in Senopi,
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which was the first station for female mission workers in the interior of the Bird's
Head area (cf. Giesen 2003:53).2
Though the mission initiated the new form of migration of children, for the benefit
of missionary policy, and parents sometimes protested against it, local elderly
simultaneously supported the process. In some cases, they were even willing to
move entire settlements to safeguard the viability of the school. As Maria informed
me proudly, the population of Tabamsere had contributed to the continuation of their
local school and the foundation of the asrama by moving the village. This was
confirmed by Vicar Van Diepen,3 who noted in a report that the villagers of
Tabamsere cooperated with some drastic missionary measures: they and the
inhabitants of Aisere moved their village, settled down at one new place and in this
way made a viable school possible. With regard to the boarding school at Senopi
(Tintum) the Vicar further stated, "Also the boarding school at Kebar has been
realized by their cooperation" (1959:2). Although the mission initially tried to
establish the (boarding) school near the airstrip in Kebar that provided a weekly
connection with Manokwari, they sought another location because the Protestant
mission in Kebar prohibited Catholic expansion into their area. So, the Catholic
mission established the (boarding)school in Senopi (Tintum), west from the Kebar
valley, on a four hour-walking distance from the airstrip.
In 1960, two Sisters of the Precious Blood (CPS) moved from Fak Fak to Senopi
(Tintum), to found the first station for missionary sisters in the Bird's Head. They
worked at the (boarding)school and, a year later, founded a small hospital and an
outpatient clinic there.4 As the facilities could only be reached on foot, Father Van
der Kraan OSA and several local men started to lay an airstrip in Senopi, which they
completed two years later, in 1964. The school started with a four-year primary school
(SD) and about 50 pupils who remained at the boarding school. At the time Maria
moved to Senopi, the school had expanded to a six-year primary school, which had
about 170 pupils of whom fifty percent originated from the Meyhabehmase area
(source: untitled, undated, and unsigned report from the Diocese of Sorong).
Maria felt happy at the boarding school, especially on the days she assisted the
nurse in the missionary hospital. As she narrated:
2

In the coastal area, in the village of Sorong, missionary sisters CPS worked from 1947-1953 as
school teachers. In 1953, they were transferred to Faf Fak and lay teachers took over their
educational tasks in Sorong (Giesen 2003).
3
From 1960 onwards: Bishop Van Diepen.
4
In the village of Ayawasi a boarding school as well as a small missionary hospital and an
outpatient clinic were founded by missionary Sisters of the Precious Blood in 1963. They left the
Bird's Head in the early 1990s when Indonesian Roman Catholic sisters took over. For further
reading see Courtens 1998, 2000, 2001 and 2005.
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The sisters gave us soap and towels, and told us that if we used them it would
make our parents feel happy. (...) Some of the weeks, I worked in the kitchen
of the boarding school and cooked meals, together with Sister Mariet. Anselma
washed the clothes of the children who stayed at the boarding school. Some girls
ironed the clothes of the fathers and sisters. (...) During other weeks I assisted
Sister Carmela and Sister Wilbert at the hospital. I cleaned the rooms and when
women gave birth to a child in the hospital, I assisted the sister. The latter made
me feel extremely happy. And I enjoyed watching the delivery. I also washed
the clothes of women who had given birth. (...)
Among the children who remained at the boarding school were many children
who originated from Tabamsere. Boys and girls slept in separate rooms, but we
ate together in one room. I was happy at the boarding school.
After school, as the above passage shows, the sisters instructed the girls in Western
household work such as cooking, ironing cloths, and sewing. In this way, the sisters
transferred the image of women as it prevailed in the Netherlands at that time: woman
as housekeeper. However, the task of cooking was, following adat, in accordance
with the status of woman as the pivotal provider of food (although the manner of
preparing the food differed). The girls (and boys) also maintained the food gardens
of the boarding school in cooperation with the missionaries. Noticeable in this
process is that the sisters transferred new vocabularies of (corrupted) Dutch words,
connected to housekeeping. Up till now, words as 'swabber rwnah' (swabbing the
house), 'strika' (ironing), 'washandje' (washcloth), 'schort' (apron), 'spoel' (washing
up the dishes with warm water), 'lap' (wiping the dishes), and 'fornuis' (kitchencooker) are integrated in daily local language of both sexes. Simultaneously, the
sisters aimed at increasing women's economic self-support. They educated women as
nurses, as housekeepers in for instance boarding schools and, to a lesser extent, as
teachers.
Maria felt strong bonds with the missionary sisters, who sometimes were strict
teachers but mostly motherly cared for her. This became clear when I told Maria that I
had met Sister Mariet before I travelled to Ayawasi. When Maria heard the name of
the sister with whom she had stayed in the missionary boarding school for years, in
Senopi as well as in Manokwari, she exclaimed, "O, my mother!" Often, she referred
to the sisters, simultaneous glad and sad because they had lived together in
harmony, but she still missed them. As Courtens (2005) shows, the loving care of the
missionary sisters CPS is recognised throughout the Northwest Ayfat area and
contributed to the attractiveness of the local Catholic mission. She illustrates that, to
date, many women and men of different age groups recall that the CPS sisters helped
them with unremitting care. Lutkehaus (2002:208,209) confirms this view for Papua
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New Guinea when she characterises the initial role of missions in the region as
maternal. Lutkehaus refers to matemalism as "a focus on care giving and nurturance,
on the upbringing and socialization of children, and on the development of "inner"
qualities of morality and spirituality, all pursued in a compassionate manner (...)·" To
date, Maria and other persons, females as well as males, correspond with the sisters
who have returned to the Netherlands (or moved to other countries) in the early
1990s, when their visa were no longer renewed by Indonesian officials. Before, Maria
and other women jointly wrote a letter to the Pope, in which they requested his help
in the visa-process so the sisters were able to remain with them. The letter, however,
was never answered.

Moving into the Missionary Realm
The tafoh (fire) of Maria's fenia meroh experience had started to extinguish when she
moved from Tabamsere to Senopi. As Maria explained, "I was not able to use what I
had learned in the adat ['traditional'] house, because I went to school already. (...) So I
abandoned all the methods the older people had shown me" (quoted from Courtens
1998:40). Nevertheless, when Maria narrated her life history, it appeared that she had
not actually abandoned her initiation knowledge. In fact, though she had submerged
a considerable part of the knowledge, she also had integrated a part of it into her
daily life. For instance, contrary to the indigenous rule, she did not call herself "Ita
Huf," but "Maria." However, she still complied with the food taboos because she
feared the consequences of violating them: becoming seriously ill or menstruating
continuously. Nevertheless, she did not apply the indigenous healing methods she
had learned during her initiation; instead she generally used the medicines from the
local hospital, with one important exception. As Maria told me, "Whenever I
suspected that I had become ill by kapes tabam [spirit of the soil], I said to the
sisters, 'Your medicines are not sufficient to heal this kind of illness.' " She stopped
wearing the earrings {tin) she had received from her parents during the closing
ceremony of fenia meroh, and gave them back when she met them again. As Maria
explained to me: "In Senopi, I, Anselma, and some other girls were the only ones who
were still wearing tin. I did not want that." By her refusal to wear the tin (an important
form of clan heritage passed on through generations during initiation rites and, as
such, interconnected with her tribal identity), as well as her 7ia-name, Maria
abandoned two external tokens of the fact that she was an initiated woman. I interpret
this act as a metaphor for Maria's wish to be identified with the 'modernity' the
mission offered, rather than with her tribal self.
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In line with that, Maria did not deepen her knowledge on ancestral rules but,
instead, moved further into the Christian sphere. In 1968 she received the sacrament
of confirmation (sakramen krisma) in Senopi by the Dutch Bishop Mgr. Van Diepen
OSA. When Maria narrated this part, her eyes twinkled with joy:
In preparation for receiving the sacrament, the sisters practiced several dances
with us from different parts of Indonesia. [While raising her thumb:] That was
great! And in my heart I thought, 'We have received baptism already and fenia
meroh, and now we also receive the sacrament of confirmation, which is the last
kekuatan [strength] for us to receive.'
Many children received the sacrament of confirmation then. We all were
decorated in our adat way. After the bishop had given us the sacrament, we
feasted. Two pigs were offered.
After some time, Maria began studying the Bible the bishop had given to her during
the ceremony. At first she did not "follow the Bible," because she and the other
children believed that the Bible (called Wefo in the local Papuan language) was only
for the benefit of "orang bersih" ("purified persons") such as missionary workers.
Moreover, she even did not dare to touch the book ordinarily, as she told me: "We
were convinced that we, contrary to the fathers and sisters, must not touch the Bible
ordinarily. Just as we must not use the names of Wefo or Yefun arbitrarily. We
believed that, otherwise, people would be killed as punishment."

Travelling to Tabamsere
Maria did not meet her parents again for more than two years, but she did not forget
them during that time. She showed her parents that she cared for them in a way that
was appropriate for women, as she had learned during fenia meroh: by means of
food. She regularly sent food, such as salt, to them via missionaries who were going
to visit her native village.
After nearly three years, Maria travelled to her natal family in Tabamsere. The
reunion with her parents was an emotional event. When she narrated this part of her
story, she showed that the circumstance of living separated from her parents had
been difficult for her. Nevertheless, she continued to live in far-away places:
After I passed the last grade, in 1969, I myself as well as Anselma and
Magdalena wanted to spend our vacation in Tabamsere. To see our parents. (...).
When I arrived in my parents' food garden, my mother started dancing and
singing, "Oh, my child!" Tears poured down her cheeks (...). I myself felt even
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more delighted. Almost three years is quite a long time. (...). I arrived in my
parents' food garden on Saturday, the 20th of October. The sun was getting
down. At the time I had left Tabamsere, my parents were angry. Now, they
were happy. (...)
When, after one month, I bade my parents farewell my mother cried. I
myself felt sad too, because my parents were no young persons anymore and
death might be nearby already. But I told them not to feel sad because I would
be away for only two years.
Unexpectedly, Maria's mother accompanied Maria (and Anselma and Magdalena) on
her voyage back to Senopi: Maria's eldest brother Agus had seriously injured one of
his legs, and the family wanted to bring him to the missionary hospital in Senopi.
Some young men who were educated in Fak Fak where they followed a teachertraining course and who, like Maria, had spent their vacation in their hometown of
Tabamsere accompanied them.5 Their voyage through the woods was arduous, as
the men had to carry Agus all the way.
When they finally arrived in Senopi, Sister Josephine was dismayed that they had
carried Agus all the way to the hospital. As Maria told me: "She said, 'Oh! We just
could have been coming to you, instead of you carrying Agus all the way to us!' And
then she stitched the wound."
Father Van der Kraan requested to buy the pig Maria's mother had brought with
her, but her mother let him know that this was impossible because the animal was
named Maria. As Maria explained to me: "My mother felt sorry for the pig as it carried
my name. Only I was ever allowed to slaughter it. (...) This was no custom, my
mother herself felt it this way." At that stage, Maria's mother had accepted that Maria
lived elsewhere and was educated there.
Moving between Manokwari and Tabamsere
Neither Maria herself, nor her family, but a missionary priest decided that Maria had
to move again, to further her education at a missionary school. Though Maria missed
her parents, she cooperated becaue she still longed for self-fulfilment by means of a
Western-style education as connected to the Catholic mission. The month after she
had returned from Tabamsere, the priest told Maria and Anselma to prepare for
leaving for Manokwari, to attend the domestic science school (SKP). They would
travel by air, in the mission's Cessna. Her mother stayed behind and would later
5

These men were Thomas Bam, Silfester Bame, Niko Hae, and Adrianus Titit. At the time of my
fieldwork they were stationed as schoolteachers in respectively Senopi, Bon, Ayawasi, and Senopi.
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return to Tabamsere with Agus (and the pig named Maria). Again, Maria and her
mother had to say goodbye. Maria tried to find comfort in Christianity, as her
narrative shows:
My mother was crying, just like myself. I said to my mother, "Please do not cry
mama, I will pray for you." I gave her the rosary and the statuette of the Virgin
Mary the sisters once had given to me. And I told her, "(...) if you ever are
feeling sad, just hold them and pray. If you do so, they will guard you." (...)
The inhabitants of Tabamsere generally went to church on Sunday, so they
knew the meaning of praying.
I also gave her some of my clothes, which I carefully wrapped in plastic. I
told her not to give these clothes to other people, but to keep them herself.
At that time, they did not know this would be their last farewell: the next year, on
September 19, 1970, Maria's mother passed away. As Maria narrated:
In Manokwari, Anselma and I stayed with Sister Mariet, Sister Damiaan, Sister
Wilbert, and Sister Marie Thérèse. One day [in December], Sister Wilbert said
to me, 'Maria, please come here.' Then, she held me tight and told me that my
mother had died two months before... The sister had received a letter from
Tabamsere that carried the message. I wrenched myself free and ran away. M y
mother, who had followed me all the way to Senopi! I felt not able to go to
school, I just cried and cried.
It had taken about two months before I heard that my mother had died, due
to the difficult communication between Tabamsere and Manokwari.6 When I
heard the news, I told the sisters that I wanted to go home, to Tabamsere, to see
the grave of my mother. So I could witness with my own eyes whether she
indeed had passed away. The sisters agreed with that, but they also told me that
they were afraid that I would not return to Manokwari. But I was to come back,
and so I told them.
First, I travelled to Senopi, as these sisters had known my mother. Aknes
[Maria's older sister] stayed there too. We all cried when I arrived there. Then I
walked to Tabamsere. The fathers and sisters had filled plastic bags with food

There was no SSB-radio connection in Tabamsere. If Maria had not been staying elsewhere but
on her native land, however, it would have been possible for her to receive the message that her
mother had passed away much earlier: when persons remain at the holy place of their clan they
are, by means of spiritual communication, able to 'hear' important messages that clan members
send to them, even if they are located on a day's- or week's-walking distance. Before the
introduction of radio, this form of spiritual communication was the common way of long
distance-communication.
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such as bread, so I would not starve on my way through the forest ( ) I could
not eat, because I only cried I just drank water for three days
When I arrived in Tabamsere and saw my mother's grave, I called her and
called her I said, 'Mama, mama, I'm here1' But Agus summoned me to be quiet I
was not allowed to enter the garden, as we first had to perform ahmun [a
ceremony for a deceased person] 7 Before she died, my mother had indicated
that the ahmun celebration must not be performed before I had arrived
The next day, Agus and I went to the food garden where my mother had
died, on a one-hour walking distance from Tabamsere The pig named Maria
followed us We went to the garden to lay a pitfall for pigs Our other family
members went to the forest to catch fish and small animals and to gather
vegetables for the celebration of ahmun
When Maria told me about the ceremony, she mentioned that she, 20 years of age,
took the lead in the performance It is remarkable that not Agus, as the first-bom
child, but Mana as the youngest led the ceremony and in her own manner When I
asked her why, Maria indicated that in her case not so much her position according
to kinship, but especially personal character traits and, to a lesser extent, the actual
presence of persons, were decisive
My sister Aknes stayed in Senopi and my brother Bomfasius in Manokwan, so
only Agus and I were present But my elder brother Agus was afraid, he usually
did not dare to perform a rite or a feast on his own He was afraid and I talked
fast [meaning easily] Agus had already left the village when he was just a small
boy and went to Sorong to work at the Oil Company Up to date, I decide how
we perform a feast or a rite and he follows me He asks me how many pigs we
have to slaughter, for instance, and then I tell him so and so many are enough to
feed all the guests
For my mother's ahmun we slaughtered a wild pig and the pig named Maria
At that time, pig Maria had six piglets of which I took one to keep it in
Manokwan We made a platform and put all the food on it According to adat
the guests pay for the meat and then take it home I did not want it that way
Instead, I counted how many persons lived in each house and put the meat
ready on the platform So they could take it without paying I hoped that we
would feel less sad if we did it that way

7

The ceremony was only performed for persons whose death had not been caused by evil spirits
In the West Ayfat, this indigenous ceremony is called maku hi (literally feast for the corpse)
The moment of the performance was dependent on the phase of the moon Nowadays, in the
village of Ayawasi this ceremony is no longer performed but replaced by pesta tiga malam, a
Christian three-day ceremony Another mourning ceremony of West Ayfat, hamamos, is still
performed although in an altered form
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Then I cleaned my mother's grave and built a roof above it I put flowers on
the grave and we said our prayers After that, we ate the food Although the
meat was taken home, we shared the sago, taro, cassava, and vegetables together
I did not want to prepare aufenes [bundle sago]8 as it would take too much time
and I had to return to Manokwan in time
After that, I took the eyu [woven bag] in which my mother kept the kam
timur I opened the bag and divided the cloths I said to my older brother, 'This
one is for you, and this one I will put on our mother's grave '
From Maria's story it appears that they followed the newly introduced Christian
custom of burying deceased persons Maria's mother had been baptized just before
she passed away, although not at her own request: a priest did not want her to die
unbaptised. As a Chnstian, she was buried in the ground. In customary indigenous
life-style, however, the deceased were lain on a platform in a tree, where the body
stayed until it was decomposed. Only when evil spirits had caused a person's death
or in case the deceased person (woman) was suspected to be a witch, a corpse was
buried (cf. Courtens 2005, J.M. Schoorl 1979). Nowadays, the Christian way of
burying people is common practice in the Northwest Ayfat As Sister Lamberti CPS
informed me, until the 1990s senior persons, at their request, incidentally were still
buried in a tree. Sometimes, family members dug up the corpse of a beloved deceased
person that was buned, and laid it down in a tree. Although burying the dead is
nowadays common practice, in local people's experience it is still strongly connected
to the fear-causing domain of evil spirits and witchcraft Because of that, only very
few persons dare to enter a church graveyard during a funeral or on other days, and
they normally do not maintain the graves in the way the missionaries would like them
to do. As Courtens (2001 53) states, however, local people "generally honour their
ancestors by offering cigarettes and food (either with or without matches, spoon, and
fork) on their graves "
The next day, all inhabitants of Tabamsere went to Senopi for the celebration of
Christmas and Mana was among them On December 26 (1970) her fellow-Zta Faustina
celebrated her wedding with guru (teacher) Andreanus Titit in the church of Senopi

Flying Further into the Missionary Realm: Manokwari
After Christmas, Mana returned to the domestic science school (SKP) 'Kartini' in
Manokwan by missionary airplane. Most of the pupils who had passed the pnmary
In Indonesian called 'bungkus sago'
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school examination continued their education in Fak Fak, Manokwari, or Jayapura
(source: untitled and unsigned report from the Diocese of Sorong). When Maria
showed me her school reports, it appeared that she had followed a wide range of
courses, varying from religion, Indonesian and English to health, cooking, household
work (such as washing and sewing clothes), childcare, and cleaning. For all courses
she had received high marks, but especially for "religion": during the first year (19701971) she received the mark of 10, which is the highest score, and during the second
year the mark of 9.9
So far, we have seen that undergoing initiation, in Maria's case, did not result in a
radical shift within her sense of self. Despite the profound ritual effects, Maria
experienced that the 'social self or 'full personhood' she was supposed to have
internalised during initiation was, in some way, inconsistent with her sense of self.
Through the fenia meroh ritual, Maria had been initiated into the indigenous female
domain and she had indeed internalised some of these aspects into her sense of a
gendered self. The fenia meroh rite, however, had not subverted Maria's desire for
personal development through Western-style education. She moved into the
missionary domain, sought to be initiated into Western notions and practices regarding women and, herewith, into the social identity of the mission. Simultaneously, the
incorporation into the missionary sphere marked an important transition in her sense
of self. From then on, Maria became a devout Catholic and, above all, she wished to
live as a Christian. At the same time, however, she adhered to selective indigenous
religious notions and practices as connected to her initiation experience.

Moving into Matrimony
After Maria completed the SKP, she got married to bapak Paulinus Bame who was in
the service of the Catholic mission as a carpenter.10 According to custom the
marriage alliance had been arranged by elderly family members, although not during
the period Maria had remained in fenia meroh but several years later, with a specific
reason: in 1971, three male relatives objected to the man Maria was seeing at that
time, a member of the Sedik clan. These maternal relatives (children of Maria's
maternal grandmother's younger brother; members of the Hae clan) aimed at
9

The marks are based upon the Dutch ranking system, which counts from 1 to 10. 10 and 9 are
the highest marks, comparable with an A. Below 6 means a course is failed.
10
The mission employed carpenters regularly. Father Van Beurden (1959c) for instance mentions
in a report, that in 1959 a carpenter was taken into the mission's employment to build schools
and produce furniture.
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preventing Maria from marrying this man because of his membership of the Sedik
clan. Her paternal family, however, agreed with the love affair. The problem for her
maternal family was that Maria's mother's-mother, Wes Bokek Irun, had committed
suicide (years before) by taking the poisonous root akarbori. As her family blamed
members of the Sedik clan for her suicide, two male descendants of Wes Bokek Irun
(named Ayna Phof Sufi and Nwah Sufi) killed several persons of the Sedik clan by
poisoning them with bofit.u This act of ganti jiwa (see Chapter 2) meant that,
according to local beliefs, Maria would bear unhealthy children or even die if she was
to marry a member of the Sedik clan. For the male members who had revenged the
death of Wes Bokek Irun at the time, it would be mbo (taboo) to ever share food and
drink with Sedik, which was problematic when he would become Maria's husband.
So, the three males wrote a letter to another man, Paulinus Bame, with the request to
enter into an alliance with Maria. They choose Paulinus for two reasons. Firstly, he
was a suitable marriage partner because he, like Maria, was a descendant of bobot,
lived decently and "did not look at other women," as Maria explained. Secondly,
although Maria and Paulinus were relatives, matrimony was allowed because, as
Paulinus explained to me, as cross-cousins the "blood was not panas [literally: hot]."
According to adat the "blood is panas" when relatives marry too close.12 Kain timur
plays a central role in defining whether persons are suitable marriage partners (as
indicated in chapter 2). Although, as J.M. Schoorl (1979:159) states, it seems that in

In Northwest Ayfat, it is common practice that women (never men) who are humiliated, or feel
themselves deeply ashamed on something, or out of revenge for the person who causes them pain,
commit suicide by drinking the poisonous root akarhon (cf. Courtens 2005, J.M. Schoorl 1979).
Their death has to be revenged by her relatives who then kill one or more persons from the
offender's clan By using bofn, initiated men kill people. It reaches the victim by air as it is spread
on the wind (see Courtens 2005). During our fieldwork, a young woman committed suicide by
taking akarbori After she had taken the poison, she nursed her baby in the belief that the child
would die with her if it drank the poisoned breast-milk. The woman was found dead. Her babydaughter stayed alive. From the moment the woman had passed away, members of her husband's
clan fled out of the village to save their lives: the woman's husband was blamed for her dead
because he had slept with several other women. For days men from the woman's clan were running
through the village with raised spears, but they did not succeed in finding one single member of the
offender's clan In the end, the offender's clan paid several kam pusaka to the woman's clan, after
which they could meet each other again. The woman's death had been paid off then. Weiner
(1992) shows that precisely by not giving away goods such as sacred cloths, the honor of a group
is kept. So, paying with the kain pusaka, the very cloths that normally are not given away and
that embody the clan's identity, can be perceived as a metaphor for giving away the honor of the
clan
"Cf. Miedema 1984 who, for Kebar area also mentions the phrase of "darah panas" ("hot
blood"). Among the Kebar, as Miedema (1994:133-135) notes, exogamy is defined consanguineously, whereas in the West Ayfat (Ayawasi) "exogamy is defined in terms of sharing brideprice."
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Northwest Ayfat cross-cousin mamages are preferred, in practice "every mamage is
permitted as long as the ceremonial exchange circuits do not become too short "
Pauhnus, however, had a relation with another woman: Maria's fellow-Zta
Magdalena. She was seriously ill and local healers expected that she would die soon.
Apart from the fact that Maria was seeing another man, she protested against the
choice for Pauhnus because he was the partner of Magdalena, and she did not want
to come between them.
Some time later, her uncle Nwah Sufi visited Mana to summon her not to marry a
Sedik. This was a hard time for Maria, as she told me.
When my uncle Nwah Sufi came to visit me, I asked him, 'Uncle, is it really
impossible to marry Sedik9' I was just testing him, because I knew that the
elderly had approached Pauhnus already My uncle sat down on the floor and I
stayed upright when he said, 'Whomever you want to marry is fine, as long as it
is not Sedik ' But I did not want to marry any other man. . I loved Sedik But
the elderly had to agree with a mamage and I was obliged to obey them I told
my uncle that the family members wanted me to marry Pauhnus, and asked him
if he would agree with a bond with Pauhnus He answered, 'Yes, he is all right '
I talked with the elderly and told them, 'I will follow you And if I shall have
a good life, I will thank you for it. But if I won't get a good life then you, the
elderly, will bear the sin For you are the ones who decided that I had to marry
Pauhnus while I wanted to marry another man '
I wrote a letter to Sedik, who stayed in Fak Fak where he followed a teachertraining course I let him know that I was no longer able to have a relation with
him because my elderly did not accept it Sedik replied with a letter in which he
returned my photograph ( ) I had known Sedik since 1968, when we met in
Senopi From that time onwards we sent letters to each other I loved Sedik I
did not love Pauhnus, but the elders wanted it that way. It was difficult
Here, it is striking that Maria obeys indigenous rules, as she had learned during fenia
meroh, but simultaneously threatens with a feasible punishment in a Christian sense
by using the term 'sin' Herewith, Maria foregrounds a form of syncretism in a period
in which she had to make an important decision for her personal life Moreover, later
on in her story she also shows that she valued the view of the missionaries on her
mamage-partner. She told me that all of the sisters among whom she lived, as well as
the pnest, did not want her to marry a Sedik, while they approved to marrying
Pauhnus The opinion of the missionaries coloured Maria's decision to follow her
elderly: the fact that they, too, preferred Pauhnus provided an extra reason for Mana
to choose him. There was one other reason, though During that penod, Maria's
fellow-Zia Anselma also had a relationship with a man from the Sedik clan and her
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family did not want her to marry him either This man frequently had affairs with other
women and her family feared that they, as a consequence, had to pay numerous fines
(denda) when Anselma would marry b m 13 Anselma obeyed the elderly and mamed
someone else When Mana narrated this part, she told me that the man whom she
loved herself had affairs with other women too, which formed another reason for her
to obey the decision of the elderly
Paulmus Bame,14 who like Mana originated from Tabamsere, was stationed in the
village of Ayawasi in the West Ayfat since 1970 He was bom before the amval of
the Catholic mission so the precise year of his birth is unknown as it is not registered
in the missionary annals, but he estimates that he is about ten years older than Maria
After he had received the request to enter into an alliance with Maria, and Magdelena
had passed away, Paulmus started to send Maria letters and money Mana answered
his letters but let him know that he had to be patient as she was not able to terminate
her contact with the Sedik-member yet
In December 1971, Paulmus Bame accompanied a child from Ayawasi to the
missionary school in Senopi, from where he took the missionary plane to Manokwan
By the mission's SSB-radio he announced that he was on his way to the boarding
school When Father Van der Kraan informed Mana about that, it appeared once
more that Maria attached great value to the missionary opinion she requested the
priest to give his view on the dilemma, as she narrated
I longed to know the opinion of Father Van der Kraan, because I wanted to live
decently I asked him, 'Father, which one is suitable, Sedik or Paulmus9' The
priest answered, 'Paulmus is a good man He has the skill to build houses and he
will take care of you '
It is worthy of note that Maria refers to the opinion of the Christian father in relation
to living decently becoming a proper woman (according to indigenous standards) is
a main feature oïfema meroh, as we have seen in the previous chapter In the above
passage, Maria shows that both indigenous and Christian views and standards were
important guidelines for her in the process of organizing her life in a suitable way
Then, Maria finally decided that she would marry Paulmus Although Maria
attached great value to the pnest's opinion, she was not the kind of person that
indiscriminately followed the missionaries, as the below passage shows Moreover, it
13
According to adat a man who commits adultery has to pay fines (kam timur, pigs, and
nowadays money) to the woman at issue and her family
4
Paulmus is a member of the sub-clan Bame Sendu
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shows that Maria followed the missionary or Christian way and the indigenous way
alternately, according to her individual view or in favour of her personal interest. She
told me:
Some time later, Father Van der Kraan called me into the guestroom. There
stood Paulinus. I said, 'Father, what is thisT I served the tea for the father and
Paulinus and said, 'Selamat, eh' [goodbye, eh]. I left the room. Later, I explained
to the father that according to adat it is forbidden to come close to the person
you are engaged to, before elderly family members have announced the
celebration ofbehutuntun [see below]. Before that, it is forbidden to touch each
other's body or to communicate from nearby.
By chance her older brother Agus and another older male relative, Ikin Baru, went to
Manokwari to visit Maria two days later. They talked with Maria, Van der Kraan, and
Paulinus and agreed that Maria and Paulinus would enter into matrimony with each
other. Two days later, the missionary Cessna was available and flew from Manokwari
to Ayawasi, by which Paulinus returned to his residential place. Maria stayed. In
January 1972, she went to Tabamsere to ask her father's permission to marry
Paulinus. Her father agreed with it. Her paternal uncle Senayo Baru presented a kain
pusaka to Paulinus' father, who gave his permission too. Maria's father gave her a
large pig and Maria put two kain timur in her eyu, one kain Bokek and one kain
Weh, in order to bring it to the family of Paulinus. As Maria told me:
I must not meet with them kosong [empty, here: empty-handed] because
otherwise I would get a bad name...they could say that I had climbed into their
house empty.
Exchanging goods and/or pigs at this stage of the agreement, the first stage of a
wedding, is called popu or posom in the local language, today also referred to as
'ikatan' (connect) in Indonesian. Although Maria only narrated that she brought
goods and a pig to the family of Paulinus, as a rule both parties do so. The next stage
is called posepi (in Indonesian referred to as mas kawin, bride-price) in which kain
timur is paid to declare the marriage official. This payment of kain timur is only the
first part of the bride-price as it is a long-term process in which, during the years,
parts of the bride-price are gathered and paid. At the time Maria married, a bride-price
consisted of kain timur, pigs, stuffed Birds of Paradise, and ropes. Today, also
money is added. Yet, as Miedema (1994:133) points out: "Although other coastal
trade goods also became important as harta maskawin 'bride price goods', the kain
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timur (...) became the most important bride price goods: nowadays a bride price
without kain timur is unthinkable in the interior of the Bird's Head."
Residing in the Centre of the Mission: Ayawasi
Maria moved to the village of Ayawasi, the centre of the Catholic mission, in the
beginning of 1972. In doing so, she followed her husband who was stationed in
Ayawasi by the mission. In the Ayfat area, as indicated in Chapter 2 and stated by
J.M. Schoorl (1979), principally and generally in practice, at marriage a girl leaves her
closest relatives and her natal environment to follow (the fam of) her husband.
Schoorl (ibid:75) further mentions that several other people, originating from various
regions, were employed by the mission in its centre. In 1969, sixty persons were in the
service of the missionary station in Ayawasi, with diverse tasks: since 1966, about 16
people were employed to lay out and maintain food gardens for the priest, sisters,
and the children who remained in the missionary boarding school (the boarding
school was closed in 1971, in order to economize and due to shortage of staff). In
1972, ten excavation workers were in the service of the mission and about ten
woodworkers, who initially worked under the supervision of a man originating south
from Ayamaru, and later under two skilled carpenters from the Meyhabehmase area
(among whom Maria's husband Paulinus Bame). They built a new school, houses for
the teachers, and a new pavilion for the missionary hospital. Ten girls were as
assistants in the service of the hospital and the missionary housekeeping. As
Schoorl indicates, the nature of the salary of female and male indigenous workers for
the mission, however, differed: whereas males received a monthly salary, females
received, next to board and lodging, their payment in the form of partially money and
partially goods.
When Maria moved to Ayawasi, together with Anselma, she initially remained in
the boarding schoolroom of the susteran (nunnery), because it was still taboo to
meet with Paulinus. After her older sister Aknes and other elderly family members
came to Ayawasi and organised the indigenous wedding ceremony of perwiat ania
(literally 'meeting each other')15 they were allowed to approach. According to adat
rules, senior members of both fams had to exchange kain timur, but because the
elderly of Paulinus were not present they disregarded this part and proceeded
directly to the next part, called behuntuntun (in Indonesian referred to as 'pegang
tangan,' holding hands). In this ceremony, the 'traditionally' decorated participants

In the Indonesian language local persons refer to this ceremony as nikah sah, which means
'lawful wedding'.
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are sitting on the floor in two long lines while holding the hands of the person in
front of them and singing indigenous songs Members of the groom's family take off
their ornaments and give these as well as kam timur to the bride, who takes the gifts
home after the performance and divides them among her relatives During the
ceremony the guests share meals The ceremony of holding hands is still commonly
performed, and by local people perceived as one of the most cheerful
Maria gave scanty information, however, when she narrated this important event
As became clear to me later, this was due to the fact that the orang tua (elderly) of
Paulmus had not paid her complete bnde-pnce yet at the time of my research,
because Paulmus had distanced himself from his familyl6 Maria was deeply
disappointed on this and also a bit angry After she had informed me about it, she
often referred to the fact that Paulmus, as a consequence of not paying the bndepnce, officially had no rights on their children if Mana wished, she could take their
children and leave Paulmus without condemnation As she had learned during fema
meroh, in this case Maria was supposed to follow her elderly family members instead
Taking care of them prevailed above taking care of her husband and his family Maria
obeyed this rule and frequently stayed in Tabamsere and Fef, where she and some of
her children stayed in the house of her older sister Aknes Although her children
were allowed to visit Paulmus' family, they were not allowed to stay there overnight
Maria's elderly family members found it not suitable within the situation Further,
although children generally receive the paternal family name, because the bnde-pnce
was not completely paid, Maria's children were allowed to use the maternal family
name (which they did not) and were supposed to follow their mother only and not
their father One day, when we stayed in Fef with Maria, she felt sad because the
female family members of Paulmus who lived there had not dukung (carried in a sling)
her baby Novia, which female relatives usually do As Maria stated "They did not do
so because I am still hungry [meaning did not receive the bnde-pnce], while they
have eaten already "
What is interesting here, is that Maria despite the fact that she embraced
Christianity and important elements of the accompanying life-style, was still deeply
hurt by the fact that (the family of) her husband neglected an important indigenous
rule that she was "still hungry" affected the social relationships with Paulmus'
family, and her personal identity
Mana narrated enthusiastically, on the other hand, about their church wedding
On December 26 in the year of 1972, Maria and Paulmus as well as three other
couples were the first inhabitants of Ayawasi who (commonly) celebrated their
16

It never became clear to me why Paulmus did so
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wedding in church The other three couples were Modesta Fanataf and Leo Yumte,
Veronika Baru and Niko Hae, and Clara Saa and Carolus Tawer They all had close
ties with the mission the women had been staying in the missionary boarding
schools for years and worked with the sisters, Leo Yumte was in the service of the
mission in the eastern Ayfat, and Niko Hae in Hof in the north As Mana told me
I invited elderly family members from Tabamsere, Yabo, Manokwan, and
Sorong, so they could witness that we mamed in church Paulmus and I offered
two pigs and went to the forest to hunt other animals Our friends [the other
three wedding couples] did not offer a pig I divided one pig among the teachers
who had helped us performing the celebration, and one among the guests
Before, Sister Willemien, I, and other women had been cooking the festive meals
in the sister's house In those times, when the CPS-sisters remained here, we did
everything together with the sisters
We [the women] wore a black skirt and a white blouse for the ceremony We
were expected to do so because we were in the service of the mission We did
not wear adat clothes The sisters dressed us up and combed our hair After
that, we had to wait in the susteran The four men and the guests, while singing,
came walking from Bapak Raja's house Then we all entered the Santa Yosep
Church for the celebration
That evening we shared meals in the church Father Piet Tuyp [OSA] had
accompanied us from the altar Father Jan Frank [OSA] sang a song for us about
God, the song ofAku Rindu [I am homesick] Everyone was happy and laughed
Sister Lamberti laughed until tears poured down her cheeks We all laughed until
we were dizzy1
Everybody was happy but my elder sister and brother cned because I lived
far away from them Late in the evening, I cned too Because I wondered, 'I am
still able to meet my elderly family members, but not every day '
My family members sang 'when we were little, we all lived together But if
you are mamed, you live alone ' The guests danced and performed pegang
tangan until daybreak By that time the dance platform was ruined and we
continued dancing on the floor
In the above passage, Mana foregrounds the social aspect of getting mamed by
focusing the feast and the interpersonal relations of the participants, especially her
bond with her next of km and the missionaries Although she did not mention the
church ceremony itself, her decision to get mamed in church was closely connected
to the meaning of consecration As she told me "When we would not marry in
church, it meant that our mamage was not declared official It would mean that we
were just playing We did not want it that way " Throughout my fieldwork, Mana
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several times referred to the fact that they and the other three couples were the first
in the village of Ayawasi and neighbouring villages who celebrated their wedding in
church. She was visibly proud that they were predecessors in this domain. Maria and
Paulinus, as well as another couple, also were the first who moved from their native
area to Ayawasi and vicinity to settle there. Later others followed and settled down
in Ayawasi and surrounding villages.
Today, Maria and Paulinus are set an example by the mission. During my
fieldwork, for instance, the Papuan Father Yonathan Fatem (secular priest) preached
about the importance of keluarga Katolik (the Catholic family). He stated, "When
husband and wife are unfaithful, that's no good. Bapak Paulinus Bame and Ibu Maria
Baru, however, live well. They were the first who kawin nika [married in church].
During their wedding ceremony Paulinus Bame stated, 'Yes, I want to be faithful,
because I love you.' And Maria Baru said, 'Yes, I do.' " Next, Father Fatem walked in
front of the altar, spread his hands above the chalice with holy water, and said a
prayer. Then, he sprinkled the water on the church-attendants while saying that the
water would purify them, so they would be faithful to each other and not only kawin
sah, but also kawin nika.
Up till now, just very few couples in Northwest Ayfat celebrate their wedding in
church. At the time of my fieldwork, one of the major goals of the local mission was
to increase the popularity of this sacrament. Father Yonathan Fatem, for instance,
preached that matrimony had to be consecrated by the church and that children who
were bom out of a marriage that was not celebrated in Church were anak kafir
(pagan children). The population, however, was still very reluctant to follow the
mission at this point. I asked several persons why they, despite the fact that they
were deeply religious Catholics, had not celebrated their wedding according to
Christian custom. Some people answered that their indigenous wedding ceremony
was sufficient so no other ceremony was needed. Most of them answered to be afraid
that they would not be able to keep the promise of monogamy and that God would
punish them if they would break this central promise of the consecration. So, in fact,
precisely because they are true believers local persons hesitated to choose for this
sacrament.
Even the majority of the members of the Christian prayer and healing group
Kelompok Sabda did not celebrate their wedding in church. They all celebrated their
marriage according to custom, although most marriages had not been arranged by
their elderly: persons nowadays choose their own marriage partner, in which love and
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affection play an important role.17 Although children from bobot generally still have a
tendency to intermarry, nowadays this is no obligation anymore. Nevertheless, the
elderly still have to give their permission for a marriage. Next to this, nowadays the
characteristic of church membership has been added: Catholic persons generally only
marry Catholics. In the villages of Ayawasi and Fef it sometimes happens that a
Catholic marries a Protestant partner, but then it is common that the latter switches to
Catholicism. Maria Baru's opinion on this is clear: her children are only allowed to
marry Catholic persons because her uncle Hauch Titit was the first person who
accepted the Catholic mission.
After the marriage, Maria kept using herfam name 'Barn' according to indigenous
practice. Up till now, she does not use her husband's fam name though that has
become common for women who are married to men in the service of the Catholic
mission. Inhabitants of Ayawasi sometimes referred to Maria as 'Ibu Bame,' but she
herself refused to use that name. Passionately, she stated: "I am a Baru-member, not
Bame!" Here, for Maria the indigenous custom that women, after marriage, keep using
their own family name prevailed above the then Westem-style missionary custom.
As she did previously, when she abolished her Ita-name of Huf, Maria uses naming
as a symbolic identity marker. Now, she underlines the membership of her own clan
rather than that of her husband. Of course, this is intertwined with the fact that the
Bame's did not pay her bride-price, which deeply impressed her sense of self. As
Maria is an independent woman and Christian leading figure, however, I believe that
she herewith also underlines her personal identity as autonomous from her husband
and his clan, and her own status as a leading, important member of the Catholic
community.

Becoming a Mother: Full Adulthood
The next year, in March 1973, Maria gave birth to her first child. She did not name her
daughter after a female ancestor, as she was supposed to, according to indigenous
practice, but named her Yosefien Magdalena after the missionary sister who helped
her delivering the baby. Infenia meroh Maria had been taught about giving birth to
her fiiture children in the delivery hut {amah kreku) in which she was supposed to
stay for three days in seclusion, but Maria gave birth to her firstborn in the local
hospital. Nevertheless, before she returned home she washed herself with joyaleaves and afterwards planted them in the woods, as she had learned during

J.M. Schoorl (1979) also mentions that already in the 1970s love, affection, and own choice
play a role in choosing a marriage partner.
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initiation. When the leaves would flower, it was a token that the newborn child as
well as the mother would stay alive. If the leaves shrivelled, it was a sign that the
child or the mother was to die. Fortunately, the foya Maria planted blossomed well. I 8
When narrating the birth of Yosefien and becoming a mother for the first time,
Maria especially attached importance to the fact that her child was bom in the
missionary hospital. As she told me:
One day, about eleven o'clock in the evening, my family members brought me to
the hospital because we thought it was time [for the delivery]. Paulinus was not
allowed to enter. Sister Josephine was in the hospital and she expected that the
delivery would not start before the next morning. She gave me a book so I could
read. At five o'clock in the morning I gave birth to Yosefien, in the hospital. (...)
Sister Josephine was there, and Sister Lamberti... They all were present
when I gave birth. O, Father Piet Tuyp was glad! He brought me a can of milk
and a can of meat and told me that Paulmus had to cook these for me.
Maria had adhered to the food taboos from her initiation onwards. During the years,
the food taboos had periodically declined as Ibu Ndam had informed Maria and the
other Itas during their stay in the cult house. But now that she had given birth the
food taboos had finally come to an end, which meant that Maria was allowed to eat
meat again for the first time. It had to be "plain meat," though, as it was still forbidden
to eat "non-plain meat" such as intestines, as long as she nursed her baby. The
(termination of) food taboos serve as markers for social identities, as Meigs (1984)
and Whitehead (2003) underline for other New Guinean cultures. In Maria's case, this
was also true for another symbol: now she had given birth, Maria was allowed to cut
her hair that had grown long since her stay in the cult house. This symbolised that,
through motherhood, as she had learned during fenia meroh, Maria had reached the
stage of full womanhood. As in many Melanesian societies, receiving the status of a
full adult woman (or man) in Northwest Ayfat is dependent on bearing or adopting a
child. In line with the value attached to children, Maria indeed felt that she had
become a full adult woman. Having children is important for a woman and man's
status: parents are generally referred to by the name of their children, for instance
"Clara mama." Only people who have a high social status in current society on other
grounds, like Maria Baru and her husband, or teachers and other officials, are
generally not referred to that way.
Maria's bosom friend and fellow initiate Anselma remained childless after fenia
meroh. Years later, she became a mother when the Dutch missionary sister Leonie
1!ζ

Maria planted the foya after each of the seven deliveries.
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Possen CPS arranged that Anselma and her husband could permanently adopt an
orphaned little girl. In this way Anselma, like Maria, became a mother and herewith
received the status of full adult. To date, Anselma and her husband joyfully recall
that they became parents due to the help of sister Leonie.
In the years that followed next, Maria gave birth to two more children: in
September 1975 to a son called Silfester Fredy and in September 1977 to a daughter
whom they named Ellysabet Wisye. Years later, in January 1985, she gave birth to a
daughter named Paulince Neset, after which three more children were bom: her son
Yosep Seri in October 1987, her daughter Margaretha Yosinta in August 1990, and
her daughter Novia Clemencia in November 1993. Six of the children were bom in the
missionary hospital in Ayawasi. Ellysabeth Wisye, however, was bom in the amah
kreku hut, because Maria stayed in Tabamsere at the time. That is why she named
her Wisye, which is the name of the river near which she was bom.
Maria's father had only seen his grandchild Yosefien as he died in July 1974. He
died suddenly, while he was discussing kain timur matters in his village. After his
death, Maria did not visit Tabamsere for three years, because she was too sad to go
there.
Through the years, starting from the time she moved to the missionary boarding
school after her initiation, Maria developed into a devout Catholic. She read the Bible
every day and perceived the scriptural passages as a guideline within her personal
life. Praying to God and attending mass also took a central place within her daily life.
In fact, being a Christian had become an integrated part of her personal identity. All
those years, she still followed specific indigenous customs, as we have seen above.
Her major aspiration, however, was to live her life as a devout Christian. Up till then,
Maria did not refer to the coexistence of the various identifications as being
conflicting. In the remainder of her life history, however, it appears that Maria, in a
later stage, experienced tensions between these identities.

Spirits Speak to Maria: Revaluation of Fenia Meroh
When Maria was in her late thirties, the previous phase in which she had suppressed
her fenia meroh experience for the greater part, was disrupted by some dramatic
events. This took place during a critical situation in her personal life: she had given
birth to three children yet her husband wanted her to bear another baby. Maria
herself did not long to have more children. Nevertheless, she tried to get pregnant
again, but without result. As she told me: "In May 1979, when I stayed in Fef, I had a
miscarriage. I fell ill, there was a lot of blood. Oe, such grief. We buried it. After that, I
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did not have children for years." Then, Paulinus threatened to leave her for another
woman. Maria was seized by panic and prayed to God and called the spirits of her
deceased parents for help. This disruption of the 'submerging-period' was closely
connected to this personal crisis, which touched the core aspect of fenia meroh:
female fertility, but Maria herself pointed to two other aspects. First, she referred to
the need of healing sick persons in explanation of what happened to her in that stage
of life: she received visions in which the knowledge on healing she had acquired in
fenia meroh, was revealed to her once more. ' 9 Second, she emphasized that her
husband, to her distress, was not a devout Christian, which contributed to the fact
that they did not succeed in getting another child.
Maria emphasized the below passages. As her narrative shows, she had now
reached a phase of life in which she was to act in a considerable creative way:
First I took part in the education offenia meroh. The older women showed me
everything about the use of leaves, trees, everything... But the priests, the
Church, they already entered the village. And after I had left fenia meroh, 1 went
to school again. I was not able to use what I had learned in the adat house,
because I went to school already. And I had grown accustomed to the kind of
medicine of the hospital. So I abandoned all the methods the older people had
shown me when I was young. When my children or others got ill I set all my
hope on the hospital.
Later on, I already had three children, special things happened to me. It was
in the month of September. I got visions, just like Maria Lourdes. I heard the
voices of Yefim and my deceased parents. The voices repeated what I had
learned as a child about the use of leaves, trees. The knowledge I had gained in
fenia meroh. The visions showed me what I had lost (quoted from Courtens
2005:173).20
First, the voice of God spoke to Maria after she had requested His help to heal sick
persons:
The first time it took place when I was reading the Bible. I prayed with the
crucifix of Jesus Christ, my statuette of the Virgin Mary and a picture of Peter
and Paul. When my prayer was ended I heard a voice. The voice spoke to me:
19

Courtens (1998,2005) presents a detailed description and analysis of the visions by members of
the Kelompok Sabda with regard to healing. Therefore, in this section I will only refer to some
important characteristics of Maria's Kelompok Sabda in relation to local Christianity. len and I
were both initiated into the Kelompok Sabda.
20
For more detailed information on Maria's visions and the consequences of these experiences for
Maria as a healer, see Courtens 1998 and especially 2005.
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"Maria, you requested strength to pull me. But I already gave this strength to
your elders, and they handed everything over to you. You already know
everything, all about the application of leaves, roots, and tree-bark. You already
gained the knowledge" (quoted from Courtens 2005:173).
Some time later, when her husband became very ill, Maria invoked the spirits of her
deceased parents:
I was praying, I called the spirits of my mother and father: "Mama, papa,
Paulinus is seriously ill, I request your help." Then, in the afternoon, they came.
1 heard 'tok tok'. Just I could hear the voices outside which said, "Maria, what
do you ask for?" I answered that my husband was constantly ill, and in return
they let me know I had to use specific leaves to heal him. So I cooked the leaves,
as they had told me, and gave them to Paulinus (quoted from Courtens
2005:173).
A short time later, Maria received more spiritual messages. When she was praying
using her rosary and her statuette of the Virgin Mary, the voice of God spoke to her
again. When Maria was asleep, God manifested himself through her dreams and,
once, in the shape of a white, blazing ray.
One afternoon I read the Bible again and when I was finished I fell into a deep
sleep. Then... I saw a ray. It wasn't a dream. I also heard the voice again. The
voice repeated what I already learned as a child. The knowledge I gained infenia
meroh, everything my mother had taught me, and what my father had told me
about Apoboh [Embelia], the medicine we use for protection against a bite of the
poisonous white snake, and the rituals I learned to make our soil fertile.
After I received the voice, Yefitn appeared unto me. He was dressed in
purple clothes, the colour the priests generally wear in the days before Easter,
when we recall the dying of Jesus. When Yefitn appeared, I kneeled down and
said: "God, I am just a sinner. I am not allowed to look at you." But God spoke:
"Come, come here," and I walked across a path and reached God. I could even
touch his hand. Yefun gave me a banana, of the kind we call Apitiwia, and he told
me: "Maria, take this banana. You eat half and I eat half." I held the banana in
my hands and said: "Yefun gave me this banana to eat, but my elders let me
know that this banana is a token that I will die." He answered: "No, no, it isn't.
This banana I gave to you, you will eat and I will eat. Now this banana is a
token that I gave it to you to eat." I ate it. I accepted the banana and ate it"
(Quoted from Courtens 2005:174).
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As Courtens (ibid) mentions, throughout Melanesia people experience dreams or
visions about deceased persons, and it is common to communicate with spirits of
deceased parents and ancestors. In some parts, people experienced dreams involving
visions and the presence of the Holy Spirit. However, as Courtens (ibid: 175)
underlines, "What occurred to Maria Baru, (...) that she received visions directly from
God, in which she experienced a dialogue with God and even was able to touch Him,
is extremely exceptional."
Although the visions appeared in various forms, the messages all revealed the
same assignment: they summoned Maria to apply the knowledge on healing she had
received injènia meroh so she could help sick people by healing them. When she
experienced the visions, Maria initially felt confused and did not know how to deal
with this assignment. However, after it was repeated several times within various
forms, she realized that she no longer should neglect the ancestral knowledge she
had obtained during initiation:
When I was young I learned about curing 'mfenia meroh. But 1 did not take it to
heart, except some things. The older people wanted to give it to me, but
temporarily I had a small heart. However, I may not forget, it all had to live on.
(...) I prayed to God, Yefitn. He gave me back what the elderly already had
shown me. He gave it to me directly, I heard his voice (quoted from Courtens
1998:41-2).
As she explained, it was only after these visions that Maria "dared to use" the
ancestral knowledge and "pulled" herself "together" to heal sick people.

Voyage Into New Healing Rituals
However, although the last message from God urged Maria to heal "by means of the
Church," as she calls it, Maria did not know how to use "the custom of the Church."
As Courtens (2005:176) points out, Maria explained: "Everything was there, on my
little table. The illustration of Jesus, the crucifix, the statuette of the Virgin Mary, my
rosary and the painting of Peter and Paul. But how was I supposed to use them?"
Maria only received answers on that question when she made another journey: she
went to Manokwari to visit relatives and fell ill while she stayed there. She requested
that someone would come and pray for her. A Christian healer, a man originating from
Bintuni, arrived at the house where she stayed and healed her in the "way of the
Church," by means of praying with Christian symbols as noted above. Maria learned
that this spiritual healer, like her, had received Christian visions. While watching how
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the man healed her, Mana simultaneously learned how to heal "by means of the
Church "
Shortly after her return to Ayawasi, Maria received additional sacred and secret
information via the spirit of her deceased father His spirit endowed her with sacred
and secret words and spells that Mana later used to heal sick people in "the way of
the Church " Maria recorded the words in a little, red notebook (see Courtens 2005)
In the period that followed, Maria created new healing rituals, in which she
combined indigenous ways as learned during initiation in fema meroh (such as
muttering ancestral secret spells and applying leaves^, with Chnstian ways such as
praying by means of the crucifix, a rosary, and her little statuette of the Virgin Mary
It is still recalled that she, in this way, healed some senously ill persons, which others
in the Northwest Ayfat perceived as miraculous As Courtens (2005 177) points out,
"the "resunection of Petrus Turot" ( ) is still recognised by villagers as one of the
most sinking examples " After Petrus died because of a bite of the extremely
poisonous white snake, Maria's healing performance effected that "light came back"
into his life This event, which villagers refer to as a "miracle", procured the
beginning of Mana's position as a leading and highly respected spiritual Christian
healer As Courtens (ibid 177-178) states, "the miracle was interpreted by villagers as
a token that Maria Baru had actually "met with God" and possessed the sacred
powers by means of which she had a direct link to Him "
Maria herself now also took the indigenous medicines when she fell ill, as she had
learned during fema meroh Later, she got pregnant again and her husband stayed
with her Regarding this aspect, however, Maria simultaneously put forward the
importance of Catholicism in her narrative After another prayer to God, during the
period that she felt sad because she did not succeed in getting pregnant again, she
heard the voice of Yefun (God) again
My husband, he refused to follow me in praying and reading the Bible I went to
the cocoa garden in Fef, to sleep Then, in the afternoon, I heard the voice of
Yefun He said, 'Mana, Maria, why do you come to me all alone7 Where is your
husband9' I answered, 'God, you yourself know that my husband has to work
hard and does not follow me ' But God told me that my husband had to
understand the meaning of praying and the Bible The kind of praying the
fathers and sisters had taught us when they opened the path Just like God was
bom on Earth and died on Earth to open the path so now we all know about
God, and God knows about us Just like the fathers and sisters who amved in
Inan are real, God is real
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During eight years, we did not get another child because my husband did not
actually join me in praying and reading the Bible What was I to do9 I just
waited All the way until he would become conscious that he had to do the same
as I did But then, I asked God that my husband would join me God answered
that my husband was willing to follow me actively He told me that what I
requested was already there I had already written it down after he had shown it
to me It was already there I had to reveal it to my husband and so I did I
showed him what I had written down and after that, he followed me I got
pregnant of my child Pauhnce Neset Bame Yefiin gave her to me because my
husband and I were praying side by side No sooner than my husband had
become conscious, God gave it to us Up till now, Paulmus is conscious of it
Now he knows
As was shown above, the holy messages guided Maria towards applying parts of the
knowledge that she had gained during initiation she (successfully) took indigenous
medicines in order to heal her husband, and to get pregnant again Simultaneously,
however, in this period in which she had become a devout Catholic, Maria received
messages directly from God in which God referred to the importance of Christian
ways of healing when God told Maria to reveal to her husband what she had already
written down, God was referring to the notes in her little red notebook the secret
Christian healing-spells that she had received earlier In combination with the first
vision (through which she took indigenous medicines as she was taught during
initiation) the second, Christian, vision accomplished that Maria became pregnant
again Mana further achieved that her husband who, to her grief, initially refused to
follow her in her 'Christian way', actually started to follow her Thereafter, he even
became a devout member of the Christian prayer group Kelompok Sabda that Maria
founded later on (see below)
At this stage of her life, Maria's roles of pioneer and cultural broker comes to the
fore From that time onwards, Maria combined indigenous ways with Christian
notions and practices while acting as a healer In practice, she united the ways of
healing she had learned dunngfema meroh with the application of Christian symbols
such as the crucifix, a statuette of the Virgin Mary, and a painting of the apostles
Peter and Paul During the healing sessions, she muttered the ancestral formulas she
had received during fema meroh as well as the secret Christian formulas and prayers
(Courtens 1998,2005) For Mana, the holy messages above all meant that indigenous
ways of healing were not incompatible with Christian symbols
So, some fifteen years after Maria had been initiated she finally breathed new life
into the tafoh (fire) of fema meroh and, herewith, into her social identity as
connected to tribal modes of life As it occurred within a phase of life in which
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Christianity had grown important to her, in Maria's experience the ancestral
knowledge had become inextricably bound up with Christian notions and practices.
Therefore, she sought to achieve reconciliation: she re-interpreted both domains and
(re)incorporated them into a more coherent self. As Maria stated:
Now I use everything, everything what I got from the Church to heal sick
people. And what I learned from our tradition, everything, everything till the
end (quoted from Courtens 1998:42).

Maria Becomes a Christian Religious Leader
Maria continued healing sick people and, from the 1980s onwards, she became one of
the most renowned healers in the Northwest Ayfat region (Courtens 1998,2005). The
fact that Maria had been the first person in the area who received divine messages
that she had used to heal seriously ill people in miraculous ways, made other
villagers request her to take them under her wing and to share her spiritual ancestral
and Christian knowledge with them. Finally, in this way Maria became the founder
and leader of the special Christian prayer group Kelompok Sabda ("Group of God's
Word") which, at present, is made up of members from all parts of the Bird's Head
region. At the time of my fieldwork, about 23 villagers from Ayawasi and other
regions of the Bird's Head region (women as well as men and one child) had become
members of the prayer group. Among them are Maria's husband, her eldest daughter
Yosefien, and her fellow-initiate Anselma Baru. These members had experienced
visions themselves. After Maria or Father Fatem had explained and validated the
visions, they subsequently became members of the Kelompok Sabda. Members of
the group perform healing rites in the hybrid forms as taught to them by Maria (see
Courtens 1998,2005). As Courtens points out, these healing rites as well as the
initiation ceremony to become a healer of the Kelompok Sabda, show striking
similarities with indigenous initiation rites. The ways the healers employ Christian
symbols, such as a statuette of Jesus and the Virgin Mary, or holy water, are similar
to methods learned during fenia meroh and wuon. Moreover, there is a similar
ranking by degree of initiation and secrecy. The latter became clear when Maria,
although we had not received a vision, initiated len and me into the Kelompok
Sabda, three months after we had been initiated into fenia meroh. As Courtens (2005)
presents this initiation and the similarities in detail, I will only focus on the most
striking correspondences. The initiates receive secret and sacred formulas and two of
the major symbols of indigenous initiation rites, by which ancestral strength is
passed on to the new initiates. As Courtens (ibid:210) states:
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The ancestral strength not only gives the initiates the power to perform the
healing rites, but also, and importantly, provides the novices with wisdom and
will protect them against danger of any kind. As in the words of Maria Baru:
"They now meet with God."
Next to healing, (Maria and the) members of the Sabda take an important position in
other domains within the religious system. They all are devout Christians who
generally visit each Sunday's mass and some of them also visit mass on Wednesday
evening. Sometimes, the Kelompok Sabda as a choir contributes to mass. A central
practice of the Sabda is formed by the monthly prayer meetings, in which they
operate independently from the local mission. The latter has introduced weekly
prayer meetings on Saturday evening, which are led by a priest or one of the
(nowadays Indonesian) missionary Sisters of Heythuysen (OSF). During these half
an hour-meetings local persons and missionaries in several small groups (per stasi
[station] in which the village has been divided) commonly read texts from the Bible.
The prayer meetings of the Kelompok Sabda, however, are not initiated by the
mission but by local persons themselves under the leadership of Maria. During the
meetings they not only read the texts from the Bible but, more importantly,
passionately discuss the meanings of the scriptural passages for their personal and
communal lives. Further, they discuss the meaning of the passages in relation to
indigenous religious notions and practices.
Moreover, Maria and members of the Kelompok Sabda act as forerunners within
the religious domain. In cooperation with Father Fatem, for instance, they try to fight
(the belief in) witchcraft and sorcery with Christian prayers and the use of the crucifix
and holy water (Courtens 2005). During Christian feasts, members of the Sabda
spontaneously take the initiative to perform specific activities. As I witnessed, before
Easter they perform the Stations of the Cross. Father Fatem informed me that this
impressive event was an idea of Maria Baru and another prominent female Sabda
member. He told me: "Initiatives like this are taken by the community of believers
[urnat] themselves, namely Ibu Maria Baru and Ibu Lys Korain, who reflect on how
adat can fit in religion [agama]." During the performance of the Stations of the Cross,
the members walked in procession through the village of Ayawasi, the man who
impersonated Jesus in front. Dressed in a long white gown and wearing a crown of
thorns, he carried the huge and heavy cross from one station to the other. At each
station a member spoke a text, both in Meybrat and in Indonesian for the innumerable
onlookers. Striking was the passage in which the Biblical "Jesus has died because of
our sins" had been replaced by "Jesus has died because we used bofit" (the
vigorous root used by sorcerers to sicken and kill other persons). In the end, the man
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who impersonated Jesus was actually tied up to the erected cross, an act that visibly
effected feelings of deep grief among the public.
During daily life, the role of Sabda members as cultural innovators also comes to
the fore. At the time of my fieldwork this was most impressive during a period in
which village-life was seriously disrupted because an inhabitant committed a murder:
one evening in May a drunken man stabbed a male relative with a spear, who died
soon after. As we have seen in Chapter two, according to adat, murder has to be
repaid by murder according to the principle of'ganti jiwa' substituting the soul. In
the year of 1962, when the mission had no influential position yet, there had been a
killing in Ayawasi for the last time. That murder had been repaid according to custom.
Now, however, the local Father Fatem reported to the police in Sorong that a murder
had taken place, so the killer could be sentenced to imprisonment. The case
embarrassed the local villagers and caused great controversy about the matter: part
of them took the view that Father Fatem had to set free the killer so the victim's kin
could take the law into their own hands. The other part, while underlining their
Catholic identity, took the view that the father acted in the right way. In the end, after
some weeks, it was decided that the killer would be turned over to the police while
the victim's life would be repaid by huge amounts of kain timur (among which the
kain pusaka of the murderer's family), pigs, and money. This was to become an
emotional, prolonged process in which members of both parties, from a distance,
publicly negotiated the amount of kain timur (including kain pusaka) that had to be
paid. Each part of the victim's body counted for a specific amount of cloth, in which
the heart was recognized as the most precious.
In this process, which heralded a new era, members of the Kelompok Sabda
played a crucial role. Some of them hid relatives of the killer in their houses or food
gardens, to protect them against the violence of the victim's kin. During weeks after
the murder members of the Kelompok, together with Father Fatem and other
missionary workers, patrolled the village day and night in order to prevent acts of
revenge. Two members of the prayer group in particular, Ibu Lys Korain and Bapak
Petrus Turot, frequently referred to the Bible they held in their hands while stating
that Christians are not allowed to kill other persons. During the several times that the
victim's family tried to attack Father Fatem because of his policy in the matter,
members of the Kelompok Sabda acted as a buffer for the priest.
Maria herself does not always participate actively in these latter kind of public
activities. As the leader of the Kelompok Sabda, however, her influence is always
present and she is highly respected by local women and men as well as by members
of the local mission. During our fieldwork, other local women often talked full of awe
about Maria. Ibu Fanataf, for instance, who is a respected woman herself because
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she is a schoolteacher, bobot, member of the Kelompok Sabda, and mamed to the
then village head of Ayawasi, stated while she informed me that Maria was the leader
of the Kelompok Sabda
Ibu Baru not only received visions, she also is a charismatic person And she is a
very strong woman She has walked to Fef and Senopi all alone, it was not
necessary that someone accompanied her
Ibu Yuul Yumte, who also is a member of the Sabda, was the first who informed me
that Maria is the only woman in Ayawasi and surrounding villages who is a big-game
hunter She narrated
Early in the morning Ibu Baru goes to the forest to hunt, accompanied by her
dog She hunts pigs and other large animals No other woman dares to do that,
but Ibu Baru is not afraid because she is strong She strengthens her body with
specific leaves that she has read [bespelled] in order to make her body strong
and protect herself
Both women refer to the fact that Maria is a strong woman As Maria explained to me,
she is a strong woman indeed, because of two reasons first, of course, because she
has been initiated into fema meroh by means of which she has received ancestral
protective powers and learned magical formulas to strengthen her body

Second,

because she uses secret Christian formulas (some of the formulas she wrote down in
her little note book when she received divine visions) by which she bespells plants
before she rubs her body with them In Mana's perception, being initiated into fema
meroh as well as into the Kelompok Sabda, means that a woman has received the
highest possible kekuatan (strength) Here, again, the combination of central aspects
οι fema meroh and Catholicism is emphasised

Conflicting Identities and Reconciliation
In this chapter I have shown how Mana used her initiation expenence It was
especially illustrated that the fema

meroh rite's intention to force the self of

individual group members into a social identity according to tnbal modes of life, is
not automatically effected Despite the profound ritual effects, Maria experienced that
the social identity she was supposed to have internalised during initiation, in a way
was inconsistent with her sense of self On the one hand, Maria indeed internalised
some aspects in her sense of a gendered and tnbal self she adhered to some of the
indigenous notions and practices as she was taught during initiation On the other
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hand, however, the ritual had not subverted Maria's desire for personal development
by means of Western education. After her initiation infenia meroh, she was attracted
by the opportunity of schooling and moving away from the tribal life of her native
village of Tabamsere: she leaves her home settlement with the Catholic priest and
moves into the missionary sphere of the boarding school. In fact, a central tension in
Maria's post-initiation life is her wish to leave home to continue her education past
primary school. This is not coincidentally. As White (2000:182) points out, the
wrestling of women with structures of domination in local communities as they
respond to opportunities present in the capitalist economy and in Christian churches,
is a persistent theme in life histories of women in the Pacific region: "Probably the
most important institutional context for these drama in the early, formative period of
lives (...) is Western-style school." By means of leaving her home village and
following the new kind of education, Maria chose for self-determination. While
moving further into the missionary domain, Maria simultaneously moved into a realm
in which the then Western image of women prevails: women as housekeeper and
nurturer.
Maria's life history showed that several stimuli affected the ways and the intensity
in which she utilized her initiation experience: she continuously constructed new
selves in reaction to stimuli. Herewith, she played along with continually changing
personal desires, opinions and interests as well as the ever-changing socio-cultural
context. The importance of the different kinds of stimuli varied throughout this life
stage.
Maria's case has further shown that it is not only in the gap between social
identification and sense of self (as Stephen and Herdt (1989) referred to), but also in
the gap between different social identifications (both leading to striving at
reconciliation) that we can find the impetus for creative agency and innovation such
as cultural brokerage. Especially when these gaps or conflicting identifications
involve crises: initially, Maria did not experience tensions between her tribal and
Christian identities. Later, however, she did and it was at this stage in her life that her
role as a pioneer and cultural broker was most amply expressed. It happened during a
personal crisis that occurred after her parents had passed away, and which was
directly linked to female gender: female fertility, motherhood, and wifehood. Maria
started to reconcile the conflicting identities after she received visions. Through
reconciling her social identity as connected to initiation with her individual and social
identity as connected to Christianity, Maria not only achieved a more coherent self.
While uniting both domains, she simultaneously created new healing rituals in which
she fused indigenous (as learned during initiation) and Christian notions and
symbols. Maria founded the Christian prayer group Kelompok Sabda and became
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the religious leader of this group, which holds a central, innovating position within
the religious domain.
It is striking that Maria's memories of struggles between family, tradition, mission,
and Christianity are told in the form of narratives of travel, of leaving and returning,
between home village, school village, and further-away places. This reveals
underlying concepts of power, identity, and agency: who gets to decide about who
can go where? In the complex negotiations over Maria's desire for mission schooling,
it appears the Christian priest is the final arbiter, already superseding Maria's parents
as White (2000:180) concluded in the afterword of an anthology in which I presented
Maria's case. Maria's movements in this life stage were particularly interconnected
with the 'larger forces' and the 'fields of power and identity' of her tribal life and the
local Catholic mission. Shortly after her initiation, the tribal life especially was a
'pushing' and the mission a 'pulling' large force. This remained so for years, until
Maria rediscovered the power of the things she learned during the initiation rite and
integrated both forces.
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Maria Baru near an altar in one of her garden houses
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Chapter 5
Extinguishing the Fire
The remainder of Maria's life history shows that she, in the next life stage, even unites
the tribal and Christian domains in a more radical way: she goes beyond revitalising
selective parts of indigenous initiation through the Kelompok Sabda, and reinstates the
entire fenia meroh rite, for Catholic girls. It was in November 1994 that Maria
informed us that she was to travel to Tabamsere for the celebration of Christmas. This
was nothing unusual as she did so almost each year. Two months after Maria had left,
however, we received a SSB-radio message via the local mission that invited len and
me to travel to the village of Fef (near her natal village of Tabamsere in the northern
Ayfat) where "something special would take place." Wondering what was to happen,
we suspected that Maria had organized a closing ceremony offenia meroh. She had
told us several times that she would do so to make us better understand the event.
When we actually arrived in Fef, however, it appeared that Maria had reinstated the
entire fenia meroh ritual, in December 1994. She herself and her former Ibu guru, Ibu
Ndam, acted as the ritual leaders. Five novices had been staying in the cult house and
were now ready to end the period of seclusion. len and I were invited to stay in the cult
house during two days and one night, and to attend the final three-day ceremony.
During these days, we were (partially) initiated ourselves and, within this process,
were taught the female and ancestral secrets that are revealed to initiates during
seclusion. Our participation in both the secluded part and the public closing ceremony
meant an unique chance to gain insights into the fenia meroh rite, its meanings, and,
especially, into the way initiates experience the rite.
While I witnessed the revival, several questions flashed through my mind. In the
next chapter, I shall discuss two of them: why and how had Maria reintroduced the
rite? And why had she done so at that particular moment in time, more then thirty
years after the rite had been abandoned in her native area? In order to answer these
questions, however, we first have to know why the fenia meroh (and wuon) ritual had
disappeared, despite the central importance of initiation rites in the Northwest Ayfat
region. Therefore, the present chapter is devoted to this question.
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Maria's views on the reasons of the abolishment of initiation rites serve as the
starting point This chapter especially explores her statement "( ) the government and
the Church had entered They did not know how to handle our tradition So the houses
disappeared "' Maria as a person, however, will figure little in this chapter as it
explores the larger forces in which thejema meroh (and wuon) rite were embedded
As I argued in Chapter 1, the changing meanings of initiation rituals for religious
experience and identity formation have to be understood within the historical context,
in which missionary (and governmental) activities were the most salient external
forces Like Giay (1995), I will explore the active contributions of local actors (native
persons as well as missionaries) in daily life By virtue of chronology first missionary
views and practices regarding initiation are explored, and subsequently perspectives
and actions of native persons Purpose of this chapter is to show that, as Barker
(1990a 2) states, the image of "the European as the active agent of history and the
Native as history's passive or reactive recipient" is "misleading"
In the early 1950s, Held (1951), in a study called De Papoea Cultuurimprovisator
{The Papua Improvisator of Culture), already recognised the innovative contributions
of Papuan people in processes of change within missionary and governmental
contexts Held (ibid 10, my transi ) states "Also for Papuans, it is generally not true
that they are forced by missionaries to adopt certain trends " Lutkehaus (1995b 233)
makes a similar point when she states for Manam society in Papua New Guinea that,
"Although the missionaries certainly paved the way by exerting external pressure on
the Manam to alter male initiation rites, pressure from within was surely the deciding
factor in the ritual's decline " Held (ibid 215,216) even refers to several areas in West
Papua where initiation rites were central but disappeared even before Christianity was
introduced This chapter shows how native persons actually dealt with missionary
views and actions towards indigenous initiation rituals and how they themselves
contributed to abandoning fenia meroh and wuon In the above statement, Maria
referred to female and male initiation rites jointly In line with this, and with Roscoe
and Lutkehaus' (1995) view that female and male initiation have to be studied in
relation to each other, in this chapter I will discuss the abolishment of both Jenia
meroh and wuon
Not only Maria Baru's view and actions but also those of other individuals,
missionaries as well as native persons, will come to the fore to highlight the
interactions between missionaries, governmental officials, and local persons As I
argued in Chapter 1, individual experiences are crucial for an understanding of active
contributions of the local population within former and present missionary processes I
This view of Mana was presented earlier in Chapter 3
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especially aim to show the active contributions of people in religious and daily life as
well as in (re)constructing their identities within the process of religious change. As
Bowie, Kirkwood, and Ardener (1993) state, it is particularly women who actively
adapted the teachings and lifestyle of the Christian missionaries.

Maria's Participation in the Closing Ceremony of a Reinstated IVuon Rite
The fenia meroh rite in which Maria participated from 1962 till 1963, was the last
initiation rite to be performed as a common practice for all girls in the village of
Tabamsere. Since then, female as well as male initiation rites were abandoned in her
village for children who attended the missionary school. Nowadays, in Maria's
birthplace and in the village of Fef and its surroundings within the north Ayfat, the
great majority of families that settled down in village-communities do not perform
initiation anymore. A small number of villagers, though, still want their children to
take part in an abridged form of initiation, which only takes a few days or weeks
during school holidays. In the West Ayfat region, initiation rituals for women have not
been performed since the 1960s (for inhabitants of the village of Ayawasi) and early
1970s (for inhabitants of the village of Bori, near the Kamundan river).2 Today, male
initiation rituals (wuon) also are no longer common practice. Nevertheless, both in the
West and the northern Ayfat region initiation rites lived on in prolonged forms in
settlements further away from missionary and governmental stations, especially those
situated in thick rain forest where families still follow the customary lifestyle before
governmental policy forced the indigenous people to settle down in villagecommunities (as was shown in Chapter 2). These people are not baptised and their
children do not take part in primary education.
From the late 1960s until the year of 1994, in which Maria reintroduced the fenia
meroh rite, female and male initiaion rites were almost completely absent in
Tabamsere3 and its surrounding Christian village-communities. However, in
November 1980 Maria did participate in the closing ceremony of a male initiation
(wuon) rite in the village of Ayawasi.
In the vicinity of Ayawasi, the wuon ritual was performed at least once, in 1971,
since it had been abandoned (J.M. Schoorl 1979). According to Schoorl (ibid), in the
village of Ayawasi the rite was revived two times, in the 1970s and the 1980s. Maria
played a leading role among the female participants in the closing ceremony of the
2

See J M. Schoorl (1979) for further reading on the specific places and years in which initiation
rituals were abolished.
3
Currently, the village of Tabamsere is officially called 'Rufmot' and has very few inhabitants left as
many of them moved to other places
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latter. Although Maria told us about the reinstatement and her participation in the
ceremony, she did not mention her central place in the festivity. I discovered this
through a photographic album of Sister Lamberti Yzendoom CPS, who had been
working in the Bird's Head (mainly Ayawasi) as a nurse from 1963 until the early
1990s. Before our fieldwork, the sister showed us a photo album with pictures of the
closing ceremony of the restored wuon rite that she witnessed in Ayawasi in
November 1980. The sister allowed us to make a copy of it, to take it to the field.
There, we discovered that Maria, at nearly every picture of the female participants,
was in front of the group of local women and gave them instructions. About the
women, who are dressed with adat decorations, the sister had written:
Elderly women who formerly have been initiated themselves, form the
welcome committee. Armed with their bamboo sticks, the so-called fire tongs
(by means of which one removes tubers from the fire) they wait for the
[initiated] men. The intention is that they try to extract the men from the
"scorching heat," so they will be able to take part in daily life again. (L.
Yzendoom CPS n.d.: 6, my transi.).
In her album, the sister mentions that the initiated women welcomed the dancing
parade of the newly initiated males upon their return to the village. She alludes to the
tuka, a tool to take food from the ashes and fire. Tuka is closely connected to the
importance of women as food providers and thus used as a central symbol during
female initiation as it represents femininity. While dancing backwards, with their face
and bamboo stick centred on the initiates, they guided them into the village. One of the
photos shows an initiated woman who points her bamboo stick to the audience. Sister
Lamberti notes, "By her fire tongs, the celebrating people and commanding officer4
are guarded against radiation [heat]." Under a picture on which Maria Baru holds her
tuka the sister notes, "Radiation-demurring by her fire tongs, radiation-attracting by
her charm." As Maria and other women told me, initiated women are safeguarded
against the cordial heat of the newly initiated males because they protect their body by
means of magical formulas they learned during initiation.
Both times, the rituals were reinstated in response to crises and disasters that took
place within their community. J.M. Schoorl (1979) mentions that the onetime restored
wuon rite in Konchayach, a village near Ayawasi, was performed in 1971 because
there had been many deaths and illnesses during the previous two years. By reinstating
the rite, the village head aimed at educating male indigenous healers (ibid: 121-123).
With regard to female initiation Schoorl mentions that from the Ayawasi community a

The closing ceremony is observed by an Indonesian commander.
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few elderly women had been initiated during their childhood. He further states that
there was no indication that also female initiation would be restored (ibid: 125).
The disasters in the village of Ayawasi that had led to the two reinstatements were
perceived as punishments from the ancestors because the ancestral rules had not been
transmitted by means οι wuon for several years: in the end of the 1970s, diseases had
destroyed the taro harvest in Ayawasi and surrounding settlements. Because of this
local crisis the village head, raja Marten Tenau, requested the local priest, the Dutch
Father Jonkergouw OSA, for permission to perform a wuon ritual. As the priest told
me, he gave his permission and the rite was performed during nine months. The priest
informed me that the Indonesian governmental officials knew about the performance
of the wuonritetoo. According to him, the Indonesians believed that the reinstatement
was "politically-tinted, while it implied reverting to the own cultural values. (...) The
Indonesians viewed it as a resistance, but the Papuans persisted anyway. Then, the
government did not go into action."
In the 1980s, the area was struck by an excessively long period of draught. Also in
this case, wuon was performed in order to conciliate the ancestors, be it for the last
time until I started my fieldwork. That only the male and not the female initiation rite
was restored during these crises had to do with the belief that only initiated males have
the capacity to communicate with ancestral spirits in the special ways needed.5
The abolishment of initiation rituals, of course, was a gradual process. In Chapter 3,
Maria alluded to the similarities between the watum she learned during fenia meroh
and Biblical teachings. It is quite well possible that some of the similar regulations
existed before indigenous religion and Catholicism met. From other initiated women,
however, I learned that, under the influence of missionary and governmental
interventions, the forms and contents of the/ew'a meroh rite had changed through the
years. First, the duration of the initiation was shortened drastically. While in precolonial times the fenia meroh rite generally took nine months to a year (dependent on
the moment the tuber that was planted in front of the cult house was ripe), later on the
rites just took a few days or weeks during school holidays. Further, in the missionary
process new forms of initiation were created. On the one hand, women incorporated
selected Christian aspects in the rites, like teachings from the Bible. Maria and other
women who were initiated from the 1960s onwards, among other things were taught
lessons as 'do not kill other people,' and 'care for and honour the elderly.' Women who

5

See Courtens 2005 for further reading on the special spiritual (healing) powers of initiated males in
relation to initiated females, especially the skills of initiated males to communicate with ancestor
spirits.
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were initiated before the 1960s, however, had not learned these codes of behaviour
during fenia meroh. On the other hand, the female ritual leaders changed or omitted
some 'traditional' elements like stringent food-taboos.
How could it happen that local people abandoned fen ia meroh and wuon even though
initiation rites, according to their own views, were so central in the ancestral sphere?
Did the mission and government object to initiation rituals and was this the main
reason for their decline?

Missionary Views and Practices Concerning Initiation Rites
Let me return to Maria's explanation of the abolishment of initiation rituals: "(...) the
government and the Church had entered. They did not know how to handle our
tradition. So the houses disappeared." According to missionary documents,
missionaries indeed tapped in the dark about the meanings of initiation rites. As Father
Van Beurden OSA who at that time was stationed in the village of Ayawasi, notes in a
report:
(...) matter about which I can only report little concerns the adat and the custom
of the population in my area. It surely lives on, at some places more profound
than at others. Nevertheless, (...) not as profound as in the Karoon
[Meyhabehmase] area for the rumah jewon [wuon] and rumah pemah [female
initiation]. I have to confess that in my own area the topic is a completely
sealed book for me (...). Especially in the beginning, because I did notice
almost nothing then (Van Beurden 1957a:3, my transi.)
For the Meyhabehmase area Father Noords OSA, who witnessed the closing ceremony
of a wuon rite near the village of Ases (and who, at request, even provided two red
cloths for the initiates), states:
Maybe, we can entitle the Rumah Jewohn [wuon] as best as "initiation house."
In this area, nearly all the young males are excluded from the village during a
certain period of time. (...) I don't know what it all implies and I won't hazard
to note down my opinion on the matter. I have been told that adat is passed on
here; that if this institution will be abolished, they will be stricken by famine.
One learns to make medicine here (...).
They also leam how to lay out a garden etcetera. This might all be true, but I
believe that there is happening more (Noords n.d.:l,4, my transi.).7

Ases was a small village in the Meyhabehmase area that was later consolidated with the village of
Fef.
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The priests and sisters told me that at the time they worked as missionaries in the area
they indeed, as Maria notes, were unfamiliar with the meanings of initiation rituals
Their ignorance gave rise to suspicion They assumed, for instance, that black magic
was practised in the cult houses Father Jonkergouw OSA told me, "One [missionaries]
considered it [initiation] too powerfully connected to their spiritual world Not with
their culture, but with a spiritual world " Because initiation rituals were veiled in
secrecy, some priests and governmental officials even assumed that the cult houses
were connected to the outlawed Free Papua Movement OPM (Orgamsasi Papua
Merdeka)
This seems to support Maria's view that initiation rites vanished due to missionary
interventions However, the conclusion that the rites disappeared as a result of
missionary opposition is rather undifferentiated In those days, not so much the
Catholic mission but the Dutch colonial (and later Indonesian) government were
strong opponents of the survival of central cultural 'traditions' within the process of
change According to anthropologist J M Schoorl (1979 121, my transi ), who did
fieldwork in Ayawasi between August 1969 and February 1972, especially the Dutch
and Indonesian administration tried to put an end to initiation rituals, "because through
the ntes the nucleus of cultural traditions are passed on from generation to generation "
According to Schoorl, governmental officials feared that, as long as these practices
would continue to exist, resistance against change would not vanish In 1971, he
witnessed the closing ceremony of the above-mentioned reinstated wuon rite in the
vicinity of Konchayach Only several months after the reinstatement, government and
mission became aware that a wuon rite was being performed The local government
immediately ordered to cease the practice Only after four months, the men complied
with the order (ibid 121,122)
In the missionary sphere, not so much the Catholic but rather the Protestant
missionaries opposed to indigenous initiation rites compared with the Catholic priests,
the Protestants were far more fiercely opposed to initiation This view is confirmed by
Schoorl (ibid) who points out that, in 1970, the Protestant mission requested the local
Indonesian government to fight the practice of initiation with punitive measures they
supposed that initiation rituals were incompatible with Christian faith and with the
intention of the 5-year-plan of the national Indonesian government With regard to the
Catholic mission Schoorl states that they were more flexible

7

The report has been written between 1958 and 1961 because Father Noords was stationed in the
village of Ases during that period (in 1961 he moved to Ayawasi)
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Although missionary workers attached little value to the medicine man [wuon
healer], his work, and the initiation, and they did not understand how people
could unite Catholicism and the trust in such practices [as initiation], they
accepted that this tradition continued to exist (J M Schoorl 1979 121, my
transi )
The above passage illustrates my argument that, as missionary reports and interviews
with missionaries made me understand, the Catholic missionaries generally did not
aim at abolishing the rites Below, I will show that although the Franciscans and
Augustimans opposed to specific characteristics of initiation rites, which they
perceived as obstacles in the missionary process, they generally did not forcefully act
against the ntes in their entirety This was especially true for female initiation rites
The Catholic missionaries regarded two particular characteristics of initiation as
obstacles to the missionary process First, the protracted stay in the cult house, which
restrained children from attendance of the missionary schools This would hinder the
process of conversion because schooling formed the major missionary method, as was
shown in Chapter 2 Decrease of the number of pupils would also mean that the
subsidy from the Dutch government, by which the missionary schools were financed,
would be put under pressure the mission had to meet certain quota of registered pupils
in order to continue receiving the subsidy Second, the time-consuming preparation
and practise of prolonged initiation rituals discouraged children and adults from
attending Church activities, such as Mass
Below, I will present some examples taken from missionary documents Nearly all
examples concern Maria's native region Meyhabehmase As Father Van Beurden OSA
(1957a 3, my transi ) states in a report, indigenous customs like initiation rites in this
area were "alive and kicking" and came into prominence powerfully, even more than
in his "own priests-area," the West Ayfat region Further, most of the examples are
taken from reports written by Father Van Beurden and Father Noords That I only
present passages from reports of a few missionaries is because, during the first decades
of the missionary process in the Northwest Ayfat, just a single missionary was
stationed in the region Further, every single missionary had a specific manner of
writing, some more into detail whereas others more fragmentary I examined a large
number of missionary reports and interviews and found that Van Beurden and Noords
generally reported rather detailed and also noted their personal view on matters such as
initiation
In 1951, on June 27, Father Joma OFM desenbes in a report that he visits the village
of Waban in the Meyhabehmase area After Mass, which was attended by all those
who were present in the village, he paid a visit to the local school, on which he notes
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One of the schoolchildren still resides in the bush. It's a girl that has reached
puberty and, according to adat, has to spend at least three months in complete
solitariness. The teacher already complained about this to Maresch [a Dutch
civil servant], but just a mandate that this child has to attend school naturally
won't be useful (Joma 1951, my transi., cited in P.W. Rombouts OFM, n.d.).
The following example is striking. In 1957, Father Van Beurden OSA who was
stationed at Ayawasi then, notes in a monthly report in September/October how he
made a tour of inspection to the village of Aishere (which was a union of the villages
of Aishak and Wajo) in the Meyhabehmase region. When he executed a school
inspection, he discovered that six female pupils were absent. The father was told that
two of them remained in a "rumah pemali" (as the fathers called female initiation cult
houses; pemali means 'forbidden', 'taboo') on a five minutes walking distance form the
village. As the father notes:
The persons who had taken them [the novices] there, explained to me that their
time limit was over now so they were ready to leave [the cult house]. They also
assured me that they definitely would visit the village and the school the next
day. Then, I warned them that I would personally take them out if they would
not come on their own accord (Van Beurden 1957b:6, my transi.).
That afternoon, the father said evening prayer and heard confession of "a nice number"
of villagers. The next morning, that same number of villagers came to Holy
Communion during Mass. Afterwards, he prepared to continue his tour of inspection,
into the direction of Tabamsere. Because the father had noticed that "the two ladies
concerned" had not shown up, however, he took the opposite direction, without
carriers. As the father states, the villagers soon understood what his intention was:
After nearly 200 footsteps, all those present in the village were on my trail and
the father of the daughters tried to run ahead of me. To prevent him from
notifying them to take their heels, I summoned him with an angry face to stay
behind me, which he obediently did though while pulling an angry face too.
Decorated with a huge amount of beads, bracelets, and with loin cord, noken
and koba koba, I encountered the two little ladies in the house in question. It
was a common garden house, located in the middle of a garden. When I
commanded them to come out of the house and follow me into the village, they
thought to outsmart me by saying that I had to go ahead and that they would
follow behind. But the priest was not that feeble-minded and he waited until
This passage also shows the cooperation between the mission and the local Dutch colonial
government in the field of schooling. The father reports further that Maresch took along several local
persons from Waban (as he did from the village of Tintum) to the prison in Sorong, because they did
not have a house in the village, which was regarded as contradictory to the village formation policy of
the colonial government.
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they had left the house, which did not even take that long, and let them walk in
front of him to the village. In the meantime, it had become a real parade, which
they, according to their faces, found amusing. When we arrived in the village, I
wanted to send them to school and requested them to at least take off the koba
koba with the noken from their head. I did not want to raise an objection to the
rest of the ornaments. But it caused some friction, because they had to carry the
noken and koba koba for several days during their stay in the village.9 Finally,
they were willing to enter the school with the ornaments, but I found that
somewhat troublesome. Then I permitted them to serve out their stay in the
village with these things, which would be for two days, but after that they
definitely had to be in the school. The mother of the girls, at least one of them,
had made pretty much noise but in the end she showed to be content with this
agreement. I had to negotiate for this quite a lot, which I have tried to do as
quiet as possible. With an extremely friendly and courteous "selamat tinggal"
[goodbye] to that elderly lady who had been showing-off, I left for the next
village, Tabamsere (Van Beurden 1957b:6, my transi.).
In the same report, Van Beurden mentions that he visited the village of Siakwa, near
Tabamsere. He notes that he found the village "deserted except for the teacher and the
schoolchildren," which was due to the performance of a wuon rite. In the evening,
some adults returned to the village. The father instructed them to accomplish "that
when I would return to the village, the absent schoolchildren, among whom one girl
that remained in the rumah pemali for half a year already, had to be present and if not I
would personally remove her from the rumah pemali" (Van Beurden 1957b:7, my
transi.).
These two passages show that participation in the missionary school was important
to the priest to such extent, that he even entered a female initiation cult house or
threatened to do so. From the report, it cannot be concluded whether or not the priest
was informed about the fact that it was forbidden for males to enter the house. It is
shown, however, that the priest did attach far more importance to attending the school
than to the local custom of initiation, although he was willing to reach a compromise.
Later, Van Beurden reports that he, on his way back (the father does not mention a
date) during his tour of inspection through the region, visits Siakwa again. The village
is just as deserted as it had been on the outward journey. The priest reports, "The

As was shown in Chapter 3, newly initiated girls are not allowed to take off their noken for a certain
time because in this bag they carry the kam pusaka (hereditary kam Hmur) of their family or other
valuable cloths.
The father was acquainted with this because he visited the village of Tabamsere before he walked to
Siakwa and it's village head, Maria's uncle Hauch Titit, gave him a message for the village head of
Siakwa before he left: Hauch Titit requested the priest to notify the village head of Siakwa that he
"had to come to take away the people out of the rumah uwon as soon as possible" (Van
Beurden 1957b-7, my transi.).
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village head and the people of the rumah uwon [wuon] have not come home yet,
despite the fact that he promised me to do so ( ) the girl who had remained in the
rumah pemah had left it and was present at school again" (Van Beurden 1957b 8, my
transi ) In Tabamsere he met the village head of Siakwa, accompanied by several
"rumah-uwon[wuon]-people" on their way home, as the closing ceremony of the wuon
rite had ended Then, the father seized the opportunity to reprimand the village head
for the fact that he and his company had not returned to Siakwa earlier The father
states, "I ( ) gave the village head a firm dressing down For the present, it will leave
him indifferently In any case he has heard something once again and hopefully it
produces the effect of the drop that hollows out the stone in the course of time" (Van
Beurden 1957b 9, my transi )
In other cases, however, the father did not take drastic measures when he was
confronted with actual performances of initiation rites In the above report, for
instance, he notes that he, in the middle of the village of Aishere, totally unexpectedly
discovers a group of about 30 newly initiated males He was pleasantly surprised and
writes, "I have to say, it was a beautiful spectacle to see al these decorated people
Although I planned to walk on, I took my time for asking questions and especially for
informing them and giving them to think about this and that" (Van Beurden 1957b 9,
my transi ) So, the father tried to produce an effect by speaking with the initiated
males, but did not act forcefully against the fact that they had been participating in the
nte Further, he tried to gain information about the wuon rite, like he did with regard to
female initiation in the next in the village, where he also met two newly initiated girls
(whom he had summoned to go back to school and who had indeed shown up at the
agreed date) About this encounter Van Beurden reports, "After school, I have been
talking with both of them for a while, in order to become acquainted with the so called
rumah pemah It only resulted in assumptions, although their story was identical with
the story of the girl in Siakwa that I cross-examined about this too" (Van Beurden
1957b 9, my transi ) Also the meaning of the wuon rite was veiled in secret for the
priest On this matter he reports, "About this institution they maintain the highest
possible level of secrecy, which is definitely obtained and preserved with anxiety and
intimidation ( ) (Van Beurden 1957b 4, my transi )
Like Van Beurden OSA, Father Noords OSA writes about the importance of
schooling within the context of initiation During the wuon closing ceremony, the
entire local school building collapsed About this event Noords points out
( ) nobody [of the local persons] attached importance to it In the afternoon,
the schoolteacher apparently was fed up with it and when he met the two village
heads in the village, he fulminated against them ( ) He wanted them to start
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working [at reconstructing the building] right away and refrain from the
R[uniah] J[ewohn] stuff (Noords n.d.:3, my transi.)"
In both cases the missionaries were far more concerned with education than with
indigenous rites.
The second reason why missionaries regarded the practice of initiation as
troublesome was the view that it withheld children (who remained in the secluded cult
house) and adults (who participated in the cult house and/or in the closing ceremony
and it's time-consuming preparation) from attending Church activities such as Mass.
Father Noords OSA, for instance, who was stationed in the village of Ases at that time,
mentions in the above report that he was informed that the initiates who remained in
the wuon cult house near Ases, were to leave the cult house the next Sunday. He also
heard that, related to that, all initiated males who stayed in the village of Ases were to
leave on Saturday to stay overnight in a nearby cult house after which they would
return to the village on Sunday evening. About this, the father notes:
I am not pleased with that, because it means that the Catholics will skip Mass.
So, the kepala's [chiefs] were called together and also the two leaders of the
R.J.W. [rumah jewon: wuon cult house] have "enjoyably" chattered together
and then they let me have my way. With the result that all the males from the
Catholic villages who had assembled here, would go to the R.J. in the evening
to stay there overnight, but would attend Mass in time the next morning. The
ones who were not baptized were allowed to do what they liked (Noords n.d.:2,
my transi.).12
In two of the above passages taken from Noords' and Van Beurden's reports, they also
show another tendency: the priests tried to reach a compromise with native persons. In
missionary reports it is occasionally mentioned that the avoidance of participation in
initiation by persons from Catholic villages or even the abolishment of the rites by
missionary workers, occurred in conference with local elderly villagers.
Although in the reports that the missionaries daily, weekly, or yearly formulated it
is often referred to the fact that missionaries and teachers perceived indigenous
practices like initiation and kain timur exchange 13 as obstacles in the missionary
process, it is rarely mentioned that the mission indeed aimed at abolishing initiation
rites. From the few passages that I found, the below presented are the most distinct.
In August 1957, Father Noords writes in a letter to the Dutch superior:

" Presumably written between 1958 and 1961, see note 2.
12
The father did not mention whether or not the men from the Catholic villages acted accordingly.
13
See Chapters 2 and 3.
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It is my intention to arrange that those youths who finished school will form a
separate community They shall have to build a house themselves and lay out a
garden They will be taught in religion several days a week ( ) we have to
attempt to find a reason because of which they will like to rely on the village
( ) The initiation house [the father means wuon] has to be replaced - this has
to be possible- When it appears not to be replaceable by a form of inauguration
that is in our hands, it could occur in consultation with the elderly of the
village9 I would like to take control of this in the village of Ases, in the village
of Tintum the teacher will endeavour it Of course, this won't be easy And what
about the girls9 Will the population sabotage this 9 They cannot say that we drag
away their children, because they remain in their own village (Noords 1957b 3,
my transi )
In another report Noords notes about this
The rumah Jewohn and the rumah pemah of women is a certain period of
seclusion This can be integrated Our faith too is acquainted with strict
seclusion, retreat, and time for reflection I surely don't know how it has to be
integrated, but I am convinced that it has to be possible and that they -also the
elderly- find something they need then and what appeals to them (Noords
η d 2, my transi ) 1 4
In 2004, when I interviewed Father Noords in The Netherlands' 5 and showed him the
passages as quoted above, he explained to me, "I wanted to replace their initiation
[VVWOH] by a form of initiation with Christian elements For reason that it does not
make sense to let youngsters stay in the bush I did not want to remove them from the
community, but longed to bring them together in one house, together with me, to
educate them in religion I was acquainted with the village heads, and those were the
males who generally led the initiation I intended to request them to teach these boys,
also in adat matters "
In November 1957, Van Beurden reports
In the view of Father Noords, wuon beyond all doubt counteracts modernity and
religion Despite that, he believes that it is not impossible to christianise this
institution, but personally I doubt that very much because of it's connection to a
definitely unacceptable superstition ( ) To my opinion, currently we can only
adopt an expectant attitude towards it [wuon] so that we, after we have
penetrated into it somewhat more regarding our knowledge about it, can

'4 According to the file in which it was documented in the missionary archive in Sorong, this report
was written in 1957
' 5 Father Noords OSA worked in the Bird's Head area from 1955 until 1992, in which year he returned
to the Netherlands
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determine a conclusive standpoint pro or contra, or pro the part that might
possibly be christianised and contra the part that we definitely and no matter
how must reject as being unacceptable (Van Beurden 1957b 4, my transi )
Van Beurden is especially dismissive of one aspect of wuon the practice of what he
calls "obat [medicine] by way of black magic" (Van Beurden 1957b 5, my transi ) He
reports
( ) this is a very penetrating and especially commanding facet ( ) The fear
and apprehension for it definitely form an extreme pressure for every single
person in these areas Whatever one may say to them and whatever one draws
to their attention when it occurs, it is impossible to raise doubt in their minds
and they unconditionally believe in it ( ) In order to free the people from this
extremely heavy pressure of fear and comprehension, we will have to fight
against this tactfully and simultaneously vehemently (Van Beurden 1957b 5,
my transi )
The father's attitude towards female initiation, however, is rather permissive He states
in the same report
I cannot guarantee to what extent the rumati pemah is a counterpart of the
rumah-jewon or similar to it yet for girls and women Beyond all dispute is that
it is connected to female fertility, that they too live in seclusion during a period
of five or six months (both longer as well as shorter), and that they are totally
decorated when they leave it, which involves some celebration though
differently from the closing ceremony of the rumah-jewon
The girl enters it when she starts to become sexually mature, it appears to be
solely a matter of seclusion, they do some garden work and manufacture nokm
and koba-koba Further, they learn to behave in relation to pemah's [taboos],
especially within different specific female circumstances and matters, strongly
connected to superstitious affairs
This institution is definitely not very disturbing for the course of our work
It regularly happens that a schoolgirl enters the rumah pemah due to which she,
of course, will be absent for a long time Simultaneously, however, this forms a
sign that the child will reach or has reached the age limit of school going
children
Presumably, this [female initiation] can be preserved and, insofar as
necessary, Christianised (Van Beurden 1957b 4, my transi )
The last sentence is particularly significant as it shows that Van Beurden took the view
that there was no need to banish female initiation rites This is the more important if
we bear in mind that Van Beurden was (and still is) perceived by other OSAmissionanes as rather "austere" in his view and actions concerning those indigenous
traditions that he perceived as conflicting with Christianity The above passages show
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further that the priests judged indigenous practices as initiation in relation to the extent
they might hinder the progress of their missionary work and the conversion of local
persons It also showed that they did not share one common opinion on the subject,
missionary views on the extent to which initiation was conflicting with the missionary
process, as well on the way the mission had to deal with initiation, differed
individually
The passages have to be understood within a historical context in which priests
acted from the assumption that in order to 'save the souls' of native persons, they had
to be baptised into the Catholic Church Further, they aimed at 'improving' the social
and economic situation of local communities in which process initiation formed a
barrier In their opinion, indigenous practices like initiation rites were connected to
"superstition" and therefore had to be Christianised or (partially) banned Further,
these passages have to be understood in the light of the missionary's aim to be good for
local persons As Father Jonkergouw OSA told me in November 1994 when I
interviewed him at the vicarage in Manokwan
Our attitude to life was to be helpful to the people, according to the biblical
commandments of love Faith just as an abstraction, just talking about God, is
not sufficient It can only become genuine when we put it into practice
In a similar way, Father Noords told me, when I interviewed him in 2004
We left [for West Papua] with the assignment to 'convert all the people ' But of
course it does not work that way In practice, the other ultimate goal concerns
something else, namely the human aspect, to help people It is a human kind of
Christianity When reading the Bible, you discover that helping other people is
precisely what Jesus did In my view, foreign development is the most beautiful
work one can perform
Also Father Van Beurden's purpose to "free the people" from the "extremely heavy
pressure of fear and comprehension" of "black magic" (as quoted above), is likely to
be partially connected to the aim of doing good for the native population
As Maria and the majority of the women and men explained, in current Northwest
Ayfat society it is strongly believed that many of the former missionary interventions
have made their lives more secure or comfortable Elderly women especially referred
to the abolition of menstrual and delivery huts as an improvement of their well being,
just as the decline of polygyny and the killing of women who were supposed to be
witches (suangi) As Courtens (1998 and 2005) shows, women who had stayed in
menstrual and delivery huts in former times, stated that it had been hard for them
there, in isolation and in expectation of other women to arrive and bring them food
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They all referred to the "modem ways" like giving birth in the missionary hospital as
far more comfortable, and did not regret that these 'traditional' ways had disappeared.16
Elderly women also narrated about incidents in which the Dutch priests stood up
for them. The very first thing that Sesilia Nso (spontaneously) told me when I
interviewed her for the first time about her initiation experience, was an event that she
still felt happy about. At the time when she attended the third class of the missionary
school, her elder sister passed away. To Sesilia's grief, her sister's widower then
wanted to marry her. Father Joma, however, took countermeasures:
The father was in Ases and came to Tabamsere. He said to me, "Sesilia, I heard
that you are supposed to marry to Ndahser Titit, is that correct?" I answered,
"Yes father, that's right." Then the father forbade it. He said, "No, that won't
happen, she is just a school child, she must not marry already." I had no breasts
yet, they had recently started to grow. According to adat, it was allowed that I
would many him. But Father Joma said, "No, a child is not supposed to marry
an adult."
An aspect that both women and men frequently referred to was the decrease of fear
within and between local communities, especially resulting from the abolishment of
hongi (headhunting). All elderly persons told me that in the time they were still
practising headhunting they lived in fear, whereas after its abolishment of the practice
they were able to live in peace with former hostile tribes. As Courtens (1998 and 2005)
shows, the people nowadays also experience the decrease of fear for evil magical
practices within and between local communities as a great benefit from the missionary
process. J.M. Schoorl (1979:117) points out that the fear for "bad practices" from local
and foreign initiated men at the time of his fieldwork (1969-1972) was always present
in relationships beyond the circle of close relatives and friends. In the 1990s I
observed that the fear was still alive, although it, according to elderly women and men,
was just a reflection of the extreme fear they had coped with some decades ago.
Within the process in which they aimed at being helpful to the population as
connected to their assignment to convert them, missionaries indeed considerably
improved the lives of local persons, especially through education and health care. This
was all part, however, of a process in which missionaries imposed their own Western,
Christian view of 'good' and 'bad' upon the lifestyles of indigenous people and
therefore uninvitedly impacted upon ancestral practices like initiation.

In Ayawasi and Fef the menstrual huts and the delivery huts are abandoned. Although the greater
part of the menstruation taboos have been disappeared in Ayawasi, they still are common practice in
the vicinity of Fef.
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According to J.M. Schoorl (1979:121) and to the elderly men and women I
interviewed, in the community of Ayawasi male and female initiation rites disappeared
in the year of 1960. By the time the Indonesian government officially outlawed
initiation rites in the 1970s, local missionaries in the Northwest Ayfat area had gained
a better understanding of the meanings of male and female initiation, and had started
to revise their negative standpoint concerning the rites. The fact that Father
Jonkergouw gave his permission to restore the wuon rite in the village of Ayawasi in
the 1970s, as was shown above, indicates this. Which is also true for the abovementioned photographic album of Sister Lamberti Yzendoorn CPS: in an
affectionately and enthusiastic way the sister describes important aspects of the
ceremony she witnessed in November 1980. About the meaning of the rite Sister
Lamberti notes:
The major motivation for initiation stems from the fact that tradition will be
passed on from generation to generation. In Ayawasi this was performed for the
last time in the year of 1960 and now they feel it is high time to reinstate this
(L. Yzendoorn CPS n.d.:2, my transi.)
Furthermore, the rather liberal Catholic missionary view was indicated by the
interviews I conducted with male and female missionaries. Sister Lamberti CPS told
me in an interview on March 25 in 1994 that the indigenous Father Yonathan Fatem
(secular priest) was initiated into wuon previously to his ordination, which Fatem
confirmed later. The sister further showed me the photographs of the ordination of
another indigenous priest she attended in the village of Ayawasi. The young man who
was ready to receive holy orders wore an indigenous headdress of newly initiated
males. Next to him stood Father Yonathan Fatem, who wore the headdress of senior
initiated males who act as ritual leaders in the wuon cult house. Similar to indigenous
initiation, during the ordination ceremony the young priest remained in seclusion for
some time and afterwards was led into the village in the customarily way neophytes
are welcomed during the wuon closing ceremony. Later on in the interview, the sister
alluded to the process of reconsidering initiation by the mission. The sister, who had
been working in the Bird's Head area (especially in Ayawasi) as a nurse for over 27
years (beginning in 1963) stated:
We came to understand that the adat cannot be set aside, it is part of their lives.
And it's all right to continue the good elements; that does not matter. Only the
superstition-part connected to [evil] spirits in which it is believed that one dies
or gets ill as a result of doing or not-doing this or that, has to be weakened a bit.
Elements that are good, however, can remain. For instance the rituals they
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perform, or specific ceremonies like the ordination I told about can certainly be
carried on, that does not matter.
Father Jonkergouw OSA in retrospect even question marked the former banishment of
male and female initiation rites. As the priest, who had started his missionary work in
the area in Senopi in 1962 after which he moved to Ayawasi in 1963, told me in
November 1994:17
At the time I arrived, initiation houses had almost disappeared; I only came
across female initiation rites of women in the Karon [Meyhabehmase] area.
Initiation of males had become nearly extinct already; I only encountered these
houses twice or thrice. When it came into use again, we had to retake a position.
At that time, there already was a turn in our view. We were not against it, we
had become a bit more tolerant. We permitted it and did not oppose to it
anymore. For reason that ...I interpreted it that way... it was related to
retrieving the own cultural values. They had lost a lot. We could not change that
anymore (...)
In retrospect, houses of initiation should not have disappeared, but should
have become adapted or reinterpreted. When you uproot people from
something, you cannot leave them empty-handed. So, as far as this, I refrain
from it [the abolishment].
So, although missionaries sometimes disturbed the performance of initiation rites for
particular reasons, the attitude of the Catholic mission increasingly changed. Like
Father Noords had suggested in 1957, they even valued the idea of incorporating
initiation into the Christian realm.

Local Perspectives and Practices Concerning the Abolition of Initiation
If the mission did not explicitely strive for abolishing female (and male) initiation rites
(at least not in their entirety) why did the rites vanish in Maria's native Meyhabehmase
area and her later residential area, the West Ayfat? From the perspective that religious
and cultural change is an interactive process between local actors and missionaries, in
this section I turn to the question why local actors interpreted the missionary and
governmental actions towards initiation rites in such manner that the rites disappeared
in their communities? I will suggest different motives that might have been important
for native persons in the process of not resisting the missionary and governmental
opinion and action and, finally, abandoning the rituals. I will show that different
groups had different motives for not resisting or demurring against the missionaries at

As I noted in Chapter 2 the father is still working in the Bird's Head area.
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the time missionary (and governmental) officials took measures against the
(prolonged) practice of initiation. I will further show that although local persons
sometimes entered a protest at the missionary interventions regarding initiation rites
(as we have seen in the above section), they also expected to gain advantage from the
missionary interventions.
Why was the population opposed to the abolishment of the fenia meroh and wuon
ritual and why did they nevertheless go along with it?
The main ground for opposition against the efforts to abolish or change female and
male initiation rites has been explained in Chapters 1 and 3 : the fact that the rites were
central cultural 'traditions' by means of which ancestral protective powers, regulations,
and practices were passed on through generations. As we have seen, initiation guided
girls and boys into adulthood and in this process youngsters learned to live well in
accordance with local standards. Local persons' motives for not resisting the
missionary and governmental actions against initiation, despite the central importance
of the rites in daily and religious life, are diverse, as 1 will illustrate below.

Arduous initiation and attractive modernity
Maria's life history presented in the previous chapters shows one major motive why
the local population abandoned the rites: the awareness that modernity was more
attractive. As was demonstrated by Maria's life history, children generally gave
preference to the Western-style missionary education because they longed for
schooling and to "ikut modern" (follow/take on modernity). In my view, connected to
that, children's desire for Western education also formed a pathway to escape from the
aspects of 'tradition' they experienced as austere. Even though children generally felt
proud during the closing ceremony, initiation formed an arduous and painful
experience. Although none of the women and men I interviewed mentioned this as a
motive, in my view it is likely that youngsters and young adults decided to escape
from 'tradition' as specific elements of it brought along severe experiences. I took this
view for the first time during our participation in the seclusion phase of the reinstated
fenia meroh rite in Fef, when I experienced the severe circumstances in which initiates
find themselves. Afterwards, I was struck by the indignation of some of the //a's
(initiated young women): they were visibly angry with the ritual teachers Maria Baru
and Ibu Ndam as well as their mothers. As Ita Posien explained to us, she and some
other novices were angry with the ritual teachers for the (in their view) harsh way they
taught them ancestral and behavioural rules. As she narrated, "For instance, they
instructed us in an extremely stem way that we must not have intercourse with a boy
or man before marriage. They told us so again and again while raising their voice or
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yelling at us, even though I don't even do such a thing!" Further, the novices felt
betrayed by their mothers because they had agreed that their daughters participated in
the rite and thus exposed them to such a tough experience, without warning them
about what was lying ahead. I expect that in former times other young persons must
have experienced similar reactions. Father Fatem who, as mentioned before, has been
initiated into wuon, further confirmed that initiation is an arduous experience. He told
me that in former times it happened that boys did not survive their initiation in the
wuon cult house. When this occurred, his family members were not allowed to mourn
because such a boy had died from not obeying the regulations. Maria Bam confirmed
that occasionally also girls did not survive fenia meroh. The family of the girl, who
was believed to be the victim of contravening ancestral regulations, was not informed
about her death but became only aware of it during the closing ceremony, when the
girl did not show up. The girl's family, too, was not allowed to mourn about her death.
J.M. Schoorl (1979) mentions that elder men forced young males, sometimes
violently, to enter the cult house. Now and then, the initates-to-be were afraid. Others
plead as an excuse that they were baptised. In those cases, Schoorl states, the boys
entered the cult house under constraint. Not only for the initiates, but also for their
closest relatives it was hard that the children and youngsters had to depart, to stay in
seclusion. Women told Schoorl (ibid: 121, my transi.) how they bid their sons farewell
when they entered wuon: "The women cried while the (...) personal belongings of the
boys like weapons, clothes, and ornaments were thrown to them from the house. In the
house, they heard the boys crying too."
Before the arrival of the mission, 'traditional' practices such as initiation formed an
integrated aspect of daily life. When the mission was established, however, alternative
arrangements and choices were offered. Like Maria and her fellow-novices Anselma,
Magdalena, and Faustina, children exploited the alternative life style of the mission.
Later, many initiated women had moved away to other places to continue their
education or to work with the mission. Like Maria, they did not put into practice their
initiation experience to a large extent nor utilised their competency to act as ritual
teachers themselves.
The view that there exists a direct relationship between schooling and the
abolishment of initiation rites is common in current Northwest Ayfat society. As a
thirty-year old non-initiated, devote Catholic female inhabitant of Ayawasi called
Yosepha Fatie told me:
In former times, before religion [meaning: Catholicism] and government
entered here, my elders were holding on to our adat. But then religion entered,
Dutch people arrived here, sisters and fathers arrived and started to educate us
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bit by bit. As a result, slowly but surely we left behind our adat. If not [if the
mission would not have entered] we would still have been holding on to our
adat.18
During these first missionary decades not only children but also adults attached value
to the schools as was shown in Chapter 2: Maria's uncle, the village head Hauch Titit,
even moved his village for the benefit of achieving the minimum quota of pupils so the
school would continue to exist. The stationing of a school was directly connected to
the advantages of the mission. Missionary reports show that in those cases when the
mission was frustrated by the local population in executing their work (for instance
when people were too intensively engaged in 'adat matters'), priests sometimes
threatened to shut down the missionary station or the school, which in every case
resulted in cooperation by the population: they gravitated to the wealth and lifestyle of
the mission in particular the school, the goods the missionary workers brought, and,
later on, an airstrip. Elderly villagers both from Maria's native Meyhabehmase area
and the Ayawasi area, confirmed this when I asked them about it. Vicar (later Bishop)
Van Diepen OSA notes in a report in November 1959 that in Maria's native area two
villages that formerly were reckoned to be under the "sphere of influence" of the
Protestant mission (Soelia and Enok), switched over to the Catholic mission, whereas
in the Protestant villages of Soon, Fef, and Soedjoet there was a growing body of
public opinion in favour of the Catholic mission. The village head of Soon even had
tattooed a line on his arm by means of which he propagated that he would not rest
before he had reached his goal. Van Diepen (ibid:3) mentions that the following
clarification was given to him:
The amenities of the teachers from the [Catholic] Mission are better [than those
of the Protestant Mission], and the pastor is a much better friend of the villages
[than the ministers]. Also the construction of an airstrip in Ayawasi plays a part
in this. The expectation has been aroused that the [Catholic] Mission gives the
strive for progress a better chance [than the Protestant Mission] (Van Diepen
1959:3).
The vicar further mentions (ibid:2) that indigenous persons insisted strongly that the
Catholic mission would build an airstrip and a shop in the neighbourhood of Ases too.
In many cases native persons submitted to the ambition of missionary workers
(teachers as well as priests) to reduce school absenteeism. As Sesilia Nso (whom we
have met in Chapter 2 where it was told that she was among the first children of
See also Timmer (2000) who explored 'knowledge traditions' of wuon and Christianity in Tehit
society in the southern Bird's Head.
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Tabamsere to be baptised into the Catholic Church) narrated, she only stayed in a
female cult house for three days. When I requested an explanation, she told me:
Because otherwise the teacher would become angry. At that time, I was a pupil
of the second class [of the missionary school]. My elders informed the teacher,
Mr Nuhuyanan, that I was to participate [in the cult house]. The teacher
answered, "That's fine with me if it won't take too long. No more than three
days." So I stayed for three days. Afterwards, they gave me watum [lessons] till
daybreak. The next day, I stayed at home, but the day after I took off the
pofayer [decorations] and went to school again.19
Schooling increasingly brought also economic profits. In the course of time (as local
women informed Sister Lamberti Yzendoom CPS and Sister Leonie Possen CPS when
they worked in the Northwest Ayfat), the value of a bride-price increased in case a girl
had been educated by the mission.
Further, it is likely that the missionary schools decreased the necessity of
performing initiation rites: as Maria stated in Chapter 3, similarities existed between
the lessons they learned during initiation and the Christian rules they learned at school.
It is quite well possible that the codes of behaviour children were taught at the
missionary schools, replaced to some extent the need for indigenous education as
connected to initiation rites.
The above considerations probably formed an important ground for local persons to
abandon (prolonged) female and male initiation rites. Further, it is likely that in the
course of time Church sermons, in which was dictated how females and males ought to
behave, took over the normative role of initiation rites; like schooling this contributed
to decline of the urgency to perform initiation rites. As Father Jonkergouw OSA told
me, "Later, they did not want it [initiation] anymore themselves".

Supernatural powers of priests
Other reasons why initiation rites were locally abandoned did not centre around
schooling, but on fear. When Agus and Maria spoke to me about the arrival of the
Church and the abolishment of initiation rites within Tabamsere's community, Agus
informed me that at the time the first missionary entered the Meyhabehmase region
native persons believed that this white man was a kapes tabarri (spirit of the soil). In
the Northwest Ayfat it was (and still is) strongly believed that kapes tabam is a whiteSesiha remained in the cult house were a female relative, a girl that did not attend school, stayed for
one year and a half.
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skinned spirit that has the power to make people ill or even let them die For many
inhabitants, the missionary was the first white-skinned person observed in the
Meyhabehmase area and therefore they interpreted his appearance as a kapes tabarri
This image disappeared when they noticed that the priest was eating and thus
definitely was a human being The spiritistic connotation of the priests, however,
remained because they owned so many goods, local persons were convinced that the
priests possessed supernatural powers and secret knowledge (in local perception the
major condition for acquiring goods) According to Maria and female and male
relatives of her, these spiritual powers formed a main motive for her family to take a
step that led to the abolishment offema meroh and wuon
In November 1994, I attended a gathering at Maria's house, organised by Maria to
give us the opportunity to meet several elderly, initiated female and male relatives
from Tabamsere and Fef who temporarily remained in Ayawasi Along with Maria,
her relatives sung indigenous chants and local songs in which the Dutch female and
male missionaries are thanked for their doing good, and told us about the time the
mission was established in the Northwest Ayfat Maria's neighbour Yosepha Fatie,
whose mother had been initiated in Ayawasi, was present during a part of the meeting
Yosepha told that after governmental and missionary officials had arrived, native
persons burned a central element of initiation ceremonies the indigenous decorations
When I asked for an explanation, Maria answered that the elderly were afraid that
missionary and governmental officials would destroy the decorations and punish them,
both by their spiritual and physical powers, for performing initiation rites Her
relatives confirmed her statement
It happened because religion and the government had arrived and prohibited to
carry out our adat or to apply these [decorations] At that time, the elderly were
afraid of the fathers and sisters, so in the end they abandoned budaya [culture],
they did not use it anymore The elderly were continuously afraid of the father
or the government to arrive when they were wearing the pofayer [decorations]
Because they feared that they had to take off the pofayer, and they
[governmental officials and missionary workers] would hit them or destroy the
decorations with their [spiritual] powers, in the end many persons threw away
the decorations, or burned them
They should not have done that They should have dug a hole in the ground
and burry the pofayer in the soil, so it would be safe and stay there till it would
pensh and, as a result, become soil again, return to the soil
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Girls holding the Bible after receiving the sacrament of confirmation
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So, fear for missionary and governmental punishments played a role in the process of
abandoning the rites; driven by feelings of fear, people decided to destroy the
ornaments and herewith limited the possibility of performing initiation. Pofayer, the
decorations female and male initiates receive previous to and wear during the closing
ceremony, are prominent elements of initiation rites and represent a highly important
form of heritage, especially for women. The pofayer was transmitted from mother to
daughter and was an important heritage for them. When the elderly woman Sesilia Nso
told me about her initiation in relation to the actuality that she had three sons and no
daughters, I became aware of the meaning of pofayer for female inheritance and
female as well as male initiation. Sesilia confirmed that pofayer is a matrilineal
heritage as initiated women transmit the pofayer they inherited during initiation to
their daughters. She also told me that for initiated males it is a bilinear heritage as they
transmit the pofayer they received during wuon both to their sons and daughters.20
When the son marries he transmits the pofayer to his spouse, who transmits it to her
daughters. So, the decorations were (and still are) an important form of heritage,
especially for women.21 Further, as was shown in Chapter 3, the decorations are
saturated with ancestral spiritual powers that protect the initiates and strengthen their
body. Judged by their material wealth, the spiritual powers of the priests were believed
to be even stronger than the ancestral powers and, thus, might be able to destroy the
pofayer}2 It is striking that precisely because the elderly aimed at preserving this form
of ancestral heritage (and, accordingly, the family's well being), they felt they had to
destroy it. As a result, performing initiation rites became even more complicated than
before because it is unthinkable to carry out the rites without the decorations. After the
rites were abandoned, the majority of the inhabitants who had not destroyed the
decorations, sold them, as Yosepha said, "because they did not use them anymore." In
fact, overruled by Christian symbols, the decorations had become worthless.

As initiated males informed me, however, some decorations, such as the headdress males wear
during seclusion, are very secret and only men are authorised to see and inherit them
21
Sesila still owns the pofayer she inherited from her mother. As she has only sons, her daughters-inlaw will inherit her decorations and are supposed to transmit them to their daughters.
22
One time Father Jonkergouw OSA, who was not cognisant of the specific factor related to the
decorations, referred to this when he told me that he once, during a tour of inspection in 1962,
penetrated a wuon cult house in the Meyhabehmase area. He narrated, "The next day, they annulled
the house They did not do it immediately, as a priest was considered to be something special,
someone who was inviolable in the view of the adat. I did not chase the men away. They were a bit
dismayed, but did not take countermeasures, neither against me nor against the carriers that
accompanied me."
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New vessels for identity Jormation
A third factor that, in the course of time, decreased the centrality of indigenous
initiation rituals is because younger generations found an alternative, comparable form
of identity formation within the Catholic church As I referred to previously, in current
Northwest Ayfat society both local persons and priests perceive the sacrament of
confirmation as being similar to indigenous rites of initiation to a large extent
Through confirmation, which generally is applied at the age of twelve, youngsters
consciously confirm their membership of the Catholic Church into which they were
baptised during their early childhood years While participating in the ceremony, the
youngsters receive the Holy Spirit The sacrament owes its status as a 'modem' form of
ritual initiation to two similarities with Jema meroh and wuon Those were most
clearly expressed by an elderly woman living in the village of Ayawasi, who told me
during a confirmation ceremony we attended in Ayawasi in 1995 "As is true ïorfema
meroh and wuon, by means of confirmation we are able to become grown-up persons
And, too, we receive the strength and protective powers from holy spirits " The
sacrament of confirmation thus provides a Christian way for local youngsters to enter
the stage of adulthood despite the abolishment of indigenous initiation rituals And,
second, it provides a means to receive the strength of spirits, which they will need as
guidance in their adult life As was shown in Chapter 3, while participating mfema
meroh and wuon, young persons received strength and protective powers from
ancestral spirits Nowadays, they receive strength and protective powers from the
Christian Holy Spint
The performance of the confirmation follows similar lines with initiation
Youngsters are decorated with some of the paraphernalia commonly used during
initiation kam timur, bracelets, a headband decorated with feathers of the bird of
paradise, and an eyu (carrier bagi The skirts made of bark cloth are no longer common
practice and are replaced by skirts made of kam timur Just like during indigenous
initiation rites, during the Christian ritual the youngsters walk in procession (here into
the church), and during the ceremony indigenous dances and songs are performed
Nowadays, as the woman quoted above has shown, confirmation as a 'modem' form of
initiation is recognised by elderly, non-initiated people Elderly initiated people,
however, do not link confirmation and initiation as equal As I will show in the next
chapter, fema meroh and wuon had certain special, irreplaceable meanings for
indigenous identity formation, which, in current society, render a revaluation of female
and male initiation rites
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Bans on kain timur?
In September 1970, indigenous leaders, village heads, and governmental officials
decided during a public meeting in Kambuaya (Ayamaru area, south of West Ayfat)
that activities concerning kain timur would be restricted to a minimum "in order to
give 'progress' an opportunity" (J.M. Schoorl 1979:23). Was this constraint connected
to the people's act of abolishing initiation rites? As Maria referred to in Chapter 3, the
availability of kain timur was a major condition for performing (female and male)
initiation rituals: previous to her initiation her father ordered back the kain timur that
he had lent. Maria's fam needed the cloths in order to pay the ritual teacher, and for the
closing ceremony in which cloth exchange was an important element (in case of wuon
even large-scale cloth exchange took place). Also Father Van Beurden OSA (1957a:3)
suspected a connection between the practice of initiation and kain timur: he noticed a
revival of initiation rituals in the Meyhabehmase area in 1957, simultaneously with an
increased interest among the local population for kain timur. For the Ayamaru region,
the Dutch governmental official Honnef (1956:1) assumed a correlation between kain
timur and female initiation too. He states that simultaneously with the abolishment of
kain timur in 1954, the practice of the female initiation rite "Vunija Migair"
disappeared. Two years later, when it was rumoured that the Dutch colonial government was to allow the practice of kain timur transactions again, a few persons built a
female cult house.23
In 1954, a ban on kain timur exchange promulgated by the Dutch colonial
government, resulted in the destruction of kain timur on a large scale: mainly in the
Ayamaru region, large amounts of kain timur were burned. In the Northwest Ayfat too,
governmental and missionary workers perceived the practice of kain timur exchange
as bothersome because villagers were so extensively dedicated to the matter that it
kept them from participation in the 'acculturation' process. However, as J.M. Schoorl
(1979:23) underlines, after the decision to restrict kain timur activities in 1970,
"nothing indicated that the population actually was inspired by this decision." Father
Noords confirmed the view that the people were not impressed by the ban and
indicated that they found creative ways to deal with it, when he told me, "The local
government forbade the population to possess kain timur and ordered them to bum the
cloths. But we said to the people, 'Don't do that, just keep them.' When governmental
officials were present in the village, the people burnt some of their poorest cloths for

23

According to Honnef, the villagers built the cult house so local girls could be prepared for marriage,
which he perceived as a condition for local men to participate in the kain timur system. In my view,
also the other way round is true: a condition for performing (female and male) initiation rituals is the
availability of kain timur, as was argued above.
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the sake of formality." On being asked, the priest told me that he was convinced that
the ban on kain timur did not contribute to the abolishment of initiation rituals. This
was in line with my findings in the 1990s, when I observed that kain timur (exchange)
is still prominent in daily life and that women still guard very valuable and ancient
cloths. So, despite the above-mentioned indications, I cannot justify the statement that
a ban on kain timur contributed to the abolishment of initiation rites, in particular
because the ban was not obeyed.
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter I showed that Maria's (and other native person's) statement that fenia
meroh and wuon were abandoned because governmental and missionary officials did
not understand the meanings of the rites, is partially valid: initially, missionaries
generally were ignorant, dismissive, and even took countermeasures against the
practice of initiation rites. They did so for the purpose of an optimal participation of
local children in the missionary schools, and of children, youngsters as well as adults
in Church events. Further, due to the population's fear for the missionaries, a major
part of the population destroyed the decorations worn and transferred during initiation
rites. Not so much the Catholic missionaries, however, but Protestant missionaries and
governmental officials took firm actions against the practice of initiation. Next, the
local government also tried to ban the use of kain timur.
Nevertheless, a one-sided concentration on governmental and missionary views and
actions, as is the case in Maria's statement, overlooks the contributions of the local
population in the process of leaving behind the initiation rites: they found benefit in
abolishing 'old ways' and embracing 'new ways'. Especially with regard to schooling it
was shown that the benefits of children on the one hand and of adults on the other
hand, differed. Schooling formed a mode for children and youngsters to "follow
modernity" and to 'escape' from tough indigenous events. For adults, the schools
especially were connected to the wealth and lifestyle the missionaries brought. Next, a
missionary education appeared to increase the value of the bride price for the girls
concerned. Also, the codes of behaviour, norms and values children learned at the
missionary schools as well as the teachings through sermons, replaced to some extent
indigenous education as connected to initiation rites. The changes were an important
ground to abandon female and male initiation rites.
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Chapter 6
Passing on the Fire
On January 19 in 1995, when Maria's daughter Yosefien, len and I travelled from
Ayawasi to Fef by missionary Cessna, a 15 minutes flight, we did not know what we
would find there. As I explained in the previous chapter, we suspected that Maria had
organised the performance of the closing ceremony offenia meroh, because she had
frequently told us that she would show it to us so we could gain a full understanding of
the event. When we got off the plane in Fef we did not notice Maria, but a group of
dancing and singing, decorated older and younger women and men who welcomed us
and delivered speeches. The main speech, held by the village head, recalled the fact
that the Catholic mission entered the area via Tabamsere due to their relative Hauch
Titit, the then village head, who accepted the Catholic priest first. While dancing, they
led us to a wooden house that appeared to be the home of Maria's older sister Aknes
Baru. We supposed that this was the house where we would remain during our stay in
Fef. While inside the house, the men and women carried on dancing and singing. Still,
there was no sign of Maria, which surprised us because in Ayawasi all previous times
she knew that we would come to see her, she was waiting for us and always welcomed
us with joy. Yet after a while, Maria suddenly appeared. She looked tired, but
welcomed us gladly. Maria patted on len's shoulder and gestured with one finger. The
other dancing women noticed this and separated themselves from the dancing males.
The men continued dancing inside the house whereas the women guided us over a
small forest track. Next, we came across a small hut constructed of leaves and even
before we realised what happened, we set foot in the hut. When we perceived the five
barely dressed girls, we understood that we had been allowed to enter the secluded
phase of afenia meroh rite.
Maria had reinstated thefenia meroh ritual in December 1994, with herself and her
former teacher, Ibu Ndam Hae, acting as the ritual leaders. The cult house had been
erected in Maria's native village of Tabamsere, on the spot where here father had
passed away. Before we arrived, they had moved the novices to a location at the
border of the village of Fef. Maria explained to us that she considered the route from
Fef (which has an airstrip and where Maria owns a house) to Tabamsere (which is
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located in the mountains and can only be reached by dangerous paths and a ramshackle
suspension bridge) as too risky for us For that reason, she had decided that we did not
have to travel to thefema meroh cult house but that she, instead, would take along the
novices to us in Fef This was a complicated and difficult enterprise because the
novices, who still were at the secluded phase, had to remain invisible for the public As
they were considered to be still ngau (not yet strong enough) in this stage of seclusion,
they had to stay away from the rivers that were the residence of emos (water spirits)
So, Mana and other elderly women had carried the novices through the rivers
We were honoured because Maria and the other women had been willing to
undertake this difficult voyage for us, but we also regretted that they had abandoned
the original setting, which we had longed to see We also were curious about
Tabamsere as Maria always told about her native village with deep affection and
nostalgia The cult house in Fef was not a pile dwelling, like the one in Tabamsere, but
just a provisional leaf hut sealed with blue plastic to prevent people from peeping in
and the rain from seeping through Maria did the utmost to let us participate mfema
meroh, but her wish to show us the rite from the inside was not the only motive for
reinstating it In fact, it appeared to be just a minor motive In itself the reinstatement
of an initiation rite in the Northwest Ayfat area is not exceptional it had occurred
before, as I explained in the previous chapter This time, however, it was unique in that
it was not a wuon but afema meroh rite Moreover, it was not meant to be a onetime
occasion, but an effort to structurally reinstate Jema meroh and wuon
In this chapter, I will first explore the way Maria, as a ritual specialist, performed
the revitalised fema meroh rite in her home area Especially her role as the leading
initiator is central how did Maria, as a creative agent, who had become a devout
Catholic, usejema meroh in relation to identity formation9 Because we participated in
the last part of the secluded phase and the closing ceremony emphasis will be on these
phases of the rite In the second part of this chapter, I will explore why Maria
reintroduced thefema meroh rite, and why at that time, about thirty years after it had
been abandoned in the Christianised parts of her native area Here, emphasis will be on
Maria's decision as interconnected with identity formation Because this study follows
Maria's life course after her initiation, this chapter will not focus on the relevance of
thefema meroh rite for the initiates (which was the scope of Chapter 3), though, of
course, one section is devoted to how the initiates dealt with their Jema meroh
experience
By exploring why and how Maria reinstated thefema meroh rite and why she did it
at that time, I shall not just show Maria's role as a cultural broker and religious
specialist I will also demonstrate that such innovations are related to personal
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processes as well as to local and national policies and developments Reinstated
initiation rituals can be perceived as local responses to rapid cultural change Not only
the local native socio-cultural environment, but also the local missionary process and
interventions connected to national Indonesian policy form the context in which
people in the Northwest Ayfat (re)shape the meanings of initiation rituals for
transmitting, creating, and expressing personal and group identities
In this chapter, I will compare some theoretical perspectives of Lutkehaus and
Roscoe on the relations between female initiation and identity with my findings As I
referred to in Chapter 1, the strong ties between initiation rites and identity formation
form a central theme in the majority of the essays in the study on 'Gender Rituals'
Lutkehaus suggests "the utility of looking at female initiation rites not only in
relationship to male initiation, but, more importantly, as a part of a larger corpus of
rituals that celebrate not only the life cycle of a woman but the life cycle of public
groups or larger community in which they are embedded" (1995a 28) In this way,
rites of initiation are instrumental to personal and group identity Lutkehaus stresses
that female initiation rites on the level of the individual deal with the construction of
female identity At another level they act as symbolic reproductions of the society as a
whole As such, the rites express not only cultural conceptions of femininity, "but,
more fundamentally, what it means to be human" (ibid 10)
Lutkehaus and Roscoe argue that rites of initiation are embedded in larger social
processes that therefore should be taken into account Usually this is understood as
involving the wider local setting into the analysis, but under present conditions in West
Papua one cannot forego the national socio-political conditions In recent decades,
especially anthropological research in Pacific cultures has noted this interconnection
between national politics, local 'traditions', and identities particularly in processes of
decolonisation, indigenous cultural forms are being revalued and reinvented as means
of redefining and reshaping identities Within this process of 'the politics of identity',
selective indigenous 'traditions' act as symbols of both an anti-colonial consciousness
and new, own identities (Otto 1993) The local context in which Maria reinstated the
fenia meroh ritual after it had been abolished in her native area since the early 1960s,
was not concerned with decolonisation It was, however, an uncertain, rapidly
changing socio-cultural environment This part of Maria's life history shows, as
White (2000 181) puts it, "the significance of concepts of tradition and modernity as
frames for key identities " Moreover, it contributes to a perspective on the politics of
identity in Oceania that has received little attention in anthropological studies yet To
echo White again
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Whereas much has been written of late about ideologies of tradition and the
politics of traditional identities in the Pacific, anthropological writing on the
subject frequently bogs down in its own objectifying rhetoric. The focus on
biographies and self-narrative humanizes discussions of tradition by revealing
some of the ambivalence that surrounds people's own negotiations of traditional
identities—identities that are frequently essentialized in more abstract
ethnographic accounts (ibid: 181).
This chapter shows that Maria, as a religious leader, revitalises initiation because she
was striving at intensifying further the reconciliation of two identities: her tribal and
Christian identity. The ambivalence White refers to particularly concerns her attitude
towards the latter.
This chapter further demonstrates that, as Williams (1991:3) notes in a volume on
The Politics of Culture, "Through cultural inscription, selective traditions survive as
possible sources of group identity (...)." Further, as di Leonardo (1991) shows in that
same volume, it is relevant to "go beyond reporting male privilege" and to "take note
of female agency" when studying the politics of culture (Williams ibid). Dominy
(1990) demonstrates for New Zealand that Maori women have played a significant role
in formulating cultural identity. As Moghadam (1994:ix) puts it in a volume on
Identity Politics & Women, it is important to provide more evidence of women as
active participants and leaders in cultural movements and groups interested in issues of
culture, religion, and identity.

Leading Fenia Meroh: Inside the Cult House
Inside the hut that served as the cult house, five girls dressed in a loincloth were sitting
closely together on a bamboo floor, crouched with their heads bent down. They hardly
reacted when we entered. Now and then, they looked at us out of the comer of their
eyes. While I caught their glance, I was struck by their rather glassy look. Near their
feet, in the centre of the hut, wood smouldered in a fireplace. In the back of the hut I
observed an elder woman who was sitting there quietly, smiling at us. On a stick in
one of the comers sat a multicoloured, little parrot that would be carried by one of the
novices during the closing ceremony. ' In another comer a mound of garbage had piled
up. According to adat mies, the novices had kept all remainders, like peels and leafs of
sugar cane, inside the hut that symbolically belonged to the "non-pure" phase of the
rite.

The parrot is called 'kos' in Meyah and 'burung urip' in Indonesian. Its feathers are red, blue, green,
and black while its beak is orange.
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It was extremely hot and sultry inside the blue-glowed hut. The doorway was
sealed by a cloth and woven mat {am). The girls winced each time a breeze wafted up
the cloth. As they explained to me later, Maria and Ibu Ndam had instructed them that
as long as they were not yet decorated, outsiders must not observe them. They were
afraid because otherwise, according to ancestral rules, they themselves as well as all
people present in the village had to be killed. Inside the cult house, len and I hardly
spoke a word with them as we all, except the ritual leaders, were only allowed to speak
when it was highly necessary, and only in whisper. I wondered how the novices were
related to Maria, but had to save this and other questions for the period after the
secluded phase, when we were able to communicate. Then, I would leam that, as is
common for female initiation in Northwest Ayfat (see Chapter 3) only girls that were
recognised as members of the Barn clan (who thus had forebears belonging to the Baru
clan) participated. The common ancestors symbolise the social unity and identity of
the members. As Poyer (1990) shows for a Micronesian society in a volume on
Cultural Identity and Ethnicity in the Pacific, possessing common ancestors is a
powerful claim to a shared identity. The girl who later on in the ceremony received the
/fa-name of Senek {fam name Hae) was the eldest daughter of Maria's older sister
Aknes.2 Ita Posien Bame was a daughter of a paternal aunt of Maria. Ita Mandor Titit
was a daughter of a younger nephew of Maria's father, and Ita Weku Momo of an elder
niece of Maria. The youngest novice was a daughter of Maria's older brother Agus.
She turned out to participate as 'Arkomoh', which meant that though she stayed in the
cult house and joined the other novices, she would not be fully initiated because she
did not menstruate yet (see Chapter 3). She received the name of 'Arkomoh Weyak'
(Baru). The elderly woman who was sitting in the back of the hut when we entered
was the spouse of the village-head of Tabamsere. She and another elderly woman, who
took her place in the afternoon, safeguarded that no unwanted guests would enter.
Shortly after our entrance in the cult house, Maria asked us to put on our audiotape,
as she was ready to recite watum (ancestral rules and knowledge) to the novices.
During our stay in the hut and during the closing ceremony we would record nine
tapes of 90 minutes each with texts and songs in local Meyah. Both the seclusion stage
and the closing ceremony were performed in the local language and Indonesian was
only spoken for the purpose of explaining matters to us. len took hundreds of
photographs inside the cult house and during the closing ceremony. Our participation
in the fenia meroh rite provided valuable ethnographic data and was an impressive
experience.

2

Senek had a twin-sister who was not allowed to participate in the rite as she was pregnant.
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After we returned to Ayawasi, we employed one of the initiated girls, Ita Posien,
and Maria's daughter Yosefien for several weeks to write down the Meyah texts and
the Indonesian translation. As I explained earlier, we spoke with Maria about the
question what we were allowed to publish and what not. Regarding the photographs
that len took inside the cult house, Maria decided that we were not allowed to show
them in West Papua and the Indonesian state. Maria also discussed these matters with
other elderly people. For that purpose, she showed them a calendar that adorned a
large photograph of decorated, initiated males from the Balim valley in eastern West
Papua right after they left the cult house. On the basis of that photograph, which was
published throughout the province, Maria discussed with the elderly what we were
allowed to publish. She decided that, like the Balim case, photographs of the decorated
novices, after they had \eftfenia meroh, could be published. Those from the inside had
to remain unseen by the larger public.
Maria Baru performed as the active leader of the ritual while Ibu Ndam Hae, because
of her high age, stayed in the background. Maria recited watum for hours, during days.
Her voice had become hoarse from the continuously talking in a mostly stem way, by
which she aimed at drumming the lessons into the novices. The watum Maria kept
repeating over and over again concerned 'female matters' and social behaviour, all
related to gender identity. Among other things, she impressed the novices not to enter
a food garden when they menstruated because their menstrual blood would destroy the
harvest and sicken males. While holding her genitals firmly with one hand, Maria
called that women have to be "closed" as long as they are not married, because it is
forbidden to have sex before matrimony. She also taught the novices about the
importance of choosing a suitable husband, by recalling examples of other women's
experiences. She told them, for instance, about a specific woman who felt so ashamed
because the man she married appeared to be unfaithful to her, that she committed
suicide by taking the poisonous root akarbori. Next, she told about a woman whose
husband got drunk every day and made her feel extremely miserable. During the
seclusion period, Maria often used other women's experiences to teach the novices
about do's and don'ts and to warn them against wrong choices that would lead to
misfortune, poverty, and unhappiness. Whenever Maria recited watum the novices
listened in silence, their heads bent while their hands rested in their laps. In the
afternoon, Maria allowed them to have a rest on the bamboo floor.
While the girls took a nap, Maria made preparations for handing over two of the
five ancestral symbols: awiah (taro) and tabam (soil). She was about to perform the
transferral similar to the way in which she had received the symbols during her own
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initiation 'mfenia meroh. Maria placed the symbols on a small am. "In a little while, I
will read [bespell with secret ancestral formulas] these," Maria explained to us in
whisper.
Then, she baked a cassava in the fire. After the novices awoke, they silently and
carefully consumed the food served on a little am, making sure they did not mess. So
did Maria and we. As Maria explained to us, it was "custom" that she, as the ritual
teacher, at this stage of the initiation was restricted to the same food taboos as the
novices because she had to give them strength {kekuatan). After that, when it grew
dark, the novices put on their large am and went outside to relieve themselves in the
bushes. When they returned, Maria ordered them to light a lamp, so they put some oil
in a cup and a rolled up leaf that they lighted. "Today, we follow modernity," Maria
explained while watching the novices. "At the time I stayed 'mfenia meroh, we used a
bamboo in which we put smouldering ashes. That glowed a long time. Like a candle,
yet without a fuse."
During our stay in the cult house it was interesting to observe that Maria only
permitted those (few) "modem ways" that came in handy: the lamp and the blue plastic
cover of the hut. She also allowed Ita Posien to note down the watum, for which she
used a beautiful fountain pen. Posien had requested Maria's permission to write down
the watum because she was afraid that she would not be able to memorise the
regulations and lessons. As Maria explained, she had agreed with it because the
memory of children nowadays is "inferior" to that of children in pre-Christian times:
they could not write and were used to learn by heart. For the benefit of "saving fenia
meroh" Maria also did not object to the tape recorder we carried into the cult house. As
indicated above, she even encouraged us to use it. She was opposed, however, to the
usage of other things connected to modernity. She had summoned the novices for
instance to take off their watches as long as they stayed in the cult house. "The
watches belong to modernity," Maria explained, "and not to our adat." The most
striking, however, was that Maria during her stay in the cult house did not wear the
rosary-chain that she normally wears day and night. When I asked her to explain that
to me, she resolutely answered, "The rosary is connected to the Church, but this [fenia
meroh] is ours, our tradition!" Here, Maria draws a well-defined distinction between
adat/fenia meroh on the one hand and Church/Christianity on the other hand. This also
appeared from the fact that Maria, Ibu Ndam and the novices did not pray their
Christian prayers during seclusion. For Maria this was extremely exceptional because
in daily life she started every morning by reading a Biblical passage and praying her
Christian prayers, as we have seen in Chapter 4, and also throughout the day she said
her prayers as a central element of her everyday life. In the second part of this chapter,
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however, it will be shown that though Maria excluded Christianity inside the cult
house and the closing ceremony, the Christian identity of the novices was of crucial
importance for her in relation to the reinstatement offenia meroh.
Now that it had grown dark, Maria offered the two symbols that she had bespelled
with secret and sacred ancestral formulas to the novices. It was important that she
performed this after sunset, because the ancestral spirits leave seweron then and are
present among their descendants. Maria carefully gave each novice one piece of the
two symbols, in such a way that she connected the novices with them. While doing so,
she explained the meaning of the symbols. She spoke slowly, so her words would not
escape the novices' memory, when she explained that awiah (taro) is their most
important indigenous food. "If it had not been there for our ancestors," Maria
underlined, "they would have been starving to death." Tabam (soil), Maria explained,
"means that you, since you have followed fenia meroh, are obliged to follow the rules
of the ground. We are all people, who descend from the ground and will return to it. If
you contravene the rules of your ancestors, the rules you have learned now, you will
be killed and, as a consequence, become ground again."
The remainder of the evening, while sitting on the bamboo floor, Maria recited
watum again. Finally, after some hours, we all, exhausted, lay down next to each other
and went to sleep.
Maria Leads the Closing Ceremony: First Day
The next day, Friday January 20, Maria awoke at sunrise, which is usually about 5:30
a.m. She poked up the smouldering fire and put several pieces of taro into the ashes.
The novices got up and almost immediately after they were sitting Maria started to
recite watum, which she continued for several hours without interruption. The
hoarseness of her voice increased every day.
During the afternoon, she and Ibu Ndam made preparations for the washing and
dressing rite that would take place in the afternoon and after which the novices would
leave the cult house. Then, the mothers of the novices entered the hut for the washing
ritual. Maria Baru and Ibu Ndam Hae were visibly happy: with the entrance of the
women, a sign that the ritual washing could start and herewith the phase of ending
seclusion, the stern and standoffish attitude of Maria and Ibu Ndam vanished into thin
air. They smiled to the novices for the first time since they entered the cult house and
treated them lovingly. They carefully washed the novices with foya leaves and water
from bamboo canes, during which they even laughed together. During the washing, the
soot trickled from the novice's bodies and their skin emerged. The novices shivered
with the cold and they were quite unaware (as they explained later) of the heavy part
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of the closing ceremony that awaited them. They were too excited that they were
cleansed and prepared for the closure of their stay in the cult house. After we observed
them as being sad and unhappy since the moment we first met there, the novices were
now visibly glad and excited.
After they finished the washing of the novices, Maria gave them the third of the
five ancestral symbols: etuoh (string). While symbolically connecting the novices with
the etuoh, Maria explained that it represented the bonds that unite them with other,
fellow-people. She also revealed the extremely secret meaning of etuoh in relation to
female identity.
The mothers of the novices, who had left shortly before, re-entered the hut joined
by other elderly female relatives. They brought adat decorations, some of which were
newly made especially for the closing ceremony, and exposed them on the bamboo
floor. Maria reacted with enthusiasm when she saw the decorations. Next, she dressed
the novices in cooperation with Ibu Ndam and the mothers of the novices. They
decorated them with a loincloth and a skirt of tree bark, kain timur, several necklaces,
and a headband with (feathers of) stuffed Birds of Paradise, and an eyu,filledby Maria
and Ibu Ndam, which the novices wore by a headband. These decorations were similar
to the ones used during Maria's initiation. There were a few different elements, though:
Maria and Ibu Ndam as the initiators plaited long, very thin tree bark strings into the
novices' hair. This was a creative, alternative solution for imitating the long-grown
hair of novices in pre-Christian times. As these five girls only remained infenia meroh
for a rather short period, they did not have the opportunity to let their hair grow, so
another way had to be found to imitate it. The symbolic meaning, however, remained
unchanged: like long hair, the strings represented the beauty of a young woman. And
so did the odorous leaves Maria and Ibu Ndam rubbed on the novices' skin in order to
perfume them. So, the meaning oifenia meroh as a beautification process of young
women had remained unchanged.
The girls refused, however, to receive the potief mato (piercing of the intranasal
septum) and the at (facial tattoo), both external and lifelong tokens of initiation. As
was shown in Chapter 3 (and will be emphasised below), elderly initiated women saw
women who lacked potief mato as "incomplete", but this practice apparently had
become redundant or outdated. Maria felt that she did not want to force the novices to
receive these external tokens and decided to withhold them. Herewith, she acted just
like Ibu Ndam who during Maria's initiation at her request had omitted the kebum
tattoo after she had received the facial tattoo. As Maria explained later, she also
omitted these two elements because in her view they were minor to what she perceived
as the most important purposes of the revitalised fenia merohrite:passing on ancestral
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watum, strength, and the five symbols to current and future generations. Herewith
Maria articulated that she revitalised selective elements of the fenia meroh rite; only
those that she distinguished as main sources of clan and gender identity.
The dressing and decorating of the novices lasted some hours because Maria and
the other senior women performed the rite carefully and with great precision: the
clothes and the decorations had to fit neatly. Maria gave attention to every detail as she
attached great importance to her demand that the girls had to be decorated in the
"traditional" way, similar to her own initiation.
Then, sunset was to come soon. We heard voices of men outside the hut. They
spoke to the novices inside. We heard the men narrating about "women are the door to
heaven". They explained that women know the secret of heaven, of live-giving forces,
as they are the ones who hold the secret of pregnancy and giving birth. The men
narrated that women were the first creatures who received this secret of heaven from
Yefun (God). Like it was a woman, Maria Magdalena, who was the first to discover the
secret of the resurrection of Jesus (meaning: the secret of life giving): she was the first
person who saw the empty grave of Jesus, after he had died by crucifixion. Also
during Maria's initiation males told the novices about the female "secret of heaven" but
under the present circumstances, this had become embedded in Christian metaphors.
After we heard the men walk away, back into the village, Maria gave the sign that the
novices could leave the cult house. When we opened the 'door' of the hut, it appeared
that it was growing dark already. We guessed it was about seven o'clock then. From
the hut to the village people had constructed a path of wooden planks, on which the
novices started walking: as they were considered to be still 'hot' it was forbidden to
touch the ground that was 'cold'. Note the similarity with the closing ceremony of
wuon: as mentioned in the previous chapter the male initiates also were considered to
be 'hot' after they left the cult house.
The novices walked in procession into the village, their heads bent down. Arkomoh
carried the stick with the parrot, which had a symbolic meaning in relation to gender.
The magnificent colours of the bird symbolised the beauty of a woman. That the parrot
sat on top of the stick and thus could not be reached easily, symbolised that a man who
wanted to become acquainted with a woman, had to do his level's best to reach her.
For women it symbolised that they had to adopt a reserved attitude towards males and
must only throw in their lot with a man who spares no pains for them.
The procession entered the wooden house of Aknes, which had turned into a dance
house. Inside, following Maria's instructions, the novices lined up against the wall.
Maria accompanied them, but Ibu Ndam was not expected to do so because of her high
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age. The room was crowded. A great many of older and younger men and women,
mostly relatives from Tabamsere, Fef, and Senopi, but also non-relatives from Fef
waited for the novices. While sitting, female and male relatives alternately addressed
wise lessons and 'dos and don'ts' to the novices. Most speakers recited long and loud.
The novices listened with expressionless faces, while Maria stood next to them.
Sometimes, whenever they closed their eyes too long or when they tried to lean
unnoticed against the wall, Maria glanced angrily at the novices: she had forbidden
them to do so, according to ancestral rule. After they had been standing there for some
seven hours, listening to the lessons, advice, and warnings, Maria permitted the
novices to leave the room and to finally sit down and even lie down and sleep for some
hours. In theory, they were obliged to keep standing there upright and listening to the
wise lessons until daybreak. As this appeared too heavy for them, Maria decided that
the young women needed a rest. Here, like she did when she omitted the two most
important external tokens of female initiation, she once more made concessions to the
novices: she adapted selective elements of the fenia meroh rite to what she perceived
as bearable for the 'modem' initiates. As she explained, "youngsters nowadays are less
strong than we were when we participated in fenia meroh." The novices were relieved
by Maria's decision. They went to another room and retired for the night while wearing
all their decorations, as they were expected.

Second and Third Day of the Closing Ceremony
The next morning, on Saturday January 21, Maria woke the novices shortly after
sunrise and accompanied them to the room where elderly relatives had gathered to
recite wise lessons again. The room was less crowded than the previous night and the
speakers did not sit down but walked from right to left in front of the novices while
reciting.
After some hours, Maria decided that the novices would have something to eat. We
all sat around the fireplace in the adjourning kitchen and ate the taro and cassava,
cooked in the ashes of the fireplace. After they were finished, Maria summoned the
novices to go into the bushes in order to freshen up and rearrange their decorations.
Meanwhile, male members of the Baru clan slaughtered two pigs near the house and
roasted them in the fire for the upcoming festive dinner. When the novices returned
from the bushes, male and female relatives awaited them and offered them money and
kain timur before they entered the house. The presents were a reward for their
achievement: the hard time in the cult house.
The rest of the afternoon, Maria and Ibu Ndam permitted the girls to relax because
the next day would be hard for them. It had started to rain heavily. While the novices
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took a nap and talked around the fireplace in the kitchen, female and male relatives
prepared the festive meal by cooking cassava wrapped in leaves. Children fabricated
huge piles of plates from ara-leaves. Near sunset, when the rain had stopped, Maria's
older brother Agus showed kain timur of the Baru clan to the ancestral spirits while
inviting them to join their members and have dinner with them for the celebration of
fenia meroh?
The evening ceremony started when the first guests entered the festive house. More
males than females participated. Among the guests were many notables (members as
well as non-members of the Baru clan) from the villages of Tabamsere, Fef, and
Senopi such as village heads (all male) and bobot (both male and female). The guests
sat down on the floor and talked. The novices were not allowed to participate (it was
still forbidden for them to come near the guests as they were still considered to be
ngau) so they remained in the next room where they followed what happened by
peeping through the chinks in the wooden wall. Maria invited len and me, however,
into the guestroom and introduced us to the guests. At Maria's request, we told them
why we, as scholars, had come to the Bird's Head and Maria's native area. After that,
Maria delivered a speech in which she revealed the initiation names she had given to
us: len received the name of Ita Yin and I the name of Ita Bokek. Yin and Bokek are
the names of two important female ancestors of Maria, Yin being the oldest and Bokek
her younger sister who became the second wife of Yin's husband.
The roasted pigs, vegetables, sago, and rice were served on the am leaves. After
dinner, the guests danced until daybreak. In the neighbouring room the novices tried to
sleep, but they did not manage as the floor pounded and trembled from the dancing
guests.
On Sunday January 22, the third day of the closing ceremony, Maria and the novices
rose early in the morning, as usual. When they went outside, Maria's older brother
Agus and a paternal uncle of him and Maria, Arit Baru, both initiated males, were
ready to administer kekuatan (ancestral strength) to the novices: while holding a
symbol they had bespelled with ancestral formulas, they firmly pushed on the stemum,
head, and back of the initiates and pulled their arms. After that, by means of a test, the
girls were presented sago and a piece of pork on a plate of leaves. The two men forced
them to take a bite of the food, after which the novices spit it out. They were supposed
to do so, as Maria and Ibu Ndam had explained to them in the cult house because this
was still taboo for them. By spitting it out they passed the test and proved to be strong.
Showing kam timur to the ancestors and inviting them to share a meal is an important aspect of
ancestor worship in Northwest Ayfat. See Courtens 2001 and 2005 for further reading.
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Maria Baru and Ibu Ndam decorating the novices during the closing ceremony
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Transferring ancestral strength
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Right after this test, initiated male members of the Baru clan performed a central
ritual event of the closing ceremony, called Ayacet. In this ritual act the novices one by
one came down the stairs of the dance house and stopped before the last step, in front
of a bowl of water. Maria's brother Agus, her uncle Arit Baru and a third elderly man,
Yohannis Bofra, led the ritual act. While the uncle held one foot above the bowl, a
novice rested her foot on his. Meanwhile, Agus Baru constantly sang 'aya mabo, aya
mabo' (meaning: water enter -the body-). Suddenly, the uncle pulled away his foot and
the novice stepped into the water bowl after which she immediately walked on. While
the novices, one by one, went through the Ayacet rite, Maria Baru and other elderly
women who had been initiated during their childhood observed them from the
balcony. They all cried with joy and pride each time a novice had stepped into the
water, because this marked an important stage in the closing ceremony. During their
stay in the cult house, the novices only had chewed sugar cane to satisfy their thirst.
After they had left the secluded house, however, it was forbidden to chew the cane so
they had not drunk anything since that time: water counteracts the power of the
ancestral strength that is passed on to the novices through the sacred, bespelled
symbols. Now they had gone through the Ayacet rite by means of which water had
entered their body, it symbolised that they had received the majority of the five
ancestral symbols and were allowed to chew sugar cane again. Only after they would
have received the fifth symbol, however, they (and Maria as the ritual leader) were
allowed to drink water again.
Afterwards, Maria invited the Itas to form a line. The three men shook hands with
the novices and wished them that they would "live well, just as the elderly people".
Back in the house, the mother of Ita Posien (Ibu Paulina Baru, an initiated woman)
gave kekuatan to the novices who already menstruated (meaning: all except Arkomoh)
by means of bofit and strings that she had bespelled with ancestral formulas. The
novices had to eat one piece of bofit now and another piece the next day. Maria
instructed them to dry its leaves afterwards and keep them for the rest of their life. The
novices were to take the dried leaves with them wherever they went, because the
leaves that had absorbed the ancestral formulas would always protect them. These
symbols were apart from the five central ancestral symbols. Next, it was still early in
the morning, the novices had breakfast prepared by Maria's older sister.
In the afternoon, in the bushes outside the village, Maria Baru handed over the
fourth symbol to the novices, the symbol of fire. As Maria explained, it was "the
principal thing, because where people live there is fire. Without fire, we would be
hungry, and die. The hukum adat that our ancestors passed on to us, are like fire. This
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means that we have to use the hukum adat and hand it on from generation to
generation. We must not extinguish the fire, but keep it burning permanently."
Afterwards, Maria and the novices went back to the house. There, Maria and Ibu
Ndam, standing next to each other, received kain timur from each of the novices as
payment for the knowledge that they as initiators had transferred to them. Next, the
novices happily danced together with Ibu Ndam and Maria Baru. Now, the Itas were
allowed to walk around freely. Maria reminded them that they still, of course, had to
wear their decorations day and night, had to comply with the food taboos, and were
not allowed to bathe in the river yet. Only after the red stripes on the nose and cheeks
had vanished they were allowed to bathe in the river though not in the river in which
emos (water spirits) were living. If they would not obey this rule, the water spirits
would "marry" them and they would keep on losing blood after they menstruated.
The rest of the afternoon, the novices stayed in a food garden outside the village to
gather taro and vegetables for their meal. When they returned they started to dance in
the former dancing room. Maria interrupted them by calling the Itas to have dinner.
After dinner, they carried on dancing until midnight and then went to sleep. They spent
the night on the floor in one room with Maria Baru and her youngest child Novia,
Yosefien and her daughter Clara, Yin and me, and several family members of the Itas,
mainly girls but also boys who had been missing their elder sisters during their stay in
the cult house.

Further Stages
The next day, Monday January 23, Maria woke up before the other family members
and began to prepare breakfast at a fireplace outside the house. Calmly, she filled
several bamboo canes with taro and vegetables and cooked them in the fire. After
breakfast the village head of Tabamsere, who had stayed in Fef, visited us. In the
presence of Maria, Aknes, and Agus's son Tomas he told us that he would draw up a
document that said that Yin and I had travelled to their homeland to leam about fenia
meroh. When Maria heard the village head say that, she beamed with pride. The
village head stayed with us for several hours. All the themes he discussed with us were
related to questions of identity. He proudly told us the story of his predecessor Hauch
Titit, Maria's uncle who was the very first person in the entire Bird's Head region to
accept the Catholic Father Rombouts. By telling this, he underlined the importance of
Maria and her relatives in relation to Catholic identity. Further, he discussed with us a
matter related to their tribal identity: the classification of ethnolinguistic groups in the
area. During this occasion he confirmed Maria's statement that their region and its
inhabitants are not 'Karon' but 'Meyhabehmase' while their language is called
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'Mehabehmase' or 'Meyah' (see Chapter 2). The village head explicitly requested us to
write down the correct names in our studies.
As Maria and villagers told us afterwards, later on an important event took place:
Maria started a debate with villagers, village-heads, and missionary workers about the
question whether fenia meroh and wuon could be reinstated permanently. During the
debate, Maria especially underlined the importance of the rites for passing on ancestral
knowledge, strength and codes of behaviour to future generations so they would be
"strong and know how to live well." During the discussions, Maria derived authority
from her status as descendant of the most important predecessor in the process of
Christianisation. In her view, inhabitants of Tabamsere and Fef had to follow her
because she was a descendant of Hauch Titit. For the benefit of convincing the
participants of the urgency of retaining initiation rites, Maria also used our interest in
them. She stated, "If even children of Father Rombouts take the view that fenia meroh
and wuon are so important that they have been travelling all the way to learn about
them, who are we, then, to see it otherwise!"
During the discussion, the majority of the participants shared the opinion that
"good traditions" should be preserved and "bad traditions" had to be rejected. In the
end, the negotiations led to the decision that fenia meroh and wuon had to be
reincorporated into present-day life. However, the rites had to be limited to a few
weeks, because they did not want the children to be absent from school for a longer
period. Further, it was decided that it was forbidden to pass on knowledge and customs
that were at odds with Christian rules, such as the wuon ways of killing people through
poison (the practise ofkret). Maria felt happy about the decision: she had reached what
she had strived for: fenia meroh and wuon could be revitalised structurally for children
who were attending school (I will return to the importance of this combination and to
the question why it was considered important to reinstate the rites, later in this
chapter).
In the afternoon, the Itas started to cook their own dinner on a little stove on the
veranda, as they still had to observe the food taboos. They were acting joyful and
laughed a lot. That evening, everybody in the house went to sleep early: it had been
raining heavily since the morning and the house had become damp and cold.
Moreover, everyone was tired from the recent events.
The next morning, Tuesday January 24, Maria inspected the red stripes on the nose
and cheeks of the Itas and noticed with satisfaction that the stripes were still there,
which meant that the kekuatan was being well absorbed by the body. Right after, I
experienced an example of the meaning that was attached to the kekuatan. That
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morning, I was struck by malaria, which was the fifth attack since my arrival in the
Bird's Head area. The previous four times I was so sick that I could not even leave my
bed and was only able to drink some water for a week. This time, I had the same
symptoms as before, but felt less sick and was already able to eat a bit the next day and
to sit in the kitchen near the fireplace. Maria was pleased with that because it was a
token that the kekuatan of the red stripes we had received during the closing
ceremony, worked for Yin and me too as it did for the other has.
On Wednesday January 25, Maria was called upon by a family in Fef to heal a baby
that was seriously ill and she was away during a great part ofthat day." They called her
too late to save the baby, however, and it passed away. The has went to the food
garden again and prepared dinner at the veranda. Like the previous day it rained a lot.
Everyone went to bed early.
The next day, Thursday 26, Maria noticed that most of the red stripes on the faces
of the //as had faded away. She therefore washed their faces with water from bamboo
canes, after which the has were allowed to bathe in the rivers again. Then, she went to
church for the funeral of the sick baby that had died the day before. The has walked to
the food garden to gather vegetables and firewood and returned just before dusk. When
it had become dark Maria, while standing at the veranda, handed over the last of the
five symbols: wood. She bespelled the leaves of tah and kwir with ancestral formulas
and invited the has to enter the house. There, she performed a rite through which she
connected the has with the leaves and handed every ha a piece of them. Maria
instructed them to dry the leaf parts and always carry these with them so the leaves'
powers would protect them anywhere. She explained the meaning of the symbol of
wood by telling that tah and kwir trees bear many branches, symbolising the clans, but
always form one tree, representing the foundation of life. During the rite, she also
revealed the formula by means of which the has could activate these protective
powers.
Now Maria had handed over the last of the five ancestral symbols to the novices,
she as well as the novices was allowed to drink again. Moreover, it meant that Maria
had now fulfilled the most important tasks as initiator and ritual leader. In fact, it
marked the closing of Ùiefenia meroh ritual. That evening, Maria remained with her
sister Aknes in the kitchen to have a rest and enjoy the comfort of the fire. The four
has and Arkomoh said that they wanted to ask Yin and me questions about (our lives
in) the Netherlands. After we had been asking them questions for days, now they acted
as the interviewers for the rest of the evening. We told them that they could ask us
See Courtens 1998, 2000, and 2005 for further reading on this case in which Maria Bara performs a
healing rite in the way of the Kelompok Sabda.
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whatever questions they liked. It was an extremely pleasant evening in which we
chatted about our lives at home, our families, and Dutch society.
Through the reinstatement offenia meroh Maria passed on selective elements of
initiation to the novices. Main focus of Maria was to connect the girls with their
ancestors and herewith with the Baru clan through watum and transferring strength and
codes of behaviour by means of the five symbols. The watum provided the novices
with behavioural rules in accordance with ancestral ways. The five symbols
represented ancestral views concerning the place of an individual in relation to the
social environment. One major aspect of Maria's own initiation however, was left out:
the education as healer. Although Maria taught the novices the basic knowledge on
herbal medicine to treat minor illnesses and injuries like cuts and bruises, they did not
get the full training to become an accomplished healer: the initiation period was too
short to learn and memorise the complex formulas. But for the transfer of healing
knowledge, Maria already found a solution with the foundation of the Kelompok
Sabda (see Courtens 2005).

The Novices: Dealing with Initiation
Before proceeding to the question why Maria reinstated the ritual, I shortly reflect
upon the ways the has dealt with their initiation experience in the period after the
closing ceremony. In doing so, also in this section Maria's view as ritual leader will
come to the fore.
On Sunday January 29, the has went to church in thefenia meroh costumes and
decorations. The other churchgoers had anticipated their coming and saved a bench for
them in the front row. The fact that the decorated novices now could participate in the
service without any complaints from the priest, was a remarkable break with the past:
as was shown in Chapter 5, at the time Maria Baru was initiated, the Dutch priests
summoned novices to take off their initiation costume before they were allowed to
enter the Church. In the afternoon, Maria took the has for a picnic in the cocoa garden
of her family.5
During the days after we left the cult house, Yin and I interviewed the has about
their initiation experience. We especially noted a change in the way they perceived
their initiation: right after they left the cult house, they were proud about the initiation
and their costumes, but they also were very angry: at their parents as they had

5

Unfortunately, Yin fell ill with malaria so we all returned to the village rashly. Like me, Yin
experienced that this malaria attack was less heavy than the six previous attacks: the fever was less
high and the cold shivers were less heavy.
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permitted them to participate in such a tough rite without even warning them about
what was lying ahead They were also angry with Maria Baru and Ibu Ndam because
they had been "harsh" to them while reciting the watum, whereas they even did not
think about doing the "bad" things the teachers talked about
After some days, however, they only felt proud and special and the anger had
vanished Ita Posien, who had been the angriest of all, stayed close to Maria and
showed her affection After some weeks, when we met Ita Posien again, she even
proudly and brightly informed us that she had decided that, somewhere in the future,
she would lead a fema meroh rite, similar to her aunt Maria Like Maria's eldest
daughter Yos, Ita Posien had become highly interested in Jenia meroh Posien had
even become dedicated to the importance of passing on the ancestral heritage from
generation to generation This was not only due to her personal participation in the rite,
but also to the several conversations she had afterwards with her mother and Maria
Baru about the importance offema meroh
Another Ita, however, was not so enthusiastic Quite the contrary, she did not take
some important rules seriously and violated them not long after the ending of the
closing ceremony It happened when Maria Baru, Yosefien, Yin, and I had returned to
the village of Ayawasi One day Ita Weku fell seriously ill She suffered from fever,
which was initially explained and treated as malaria by the missionary medical aid
station in Fef When the fever did not decrease and Weku became dangerously ill,
however, Weku and her family realised that something else was wrong
In panic, they called upon Maria Baru by way of a SSB radio message Maria,
however, refused to take the Cessna to Fef She underlined that Ita Weku had violated
a very important ancestral rule after her initiation "She knows she has to wear her
bracelets, necklace and eyu [bag] until her braided bracelets fall apart on their own
accord " As was explained in Chapter 3, only when the body has completely absorbed
the ancestral strength the decorations are imbued with, the plaited charms split
spontaneously This is the sign that a novice is allowed to take the decorations off Ita
Weku, however, did not like to wear the decorations at school after initiation and put
them off some days after the closing ceremony She only wore them at home So, she
contravened a major ancestral rule and, as Mana explained, "broke off the powers and
strengths passed on to her "
Courtens reports about Maria's attitude concerning this event
Never before had I observed Maria Baru denying a request for help nor seen the
expression on her face so imperturbably For days she stayed relentless for her
relatives' plea to save the girl "Why should I help and listen to her demand,"
the healer justified her retreat from taking action "Jta Weku did not care to
listen and obey the rules she has learned during her stay m fema meroh She
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knows the consequences and has to accept them." The mood in the Baru's
family house was out of sorts while the tension mounted. Everyone knew that if
Maria Baru did not intervene, it was only a matter of time before Ita Weku
would die (Courtens 2005:211).
Just when Weku's condition was so weakened that she started to hallucinate with
fever, Maria could not withstand her family's plea for help anymore. She summoned
the young woman to take the Cessna to Ayawasi, but not before Weku promised that
she would obey the ancestral rules Maria had taught her. As Courtens (ibid) illustrates,
Maria performed a healing rite through which she invoked ancestor spirits to stop
punishing Ita Weku with illness for infringing their rules. Maria Baru conciliated the
ancestral spirits by promising that Ita Weku would never again break this rule and was
to wear her decorations permanently until the bracelets fell off spontaneously. That
night, the fever broke.
The relation between Maria Baru and the disobedient Ita, however, was still
disturbed. Maria Baru did not hide her disappointment and refrained from checking
upon Weku the next morning. Only when Weku, after she was recovered, made her
apologies to her teacher and thanked her for saving her, Maria started to alter her
attitude. During the rest of the visit, Weku wore her complete initiation costume,
including her eyu (bag) tied around her head, even when she lay down to sleep beside
the fire place in Maria Baru's kitchen (Courtens ibid).

Why and How Maria Reinstated the Ritual (At That Time)
In this section, I will return to the importance Maria attached to thefenia meroh (and
wuon) rite, by exploring the question why she reinstated the fenia meroh ritual. I will
show that, although in Maria's perception only one major factor figured in the
revitalisation process, in my view a complex of various factors contributed to it.

Family matters
The motive Maria herself and her family constantly underlined as the one that made
Maria decide to revitalise the fenia meroh rite, stems from family, lineage, and clan
concerns as well as gender. During the reinstatement, Maria and relatives of hers
explained to us that Maria and her older brother Agus had been discussing adat affairs
since the early 1970s. Their conversations mainly concerned the question as to how
they would be able to transmit the knowledge on ancestral regulations and protective
powers to their children in the absence of a proper fenia meroh and wuon rite. Maria
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already had worked out the first concrete plan for the revitalisation oïfenia meroh in
1975 As she told me
I was and am thinking of it all the time Because now I am still alive, now I am
still able to discuss this with Ibu Ndam Of all the women who have been both
educated in and experienced fen ia meroh, only Anselma and myself are still
alive That's why I, in 1975, figured out to build a modem, permanent [cult]
house in Tabamsere for our children, where they could be taught to weave eyu
etcetera and would receive watum during three months till one year I took the
view that it is no good when the houses would be demolished each time When
we build a permanent house instead, I thought, a girl that had reached the
suitable age would be able to enter immediately So, I discussed the idea with
Ibu Ndam and Senek [her older sister Aknes] I discussed with them whether it
would be possible to burry the loincloth and the other objects [instead of
leaving them m the house and demolish the building] They agreed with it We
further decided that we, after each performance, would scrub the house in order
to purify it
Then, Pauhnus designed a drawing for a two-stored house The first floor
would serve as the fema meroh house and at the second the [closing] festivity
would take place Yet, Paulinus calculated that it would cost about 180 million
rupiah to build such a big house1 That was far too expensive for us So, we
contacted other family members to help us bearing the costs Yet they refused,
because many of them were no officials [meaning did not earn a -regularsalary]
So, Mana's idea was not carried out In the late 1980s and early 1990s, however, Maria
and her relatives came up with another, temporary solution They arranged that the
youngest daughter of Agus would be exempted from primary education in order to
apply herself to studying ancestral rules and customs (this was the girl who, then aged
ten, participated as Arkomoh in the reinstated rite) Unfortunately, the exemption of an
individual, non-initiated child turned out to be insufficient for maintaining and
transmitting the major secret ancestral knowledge and protective powers, as these may
only be revealed during initiation rites In the years that followed, elderly female and
male clan members often gathered around the fire-place of their houses, where they
continued the discussion In those years, they talked about their wish to let their
children take part m fema meroh and wuon Maria and Agus realised that they and
other clan members who belonged to the last generation of initiated persons, were
growing old and some of them were expected to pass away within some years So the
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question had become urgent.6 As Maria put it into words with regard to her eldest
brother Agus, "If Agus passes away before he has transmitted his ancestral knowledge
and powers to his son, we will be ruined."
Finally, in the end of 1994, Maria in association with Ibu Ndam, her older sister
Aknes Baru, and her older brother Agus Bam decided to reinstate the fema meroh rite.
As she told us:
When I left Ayawasi to travel to Fef and Tabamsere, I myself knew that I
intended to perform fema meroh Before I left, I also had sent a SSB radio
message to Agus and Senek in Fef in which I announced my intention In Fef, I
first discussed the idea with Ibu Ndam, Senek, and Agus They underlined that
they had become old and that God might call them They wanted to prevent
that everything would be forgotten Then, I discussed it with the village head of
Fef/Ases and several tokoh adat [important figures within adat] of Fef, such as
bapak Yohannis Bofra. I told them, "I shall send two children of Father
Jonkergouw and the sisters CPS, and they long to participate m fema meroh "
The elderly were delighted' And they also joined the feast Anselma and I are
children of the people who have accepted the mission, that's why they have to
follow us
Then, I walked to Tabamsere When I arrived there, I first discussed the idea
of performing fema meroh with the elderly They already knew about it, as
Agus and bapak Matteus Titit [who formerly had been the successor of village
head Hauch Titit, Maria's uncle] had travelled to Tabamsere previously in order
to announce our intention and make preparations [such as building the house]
Everyone, including the village head Petrus Titit, agreed with it, though on
condition that the girls would remain m fema meroh for maximally two months
They argued, "If they remain for a longer period, it would damage their
education at school " The father of Ita Posien indicated that he wanted her to
participate m fema meroh, so she would leam about our custom
From these passages, which were confirmed by her relatives, it appears that Maria
reinstated the fema meroh rite in close cooperation with initiated female and male
relatives. The last initiated family members had grown old and realised that, now the
end of life was near, they had to take measures to procure the transmittance of the
ancestral knowledge and regulations to the next generations. In fact, the substitution of
fema meroh and wuon by modem, Christian institutions and practices (as presented in
Chapters 4 and 5) turned out to be just temporarily satisfying' in the long run, very

6

As stated in Chapter 2, due to the hard living conditions, most local people m the Northwest Ayfat
do not reach the age of sixty When a person is aboutfiftyyears of age, she or he is considered old
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central aspects of indigenous initiation rites appeared to be irreplaceable. During my
fieldwork and especially at the time of the reinstatement in Fef, in particular the
elderly people reacted emotionally when they referred to the irreplaceable significance
offenia meroh and wuon for indigenous identities. Mostly they spoke about it near to
tears, or they began to sob. Such as an older, initiated woman when she said, "Women
who did not remain in fenia meroh, who don't have pierced noses and earlobes nor an
at [facial tattoo], are no complete women." Today, young people in general do not
have much knowledge on the practice of initiation (and some other abandoned cultural
practices) and their meanings. According to elderly inhabitants in the Northwest Ayfat,
however, modem education is not sufficient to guide youngsters into adulthood. To the
opinion of senior inhabitants, youngsters "don't live well" because they lack a
significant part of the ancestral knowledge and codes of behaviour formerly
transmitted through initiation. An elderly woman whose daughter participated in the
reinstated fenia meroh rite, gave us the following explanation, in which she referred to
the importance of the rites for gender identity and proper behaviour:
Nowadays, children don't obey the elders. They have sex before they are
married, and they are lazy. My daughters refuse to work in the food gardens (...)
and they refuse to take care of the animals. When they have caught a fish they
do not share it with the elderly people. No, they just close the door and eat the
food themselves. They don't act as proper Papuan people. They are just thinking
about themselves. [While pointing to the decorated novices:] and all that
happens because they do not receive this anymore.
As was shown in Chapter 3, during initiation girls were taught to behave as decent
women in accordance with ancestral codes of behaviour, in which the image of women
as food providers was a central aspect of female identity. The woman cited above and
the majority of the other elderly initiated women I spoke with, ascribed the "laziness"
of their daughters to the absence of initiation. As Maria explained during another
occasion, elderly people take the view that youngsters nowadays are physically weak
because they do not receive and wear the pofayer (decorations). Because the protective
ancestral powers, as a result, did not penetrate their bodies, youngster nowadays are
"not strong, have much fat, and no perseverance." As Maria explained further:
We, those who have participated in fenia meroh, all of us have received the
decorations due to which the powers will stay within our body forever. We did
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not take off the decorations, not even because of the heat.7 And we only ate the
food we were allowed to eat (...). Yet today, the children are lazy and shy, they
feel different. They only want to wear the clothes that we regularly wear; they
don't want to wear the decorations. They only do so for short periods, during
special occasions such as the dances.
Initiation rites, however, appeared to be not 'only' important with regard to gender
identity. One day, Maria stressed the significance of initiation as going beyond this
when she emotionally said to me: "It is the main feature of our culture. (...) Without
fenia meroh and wuon we are no human beings, but we are rather like dogs and pigs."
This supports Lutkehaus' (1995a: 10) argument that initiation rites express not only
cultural conceptions of femininity, "but, more fundamentally, what it means to be
human."

Insufficient initiation alternatives
As was shown in the previous chapter, in present Ayawasi society elderly people
underline the similarities between the Catholic rite of Confirmation and indigenous
initiation rites. These similarities are also ceremonially expressed, as I witnessed
during a Conformation performance through which a school class of children and four
adults received the sacrament. The neophytes were dressed in costumes they perceived
as 'traditional' because they were traced back from the costumes and decorations
initiated persons wore when they left the cult house: skirts (currently of kain timur
instead of bark cloth), head bands of little stringed beads with stuffed Birds of Paradise
or their feathers, necklaces and bracelets. In procession, similar to a closing ceremony
offenia meroh or wuon, they walked into the church. During the ceremony, indigenous
dances were performed. When I tried to find out why local people, despite underlining
the various similarities, nevertheless were distressed by the abolishment of fenia
meroh and wuon, I learned that Confirmation does not fully replace indigenous
initiation rituals. In my view, this is for the following three reasons.
Firstly, as was shown by Maria's latter statement, because only indigenous
initiation rituals, as the main feature of Northwest Ayfat society, express what it means
to be human according to ancestral standards. Secondly, because the aspect of gender
identity formation is absent: within the Christian ritual girls and boys participate
together; the rite guides them into adulthood in general and not into a gender-specific
adulthood. Finally, the sacrament of Confirmation is connected to the Christian Holy
7

Here, Maria forgets that her three fellow-initiates (as was shown in Chapter 4) took off their
decorations soon after the closing ceremony and followed the missionary.
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Spirit and not to ancestral holy spirits. Therefore, the Christian ritual does not replace
the ritual transmission of ancestral knowledge, protective power and clan or tribal
identity.
The Kelompok Sabda, of which Maria is the leader, can be perceived as a kind of
Christian secret society that could be compared with indigenous initiation rites. As
Courtens (2005) shows, individuals who become members of the Christian prayer
group are initiated. During that ceremony Maria reveals secret formulas and symbols
comparable to those applied during indigenous initiation, to them. Some years after
their initiation into the prayer group, specific individuals who have proved to be
faithful and devoted members can be chosen by Maria to be initiated into the secret
formulas by means of which they can act as spiritual healers. These secret formulas
are, to a large extent, comparable to those learned during indigenous initiation rituals.
Like Confirmation, however, the special prayer group is not similar to indigenous
initiation rites for several reasons. First, the aspect of gender identity formation has
been altered as women and men participate collectively and are considered to be equal
members. Second, the characteristic of guidance into adulthood does not play a role as
individuals from several age groups (younger and older adults as well as children)
participate. Next, the aspect of clan identity formation, central in female initiation, is
absent because members of various clans, even inhabitants who originate from areas
beyond the Northwest Ayfat, participate.

Indigenous initiation for Catholics
Although the Christian rites and practices in the view of elderly people turned out to
be insufficient as long-term replacements offenia meroh and wuon, simultaneously
Catholicism had become integrated and eminent in daily and religious life for elderly
as well as youngsters and children in the Northwest Ayfat. Moreover, for Maria and
her family their Catholic identity even proved to be a major motive for the
reinstatement of indigenous initiation rites, as I will show next.
The fact that members of some other clans in (the neighbourhood of) Tabamsere
and Fef had not abandoned fenia meroh and wuon and still initiated their children, was
of no importance to Maria and her family: these people belonged to other clans, so
their fenia meroh rites had no meaning for the Baru clan. Moreover, as Maria and
initiated female and male relatives explained to us, these people were not baptised and
not educated at the Catholic schools. Maria frequently emphasised that she and her
relatives strived for reinstating fenia meroh (and wuon) precisely for Catholic,
educated children. After the reinstatement in Fef, while we were discussing her
motives, Maria gave a striking explanation. With twinkling eyes and while gently
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rubbing her right hand over her left one, she stated, "I want to let the Bible and the
adat walk together, they will walk together " Only then I realised the meaning of some
of the utterances Maria had done at the very beginning of our fieldwork At that time,
she had stated the following
Our adat is still strong enough Yet only today, we have the Church But now
we have reached a new understanding, we don't want our adat to become weak
If our adat won't stay strong, in the future also the Church will become hollow
Only if the adat rules are strong, the Church can be strong Then, the glory of
the adat will be united with the glory of the Church, toh"7
Today, the children still learn adat rules, but they don't understand them
They long for education in the way you study at school They don't understand
the adat They are in the belief that the knowledge they gain at school, is more
important than the adat you both are writing down now
Nowadays, the children are happier They are free, isn't it9 [Maria laughs
loudly] Yet we were not We wanted to learn the adat, so we would know the
adat rules Nowadays, the regulations we read now, the Bible if we read these
we realise, 'O' This is similar to what we have learned during fenia merohv It's
the same The rules of the adat and those of the Church walk together We
know that
After the reinstatement, Maria stressed that precisely Christian girls and boys had to be
initiated only when they received both ancestral and Christian spiritual knowledge
and powers, their personal development would be "complete" With regard to herself,
len, and me she emphasised that the three of us had now received the powers of the
Sacrament of Confirmation, the Kelompok Sabda, ana fenia meroh, which meant that
we had reached the highest possible amount of strength
So, in order to 'save' the indigenous as well as the Catholic identity of her clan and
tribal group, Maria decided to reinstate the fenia meroh rite This time, especially
'external forces' were a driving force Like during the life stage in which she revitalised
ancestral knowledge and practices in the domain of healing, it was of crucial
importance to Maria that the indigenous and the Christian domain would "walk
together " Now, however, she went beyond revitalising selective parts of fenia meroh
(as she had done in previous life stages) but reinstated the nte In uniting the religious
spheres of adat and Christianity, Maria once more acted as a creative agent and
cultural broker As Mana referred to during our conversations, she had now "fulfilled"
her "major life task" "uniting adat [tradition] and agama katolik [Catholicism] in an
equivalent measure "
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It is striking that exactly (descendants of) individuals who were predecessors in the
domain of missionisation and Christianity, acted as the initiators of the revitalisation of
ancestral practices that were banned within the context of the mission. As was shown
in previous chapters, Maria's uncle Hauch Titit was the very first person in the
Northwest Ayfat area that accepted the Catholic mission. Maria's eldest brother Agus
Baru was among the first group of children who were baptised into the Catholic
Church. Further, he accompanied the priest on his tours of inspection through other
settlements that were to be baptised. As a child, Maria herself escaped from her
'traditional' culture and moved into the missionary, Christian domain. Later, she
became the initiator and leader of the Christian prayer group Kelompok Sabda. She
and her husband Paulinus also were among the first (and very few) individuals who
have celebrated their marriage in Church and are both devote Catholics. Further, as
Courtens (2005) shows, Maria's older sister Aknes Baru was one of the first local
women in the Northwest Ayfat who decided to follow the missionary sisters' view
concerning twins instead of the local one: after she gave birth to a twin, she let them
stay alive instead of killing them out of fear for suangi (witchcraft) accusations.
Although remarkable, however, the above finding is not exceptional. Godelier
(1993:73) refers to similar observations among the Baruya in PNG who during a
period of rapid socio-cultural change, which brought a socio-economic crisis,
increased their male initiation rituals. As Godelier notes:
At that time some Baruya who had studied and become policemen, nurses, and
teachers returned to take part in the initiation ceremonies. These were the same
people who twenty years previously had scorned the customs of their ancestors.
And it was one of them who in 1979 publicly explained to all the men of the
tribe and the young initiates that the initiations had to be continued because
strength was needed to resist the life of the towns and the lack of work and
money; people had to depend on themselves. In my presence he shouted: 'We
must find strength in our customs; we must base ourselves on what the whites
call culture' (ibid:73).
Although Maria and her relatives only referred to the above motive of revitalising
fenia meroh (and wuon) in aid of passing on the ancestral rules and powers to their
Catholic children, in my view other aspects were significant within the reinstatement
process.

Personal features
Maria's personal character traits and capacities were a central force in the reinstatement process. Maria's personality, as appeared from this and previous chapters, was
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imbued with characteristics that enabled her to fulfil a function as cultural broker:
possession of both indigenous and Christian (secret) knowledge, intelligence, courage,
intense commitment to her family and society as well as to the tribal and Christian
religious domain, resoluteness, persuasiveness, what villagers in Ayawasi referred to
as "charisma" and, last but not least, creativity. Utilising these characteristics, Maria
interconnected different religious domains through the revival of ancestral 'tradition',
which she adapted to a new socio-religious context.
Not only achieved characteristics as connected to personality, but also ascribed
characteristics, namely descent, formed central elements: Maria was supported by
bloodlines of leadership and bobot-ship. Within the revitalisation process, she
appealed to her status as descendant of the first village-head in the Bird's Head area
who allowed the mission to establish the Catholic Church. This implies that the fact
that she was of gentle birth, because of her kinship ties with that village-head, was
important in relation to her personality and authority. Though Maria did not appeal to
it, kinship was also important in relation to her status as a big-woman: she was able to
act authoritatively because she descended from respected big-women and big-men and
was a respected big-woman herself.
Revitalisation movements are a cultural phenomenon in which the "management of
inconsistencies" is a central issue and the effort to achieve reconcilement is
particularly evident (Ewing 1990:264). As Maria's case shows (and will show further,
later in this chapter) she strove for uniting her tribal (clan) and Christian identities in
reaction to ongoing changes. As Ewing argues, participants in revitalisation
movements are able to create and articulate new overarching, symbolically constituted
senses of wholeness. In Maria's case it appears that both internal and external stimuli
were central in the revitalisation process. It among other things demonstrates that, as
Ewing argues:
In times of personal stress or conflict (...) our old self-representations may
inadequately reflect our current experience. The experience of inconsistency
confronts us with a challenge to our integrative capacities. In these
circumstances, we may turn to symbolic, metaphorical processes to create more
adequate representations of self and other (ibid:270).
In this life stage, Maria's reconcilement through the Kelompok Sabda of her then
conflicting tribal identity as connected to fenia meroh on the one hand, and her
Christian identity on the other hand (as explored in Chapter 4), had become
inadequate: due to new developments, the reconcilement process needed a completion
which resulted in the revitalisation of initiation rituals for a specific group of people.
So, after Maria and her family had embraced Christianity with enthusiasm and
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perceived it as providing alternatives for central indigenous rituals such as initiation,
they realised that they had abandoned practices for which Christianity did not provide
equal alternatives.
Within the revitalisation process, Maria turned to what Ewing (ibid) refers to as
"symbolic, metaphorical processes to create more adequate representations of self and
other." As Mach (1993:38) points out in his study on Symbols, Conflict, and Identity,
symbolic forms such as rituals and ceremonies are very suitable for that purpose
because they are "the way in which a group, a community (...) organizes the
intellectual and emotional framework of its members' lives, confirming its valuesystem, social norms and goals, and legitimizing social order. In such a way group
identity is created, maintained, and transformed (...)." Likewise, as Maria did and as
Mach (ibid) argues further, control over people is executed by organising their
experience, by attaching emotional, ideological, and moral values to their behaviour,
and by classifying and judging their behaviour according to the groups' normative
system, here: ancestral regulations and symbolic forms.
Maria, however, did not only employ symbolic processes. She also adapted them,
as appeared from the selective way in which Maria performed the revitalised rite.
Moreover, she was influenced by them; her personality had to some extent been
moulded by her own initiation 'miofenia meroh, despite the fact that she in former life
stages had tried to escape from it. Especially the five ancestral key symbols had been
inscripted into her sense of self and personhood in such depth that they had continued
to affect Maria's life.
While acting as a cultural broker Maria reacted to and capitalised on three other
developments in her personal life and socio-religious environment, as will be
illustrated below.

Presence of anthropologists
At the level of Maria's personal life, an external factor was connected to the fact that
len and I were present to explore indigenous cultural practices of women. As was
shown in Chapter 1, Maria not only offered her great help for the benefit of our
research, but also utilized this to inform us about fenia meroh so it would be written
down and "preserved for future generations". She frequently thanked us for it, for
instance after she had told us about younger generations not paying much attention to
learning the adat as they were educated at school. Maria stated, "Now I say to you
both, thank you that you have come here to leam our adat."
Reinstatement of the fenia meroh rite has been definitely accelerated by our
presence in the field and our interest in indigenous practices such as initiation rites.
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Indeed, Maria had stated several times that she would "show it to us" so we would be
able to gain a "full understanding". She did not, however, reinstate the rite for the
benefit of us: it was Maria's intention to reinstate fenia meroh (and wuon)
permanently, and not only once. Further, in Maria's view there was no need for us to
participate in the entire seclusion period, as she had "already told" us "everything" that
novices leam during initiation. Therefore, it was sufficient for us to participate in the
last stage of the seclusion period where we received the secret ancestral powers and
symbols, after which we participated in the closing ceremony and were initiated into
fenia meroh. The five novices of the Baru clan, however, needed the two months
initiation period. So, it is clear that Maria reinstated the rite for the benefit of initiating
girls of the Baru clan and thus safeguards the survival of the fenia meroh rite.
Our presence and interest in fenia meroh (and wuon) also served as a legitimacy for
Maria's actions. She deliberately told the village head and tokoh adat of Fef, "I shall
send two children of Father Jonkergouw and the sisters CPS, they long to participate in
fenia meroh." And later, when Maria entered into the discussion on the question
whether fenia meroh and wuon had to be reinstated permanently, for the benefit of
convincing the participants of the urgency of retaining the rites, she stated, "If even the
children of Father Rombouts take the view that fenia meroh and wuon are important
and they have been travelling all the way to leam it, who are we, then, to perceive it
otherwise!"

Modified missionary views
Another factor that contributed to the revitalisation was apparent on the level of local
society, more precisely the local mission in Ayawasi. Two of the missionary workers,
both friars, originated from the Moluccas. One of them was a son of bapak
Nuhuyanan, the pioneering missionary schoolteacher in Tabamsere (see Chapter 2).
They were working in close cooperation with the indigenous priest Father Fatem
(secular priest). It appeared that, previous to the reinstatement, a revaluation of the
attitude of the local mission towards adat matters, especially those concerning
initiation rites, had started. I had been talking with missionary workers about these
matters for several times, yet only after we had been initiated into fenia meroh, I was
informed about the following. In April 1995, a friar originating from the Moluccas told
me that the pastoral team of Ayawasi took the view that "adat had to flourish" and "to
be integrated into religion." He underlined that he and his co-workers had not only
studied theology (in Jayapura), but also culture ("budaya"), and wanted to help the
local population to let the adat bloom. In this process, he underlined, the "good
elements of adat" had to be maintained and revitalised, contrary to those considered as
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non-compatible with Christianity (such as those related to sorcery). The missionary
worker informed me that the mission was building a retreat house nearby Ayawasi
since 1994, to teach children of the local primary and secondary school as well as noninitiated adults intensively for one month about important aspects of adat and
Christianity. In line with indigenous initiation, males and females would remain
separated: one part of the house would be reserved for girls and women and one part
for boys and men. The mission planned to put the female retreat house under the
direction of Maria Bam and the male part under the direction of Pascalis Baru, a male
devout Catholic who was a rae wuon (initiated man) and, like Maria, lived in Ayawasi.
The missionary worker explained the choice for Maria and Pascalis as follows: "The
teachers preferably know adat as well as the Holy Bible so that they can instruct the
children about both of them. Maria and Pascalis are both highly respected Catholics as
well as tokoh adat. That's why they are very suitable for the task." Next to that, the
mission intended that friars and priests would explain further the Bible to the
participants in the retreat house. They also rose the idea to decorate the pupils
afterwards, similar to an initiation closing ceremony, and to perform a celebration after
they had left the retreat house.
Maria, however, had not yet decided whether she would fulfil the leading task in
the retreat house. She took us to the house that was being constructed, to show its
location, and emphasised that she supported the initiative. Yet, she had her own
priorities, related to safeguarding the transfer of ancestral knowledge, powers and
behavioural rules within the Baru clan. It is likely, however, that the fact that even the
local missionaries were exploring the possibilities of revitalising (selective) elements
of initiation rites into the Christian domain and everyday life, supported Maria within
her personal process of reinstating fenia meroh (and wuon): not only she, but even
Catholic friars and a priest, whose predecessors in Maria's view had caused the
abolishment of the indigenous initiation rites, strived for a similar goal.
Both the reinstatement of the fenia meroh rite in Tabamsere/Fef and the choice for
the retreat house near Ayawasi, have to be understood in relation to another factor: a
new form of sweeping cultural change, expected to affect the West Ayfat area in the
near future.

Political context
The elements discussed so far all concerned internal developments, but also external
changes played an important role. Although Maria Baru never referred to this factor,
the reinstatement had become the more pressing at that time because it was believed
that a collective crisis in the Northwest Ayfat area was to emerge. The fact that Maria
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did not mention or otherwise express this collective crisis as a motive for the
revitalisation of initiation rites, is not remarkable. As Fernandez (1986) points out in a
discussion on religious imagery, coherence (the process of (re)conciliation in the sense
of Ewing 1990) "depends much more on a unity of feeling than on logical rules, even
within the realm of phenomena such as a revitalization movement. It is a symbolic
process resting on images that are not simply reducible to verbal articulations of
experience" (Ewing 1990:268).
Within the collective crisis, central group identities, particularly tribal and Christian
identities, were expected to come under pressure. In my view, the revival was also
connected to a renewed interest in the question who they were. This followed from
some radical changes that were at hand, which were closely connected to several
socio-political processes: the recent colonial history of West Papua, the marginal
positions of Papuans within the Indonesian state, and an aspect of the national
governmental policy towards West Papua which, in the near future, was expected to
cause drastic changes within the Northwest Ayfat area. I will explain this below.
After a long period of colonization by the Dutch, West Papua (during that period
known as 'Dutch New Guinea') became a province of Indonesia in May 1963, on the
basis of a United Nations-sponsored New York Agreement between the Netherlands
and Indonesia. In this agreement the right of self-determination was guaranteed for
West Papua. Free elections would be made possible in 1969. The Indonesian
government selected 1025 men who unanimously chose for integration with Indonesia.
Consequently, the United Nations adopted a resolution through which West Papua was
incorporated in the Indonesian Republic (Bertrand 2004). The province was renamed
Irian Jaya, but native inhabitants generally used the names 'Irian', 'Papua' (as it would
officially be renamed in 2001), or 'West Papua'. Since decades, militant groups in
West Papua demanded autonomy or full independence (Bertrand ibid, Hiisken & De
Jonge 2002). Before 1963, that prospect was held out but not redeemed to the Papuan
people by the then Dutch government.
Though these separatist movements were not active in the Northwest Ayfat region,
questions of identity in relation to the Indonesian Republic appeared as actual topics in
conversations. Nearly all the people I met, did not perceive themselves as belonging to
the Indonesian (Asian) population. Instead, they referred to themselves as 'orang Irian'
(Irianese), and to other inhabitants of the Indonesian archipelago as 'orang Indonesia'
(Indonesians). These identity boundaries are partly rooted in the profound cultural
differences between Indonesians on the one hand and West Papuans on the other hand,
who are ethnically and culturally closely related to the Melanesian inhabitants of
Papua New Guinea. Yet, also the fact that they generally felt that they were culturally
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and economically marginalized within Indonesia, contributed to this symbolic
separation.
During the period of the revaluation of initiation rites, particularly one aspect of
Indonesian state policy towards West Papua (and some other thinly populated areas
within the Indonesian archipelago) endangered native people in the Northwest Ayfat:
the Indonesian government's Transmigration program by means of which, in those
days, a stream of Indonesian inhabitants from other, overpopulated islands like Java
were being sent to West Papua.8 In 1994, statistics indicated that the province of West
Papua had a population about two million, among whom approximately 900,000
Papuans. In 1997, due to an annual influx of over 10,000 families of sponsored
migrants from Java and Sulawesi (and an unknown number of "spontaneous"
migrants), the indigenous West Papuans were reduced to an ethnic minority. Pouwer's
(1987:144) expectation that native Papuans were to become an ethnic minority in their
motherland within the foreseeable future, had become reality.
From the 1970s onwards, throughout the province the widespread appropriation of
land for new settlements, forestry concessions, mining projects and fanning had led to
numerous large-scale conflicts between the Indonesian military and dispossessed
indigenous people. The complicated situation led to conflicts in which Papuans as well
as transmigrants were victims of mutual violence. Within the Northwest Ayfat region,
the number of transmigrants had been insignificant for years, but had started to
increase during my fieldwork period. In the short term, however, thousands of
Indonesian poor peasants from other provinces were expected to settle down in several
new transmigration settlements within the region, including one near Ayawasi. Village
leaders, after they became aware of these plans, organised several meetings in which
people discussed the changes that were expected to accompany the arrival of
transmigrates and the construction of the first road that would disclose Ayawasi and
surrounding settlements (a sand track from the south coast up till Ayawasi). They had
started to discuss these matters since 1991. Three years later, they urged the villagers
to cultivate a considerable part of their soil and to build solid, stone houses instead of
the more 'traditional' wooden and rattan ones.
While I attended these meetings and discussed the matter with individual villagers,
it appeared to me that the major problem of the future transmigration project for
people in and near Ayawasi was the menace of loss of their land rights: the
transmigration settlements were planned to be located on the land that native people,
The transmigration program was initiated by the Dutch colonial government in 1905, when a
limited migration was started to mitigate the overpopulated island of Java. End 1960s, the then
President Suharto considerably expanded the migration program by means of moving over 7,5 million
persons from overpopulated to thinly populated eastern islands.
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over generations, inherited from their ancestors The Indonesian government, however,
claimed the land by means of national laws, mostly accentuated versions of former
Dutch colonial laws The Land Laws of 1960, for instance, imply that the Indonesian
state is authorised to transfer land from people who possess large areas of land to
people who do not Article 33 of the Indonesian Constitution (1945) implies that all
land is state land, and that all wasteland is state property The Laws of Land Reform
(1960-61) limit the dimensions of landownership (Manusaway, lecture 1996) Because
just a small part of the land was cultivated, people in Ayawasi feared for losing the
major part of their land property, which would deeply affect socio-cultural life As was
shown in Chapter 2, the land has a central place in the daily life because gardening
forms the main means of living Since the land is inherited from generation to
generation (starting from the founders of the clans) it is also closely connected with the
ancestors, and therefore with the own clan identity Especially the holy places, situated
in the forest, are the domains where ancestor worship takes place and they may not be
cultivated Because of the intricate relationship between the holy places and the
ancestors, dispossession of the land would deeply affect the sense of the own ethnic
identity and humanity
Another fear connected to the expected flow of migrants, concerned the large-scale
introduction of foreign cultural notions and practices Especially when the, mainly
Islamic, transmigrants would outnumber the, mainly Christian, indigenous inhabitants,
people in Ayawasi dreaded that transmigration would pressurize their Catholic
identity This also explains the attention of pastoral workers and villagers for the
reconcilement of adat and Catholicism they jointly strived for safeguarding and
emphasizing indigenous notions, practices, and possessions (as related to their ethnic
and human identity) and Christian notions and practices (their Christian identity) as a
buffer against drastic changes that would endanger these identities As a missionary
worker explained to me "These are drastic external forces We strive at enculturation,
so that the value of the adat will be excavated [digali] and maintained [di /conservasi]
To protect ourselves ( ) We cannot just talk about enculturation And we cannot say
'these other people are not allowed to come ' We attempt to find a solution by means of
the retreat house " The major goal of the retreat house project, missionary workers
explained, was to increase the self-esteem of the native people in the area within the
future transmigration process "Otherwise they believe that they will have to serve the
newcomers who possess houses of stone and cars," one of the pastoral workers stated
I spoke with several villagers about the retreat house and they all were very
positive about the project Members of the Kelompok Sabda stated that it was a good
plan They generally mentioned first and foremost that important aspects of their adat
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had disappeared and could be "fetched back" in this way. Secondly, they generally
referred to the importance of the union of adat and Church. Other villagers especially
emphasised the importance of the "courses" in practical skills they were offered to do
in the retreat house: mastering skills like weaving baskets (eyu), for instance, would
give them the opportunity to sell goods and increase their income.
Within the process in which missionary workers (and inhabitants of Ayawasi)
strove at emphasising and 'safeguarding' adat and Catholicism, a remarkable shift took
place. It appeared that the discussion about this matter carried beyond Ayawasi and the
Catholic population: Catholics and Protestants from the villages of Ayawasi, Ayamaru
and Aitinyo united and formed the Badan Kerja Sama Gereja Kristen [cooperation of
Christian Churches]. In 1995, the priests and ministers from the three villages planned
to meet each other a few times a year to speak about the position of the inhabitants of
the area. Bearing in mind the mutual hostile attitude between Catholic and Protestant
missionaries since the introduction of the Church in the area (see Chapter 2), this
collaboration is remarkable. In response to a development that could be threatening for
both parties (a flow of Islamic migrants that would exceed the Christian population),
the similarities between both parties were underlined whereas the distinction between
'Catholic' and 'Protestant' was pushed into the background. The differences were still
recognised; a friar in Ayawasi phrased the major difference as follows: "We,
Catholics, tend to take care of the adat better than the Protestants. They say, "Just let
go". They draw a distinction between adat and religion, whereas we don't. We take the
view that adat and religion have to walk together. The Protestants, however, perceive
that as sinful." Despite the differences, the two distinct identities were categorized
within one common, Christian identity.9

Continuing her Major Life Task
After the reinstatement oïfenia meroh, Maria continued working on her "major life
task" of letting adat and Church "walk together" as we learned from the letters that
Yosefien, up till now, sends us on behalf of her mother. In 2001, for instance, Maria

Some years after my field research, the political situation in Indonesia changed rapidly. After the
fall of Suharto's government in 1998, within then province of Irian Jaya unrest increased because the
insecure political period was suitable to realise autonomy or an independent state (Jakarta Post,
February 27, 1999). End 2000, minister of transmigration Alhilal Hamdi announced that the transmigration program was annulled, and that the government had to "clean the mess that Suharto's
government had left" (Cooney 2000). Soon after, the government started to remove transmigrants from
discordant areas, such as in Papua. For the people in Ayawasi, it meant that the transmigration project
they had feared so much, would be cancelled.
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performed zfenia meroh rite for her daughter Neset, as she had announced to us
during the ceremony in Fef. She continued performing the rite for other girls.
Maria was also engaged with new activities such as regarding the important wish of
her family to realise an airstrip in Tabamsere. In their view, because Ayawasi as the
centre of the Catholic mission had an airstrip, also Tabamsere, as the village that
accepted the Catholic mission first, should have an airstrip built by the mission.
Yosefien wrote to us in a letter on June 14, 2000, that they had been striving at
realising this in 1999, the year that celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the entry of
the Catholic mission in Tabamsere. For Maria and her family this above all had a
symbolic meaning: appreciation by the mission for their role as predecessors within
the missionisation process. The Baru's succeeded in gaining subsidy from the
Indonesian government, but the Catholic mission did not contribute to the financing
because Tabamsere is located in a remote, thinly populated area. The Baru's were
disappointed by that and attempted to find other ways of funding. Further, Maria in
cooperation with Tomas, the eldest son of her brother Agus, intended to realise a kind
of cultural centre near Fef in which they would exhibit artefacts and perform
indigenous dances for those interested in Maria's indigenous culture.
To date, through the letters, Maria informs us about the progress of these projects
and especially about fenia meroh when she performs the rite for her own and other
children belonging to the Barn clan.
Concluding Remarks
This chapter showed how and why Maria, in the 1990s, united her clan and Christian
identities in a more radical way than she did before: she went beyond revitalizing
selective parts of the fenia meroh rite (on healing) and reinstated the entire initiation
rite, though in a drastically shortened, selective way and adapted to new socioreligious circumstances. Maria only revitalised and passed on those elements that she
perceived as main sources of clan identity: ancestral watum, strength, and the five
ancestral key symbols. She also adapted selective practical elements of the ritual to
what she thought as bearable for present-day initiates.
While acting as a cultural broker, Maria employed internal and external stimuli. In
her own view, family matters formed the central motive for the reinstatement: the
actuality that Maria and some of her close relatives, members of the Baru clan, who
belonged to the last generation of initiated persons were growing old and expected to
pass away within years. This made the matter, which occupied Maria's mind since the
1970s, urgent and contributed to her decision to reinstate the rite. Other factors,
however, affected Maria's decision to revitalise initiation (at that moment in time): the
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absence of sufficient, full initiation alternatives within the indigenous and Christian
realm; personal character traits of Maria as an initiated person who could not escape
her initiation experience and who was a descendant of cultural innovators; the
presence of two Dutch, Catholic anthropologists interested in initiation; modified
missionary views regarding indigenous cultural practices such as initiation; this all
embedded within a socio-religious environment that was threatened with drastic
cultural changes, related to the then Indonesian government's transmigration policy.
Maria decided to reinstate thcfenia meroh rite in order to 'save' the identity of her
clan and tribal group. Again, it was of crucial importance to her that the indigenous
and the Christian domain would "walk together:" precisely Christian girls (and boys),
who had followed Western style education, had to be initiated. Only when they
received both ancestral and Christian (spiritual) knowledge and powers, their personal
development would be "complete".
The ambivalence White (2000) notes in processes of politics of identity is
recognised in Maria's attitude towards Catholic (Christian) identity. She reinstated the
rite exactly for Catholic children who, like her, were related to the native leader that
permitted the pioneering Catholic priest to establish the Church in the area. While
negotiating the importance of reintroducing initiation rituals permanently, she not so
much utilised her personal high status as a big-woman, descending from indigenous
leaders, or her high-standing position as ritual leader of the Kelompok Sabda, however,
but her descend from that particular village-head. During her role as ritual initiator,
however, she deliberately took off the rosary chain that she normally wears every day,
and excluded Christian practices such as praying and reading the Bible. Herewith,
during the rite she strictly separated Christian and clan identity.
In a broader theoretical sense, the reinstatement shows the meaning of female
initiation rituals for social identity formation. Maybe, a female and not a male
initiation rite was reinstated because Maria was a stronger character than her brother
Agus. Yet, that precisely a female initiation rite was reinstated, also indicates the
importance of this rite for the transfer of ancestral knowledge and clan identity through
generations. This shows that the relatively one-sided attention that has been given to
female initiation rituals as 'puberty rites', particularly concerned with the life cycle of
individual women, is too limited. The rites are not only important events for larger
social processes and cycles elementary to whole societies, as Lutkehaus (1995a:28)
points out. Moreover, the reinstatement showed that female initiation rites are crucial
forms of assigning secret and sacred ancestral knowledge, particularly those
fundamental for clan identity and, nowadays, also for tribal and even Papuan identity.
This demonstrates that exclusive anthropological attention of male initiation rites as
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central cultural spheres of knowledge transition, important for society at large, has to
be extended to female initiation ntes.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Catholicism is practised in a devotional way, and constitutes a crucial component of
personal and group identity in current Northwest Afyat society of West Papua. Most
inhabitants of the villages of Ayawasi and Fef, the research locations, pray regularly,
discuss Biblical passages in prayer groups, and attend church every Sunday. Being a
member of the Church is experienced as sharing a central common identity, a process
that unfolded after the arrival of the first Catholic missionary in 1949. It was within
this context that initiation rites, perceived of as central to indigenous identity but
abandoned from the 1960s onwards, were reinstated. This occurred during my
fieldwork in 1995 and was an intriguing symbolic event. In itself, the reinstatement of
an initiation rite was not exceptional in this area: it had occurred before, in the 1970s
and 1980s, when male initiation rites were occasionally revitalised. The reinstatement
I witnessed, however, was unique in that it was not a male but a female initiation rite.
Furthermore, it was not meant to be a one-off occasion in response to a specific crisis,
but an effort to structurally reinstate female and male initiation. Remarkably, the
initiation rites were revitalised by descendants of the first local leader in the Bird's
Head area who had permitted the Catholic mission to establish the Church. Moreover,
the most important actor in the reinstatement was an influential female leader named
Maria Baru, who had tried to escape from adat ('tradition') after her own initiation.
This indicates that the impact and meaning of initiation experiences change throughout
the lifespan of those initiated.
The reinstatement revealed the actuality of issues concerning the interrelatedness of
ancestral 'tradition' (initiation), Christianity, and identity in current Northwest Ayfat
society. It shows that, although Northwest Ayfat people have embraced Christianity
with enthusiasm, and it has become unthinkable to exclude it from consideration in
daily and religious life, local leaders have started to debate the significance of
'traditions' that they had lost. In practice, the debates concerned questions about the
reconciliation of tribal and Christian identities within religious change. They mirrored
the overall theme of how to deal with ancestral 'traditions' within processes of religious
and social change. These ethnographic actualities, linked to the awareness that
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initiation rituals have to be understood from an actor-oriented perspective, formed the
framework of this study on female initiation (fenia meroh) in a Christian context in
West Papua.
In using the life history approach, combined with participant observation and
archival research, this study presents a new approach for studying initiation rituals.
The major starting point was Cohen's ( 1994) view on a more dynamic perspective on
initiation, answering the call for a new method for studying (initiation) rituals as
launched by Geertz in 1973 and Myerhoff in 1982. Drawing on Cohen, I argued that to
increase our anthropological understanding of initiation, we must understand the rites
from the perspective of individuals, and examine their active, creative contributions
throughout their lifespan.
Taking a dynamic, actor-oriented perspective on initiation, I explored how
individuals cope in practice with the fenia meroh initiation ritual's purpose of
(re)constructing identities. Central was the question as to how individual persons in
Northwest Ayfat experience and use female initiation and missionisation in relation to
identity formation. This guiding question was divided into two subquestions. Firstly,
how do individual persons experience female initiation in a context that has been
largely determined by Christian missionisation? Secondly, how do individual persons
use female initiation and missionisation to (re)construct and express identities during
the life course? Within these issues, a point of special interest concerned the ways in
which people strive to achieve reconciliation in the event of conflicting identities.
The study is composed around the life story of an influential religious leader who
revitalised the fenia meroh ritual, Maria Baru. The dynamic and actor-oriented
perspective in this study was also achieved by portraying other voices than those of
Maria Baru and other native people (such as the initiates in a recent fenia meroh rite),
especially the voices of male and female missionaries who worked in the area. I have
presented these missionary views on the basis of archival research, interviews, and
observation. In exploring Maria Baru's life history in particular, I have illustrated the
socio-religious significance of initiation and, more importantly, how initiated women
experience and use initiation. For instance, how they dealt with their new, postinitiation identities in subsequent life stages, what meaning they attached to these
identities throughout the lifespan, and how local actors adapted and transformed
initiation rituals within the process of religious change, as interrelated with identity
formation.
Including other life stages while studying initiation rituals is not new (Lutkehaus
and Roscoe 1995). My study differs from and has added to Lutkehaus and Roscoe,
however, in four areas. Firstly, I have shown that, in terms of juxtaposition, not only
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subsequent but also preceding phases have to be included when exploring how
individual persons cope with their initiation experience. Secondly, I have pursued
further Lutkehaus and Roscoe's viewpoint that initiation rituals have to be understood
within a local context. I have shown that, due to the interconnection between initiation
and identity, besides the local also the national context, in which the rites are
performed, must be included in the analysis. Thirdly, I have demonstrated that these
broader socio-cultural local and national contexts have to be studied from a historical
perspective. Fourthly, the case has shown that not only other life cycle rites but also
various events (particularly crises) throughout the entire lifespan mark changes in the
ways in which persons cope with initiation during subsequent life stages. So, important
identity changes are not merely effected through life cycle rites but also between them,
due to specific events.
Before proceeding to elaborate on these findings, I first reflect on the additional
value of the life history method as applied in my study, aiming to expand
anthropological knowledge on initiation rites from a dynamic, actor-oriented and
historical perspective, and including the entire lifespan of individuals as well as the
local and national context into the analysis. Maria Baru's case has illustrated that the
biographical method is a perfect approach for these goals. The success in particular
depends on three additional values. Firstly, life histories enable us to explore initiation
rituals from the perspective of initiates, and to gain insights into the ways novices
experience their participation in the ritual and may deviate from the ritual norm.
Secondly, life histories can reveal how persons, once initiated, actually and creatively
use the initiation experience in their later personal and social lives. Thirdly, through
biographical methods we can learn that a person's life course, in which individuals
have the opportunity to make specific choices out of personal desires, plays an
important role in establishing the intensity and the ways in which the initiated person
uses the initiation experience. Maria's life story showed that 'larger forces' in which
both people and rituals are embedded, and that change over time, such as the
missionary process, are significant. As White (2000:177) concluded in the afterword to
an anthology in which I presented Maria Baru's case (Thoonen 2000b), "This case
reveals some of the wider ethnographic payoffs that may result from paying attention
to life stories - in this case providing a vantage point for examining the ideological
struggle between Christianity and ancestral practices in terms of personal experience
and ways of talking about them."
Agency appeared to be a major theme running throughout Maria's life, especially
where her story showed how she coped with the problem of incompatible interests:
between desires for schooling and family obligations and, later, between 'tradition'
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(initiation) and Christianity I used 'agency' in the sense of Bakan (1966) who viewed
agency as manifesting itself in self-protection, self-assertion, and self-expansion (as
opposed to 'communion', which refers to being at one with others) Further, for
exploring Maria's identity formation, I used the tripartite division of Hams (1989) as
an analytical tool for discerning individual, self, and person 'individual' refers to a
single member of humankind (and is thus a neutral term, synonymous with 'human
being'), the 'self refers to the experience of being an individual, and 'person' refers to
the public conception of human beings who are members of society and have agency
within it As Maria's case showed, however, not only persons but also individuals have
agency and, likewise, experiences of sense of self are connected to agency
Applying the concept of agency, in Bakan's sense, contributed to the actor-oriented
perspective of this study on exploring personal experience and self-determination
Firstly, as it underlined the creative self-authority of people, both conscious and
unconscious, in (re)constructing (personal) identities Secondly, because it provided a
means to explore the dynamic, mutual relationships between individual people and
ritual, as well as between individual people and social environment ('larger forces')
such as the mission and government So, rather than perceiving initiation rites as
processes that establish society's rights over the individual, and in which the
"authorial selves" (Cohen 1994) of initiates is absent, I considered the "flow of
expenence" of initiated people as creative agents throughout their lifespan

Voices on 'Larger Forces'
The most important 'larger force', the missionary process, had started in 1949 with the
arrival of male Dutch missionaries, first Franciscan priests (OFM) and later
Augustimans (OSA) In the early 1960s, the first (Dutch) female missionary (CPS)
arrived In taking Maria's childhood years as a starting point, and presenting local as
well as missionary views, this study has shown that adopting the Catholic mission in
the Northwest Ayfat region was an interactive process between locals and
missionaries, both acting in creative ways Local people were generally only willing to
cooperate if they saw the advantages of specific mission-related changes The reason
why Tabamsere's village-head, Maria's uncle Hauch Titit (and others) accepted the
Catholic mission was not related to education, nor to Catholic religion, the leader
simply wanted the mission's protection against the then Dutch colonial government
Further, it was shown that missionary workers were highly dependent on the
willingness of the population in executing their missionary activities during this initial
stage They needed the permission of local village heads, and were in a subordinate
position with regard to the provision of the vital necessity of food At the same time,
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however, colonial power relations played a central role as the rules and practices of
missionary workers prevailed.
The exploration of both perspectives has also revealed some discrepancies: local
people attached particular importance to the first Catholic priest who entered their
region, although he actually had only a marginal role. The real founders of the local
Catholic Church, the mission's teachers, however, were not perceived as such but more
related to entering a new way of life. Moreover, in the 1950s and early 1960s, children
as well as adults were not conscious of the major missionary aim of schooling during
these early stages: namely the transition from a "pagan" to a Christian way of life.
Only later, when they were to be baptised into the Church, did the educational aspects
linked to missionisation gain importance in their experience.
In those years, the mission started to gain authority, especially stemming from their
main approach through schooling. Within the missionary and governmental process,
female and male initiation rituals were disappearing in most Christianised Northwest
Ayfat communities from the 1960s onwards. The abolishment was an interactive
process between priests and native people. Initially, missionaries generally were
ignorant, dismissive, and even took countermeasures against the practice of initiation
rites. They regarded certain aspects of female and male initiation rites as undesirable
because participation in, and engagement with, the protracted rites stopped children
from attending school and adults from Church events such as Mass. They generally did
not strive, however, to abolish the rites in their entirety. It was not so much Catholic
but rather Protestant missionaries and governmental officials that took firm actions
against the practice of initiation rites. Nonetheless, the Catholic missionary's view did
influence the practice of initiation. Local people themselves, however, had their own
reasons for abandoning the initiation rites. They saw benefits in abolishing 'old ways'
and embracing 'new ways', in particular schooling, although the perceived benefits
differed for children and adults. Schooling formed a mode for children and youngsters
to 'follow modernity' and to 'escape' from indigenous events such as initiation, which
novices experienced as painful and tough. For adults, schools were especially
connected to the wealth and lifestyle that the missionaries brought. Further, a
missionary education appeared to increase the bride price of women. Also, the codes
of behaviour, norms and values that children learned at the missionary schools, as well
as the teachings through sermons, replaced to some extent the indigenous education as
given during initiation rites. These changes were an important reason for local people
for abandoning female and male initiation rites.
In taking a historical perspective of the local and national contexts, it has been
shown that the view of both local people and missionaries regarding indigenous
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initiation rituals altered in the 1990s. At that time, the majority of local people in
Christianised Northwest Ayfat settlements had become devout Christians, and were
actively engaged in church activities. European (Dutch) missionaries were succeeded
by Indonesian and Papuan priests and sisters. Local people, under the leadership of
Maria Baru, and the missionaries, started to re-evaluate the significance of initiation
rituals within a socio-religious environment that was threatened with drastic changes.
These changes were related to the then Indonesian government's transmigration policy.
It was feared that the mainly Muslim, Indonesian transmigrants, who it was planned to
settle near the village of Ayawasi, would outnumber the Christian, Melanesian native
population and pressurize their lifestyle.
This threat served as a catalyst for the revitalisation of selective parts of indigenous
initiation rituals. For local religious leaders, the threat hastened the reinstatement of
thefenia meroh initiation ritual. Missionaries, meanwhile, strived to realise 'retreat
houses', somewhat akin to indigenous cult houses but in a hybrid, Christianised form.
Christian, native males and females, in separate buildings, would obtain selective core
elements of the initiation rituals as well as Biblical teachings, instructed by both local
religious leaders such as Maria Barn and missionary workers.
Conflicting Identities, Reconciliation and Brokerage
Thefenia meroh rite, performed among the Meyhabehmase in the north Ayfat, aims to
transform individual novices into adult women who, especially by internalising
ancestral rules, strength, and symbols, will fit within the socio-cultural group and share
a common clan identity. Maria Barn's case demonstrated that the fenia meroh rite's
aim, of forcing the self of individual group members into full personhood according to
tribal modes of life, is not automatically procured and can even result in conflicting
identities. It appeared that, despite the profound ritual effects, Maria experienced that
the sense of personhood she was supposed to have internalised during initiation, was in
some ways inconsistent with her sense of self. On the one hand, Maria had indeed
internalised some aspects in her sense of a gendered, religious, and tribal self. On the
other hand, the ritual had not subverted Maria's desire for personal development
through Western-style education and Christianity.
By including personal experience and self-determination in the analysis, we have
seen how 'internal stimuli' as well as 'external stimuli' (Ewing 1990) have affected the
ways and the intensity in which Maria has utilized her initiation experience. She has
continuously constructed new selves in reaction to such stimuli, with the purpose of
reconciling conflicting identities. Here, she played along with continually changing
personal desires, opinions and interests, as well as the ever-changing socio-cultural
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context. In doing so, Maria Baru created new, hybrid religious (initiation) rituals and
acted as a cultural broker. The importance of the various kinds of stimuli varied
throughout Maria's life course. In line with the (cultural) brokers introduced by Wolf
(1956) and Geertz (1960), Maria Baru acted as a mediator between two worlds (adat
and Christianity) and propagated beliefs and practices (concerning the relation
between adat, particularly initiation, and Christianity) to help get her ideas established:
namely launching new initiation rituals and reincorporating ancestral initiation rites in
current Christian society.
In focussing on Maria's case, I have especially examined Stephen and Herdt's
(1989:11) theory that it is in the "gap between cultural representation, and subjective
necessity and desire, that we find the impetus for creativity and innovation." The study
has shown that it is not only in the gap between social identification and sense of self,
as Stephen and Herdt argued, but also in the gap between different social
identifications, and in the efforts to reconcile these, that we can find the impetus for
creative agency, brokerage, and innovation. This is especially so when these gaps, or
conflicting identifications, involve crises: initially Maria did not experience tensions
between her tribal and Christian identities. Later, however, she did, and it was during
these life stages that her role as a pioneer and cultural broker came to the fore.
The study revealed that Maria, before her initiation when she was still a child, had a
sense of self which enabled her to act as a creative agent: she tried to achieve her
major personal wish which was to leave her home settlement in order to obtain a
Western-style education offered by the Catholic mission. She attempted to accomplish
this wish by self-determination, in the sense of taking control of her life by running
away. Maria demonstrates agency in the form of self-assertion and the wish for selfexpansion: she stressed that she wanted to take part in "development" instead of
"adat". In this life stage, Maria responded to internal stimuli (her intelligence and wish
for Western-style education) and an external stimulus: the possibility of attending
school elsewhere and escaping her native village. In that pre-initiation life stage,
however, she did not actually succeed in challenging tribal life by realising her
personal wishes. Her parents obliged her to stay, and she was initiated into thefenia
meroh ritual.
During initiation, Maria had to subordinate her sense of self to the 'social self of
initiates - there was almost no space for agency. Instead, 'communion' in the sense of
being one with other initiates was emphasised: Maria's sense of personal self was
stripped away. She complied with the food taboos, despite being hungry and thirsty.
Once, however, Maria did manage to stand up for herself, when she persuaded her
teacher (at the stage of entering the cult house) to refrain from giving her further
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tattoos. Here, Maria showed agency in the form of self-protection and self-assertion.
Maria experienced the seclusion period and the closing ceremony as ambiguous: they
were trying for her, but simultaneously they sometimes filled her with joy. During
seclusion, she frequently experienced feelings of terror and endured physical pain.
Maria often felt unprotected and isolated from communal life. At other moments,
however, she felt happy, for instance while walking into the forest to go fishing and
gather vegetables with her fellow initiates. After seclusion, she was proud and aware
of being special, and she enjoyed the fact that so many people had travelled to the
village of Tabamsere for the closing ceremony. Simultaneously, however, she found
the ceremony trying, especially because she had to stand all night long while listening
to the regulations, warnings, advice and other lessons the participants recited.
It was illustrated that the fenia meroh rite was intertwined with a complex set of
social identities: gender identity, age, and clan identity. Through initiation, Maria had
become a member of diverse social groups. She had turned into an adult member of
the clan as well as a gendered person in accordance with indigenous standards. The
ritual inheritance and inscription of ancestral rules, knowledge, symbols, and
protective powers had guided her into the first stage of adulthood, or more specifically
womanhood, as a clan member. The change in gender identity was above all
established by the ritual inheritance and inscription of ancestral secrets and spiritual
powers concerning female fertility, the names of female ancestors, and rules for
appropriate female behaviour. The successful completion of the full initiation process
meant, further, that Maria, when achieving the status of a full adult woman, could act
as a ritual leader for fenia meroh.
The subsequent life stages showed that the initiation ritual, despite its profound
effects, had not suppressed Maria's wish to escape her tribal life and obtain a Westernstyle education. Without informing her parents, she followed an Augustinian priest and
left her home settlement. She started to live at a missionary boarding school, together
with her fellow-initiates, and moved further into the missionary domain. There, she
coped with her initiation in a highly selective way, which illustrated that she had
already experienced discrepancies between adat and Christianity right after fenia
meroh. She removed the external tokens of initiation wherever possible, and for the
greater part did not follow the rules she had learned with some exceptions (all related
to her fear of becoming ill by ancestral spirits or to methods for healing illness caused
by these spirits). This reveals that individuals, from the palette of possibilities they
obtain during female initiation, can choose what to employ. In Maria's case, these were
only those aspects connected to the particular sphere in which Christianity was
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considered to be ineffective ("not strong enough") in her local perception: the realm of
ancestor spirits.
So, once initiated, Maria obeyed some of the ancestral behavioural rules and
knowledge, and incorporated them into her personal life. She submerged most of them,
however, when she opted for self-expansion and moved into the missionary sphere to
be educated. She felt that, within this Christian context, she was not able to practice
the ancestral ways freely. Instead, during the years that followed, she moved further
into the Catholic domain and became a devout Christian. She thus became
incorporated into a sphere in which the then Western image of woman as housekeeper
and nurturer prevailed. Although Maria experienced some discrepancies and tensions
between her identities, as related to 'tradition' on the one hand and Christianity on the
other, she did not yet consider them as to be discordant. During those years, she
entered new life stages when she married and became a mother. Through motherhood
she achieved the status of full adulthood.
Whereas Maria had submerged the greater part of the knowledge acquired 'mfenia
meroh for some fifteen years after her initiation, all this changed during a personal
crisis when her husband threatened to leave her because she did not bear him any more
children. This occurred after her parents had passed away, and was directly linked to
aspects of female gender: procreation and motherhood. During this crisis, Maria
experienced visions that led her to become the founder and leader of the healing and
prayer group called Kelompok Sabda (Group of God's Word), which nowadays has
members all over the Bird's Head region. Maria herself experienced the visions as an
assignment to re-evaluate and, at last, apply ancestral knowledge she had obtained
during thefenia meroh rite: the visions made her realize that she must not forget what
she had learned from her ancestors. The visions also served as a creative, legitimate
Christian way to revitalize ancestral custom. In terms of the aspect of 'stimuli', to
which individuals respond, the visions-experience showed that supernatural agencies,
including God and the spirits of her deceased parents, also figured in Maria's sense of
self and personhood. At this point, Ewing's distinction in terms of 'internal' and
'external' stimuli appears to be problematic: it is unclear how supernatural stimuli
should be categorised.
Maria started to reconcile the potentially conflicting identities of Catholicism and
adat once she had experienced these visions. Through reconciling her social identity,
as connected to initiation, with her social identity as connected to Christianity, Maria
achieved a more coherent self. Further, while uniting both domains, she created new
healing rituals in which she fused indigenous (as acquired during initiation) and
Christian notions and symbols. Further, she created a new form of initiation with
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which she started to initiate other truly devout Christians, who claimed that they had
received Christian visions, into the Kelompok Sabda. The prayer and healing group
gained a central, innovating position within the religious domain and daily life,
especially regarding relationships between 'tradition' and Christianity.
In the 1990s, Maria united her clan and Christian identities in a more radical way:
she went beyond revitalizing selective parts of the fenia meroh rite, those on healing,
and reinstated the initiation rite in its entirety, albeit in a drastically shortened,
selective way and adapted to the new socio-religious circumstances. She only passed
on those elements that she perceived to be the main sources of clan and, to a lesser
extent, gender identity: ancestral rules, strengths, and ancestral key symbols. Within
the altered context, new social identities were emphasised, articulated especially in
terms of contrast to Christianity and non-Papuan Indonesians. The attitude towards
Christianity was, however, ambiguous because the Catholic identity of the main
initiator and the initiates was considered crucial. Furthermore, the new initiation ritual
was performed in a selective way in the sense that only elements were chosen that
were considered acceptable to present-day, 'modem' initiates.
The performance of the revitalised rite, and the main reasons for the reinstatement,
thus demonstrated a shift in terms of social identities intertwined with the initiation
ritual. While the fenia meroh rite, before its abandonment, especially served as a
central means to mark female gender identity, clan identity, and age; in the 1990s
ritual leaders moved its marking capacity towards existing identities that had
increasingly gained importance within the altered local and national contexts: clan and
tribal identity. Simultaneously, they involved two new forms of social identity: ethnic
and religious (i.e. Christian) identity. The emphasis on gender identity, although still
central, had decreased. So, as a reaction to the Indonesian government's policy, the
fenia meroh rite acquired the meaning of a marker of Papuan identity, whereas the
importance regarding gender identity formation decreased.
While acting as a cultural broker, Maria employed internal and external stimuli. In
her view, family matters formed the central motive for the reinstatement: the actuality
that she, and some of her close relatives, members of the Bam clan who belonged to
the last generation of initiated persons, were growing old and expected to pass away
before too long. This made the matter, which had occupied Maria's mind since the
1970s, urgent, and contributed to her decision to reinstate the rite. Other factors,
however, also affected her decision: the absence of sufficient alternatives within the
indigenous and Christian spheres; the dominant character traits of Maria, especially
her leadership qualities, and her descent from cultural innovators; her personality as an
initiated person who could not escape her initiation experience; the presence of two
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Dutch, Catholic anthropologists interested in initiation; changing missionary views
regarding indigenous initiation; and all of this embedded within a socio-religious
environment that was threatened with drastic cultural changes resulting from the
government's transmigration policy.
Maria decided to reinstate thefenia meroh rite in order to 'save' the identity of her
clan and tribal group. As during the phase in which she had started to blend ancestral
and Christian elements through healing rituals, it was crucial for her that the
indigenous and Christian domains would 'walk together'. It was Christian girls (and
boys), who had followed a Westem-style education, who had to be initiated: only
when they received both ancestral and Christian (spiritual) knowledge and powers
would their personal development be "complete". And only then would Maria herself
feel a 'complete' person: she had accomplished her major life's task of uniting
'tradition' and Christianity as equally important domains.
In addition to the above findings, other general considerations were derived from this
study. It has not only shown that the meanings of the fenia meroh initiation rite,
through ritual leaders such as Maria Baru who capitalised on the altering context,
changed over time. It has also demonstrated that initiation rituals serve as vital
vehicles for negotiating identities, shifting existing identities, and creating new ones.
This study has contributed to anthropological theorising on female initiation rituals
within and beyond the Pacific region in several ways. For Melanesia, it has shown the
presence and centrality of female initiation rituals, of which little is known.
Furthermore, it showed the deeper and broader meanings of female initiation.
Perceiving the rites only as 'puberty rites' fails to acknowledge that they are also
concerned with other aspects than the life cycle and identity formation of individual
girls and women. The rites are largely concerned with the transfer of secret and sacred
ancestral knowledge across generations. Female initiation articulates the (procreative)
power of women, the clan, the tribe, and nowadays even Papuan identity at large. This
becomes particularly apparent by the revival of initiation rites. They reflect that the
identity-marking capacity of present-day female initiation rites also concerns the
relationships between adat and Christianity as well as between native communities and
the Indonesian state.
It was further shown how a big-woman within the process of negotiating, shifting,
and creating identities functioned, another aspect that had previously received little
attention in anthropological studies on Melanesia. The female leader particularly
negotiated power through her high status as a big-woman and her descent from the
first native leader to accept the Catholic mission. She succeeded in winning the
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support of other senior, initiated big-women and, from there, mobilised senior,
initiated big-men to assist her in the revitalisation process. This sheds new light on
those mainstream anthropological studies on Melanesia in which males are exclusively
attributed the ability to procure public positions of power. In exploring female
initiation from the viewpoint of experience and agency, this study has illustrated that
women can open the door to heaven.
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Note the glossary includes Meyah and Meybrat, spoken in respectively the north Ayfat and
West Ayfat, and Indonesian (the lingua franca) By using the vernacular as well as the lingua
franca, I followed the informants who, depending on the context, referred to (key) notions
either in Meyah, Meybrat, or Indonesian For readability, in this study I have italicised the
Meyah, Meybrat as well as Indonesian words in an identical manner In this glossary,
however, the words italicised are originally Meyah or Meybrat Indonesian words, and those
adopted from Dutch (with which the glossary concludes) are not italicised
adat
agama
agama Katolik
Ahmnun
Aka

'tradition', custom
religion
Catholic religion, Catholicism
indigenous ceremony for a deceased person
designation for initiates during seclusion in fema meroh (literally
'flower bud')
akarbon
poisonous root
akasikos
menstrual hut
(Indonesian koba koba), multifunctional mat of pandanus leaves,
suitable as sleeping mat, raincoat, and bag)
amah kreku
delivery hut
anak kafir
'pagan children'
Apitiwiah
kind of banana
Apoboh
leaves, bespelled with formulas (especially) known by initiated men to
protect against the poisonous white snake
Arkomoh
premenstrual girls who participated m fema meroh (literally
'twig')
asrama
boarding school
At
facial tattoo received when entering fema meroh
Aufenes
indigenous ritual (literally 'bundle sago')
awiah
taro (a tuberous plant, a local food crop)
awiahfetah awiahfetah mafitama
two parts of a taro make up a whole (life force)
Ayacet
ntual performed during the closing ceremony of fema meroh
baca
reciting sacred formulas (literally 'reading')
Bapak
mister, Mr
behutuntun
indigenous ceremony of 'holding hands'
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bobot

influential big-men and big-women, especially engaged in cloth
possession and exchange

bofit

ginger-like root, applied by initiated men as herbal medicine or for
performing sorcery

budaya

culture

darah panas

(having) hot blood, synonymous for being ill, but also for marrying
'too close'

denda

fine

dukung

carry a baby in a sling

emos

water spirits

etuoh

string, one of the five symbols received during fema meroh

eyu

carrier bag of woven rattan (Indonesian - noken)

fam

clan

fema meroh

female initiation (literally: 'woman come down')

fon

liana

foya

a kind of leaves

gantijiwa

ntual repayment (literally 'substituting the soul')

hubungan sosial

social relationships

hukum adat

customary law; rules of conduct

hongi

raid, head hunting

Ibu

madam, Mrs

ikut modem

follow/take on modernity

Ita

designation for the initiates when leaving the secluded phase οι fema
meroh (literally 'flower in bloom')

kam jalan

kam timur (cloth) used for ceremonial exchange

kam pusaka

sacred kam timur (cloth), serving as central hentage

kam timur

valuable cloth (literally 'eastern cloth')

kapes tabarri

spint of the soil

kawin jauh

marry far away

kawin mka

marry in church

kawin sah

marry according to adat

kebum

tattoo on the belly of female initiates

kekuatan

strength

keladi

taro

Kelompok Sabda

Christian prayer and healing group

keluarga Katolik

Catholic family

kepala

head (part of the body), also meaning: chief

kepala desa

village head

koba koba

multifunctional mat of pandanus leaves, suitable as sleeping mat,
raincoat, and bag (Meyah and Meybrat am)

kohum

red powder, used during female initiation

kosong

empty, empty-handed
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kret
kuskus
kwir
mafitania
mas kawin
Malia/Mana
mbach
mbo
Mey
Meyah
Meybrat
Meyhabehmase
mes
muka
ndahras
ngau
noken
orang Indonesia
orang Irian
orang tua
otak
panas
parang
pendidikan adat
perwiat ania
pihak
pofayer
popesi
popu
potiefmato
poyus
rae wuon
raja
rumah adat
rumah pemali
safah
sakramen Krisma
sawiah kuor
seweron
suangi

sorcery, mastered by initiated men
small marsupial
wood, one of the five symbols received during fenia meroh
ritual repayment (literally: 'substituting the life force')
bride-price
Bird of Paradise
tool used by women to pound tree bark into bark cloth
taboo
language
vernacular spoken among the Meyhabehmase
ethnolinguistic group in the West Ayfat; also the name of the
vernacular
ethnolinguistic group in the north Ayfat; Meyah speakers
blood; menstrual blood; menstruation
face
dog; literally: 'season of copulating dogs'
not (yet) strong enough
bag (Meyah and Meybrat: eyu)
Indonesian people
Irianese (West Papuan) people
elderly
brains
hot, also meaning 'furious'
chopping knife
'traditional' education
indigenous wedding ceremony
group
ornaments received during initiation
bride-price (Indonesian: mas kawin)
exchange of goods during the first stage of an intended marriage
ritual piercing of intranasal septum during female initiation
feather of a Cassowary, worn in the pierced intranasal septum
initiated male(s)
title, literally meaning 'ruler'
cult house
designation missionaries used for female cult house
woven bracelets
sacrament of Confirmation
loin cloth
underground place where the spirits of deceased persons and animals
live on; nowadays equated to Christian Heaven
female witch(craft)
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suku
susteran
tabarri
tafoh
fire,
tao
tah
tokoh adat
Tuhan Allah
tuka
fire
wafpem
watum
Wefo
wereh
wuon
Yefun

tribal group
nunnery
soil, one of the five symbols received duringyë/iz'a meroh
one of the five symbols received during^ni'fl meroh
older sister
leaves, one of the five symbols initiates received during fenia meroh
important person in the sphere of adat
God
tong, used to take food from the ashes and fire
a bamboo stick with one closed end
ancestral rules and knowledge
designation of the Bible as well as the rules of behaviour through
ancestral regulations
bamboo drinking bowl
male initiation
God

Words adopted from Dutch:
fornuis
kitchen-cooker
guru bestuur
literally: 'teacher of the government' ('guru' is Indonesian)
lap
wiping the dishes
schort
apron
spoel
washing up the dishes with warm water
strika
ironing
swabber rumah
swabbing the house ('rumah' is Indonesian)
washandje
washcloth
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Samenvatting
Katholicisme, met enthousiasme gepraktiseerd in het hedendaagse Noordwest Ayfat
gebied van West Papua, vormt een essentiële component van persoonlijke en
groepsidentiteit. De meerderheid van de bevolking van de dorpen Ayawasi en Fef, de
onderzoekslocaties, bidt dagelijks, bediscussieert bijbelpassages in gebedsgroepen, en
neemt 's zondags deel aan de Mis. Lidmaatschap van de rooms-katholieke kerk wordt
door velen ervaren als het delen van een gezamenlijke identiteit, een proces dat in
gang werd gezet met de komst van de katholieke missie in 1949. Het was in die
devotionele context dat enkele vrouwen de initiatieriten, die de lokale bevolking
beschouwde als centraal voor inheemse identiteit maar afschafte vanaf de jaren '60, in
ere wilden herstellen. Deze actie vormde een intrigerend gebeuren, dat plaatsvond
tijdens mijn antropologisch veldonderzoek in 1995. De herintroductie onthulde de
actualiteit van kwesties over de relatie tussen voorouderlijke 'tradities' (initiatie),
christendom en identiteit in de hedendaagse Noordwest Ayfat samenleving, meer
expliciet de vereniging van tribale en christelijke identiteiten. Deze etnografische
actualiteit, gekoppeld aan het inzicht dat initiatieriten begrepen moeten worden vanuit
het perspectief van de actoren, vormen het raamwerk van deze studie naar initiatieriten
voor vrouwen (fenia meroh) binnen een christelijke context in West Papua.
Door middel van levensverhalen, gecombineerd met participerende observatie en
archiefonderzoek, presenteert deze studie een nieuwe benadering voor antropologisch
onderzoek naar initiatieriten. Zoals hoofdstuk 1 uiteenzet, vormt het belangrijkste
uitgangspunt Cohen's (1994) visie op een dynamischer perspectief ten aanzien van
initiatie, in antwoord op de vraag naar nieuwe methoden voor het bestuderen van
(initiatie)rituelen, die Geertz (1973) en Myerhoff (1982) lanceerden. Uitgaande van
Cohen argumenteer ik dat, om antropologische inzichten van initiatie te vergroten, we
de riten moeten begrijpen vanuit het perspectief van individuen, en hun actieve,
creatieve bijdragen door de levenscyclus heen moeten onderzoeken.
Via dit dynamisch perspectief op initiatie wordt in The Door to Heaven onderzocht
hoe individuele personen in Noordwest Ayfat fenia meroh en missionering ervaren in
relatie tot identiteitsvorming. Deze centrale vraag is onderverdeeld in twee deelvragen.
Ten eerste, hoe ervaren individuele personen fenia meroh in een context die in hoge
mate is bepaald door christelijke missionering? Ten tweede, hoe gebruiken individuele
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personen fenia meroh en missionering voor het (her)construeren van identiteiten
gedurende de levensloop? Speciale aandacht wordt besteed aan de wijzen waarop
mensen streven naar het bewerkstelligen van vereniging in geval van conflicterende
identiteiten.
De studie is gecomponeerd rond het levensverhaal van de invloedrijke, vrouwelijke
religieuze leider die de fenia meroh rite in ere herstelde, Maria Baru. Het actorgeoriënteerde perspectief wordt ook gerealiseerd door meerstemmigheid: de visies van
andere inheemse personen (zoals de initiandi van de in ere herstelde fenia meroh rite)
en van mannelijke en vrouwelijke missionarissen, werkzaam (geweest) in het gebied.
De missionaire gezichtspunten zijn gedestilleerd uit archiefonderzoek, interviews en
observatie. Door het onderzoeken van Maria Baru's levensverhaal in het bijzonder,
illustreert de studie de sociaal-religieuze betekenis van initiatie en de wijzen waarop
individuele vrouwen initiatie ervaren en op creatieve wijzen aanwenden gedurende
hun verdere leven. Daarnaast levert de methode ook andere belangrijke, aanvullende
inzichten. Levensverhalen laten zien hoe mensen kunnen afwijken van de rituele
normen. Ze onthullen dat de levenscyclus, waarin mensen de mogelijkheid hebben om
specifieke keuzes te maken voortkomend uit persoonlijke verlangens, een belangrijke
rol speelt in het bepalen van de intensiteit en de wijzen waarop geïnitieerde personen
hun initiatie-ervaring gebruiken. Ook toont Maria Baru's levensverhaal dat grotere
processen, waarin zowel mensen als rituelen zijn ingebed en die door de tijd heen
veranderen, significant zijn. Zo laat het de ideologische conflicten tussen christendom
en voorouderlijke culturele gebruiken zien in termen van persoonlijke ervaring.
In de analyse van Maria's leven blijkt het concept agency een nuttig perspectief te
bieden, vooral waar haar verhaal laat zien hoe zij omgaat met het probleem van
tegenstrijdige belangen: tussen haar verlangen naar scholing en familieverplichtingen
en later tussen 'traditie' (initiatie) en christendom. De studie gebruikt agency in de
betekenis van Bakan (1966), die het ziet als een fenomeen dat zich manifesteert in de
vorm van zelfbescherming, zelfbevestiging en zelfexpansie (als tegenhanger van het
streven naar één zijn met anderen). Maria's identiteitsvorming is geanalyseerd aan de
hand van de driedeling van Harris (1989), die individu, zelf en persoon onderscheidt.
'Individu' verwijst als neutrale term naar een individueel mens; 'zelf naar de ervaring
om een individu te zijn; en 'persoon' naar de publieke opvatting over mensen die lid
zijn van een samenleving en er agency in hebben. Maria's case laat echter zien dat niet
alleen personen maar ook individuen agency hebben, en hoe zelfbeleving verbonden is
met agency.
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'Grotere processen'
Het belangrijkste 'grotere proces', katholieke missionering, startte in 1949 met de
komst van mannelijke Nederlandse missionarissen, eerst Franciscanen (OFM) en later
Augustijnen (OSA). Begin jaren '60 arriveerde de eerste (Nederlandse) vrouwelijke
missionaris van de Missiezusters van het Kostbaar Bloed (CPS). Door Maria's
kinderjaren en haar visie op de komst van de missie als uitgangspunt te nemen, en door
het presenteren van zowel lokale als missionaire gezichtspunten, toont hoofdstuk 2 dat
het aanvaarden van de katholieke missie in de Noordwest Ayfat regio een interactief
proces was tussen leden van beide groepen, die op creatieve wijzen handelden. De
lokale bevolking was alleen bereid om met missionarissen mee te werken indien ze er
voordelen in zagen. Zo was voor het dorpshoofd van Tabamsere, Maria's oom Hauch
Titit (en anderen) de reden om de missie te accepteren noch gerelateerd aan scholing
(de belangrijkste missiemethode), noch aan katholicisme; hij zocht bescherming tegen
de toenmalige Nederlandse koloniale overheid. Tegelijkertijd speelden koloniale
machtsrelaties een centrale rol omdat de regels en gebruiken van missiewerkers, vooral
in de beginfase, overheersten.
In de processen van missionering en koloniaal Nederlands bestuur, verdwenen
initiatieriten in de meeste Noordwest Ayfat samenlevingen vanaf de jaren '60.
Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat het een interactief proces was tussen priesters en lokale
personen. Missionarissen stonden aanvankelijk afwijzend ten opzichte van bepaalde
aspecten van initiatierituelen, omdat participatie in de riten en betrokkenheid bij de
uitvoering ervan kinderen weerhield van schooldeelname en volwassenen van
kerkbezoek. Ze streefden echter doorgaans niet naar het afschaffen van de riten als
geheel. Hoewel hun visie natuurlijk invloed had op het gebruik, hadden lokale
personen hun eigen redenen om de riten achter zich te laten: voordelen in het
afschaffen van 'traditionele' en het omarmen van nieuwe gebruiken, vooral scholing,
hoewel de veronderstelde voordelen verschilden voor kinderen en volwassenen.
Scholing vormde voor kinderen een manier om "moderniteit" te volgen en te
'ontsnappen' aan inheemse gebruiken zoals initiatieriten. Voor volwassenen waren de
scholen vooral verbonden aan de 'rijkdom' en levensstijl die de missionarissen
brachten. Verder vervingen de gedragsregels, normen en waarden die kinderen leerden
op de missiescholen en tijdens preken in kerkdiensten, tot op zekere hoogte de
inheemse overdracht van deze aspecten middels de initiatieriten. Deze veranderingen
vormden voor de lokale bevolking een belangrijke reden om de initiatieriten voor
mannen en vrouwen, die als pijnlijk, zwaar en duur werden ervaren, te verbannen.
Bestudering van de locale en nationale context vanuit een historisch perspectief,
laat zien dat de visie van zowel de lokale bevolking als missionarissen ten aanzien van
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inheemse initiatieriten, in de jaren '90 veranderde. De meerderheid van de bevolking in
de gekerstende dorpen was inmiddels gelovig katholiek en actief betrokken bij
kerkelijke activiteiten. Europese (Nederlandse) missionarissen waren grotendeels
opgevolgd door Indonesische en Papua priesters en zusters, hoewel Nederlandse
priesters nog steeds centrale functies vervulden. Leden van de lokale bevolking in
Ayawasi en Fef begonnen het belang van initiatieriten opnieuw te waarderen in een
sociaal-religieuze context die onder druk stond door verwachte drastische
veranderingen. Die waren verbonden met het nationale transmigratiebeleid van de
toenmalige Indonesische regering. De lokale bevolking vreesde dat de duizenden,
voornamelijk islamitische migranten, de christelijke, Melanesische inheemse
bevolking zou overstemmen en hun levenswijze onder druk zou zetten. Dat fungeerde
als een katalysator voor de revitalisatie van selectieve delen van inheemse
initiatieriten, in dit geval de fenia meroh initiatierite. Tegelijkertijd streefden
missionarissen naar de oprichting van 'retraitehuizen' naar het model van inheemse
initiatiehuizen, maar in een hybride, gekerstende vorm. Christelijke vrouwen en
mannen zouden, in gescheiden gebouwen, zowel selectieve kennis uit initiatieriten
ontvangen als bijbels onderricht, geïnstrueerd door lokale religieuze leiders zoals
Maria Baru en missiemedewerkers.

Conflicterende Identiteiten en Vereniging
De fenia meroh rite, uitgevoerd onder de Meyhabehmase in het noordelijk Ayfat
gebied, doelt op het transformeren van individuele initiandi in volwassen vrouwen die,
vooral door het internaliseren van voorouderlijke gedragsregels, krachten en
symbolen, passen in de sociaal-culturele groep en een gezamenlijke clanidentiteit
delen. Maria Baru's case maakt duidelijk dat het rituele doel, het omvormen van
individuele groepsleden tot volwassenen in overeenstemming met tribale manieren van
leven, niet automatisch wordt bewerkstelligd en zelfs kan uitmonden in conflicterende
identiteiten. De analyse van haar levensverhaal vanuit het perspectief van persoonlijke
ervaring en agency, onthult dat interne en externe stimuli (Ewing 1990) de manieren
waarop en de intensiteit waarmee Maria haar initiatie-ervaring benutte, beïnvloedden.
Ze construeerde voortdurend een nieuw 'zelf in reactie op die stimuli, met als doel het
verenigen van conflicterende identiteiten. Daarbij speelde Maria Baru zowel in op
veranderende persoonlijke verlangens, opinies en belangen als op de steeds wijzigende
socio-culturele context. Onderwijl creëerde ze nieuwe, hybride religieuze (initiatie)
rituelen en trad ze op als een cultuurvemieuwer, die nieuwe initiatieriten lanceerde en
(elementen van) voorouderlijke initiatieriten in de hedendaagse christelijke samenleving incorporeerde.
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Door het belichten van Maria's case, toetst deze studie met name de theorie van
Stephen en Herdt (1989), die inhoudt dat we de impuls tot creativiteit en vernieuwing
moeten zoeken in de kloof tussen culturele representatie en subjectieve noodzakelijkheden en verlangens. De case laat zien dat die impuls niet alleen haar
oorsprong vindt in de kloof tussen sociale identificatie en zelf(beeld), zoals Stephen en
Herdt beweren, maar ook in de kloof tussen verschillende soorten sociale identificaties
alsmede in de pogingen om deze met elkaar in harmonie te brengen. Dat is vooral het
geval wanneer deze kloven, of conflicterende identiteiten, te maken hebben met crisis:
aanvankelijk ondervond Maria Baru geen spanningen tussen haar tribale en christelijke
identiteiten, maar later wel. In die levensfase kwam haar rol als pionier en
cultuurvemieuwer naar voren.
De case onthult dat Maria, voor haar initiatie, toen ze nog kind was, een zelf(beeld)
had van waaruit ze handelde als een creatieve agent: ze probeerde haar belangrijkste
persoonlijke wens te realiseren, namelijk het verlaten van haar dorp Tabamsere om
onderwijs naar westers model te volgen in de missieschool. Ze onderstreepte dat ze
wilde deelnemen aan "ontwikkeling" in plaats van 'traditie'. In deze levensfase reageert
Maria op interne stimuli (haar intelligentie en verlangen naar westerse educatie) en een
externe stimulus: de mogelijkheid tot scholing buiten haar dorp. In die fase slaagde
Maria daar echter niet in. Haar ouders verplichtten haar om te blijven en ze werd
geïnitieerd in defenia meroh rite.
Gedurende de initiatie, met name de periode van afzondering die ongeveer negen
maanden duurde, moest Maria haar 'zelf ondergeschikt maken aan de 'sociale zelf van
de groep initiandi. Zoals hoofdstuk 3 weergeeft, was er nagenoeg geen ruimte voor
agency. De slotceremonie was ambigue: enerzijds uitputtend, vooral omdat de initiandi
de hele nacht moesten blijven staan, luisterend naar de gedragsregels, waarschuwingen
en adviezen die de participanten reciteerden. Anderzijds verschafte de slotceremonie
ook veel trots en prestige omdat zovelen naar Tabamsere waren gekomen voor het
feest.
De fenia meroh rite is verstrengeld met een complex van sociale identiteiten:
gender-, leeftijd en clan identiteit. Door initiatie was Maria een volwassen lid van de
clan geworden en een gendered persoon in overeenstemming met inheemse normen.
De verandering in gender identiteit werd vooral bewerkstelligd door de rituele
overerving en inscriptie van voorouderlijke geheimen en spirituele krachten omtrent
vruchtbaarheid, de namen van vrouwelijke voorouders en regels voor gepast
vrouwelijk gedrag. Belangrijk was ook dat initiandi leerden dat "vrouwen de deur naar
de hemel zijn" vanwege hun unieke reproductieve krachten.
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De navolgende levensfasen (hoofdstuk 4) tonen dat de initiatierite, ondanks de
diepgaande effecten, Maria's wens om het tribale leven te ontvluchten en missionaire
scholing te volgen, niet onderdrukt had. Ze vertrok in het geheim, om te gaan leven in
een kostschool bij missiezusters CPS, en bewoog zich steeds verder in het katholieke
domein. Maria verwijderde de uiterlijke tekens van initiatie en volgde doorgaans niet
de regels die ze leerde tijdens Jènia meroh. Dit laat zien dat geïnitieerde mensen, van
het palet aan mogelijkheden dat ze verkrijgen tijdens initiatie, kunnen kiezen wat ze
gebruiken. Maria koos alleen aspecten die gekoppeld waren aan het domein van
vooroudergeesten: het christendom was "niet sterk genoeg" om daar in te grijpen.
Hoewel Maria discrepanties en spanningen ondervond tussen haar identiteiten, zoals
verbonden met 'traditie' enerzijds en christendom anderzijds, zag ze deze nog niet als
disharmonisch. In die jaren trad ze nieuwe levensfasen binnen toen ze trouwde en
moeder werd. Het moederschap verschafte haar de status van volledige volwassenheid.
Nadat Maria de kennis verkregen tijdens fenia meroh vijftien jaar lang grotendeels
onderdrukte, kwam daarin plotseling verandering tijdens een persoonlijke crisis. Deze
was direct verbonden met aspecten van vrouwelijkheid: reproductie en moederschap.
Maria kreeg tijdens de crisis visioenen die ertoe leidden dat ze de stichter en leider
werd van een christelijke gebeds- en geneesgroep genaamd Kelompok Sabda; een
groep die leden telt over het gehele Vogelkopgebied. Maria interpreteerde de visioenen
als een opdracht om de voorouderlijke kennis zoals verkregen tijdens initiatie,
opnieuw te waarderen en toe te passen. De visioenen deden haar realiseren dat ze niet
mocht vergeten wat ze had doorgekregen van haar voorouders. Tegelijkertijd waren ze
een christelijke legitimatie voor het herintroduceren van inheemse gebruiken.
Na het ervaren van de visioenen, begon Maria met het in harmonie brengen van de
voorheen latente conflicterende identiteiten van 'traditie' en katholicisme. Door het
verenigen van haar sociale identiteit zoals verbonden met initiatie, met haar sociale
identiteit zoals verbonden met christendom, bewerkstelligde ze een meer coherent
'zelf. Terwijl ze de beide domeinen bundelde, creëerde ze nieuwe rituelen van
genezing waarin ze inheemse (zoals verkregen tijdens initiatie) en christelijke noties
en symbolen samensmolt. Ook introduceerde ze een nieuwe vorm van initiatie
waarmee ze andere devote christenen die ervaringen van visioenen claimden, opnam in
de Kelompok Sabda. Deze groep verwierf een centrale, innovatieve positie in het
dagelijkse en religieuze leven, vooral met betrekking tot de relaties tussen 'traditie' en
christendom.
In de eerste helft van de jaren '90, verenigde Maria haar clan- en christelijke
identiteit op meer radicale wijzen: ze ging verder dan het revitaliseren van selectieve
delen van de fenia meroh rite (die omtrent genezing) en herintroduceerde de
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initiatierite als geheel, hoewel in een drastisch verkorte, selectieve manier en
aangepast aan de nieuwe socio-religieuze context (hoofdstuk 6). Als ritueel leider gaf
Maria Baru alleen die elementen door die ze kenmerkte als ultieme bronnen van clanen, in mindere mate, gender identiteit: voorouderlijke gedragsregels, krachten, en
kemsymbolen. Binnen de veranderde context werden dus nieuwe sociale identiteiten
benadrukt, vooral in contrast met christendom en niet-Papua Indonesiërs. Clan- en
tribale identiteit wonnen nog meer aan belang, terwijl gender identiteit centraal bleef,
maar in mindere mate. Tegelijkertijd werden twee nieuwe vormen van sociale
identiteit toegevoegd, namelijk etnische en religieuze (i.e. christelijke) identiteit. De
houding ten opzichte van het christendom was ambigu. Het was elementair voor Maria
Baru dat het inheemse en het christelijke domein "hand in hand" gingen. Juist
christelijke jongens en meisjes, die scholing naar Westers model hadden gevolgd,
moesten geïnitieerd worden: alleen wanneer zij zowel voorouderlijke als christelijke
(spirituele) kennis en krachten zouden ontvangen, zou hun persoonlijke ontwikkeling
"compleet" zijn. Ook werden alleen elementen gekozen die acceptabel waren voor
hedendaagse, 'moderne' initiandi en die niet in strijd waren met katholieke
gedragsregels en levenswijzen. De uitvoering van de opnieuw geïntroduceerde fenia
merohriteen de belangrijkste redenen daarvoor, demonstreren dus een verschuiving in
termen van sociale identiteiten zoals verstrengeld met de rite.
In het revitaliseringproces wendde Maria Baru zowel interne als externe stimuli
aan. In haar persoonlijke beleving was de belangrijkste en enige drijvende kracht het
feit dat zij en andere leden van de Baru-clan die tot de laatste generatie geïnitieerde
personen behoorden, ouder werden; met hun overlijden zou de overdracht van
voorouderlijke geheime kennis en krachten voorgoed verdwijnen. Dit maakte de
kwestie van de verbannen initiatieriten, waarover Maria en haar familie zich al vanaf
de jaren '70 beraadden, urgent. Ook andere factoren beïnvloedden echter haar besluit
om de rite in ere te herstellen: Maria's persoonlijkheid als een geïnitieerd persoon die
niet aan haar initiatie-ervaring kon ontsnappen; andere overheersende
persoonlijkheidskenmerken zoals haar leiderschapskwaliteiten en afstamming van
cultuurvemieuwers; de afwezigheid van toereikende alternatieven binnen de inheemse
en christelijke domeinen; de aanwezigheid van twee Nederlandse, katholieke
antropologen geïnteresseerd in (initiatie)riten; veranderde missionaire visies ten
aanzien van initiatie; en dit alles ingebed in een socio-religieuze omgeving die werd
bedreigd met ingrijpende culturele veranderingen ten gevolge van het
transmigratiebeleid van de toenmalige Indonesische overheid. Maria besloot om de
fenia meroh rite in ere te herstellen ten behoeve van de identiteit van haar clan en
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tribale groep. Voor haarzelf betekende het, dat ze haar belangrijkste levenstaak, het
verenigen van 'traditie' en christendom als even belangrijke domeinen, volbracht.
In aanvulling op de bovenstaande bevindingen, toont de studie aan dat initiatieriten
uitstekende middelen zijn voor het onderhandelen van identiteiten, het verschuiven
van bestaande identiteiten en het creëren van nieuwe. Ook draagt de studie op
verschillende manieren bij aan antropologische theorievorming binnen en buiten
Oceanie. Met betrekking tot Melanesië toont het de aanwezigheid van initiatieriten
voor vrouwen, waarover weinig bekend is. Daarbuiten onthult het de bredere en
diepere betekenissen van deze riten, die verbonden zijn met andere aspecten dan de
levenscyclus en identiteitsvorming van individuele meisjes en vrouwen. Vooral omdat
ze, in hoge mate, betrekking hebben op de overdracht van geheime en heilige kennis,
van generatie op generatie. De riten articuleren de (reproductieve) krachten van
vrouwen, de clan en de etnolinguïstische groep, en tegenwoordig zelfs Papuaidentiteit. De opnieuw geïntroduceerde riten weerspiegelen dat hun betekenis als
markeerder van identiteiten, ook betrekking heeft op de relaties tussen 'traditie' en
christendom, en inheemse samenlevingen en de Indonesische staat. Door het belichten
van de positie van een invloedrijke, vrouwelijke religieuze leider, werpt de studie
tevens nieuw licht op gangbare antropologische studies omtrent Melanesië, waarin aan
mannen doorgaans exclusieve talenten voor het vervullen van publieke, leidende
posities worden toegeschreven. Door het onderzoeken van initiatieriten voor vrouwen
vanuit het perspectief van beleving en agency, illustreert de studie dat vrouwen de deur
naar de hemel kunnen openen.
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